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 1                    P-R-O-C-E-E-D-I-N-G-S


 2                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Okay.  It looks like we


 3  can get started here.  Thank you very much for coming


 4  tonight.  This is the public hearing for the revised draft


 5  EIS for sale 193.  That is a mouthful.  We are going to


 6  walk you through the process and exactly what this meeting


 7  is so everybody starts from the same basis.


 8            Now, one thing I'd like to clear up -- and we


 9  ran into this at two other meetings.  We got into the


10  meeting and someone said, who are you people.  And it's,


11  like, I think we need to fix that at the beginning.


12            We are not an oil company, and we are not from a


13  nongovernmental organization.  We are a federal agency.


14  We are the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, Regulation


15  and Enforcement.  We are responsible for managing the


16  energy and mineral resources on the Outer Continental


17  Shelf.  Our Bureau is within the Department of Interior.


18  Our boss is the Secretary of the Interior.  So that's who


19  we are.


20            Now, before we get into the nitty-gritty of the


21  details, I want to introduce the folks here.  Mary Vavrik


22  is over there taking notes.  We are taking down everything


23  that's said.  So please, when you are given the


24  opportunity to speak, state your name.  We want to get


25  that for the record.
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 1            We have Mike Haller here.


 2                  MR. MICHAEL HALLER: Right here.


 3                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Mike is our liaison for


 4  Native communities.  We've got John Callahan.  John, he's


 5  from our Office of Public Affairs.  Steve Scordino, I


 6  believe, is still out front.  He is an environmental


 7  compliance subject matter expert and an expert for other


 8  things.  We have got Scott Blackburn.  Scott is also out


 9  there.  He is our technical editor for the document.


10            And the other two individuals sitting up here


11  are extremely key to this.  We have got Sharon Warren.


12  Sharon is the project manager for this.  She knows the


13  document inside out and backwards.  It's her job to put it


14  together.  Next to her is Michael Routhier.  Michael is


15  the actual coordinator of the document, so he gets the


16  pieces and puts it together from all the scientists, and


17  Sharon makes sure it all flows.  That's who is here.


18            We are doing this a little bit different


19  tonight.  Usually we just open up the mike and have people


20  speak.  But to make sure we are starting from the exact


21  same place, we are going to take about the first five or


22  ten minutes to tell you exactly what this is.  There are


23  times when people think that this document is the decision


24  document.  This EIS that Sharon is going to speak about,


25  it's not a decision document.  It's information we pass to
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 1  the decisionmaker.  And that's why we are here, as Sharon


 2  is going to explain.


 3            We need your help to make sure this document


 4  includes everything the decisionmaker, the Secretary of


 5  the Interior, needs to make the best possible decision.


 6            We have had meetings like this in the past in


 7  many cities and, whenever we do this, there is always some


 8  I won't call it criticisms, but suggestions on how to do


 9  it better.  So what we are going to do tonight is, aside


10  from having a little briefing to tell everybody why we're


11  here so we all start the same way, we are going to use


12  sort of a more random approach for speakers.  That's why


13  you were asked to put your name in the big silver bowl out


14  there.  Your name goes in there, and we reach in, we pull


15  it, and that's your time to speak.


16            If for some reason you are not in the room, you


17  stepped out for a minute, that doesn't mean you are not


18  going to speak.  I'm just going to put it back in the


19  bowl.  Okay?  I don't want to miss you.  If someone comes


20  15, 20 minutes from now, they can fill out a form, give it


21  to somebody, give it to us, and we will put it in the


22  bowl.  The important thing here is everybody has a chance


23  to speak.  And we will stay here for as long as it takes.


24  We are not going to cut it off at 9:00 or 9:30 or 9:45.


25  If we have to stay here till 10:00 or 10:30, we will.
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 1            We will ask, though, to please keep your


 2  comments to three to five minutes.  We are hoping that a


 3  lot of you will have something to say.  That's what this


 4  meeting is for, to get information from the different


 5  stakeholders in the process and make sure their concerns


 6  and input go into the document.  So I want everybody to


 7  speak and we want to make sure people or an individual or


 8  two don't monopolize the entire conversation.  Everybody


 9  has a chance here.  Okay?


10            Now, with that, I would like Sharon to walk you


11  through the process of why we're here.  Sharon just


12  reminded me, please.  If you have got cell phones, turn


13  them off or at least put them on the buzz thing.  That's


14  what I do.  When I'm told to turn it off, I put it on buzz


15  or vibrate.


16            With that, Sharon, take it away.


17                  MS. SHARON WARREN: Thank you again for


18  coming.  Can everybody hear me all right?  All right.


19  Excellent.  Why are we here today?  We are here today to


20  get your comments on the specific document that's out


21  there.  It's the Revised Draft Supplemental Environmental


22  Impact Statement for Chukchi Sea sale 193.  And what is


23  sale 193?  In 2007 we did an environmental impact


24  statement and sale 193 in the Chukchi Sea was held in


25  February of 2008.  And six companies received leases from
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 1  that sale.  We offered 29.3 million acres and 2.8 million


 2  acres was actually leased.


 3            Then what happened?  Days before the sale,


 4  plaintiffs sued to invalidate the lease sale.  They


 5  alleged that the environmental impact statement did not


 6  address the potential impacts in the document.  There was


 7  not an order to stop the sale, so the sale continued, and


 8  that was the reason why the sale was issued.


 9            And we issued the leases, but in July of 2010,


10  the U.S. District Court for the District of Alaska, which


11  is Judge Beistline in Anchorage, ruled that most of the


12  EIS was satisfactory, but there were three concerns that


13  needed to be addressed before -- for the agency to meet


14  its NEPA obligation.  And that's the National


15  Environmental Policy Act obligations.


16            So the three issues the Court wanted us to


17  address was that the Court said the EIS failed to analyze


18  the environmental impact of natural gas development


19  despite any industry interest and specific leases for such


20  development.  When the sale was offered, there was


21  incentives to the companies to produce the natural gas,


22  and the judge said you offered those incentives, but you


23  did not adequately assess the environmental impacts of


24  that natural gas to be produced based on these incentives.


25            The judge also said you failed to determine
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 1  whether or not missing information identified by the


 2  agency was relevant or essential under attention the


 3  federal regulations.  The Council on Environmental Quality


 4  has regulations that you must follow that when you have


 5  missing information, you have to say -- you have to


 6  determine whether or not the cost of obtaining the missing


 7  information was exorbitant or the means of doing so was


 8  unknown.


 9            When the plaintiffs sued us, the agency, they


10  filed an exhibit that listed all the statements that were


11  made in the environmental impact statement of where the


12  agency said we didn't know, we have uncertainty, and that


13  when the judge looked at it, said that's pretty


14  convincing, but you need to go back and you need to follow


15  the regulations and to assess all the statements that you


16  have made in the environmental impact statement.


17            So what did we do in response to the court


18  order?  We drafted a supplemental environmental impact


19  statement to address the Court's concerns.  That draft


20  supplemental environmental impact statement was released


21  in October of 2010.  We received over 150,000 comments on


22  that draft supplemental environmental impact statement.


23            We held public hearings in Kotzebue, Point Hope,


24  Point Lay, Wainwright, Barrow, and Anchorage, as well as


25  government-to-government meetings in those communities.
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 1            And I'm going to turn it over to Mike to so he


 2  can explain what we did next.


 3                  MR. MICHAEL ROUTHIER: So in most EIS


 4  processes, you go out with a draft to invite public


 5  comment, hold some meetings, and we look at those public


 6  comments and develop a final EIS.  Here, like Sharon said,


 7  we received over 150,000 comments, and we noticed a


 8  recurring theme of many of those comments was -- and


 9  again, this is on the heels of the Deepwater Horizon


10  event.  That theme was you guys need to assess the


11  possibility of a very large oil spill in the Arctic as a


12  result of this lease sale.


13            So as an agency, we sat down and considered our


14  options and decided that, yes, it would be appropriate to


15  analyze a very large oil spill scenario in our EIS.  To


16  ensure that it received the full amount of analysis it


17  warranted, we decided to do that in our EIS.  And because


18  this was a very substantial new piece of analysis, we


19  decided that we were going to need to republish the draft


20  EIS because this contains so much new information.


21            That's basically the document that brings us


22  today.  We republished the original draft SEIS, including


23  the very large oil spill scenario and are now publishing


24  this as a revised draft supplemental environmental impact


25  statement.  And tonight we're here to solicit and record
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 1  public comments on the document to get people's feedback


 2  on whether the document is sufficient.  And we will then


 3  take those comments, incorporate them into our final SEIS,


 4  and send that on to the eventual decisionmaker.


 5            So we mentioned that one of the main drivers of


 6  this revised document was the very large oil spill


 7  scenario, so we want to talk a little bit more about what


 8  that is.  Basically we asked our expert geologists what


 9  the biggest oil spill possible in the Chukchi Sea planning


10  area could be.  This is a purely hypothetical event.  We


11  are not talking about a specific plan to drill.  This is


12  purely hypothetical and a scenario to inform our


13  environmental analysis.


14            The very large oil spill is a term that is


15  different than the term which you might hear elsewhere,


16  which is worst-case discharge.  Whereas a very large oil


17  spill is a tool in our NEPA analysis, the worst-case


18  discharge is something specifically required by our


19  regulations to be included in any exploration plan.


20            So if this lease sale were to be affirmed or


21  affirmed in part and a company were to, down the road,


22  submit an exploration plan to actually do drilling in the


23  Chukchi Sea, that proposed exploration plan would have to


24  include a worst-case discharge.  That's a different


25  analysis.
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 1            It would incorporate a lot of additional


 2  information, such as what kind of well is it, where is the


 3  well, what reservoir, what kind of oil, what kind of


 4  technology would be used, what kind of safety precautions


 5  would be taken and so forth.  And it's that subsequent


 6  analysis that would inform the decision on, okay, what


 7  kind of oil spill response plan would be required if that


 8  exploration were to go forward.


 9                  MS. SHARON WARREN: Again, the input that


10  we need tonight from you and until July 11th when we have


11  a public comment period open is to have your comments on


12  this document that we have out there, this revised draft


13  supplemental environmental impact statement for sale 193.


14  There is a 45-day comment period.  This was released out


15  to the public on the 21st of May.  And so the comment


16  period closes on July 11th.


17            There is a website that you can go to to click


18  on and submit your comments.  We are using regulations.gov


19  for the comments, and we have some handouts that we will


20  put out here so that you know how to go to our website and


21  where to click on to submit your comments.  And that's


22  what we are asking.  That's why we're here tonight, to get


23  your views.


24            So the next thing is, what happens after these


25  hearings?  As Mike says, we will take these comments,
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 1  incorporate them, and do and make a final supplemental


 2  EIS.  We are on a court deadline.  We are mandated by the


 3  Court.  This document is still in litigation.  The Court


 4  issued an order on the 19th of May and said, however you


 5  want to do it, in addition to doing the court order, items


 6  that he had as concerns and to do this, he wants the


 7  Secretary to make his decision on whether to reaffirm the


 8  sale, modify the sale, or cancel the lease sale by the 3rd


 9  of October of this year.


10            So in order to do that, we are going to


11  incorporate these comments.  We must have the final SEIS


12  out there to the public filed with the Environmental


13  Protection Agency in early September.  So there is a


14  30-day waiting period before the Secretary of the Interior


15  can make the decision.  Once he makes that decision, this


16  document, the final EIS, and his decision will be filed


17  with the District Court, and there will be further


18  briefings with the District Court, and then the judge will


19  decide whether or not the agency has met its obligation


20  under the National Environmental Policy Act.


21            And what we are going to do is, these posters


22  after we are finished, we are going to hang them along the


23  back wall so that when we have the break -- which there


24  will be probably a break, as time goes on, and Jim will


25  explain that -- he will give you an opportunity to go
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 1  along the back wall.


 2            There is also some maps on the back wall that we


 3  put up.  One in particular is the sale 193 map that you


 4  can see what was the sale 193 area that was offered,


 5  what's the alternative.  There is still alternatives that


 6  are being looked at in the supplemental, so -- and then


 7  also what was leased.  The leased areas are both the gray


 8  blocks and there are some red blocks because some of the


 9  leases are within one of the alternatives that the


10  Secretary can decide to choose on this.  So this whole


11  sale is back to the Secretary to decide what he wants to


12  do with the sale.


13                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you very much.  I


14  noticed when they were up there, they were pointing to me


15  and saying Jim.  I probably forgot to tell you who I was.


16  Yes, I'm a Fed.  My name is Jim Kendall.  I am the new


17  Regional Director for the Alaska Regional Office of the


18  Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, Regulation and


19  Enforcement.  I came up here on a detail from Washington,


20  D.C. in January.  It was supposed to be a two- to


21  three-month detail.  After six months I have fallen in


22  love with Alaska.  I think I have some Alaska colleagues


23  that might like me, so I am moving to Alaska to join the


24  community of this wonderful state.


25            Also, I would like to point out we have some
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 1  members in our audience who are representing our leaders.


 2  We have got the Representative Steve Thompson in the


 3  audience.  Thank you for coming tonight.  Rhonda Boyles


 4  representing Congressman Young.  Thank you.  And we've got


 5  Tom Moyer representing Senator Begich.  Would any of you


 6  like to make a few opening comments?


 7                  UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: No.


 8                  DR. JIM KENDALL: All right.  That's fine.


 9  Now, with that, we are going to start the process where we


10  get input from you all.  Now, this is real important


11  because we are preparing a document that goes to the


12  decisionmaker.  It's also very much a public transparent


13  process.  So we want input from folks.  We want you to


14  read the document.  Tell us what you thought.  Tell us


15  what we are missing so when we give that document and all


16  the material that goes with it to the Secretary, he can


17  sit down with his staff and these materials and make the


18  best possible decision.


19            So you are part of the process.  This is really,


20  really important.  So once we start the comment period,


21  please state your name.  Let's try to keep it to three to


22  five minutes so everybody has a chance and we are not here


23  till 3:00 in the morning.  But if we have to, we will stay


24  till 3:00 in the morning.  And if you have written


25  comments, please bring it up here.  I'll give it to Mary
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 1  and that will be entered into the record, as well.  So


 2  Scott, will you bring over the bowl.


 3            Now, we have never done it before this way, but


 4  we are hoping that it makes it more fair and everybody


 5  feels they have had an equal chance to do it.  Murray


 6  Richmond representing Senator Thomas.  Thank you.  Thank


 7  you, Murray.


 8            Our first selectee is Debbie Miller.  Debbie


 9  Miller.  Come right up to the podium.  The floor is yours.


10                  MS. DEBBIE MILLER: I'm the lucky one.


11  Gee whiz.  I'm Debbie Miller.  I have lived in Alaska for


12  35 years.  I have spent much of the last 35 years


13  exploring the Arctic, mostly during the summer months,


14  extensively in the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge,


15  Natural Petroleum Reserve, and I write books for children


16  and adults about the natural world.


17            I have not been to the Chukchi Sea.  I have


18  traveled out on the sea ice north of Barrow when I worked


19  on a book about polar bears back in the mid 1990s.  And it


20  was there that I learned about the culture of the Inupiat


21  people and how they are the bravest people and the


22  hardiest people to go out into those sea ice, you know,


23  areas where the ice is moving, where bears are, you know,


24  struggling, swimming right now because we have such a


25  situation with the loss of ice.  We are reading all about
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 1  that.


 2            But this is an incredibly harsh environment,


 3  always changing, a dynamic landscape.  It would be the


 4  last place I would ever consider a good place to have oil


 5  and gas drilling, exploration and development.  By -- just


 6  by the nature of the weather, the wind, the storms, the


 7  sea ice moving, the pressure ridges that I saw, the sound


 8  of the ice sheets grinding against one another.  So just


 9  the nature of this place says to me aren't there other


10  places that are less sensitive that would be a lower risk


11  area to explore and develop oil and gas.  The species, the


12  polar bears, are endangered or threatened.


13            I noticed in the report -- I just have now seen


14  this for the first time, and I turned to the polar bear


15  page on page 100, and it mentioned that, as a conclusion,


16  that the impacts appear to be minimal on polar bears with


17  oil and gas development.


18            And I would, I guess, question that in that if


19  you read a Canadian study that was done back in the 1970s


20  when I was doing my research, there was a gruesome study


21  that was conducted where the Canadian scientists purposely


22  oiled the fur of six polar bears to see what would happen,


23  and immediately those polar bears groomed themselves,


24  ingested the oil, went into convulsions, and they all


25  died.  So we have had some studies that have looked at
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 1  what happens when a polar bear has its fur covered in oil.


 2  So these are serious impacts if we have an oil spill.


 3            The second biggest concern I would have is there


 4  is no proven technology to clean up an oil spill in Arctic


 5  waters, and that's also pointed out in your report on page


 6  135.  I was looking at the effect of ice on response


 7  actions.  It's very clear that you are going to be


 8  hampered if you are out there in those kinds of conditions


 9  as far as getting that ice, building the booms protecting


10  the area.  Removing the oil with those ice conditions


11  makes it almost impossible in a lot of cases.  So again,


12  the question would be why would we choose this area, a


13  high risk area, on the heels of the Gulf spill, the Gulf


14  of Mexico on the heels of Exxon Valdez oil spill.  Why


15  would we go to such a high risk area when we have other


16  places to explore and develop and we have other choices


17  for our energy supply, namely renewable energy, solar,


18  wind, geothermal and all the other -- tidal.  Wouldn't


19  this be a safer bet?


20            Thank you so much for your time and for coming


21  to Fairbanks and teaching us about all the work that you


22  put into this.  This looks like a very interesting


23  document.  I'll submit written comments at a later date.


24  Thank you.


25                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you very much.  I
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 1  promise I will do my best not to destroy the names too


 2  bad.  The first name is Joseph.  Joseph Aveoganna.  The


 3  floor is yours, Joseph.  You can speak over there, if you


 4  would like.


 5                  MR. DANIEL LUM: Hello.  This is my son


 6  Joseph.


 7                  MR. JOSEPH AVEOGANNA: Hi.


 8                  MR. DANIEL LUM: Joseph is shy.  And so


 9  I'm going to help him with this.  And my name is Daniel.


10  I'm from Barrow, my wife is from Point Hope, and my son


11  has grandparents in Wainwright, all three out on the


12  Chukchi.  Joseph, what kind of food do you eat?  Tell


13  these people what you eat.  Okay.


14                  MR. JOSEPH AVEOGANNA: Bowhead whales,


15  fish, walrus and seals.


16                  MR. DANIEL LUM: Do we eat a little bit of


17  that or do we eat a lot of it?


18                  MR. JOSEPH AVEOGANNA: A lot of it.


19                  MR. DANIEL LUM: Is this important to you?


20  Do you always eat this fresh good food from the Chukchi?


21                  MR. JOSEPH AVEOGANNA: Yes.


22                  MR. DANIEL LUM: What happened in Mexico


23  [sic] this year from what you learned from school?


24                  MR. JOSEPH AVEOGANNA: The oil spill.


25                  MR. DANIEL LUM: What happened to the
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 1  ocean when they had an oil spill?


 2                  MR. JOSEPH AVEOGANNA: Everything got sick


 3  and died.


 4                  MR. DANIEL LUM: A lot of it got sick and


 5  died.  Nannuq, look at all these people.  Look at them.


 6  Whose ocean is this Nannuq?


 7                  MR. JOSEPH AVEOGANNA: Mine.


 8                  MR. DANIEL LUM: Does this ocean belong to


 9  them?


10                  MR. JOSEPH AVEOGANNA: No.


11                  MR. DANIEL LUM: What do you want to tell


12  these people, Nannuq?


13                  MR. JOSEPH AVEOGANNA: This is my ocean,


14  not yours.


15                  MR. DANIEL LUM: Please stay out of our


16  ocean.  Thank you.


17                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Next on deck we have


18  Rebecca Schaffer.  Rebecca.  And after that it will be


19  Joseph Boyle.


20                  MS. REBECCA SCHAFFER: Well, next time any


21  of us eat shrimp, we have to question where it came from


22  because it's keeping -- they are keeping it on the down


23  low.  They are covering it up, and there is a big


24  percentage of it coming from the Gulf.  People are dying.


25  They are bleeding from all their orifices down there, just
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 1  like the dolphins.  This is all being hushed up.


 2            So I mean, you know, it's kind of scary, you


 3  know, what's happening to the oceans.  That's why I wanted


 4  to speak.  I want to speak for the animals, for the ocean,


 5  for the, you know, the endangered.  With Fukushima, the


 6  Gulf, Valdez, you know, our hindsight is 20/20, right?


 7  But the animals, from the algae to the whales, you know,


 8  are dying.  They are endangered.  It's all out of balance.


 9  And why?  Part of it is due to global warming, but a lost


10  it is due to, you know, mankind.


11            I would just like to believe that we have


12  evolved higher, a more higher consciousness, right, to


13  think outside the box, to think beyond oil.


14            My dad was in development, you know.  Ironically


15  I'm sitting here.  He's probably really groaning upstairs


16  because he was all pro development, you know.  But in


17  reality, we have options.  You know, I know that it's


18  threatening jobs and money.  The state of Alaska is rich


19  because of oil.  But you have to look at the bigger


20  picture.  The bigger picture is that we take care of


21  everyone, including the ocean.  You know, we take care of


22  future generations to enjoy all that as well.


23            So I think there is a lot of other alternatives,


24  you know.  I mean, if there is hydrogen cars, I'm there,


25  Charlie, you know.  I mean, geothermal, the sun.  It's all
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 1  natural, nonpolluting, you know.  So I think that's what


 2  we all ought to be embracing.  You know, with -- milk in


 3  Hawaii on the big island is 3,000 times radiated with, you


 4  know, the -- just radiated.  You know, I have a daughter


 5  living over there, you know.  It's pretty scary, the


 6  ramifications of our actions.  The ramifications of the


 7  Gulf Coast we are not even hearing about because it's


 8  hushed up.


 9            So anyways, I get a little impassioned, but


10  thanks for this hearing.


11                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you, Rebecca.


12  Joseph Boyle, and following Joseph will be Steve Kelly.


13  Joseph, the floor is yours.


14                  MR. JOSEPH BOYLE: Hi.  Joseph Boyle.  I'm


15  a member of Laborers Local 942.  I have been working up on


16  the North Slope for over six years now, primarily during


17  the winter.  Some of the conditions I've seen, near


18  white-out conditions.  I've worked in temperatures 80


19  below zero with a wind chill for 12 hours a day, seven


20  days a week for months on end.  I think we really do need


21  to be drilling up there more.  I think a lot of jobs are


22  at stake, mine personally, as well as tens of thousands of


23  others, they estimate.


24            But one thing I just wanted to say was as the


25  amount of oil declines in our pipeline, so do the jobs
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 1  here in Alaska.  And it's a beautiful place, but at the


 2  same time, I don't want to turn it into the biggest


 3  national park on earth.


 4            Some of the stop measures that we have up there


 5  include -- I mean, we put diapers is what we call them,


 6  but stuff underneath pickup trucks.  And it's not just a


 7  duck pond which is like a throw-down containment.  It's


 8  something you actually tie wire underneath the bottom of


 9  the vehicles and that goes to every single piece of


10  equipment that we have up there.  It's incredibly


11  environmentally safe.


12            And I mean, literally, if there is one drop of


13  oil or any grease hits the ground you literally have to


14  shovel it up and pick it up.  And I've walked for miles


15  and down right-of-ways and literally picked up about the


16  equivalent of three snowballs, which is mainly just snow.


17  It's really not that contaminated.  I mean, it's a


18  beautiful place up there.  But there really is nothing up


19  there except the pipeline workers, at least when I'm


20  around.


21            But that's about all I have to say.  The amount


22  of environmental impact is so minimal that it just boggles


23  my mind.  But that's all I've got for now.  Thank you.


24                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you, Joseph.


25  Steve Kelly, followed by Brent Helms.  Steve, the floor is
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 1  yours.


 2                  MR. STEVE KELLY: My name is Steve Kelly.


 3  I live at 4140 Owl Drive, Fairbanks, Alaska.  I've worked


 4  heavy construction since 1975.  I retired in 2003.  In


 5  1980, '81 and '82 I worked on offshore islands up in


 6  Prudhoe Bay.  So I worked on BF 37, Duck Island and Seal


 7  Island, for sure.  And technology we had then was pretty


 8  good, but the technology we have now, it would be almost


 9  impossible for me to believe that we do not have ways of


10  going and getting those resources and not doing any harm


11  on the environment.


12            It's pretty shallow.  It's only 150 feet at the


13  deepest.  We can make islands that deep.  We did it in


14  the '80s.  We can still do it.  And we are talking about


15  50-, 60,000 jobs.  We are talking about making the United


16  States energy dependent [sic].  We can't just turn our


17  back on it because we think it can't be done.  We have to


18  somehow go get that resource, provide work for ourselves,


19  take care of ourselves, save the environment and not


20  damage the food and the sea for everybody else.  It has to


21  be -- there has to be a way we can do it.  And these


22  people will find a way to do it.


23            Thank you.


24                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Next is Brent Helms,


25  followed by Richard Fineberg.
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 1                  MR. BRENT HELMS: My name is Brent Helms.


 2  I'm a lifelong Alaskan and have worked in construction in


 3  the state throughout my career, many of those years in the


 4  oil and gas industry.  Since the development of Alaska's


 5  oil and gas there have been thousands of workers trained


 6  for building and maintaining the oil and gas


 7  infrastructure.  The jobs associated with this industry


 8  has allowed me to remain in Alaska to raise my family,


 9  along with many other Alaskans over the years.  I'm


10  concerned this may change in the future if oil and gas


11  production continues to decline with the associated jobs.


12            The oil and gas industry demands a skilled


13  workforce to construct and maintain its pipelines and


14  facilities.  These are trained Alaskans from across the


15  state, a skilled workforce ready to work on projects that


16  Alaska's OCS development would provide.  Previous studies


17  estimate that opening the OCS for development will provide


18  tens of thousands of employment opportunities.  These are


19  good jobs, jobs that allow young men and women to raise


20  families, support their communities, and remain in Alaska.


21            The oil and gas reserves of Alaska are crucial


22  to the nation and its dependence on foreign oil.  Further


23  delays in permitting are costly and will deprive the


24  nation of both jobs and future domestic oil supply.


25  Developing the OCS is vital for Alaska's economic future.
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 1            I urge you to support permitting lease sale 193


 2  for responsible development.


 3                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Richard Fineberg,


 4  followed by Buzz Otis.


 5                  MR. RICHARD FINEBERG: Richard Fineberg,


 6  3920 Old Wood Road, Ester, 99725.  I have observed oil


 7  operations for the better part of four decades as a


 8  newspaper reporter, as a state bureaucrat, and as an


 9  environmental advocate and as a consultant.  I will go


10  back to -- and my comments are informed by, I think, all


11  of that work, primarily onshore, but some offshore.  I was


12  with the governor's office in the Exxon Valdez spill and


13  observed it very closely throughout the summer of the


14  first year, and have just been down in the Gulf on my own


15  extensively, the Gulf of Mexico, which is not directly


16  relevant here, but I simply want to suggest I do have some


17  background to make a couple of general challenging


18  statements.


19            Number one, my first dealing with offshore spill


20  response was 1983 when I became the budget analyst for the


21  State's Department of Environmental Conservation in the


22  governor's office, and I had to move paper as a naive


23  bureaucrat who had no knowledge of how to do it, but the


24  first paper I had to move was to move the paperwork to get


25  funding for a stalled response project on oil spill
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 1  response in broken ice.


 2            The project had been stalled for some time.  The


 3  department was imploring me to move it.  It's a perfect


 4  metaphor for where we are right now.  I don't know if we


 5  have made any major progress.  I don't believe we have


 6  made significant response progress since -- since then.


 7  At that time the State was botching its response.  I have


 8  observed over the years and documented the State's


 9  response failures, and not only spill response, but


10  environmental protection responses, including the risk


11  assessment program of 2008 to 2010.


12            From that I just want to flag two -- two


13  sentences that just -- just popped out at me in your May


14  2011 revised supplemental report.  Page 280, "The lack of


15  any well-established and extensive onshore infrastructure


16  within the Chukchi Sea region could compromise the


17  efficiency of response efforts, heightening and prolonging


18  the impacts described above."  It doesn't sound like good


19  news at all.  And I think the criteria that you asked us


20  to look at the statements is, are -- is the sentence


21  relevant, and what is your belief on it.


22            Yes, I feel it's quite relevant, but doesn't


23  demonstrate we should go forward.  I believe not two pages


24  later, the conclusion -- and page 280, which you know --


25  not all of you here may know.  That is a -- that is in
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 1  response to a very large oil spill section.


 2            The conclusion two pages later -- and I'll have


 3  to paraphrase this.  As a stutterer, that's the least I


 4  can do for you.  While intervention and response could


 5  mitigate the volume and certain effects, the significant


 6  and perhaps irrevocable adverse impacts associated with a


 7  very large oil spill highlight the need for effective


 8  spill response.


 9            I spent that time stumbling over my biography


10  because I'm going to suggest a venture that I'm not clear


11  on, which is the precautionary principle.  I believe these


12  two statements stand in almost flagrant violation of the


13  precautionary principle.  Although my language is strong


14  there, I don't know that that's legally relevant, but


15  common sense wise it is a point I wanted to make.  And I


16  am sorry that I do not have the legal background to know


17  if I'm on point for you on that.


18            So I thank you very much for your time.


19                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you very much,


20  Richard.  Next is Buzz Otis and followed by Charles


21  Paskvan.


22                  MR. BUZZ OTIS: Good evening.  Good


23  evening.  Thank you for being here.  My name is Buzz Otis.


24  My mailing address is P.O. Box 55068, North Pole, Alaska


25  99705.  And I welcome you to Fairbanks tonight.  And I
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 1  know we got precluded from the opportunity to testify


 2  early on, so I appreciate you amending your schedule and


 3  including us.


 4            I represent North Pole Economic Development


 5  Corporation.  I'm their executive director as well as a


 6  private businessman in this community since 1976.  Lease


 7  Sale 193 should be affirmed as held in 2008.  I believe


 8  the EIS provides sufficient information and analysis to


 9  support an informed decision affirming sale 193.


10  Rescinding leases and allowing a de facto moratorium to


11  continue will harm Alaska's economy and discourage future


12  industry investment without a corresponding benefit to the


13  environment.


14            Alaska's economy is at a crossroads, as I see


15  the United States.  We need to get a handle on this energy


16  issue.  We are paying close to $4 a gallon in this town


17  for heating oil.  We heat our homes some people somewhere


18  eight, nine months of the year, but certainly six or


19  seven.  We have snow on the ground from the first of


20  October, usually, until the first of May.  And the people


21  on fixed incomes are leaving this town, retirees,


22  people -- it's difficult.  You can sense it in the


23  streets.  You don't see the activity in the construction


24  industry, at the restaurants.  And it's a concern of mine.


25            I've decided to make Alaska my home, and I'd
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 1  like to -- my children to be able to have jobs here.  But


 2  without adequate energy, affordable energy, they won't be


 3  able to stay here.  And the same concern goes for the


 4  United States.  We need to be dependent on Alaska's


 5  resources as a country and not send our money to OPEC that


 6  could care less.  Those people do not like Americans, for


 7  the most part, and it just seems absurd that we continue


 8  to enhance their economy at the detriment of ours.


 9            I'm as concerned about the Alaska environment as


10  anybody.  I hunt here.  I fish here.  You know, we


11  recreate in the waters and love Alaska.  But I truly


12  believe that development and industry and protecting the


13  State's natural bounty of fish, wildlife, waters, and the


14  way of life we have all come to love can be done jointly


15  and in harmony.


16            The Chukchi OCS is an important future source of


17  energy supply.  I touched on that a little bit.  I'm not


18  sure if the Chukchi Sea oil would come through the


19  Trans-Alaska Pipeline, but if it did, that would be very


20  helpful.  Sorry about the echo.


21            We have two refineries in North Pole.  When TAPS


22  first started in the '70s, oil was about 110 degrees.  We


23  now get oil between 32 and 40 degrees into the refinery.


24  They use refined products to heat the oil so they can


25  refine it and that's the big -- that's the only reason
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 1  right now why the oil gets to Valdez is because it's


 2  heated -- taken out of the pipe, a lot of it is heated up,


 3  some of what they don't use gets put back in the pipe and


 4  raises the ambient temperature of the oil in the pipe.


 5            We are down from two million barrels a day to


 6  600,000, and we need to get that oil back up to the levels


 7  where it doesn't become ChapStick.  We had an incident


 8  last January when the line was shut down for seven whole


 9  days because of a situation up at Pump 1, and it was


10  difficult getting it started.


11            So I see these type of developments being


12  beneficial, not only to Alaska, but the Trans-Alaska


13  Pipeline, our economy, the people of this state, both


14  Natives and those of us that weren't blessed enough to


15  have been born here, as well as the United States.


16            And so I urge you to move this thing forward.


17  The restrictions on development, the hurdles we have to


18  jump is -- is very, very difficult for industry to


19  stomach.  Challenges putting a bridge across the river,


20  the Colville River, here on the Tanana.  It just goes on


21  and on and on.  And we are taking America down in the


22  process.  There has got to be a balance between what's


23  good for the country and just saying no to -- to


24  further -- I'm not sure quite what the agenda is, but it's


25  time to change.
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 1            Thank you very much for your time.


 2                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you, Buzz.  Next,


 3  Charles Paskvan.  The floor is yours.


 4                  MR. CHARLES PASKVAN: I've worked


 5  construction since 1975 on the oil pipeline.  And I've


 6  watched a lot of development go through that.  I just have


 7  a couple notes here I'd like to go over there.  Is


 8  releasing 30,000,000 barrels from our strategic national


 9  reserve an energy policy?  No.  Alaska has for over 30


10  years and over 15,000,000,000 barrels of oil, that is an


11  energy policy.


12            In a new offshore oil field, the Oogarook, the


13  oil pipeline is inside of another pipeline.  And what you


14  have there is the ability to have sensors.  There is also


15  another couple of pipelines inside of that.  So you have


16  the oil, gas, water, power inside of a half-inch pipeline


17  that protects the oil and gas and all of that inside of


18  that.


19            So after what he was talking about having the


20  island built out there for this development, and then you


21  have a buried pipeline that has sensors that would prevent


22  any release, you have zero possibility of an actual spill


23  from a pipeline with the new technology that they have


24  been using up there on this field now.  So this company is


25  doing everything that they would need to to protect and
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 1  ensure any potential, and there would be zero potential of


 2  a spill with this new technology.


 3            What we are doing today is really amazing.  And


 4  we all know that with the knowledge we are doing it we can


 5  do it right and do it safe in America for national


 6  security, for Alaska's jobs, for -- we need to build it.


 7            The other problem here is overregulation of the


 8  entire industry, the entire country.  We are being


 9  regulated to death.  I mean, we are doing it right, the


10  technology is there, and we just need to go out and do our


11  job.


12            Thank you.


13                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you very much.


14  Next is Merrick Peirce, followed by Jeanne Creamer-Dalton.


15                  MR. MERRICK PEIRCE: Good evening.  Thank


16  you very much for coming up to Fairbanks for this hearing.


17            My name is Merrick Peirce, P.O. Box 10045,


18  Fairbanks, Alaska 99710.  I'm in the oil and gas business,


19  and I do support responsible oil and gas development.  And


20  I think before I begin my testimony, I'd like a little


21  audience participation by a simple show of hands.  How


22  many of you have been up to the Arctic coast ever in your


23  life, just a quick show of hands.  So most of the people.


24  And how many of you have been up in the Arctic ice in the


25  wintertime?  Let the record reflect about half the room of
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 1  a large group of Alaskans have actually been to the Arctic


 2  in the wintertime.


 3            One of the concerns that I have is that there


 4  are many decisionmakers, both within industry and within


 5  government who have never set foot on the Arctic sea ice


 6  in the wintertime, so they don't fully appreciate just how


 7  tough these Arctic conditions are, how cold it is up


 8  there, how windy it is up there, and yet these are the


 9  folks that are making decisions about what happens in


10  Alaska's Arctic.


11            This is an environment that's vastly different


12  than the Gulf of Mexico.  According to a recent AP


13  investigation, there are 27,000 abandoned oil and gas


14  wells, and no one in industry or in government really


15  fully comprehends just what's happening with all the oil


16  and gas wells, particularly wells that have been


17  abandoned, thousands of them.  And it begs the question of


18  why we are moving in the Arctic with all of the issues


19  that remain to be resolved in the Gulf of Mexico.


20            I think with the Gulf of Mexico it's helpful to


21  illustrate what's happening in the Gulf of Mexico to


22  what's happening in the Arctic.  In the Gulf you have


23  thousands of miles of roads in the Gulf, and you have


24  airports, you have ports, you have a basic infrastructure


25  in place, but you access to the oil beaches if there is a
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 1  release of crude oil.  And of course, you have got


 2  year-round warm weather.  You don't have the ice and the


 3  wind like you have in the Arctic.


 4            That's not the case in the Arctic.  There are no


 5  roads to the major communities in the Arctic.  You can't


 6  drive to Barrow.  You can't drive to Kotzebue.  You can't


 7  drive to Kaktovik.  What I'm asking you to fully


 8  appreciate is that you can't even drive from Kaktovik to


 9  Kotzebue.  The road infrastructure just isn't in place.


10  And the nearest ice-free port is at Dutch Harbor.  That's


11  roughly a thousand miles away from where this proposed


12  development will occur.


13            There is a real concern about the behavior of


14  the oil industry in Alaska over the last 20 years.  So if


15  we can start with the corruption that we saw within MMS to


16  where officials abrogated their fiduciary obligation to


17  taxpayers where they were taking bribes, where they were


18  taking prostitutes, there were drugs, promises of jobs,


19  and they walked away from their fiduciary obligation to


20  the taxpayers.


21            In Alaska we saw what happened with Exxon in


22  Prince William Sound where they released between 11- and


23  20,000,000 barrels of crude oil into Prince William Sound.


24  Oil that's spilled there, today, you can simply kick over


25  the rocks on some of the beaches there.  We saw that BP
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 1  ran their pipelines to failure in Prudhoe Bay.  We had


 2  Doyon Drilling with a convicted felon.


 3            And what we have is a situation where we had


 4  ADEC regulators who were told not to do the jobs that they


 5  were responsible to do.  And they were fired when they


 6  did.  And we have even had scores of representatives, both


 7  representatives and senators who were taking bribes from


 8  the oil industry.  Huge concern.


 9            And so the question that we have to ask with all


10  of this felonious conduct, this blatant corruption, how


11  can we have the slightest degree of assurance that history


12  will not repeat itself with oil exploration and


13  development in the Arctic Ocean?  That's an unanswered


14  question.


15            But we can look at past behaviors to get some


16  indication of what future conduct is like.  And the


17  possibility of cleaning up a major oil spill with sea ice,


18  darkness and storms is a fairy tale.  As any Alaskan can


19  tell you, particularly in the cold winters, Murphy's law


20  prevails.  If something can go wrong, it will go wrong and


21  it will go wrong at the worst possible time.  So you'll be


22  looking for an oil spill, a major oil spill in the


23  darkness of an Arctic winter where you have got sea ice,


24  where you have gale force winds.


25            If you talk to the Eskimos up there, they'll
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 1  tell you about the gale force winds.  And that puts a wind


 2  chill up to about 60 to 100 degrees below zero.


 3            The result is that you could have an uncontained


 4  uncontrolled oil spill that spreads throughout the Arctic


 5  doing enormous damage to wildlife and the subsistence way


 6  of life of the Inupiat that have been practicing the


 7  subsistence way of life for thousands of years.  That's a


 8  huge concern.


 9            In the cold Arctic winters, the oil will not


10  break down quickly, similar to what we have seen in Prince


11  William Sound.  And it will do damage for many, many


12  decades.  And when the inevitable spill happens, people


13  are going to ask, what were they thinking back in 2011?


14  Why did they allow this kind of development to occur.


15            In closing, I note that offshore development is


16  outside of Alaska's legal jurisdiction.  We will not


17  derive royalty or severance revenue from this kind of


18  exploration and development.  That's what Alaska uses to


19  pay its bills.  That's what we use for roads.  That's what


20  we use for schools.  That's what we use for troopers.  And


21  we need to start filling that oil in the TAPS pipeline


22  that is in decline, and we can do that with


23  [indiscernible] exploration.  And that oil does provide


24  the state with severance and royalty, not so with the


25  offshore oil.
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 1            So these are the concerns that we need to keep


 2  in mind.  And I thank you very much for having this


 3  hearing and the opportunity to participate.


 4                 DR. JIM KENDALL: Next is Jeanne


 5  Creamer-Dalton, and after that will be Garry Hutchison.


 6                 MS. JEANNE CREAMER-DALTON: Hello.  My name


 7  is Jeanne Creamer-Dalton.  I'm at 176 Palace Circle, No. 5


 8  in Fairbanks.  I was born in Fairbanks.  My family has


 9  been here almost since the beginning of Fairbanks.  And I


10  just am talking as just a regular citizen.  I just wanted


11  to get my two cents in that I am opposed to this drilling


12  in the Arctic and the Chukchi.  And I have been following


13  companies' actions for -- ever since I did spend six or


14  seven years in California and saw the impact on the


15  environment in Southern California.  And when I came back


16  to Alaska, the pipeline was just beginning.


17            And the impact has not been all that great as


18  far as there have been a lot of oil spills.  I have not


19  been -- my experience has been central Interior Alaska.  I


20  did work on the pipeline for a number of years as a


21  Teamster and, actually, I was impressed with the oil


22  companies' actions at that time.  But since then they have


23  deteriorated.  I don't have any written comments.  I'm a


24  better writer than a talker, and I'd like to submit


25  comments at a later date.
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 1            I just wanted you to know that I'm one of the


 2  people that's adamantly opposed to the drilling as it


 3  stands now.  I don't believe they have the technology


 4  needed to deal with any oil spills.  And I think it would


 5  be devastating to the planet.  So thank you.


 6                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you very much.


 7  Garry Hutchison followed by Kirk Jackson.


 8                  MR. GARRY HUTCHISON: My name is Garry


 9  Hutchison.  I live at 140 Falcon Drive, Fairbanks 99712,


10  and I'm here to voice support for development of oil in


11  the offshore regions of the Chukchi Sea because of the


12  need for our pipeline that goes through this community to


13  provide a viable resource to the state and to this


14  community.  Earlier we have heard about the decline and


15  you are aware of that, the Prudhoe Bay decline that's


16  increasing with each year.  And there is a need to put new


17  oil in it.  And my understanding is that the potential


18  exists for up to a million barrels a day to come from the


19  offshore.  And we need to do that.


20            I lived in Fairbanks before the pipeline, so I


21  know what it was like, and I also understand the


22  tremendous, tremendous benefit that the oil discovery and


23  development and the pipeline has given to this community


24  and our state.  Without a doubt, it's the greatest thing


25  that happened to the state since its inception.
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 1            And I think with that is an understanding of


 2  how -- how devastating it would be to this community and


 3  to the state if the pipeline no longer was able to


 4  function and we lost its usefulness in the community.  It


 5  would hurt our tax base.  It would hurt our public systems


 6  and our revenues and jobs, and would be just as


 7  devastating to this town and to this community as it was


 8  good 30 years ago.  So this is something that we need.


 9            You know, we all can fantasize about fears, but


10  we can look back and see facts and reality.  And the facts


11  are that this oil and this development has been tremendous


12  for this state, and we know that the country needs oil.


13  We know that we need to change the way that we develop


14  energies.  We have the ability to do that through


15  technologies.  Alaskans will not tolerate pollution.  We


16  haven't, we won't.  We love the land like no other people.


17            And so I very strongly hope that you support the


18  development efforts and allow that to go forward and give


19  the future to this state and this community.  And I


20  appreciate very much you coming to Fairbanks.  Thank you.


21                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you, Garry.  Next


22  is Kirk Jackson, followed by Rita McGrath.


23                  MR. KIRK JACKSON: Hello.  My name is Kirk


24  Jackson.  I live at 579 Wilcox, Fairbanks.  I was born


25  here in Fairbanks, lived in Alaska my whole life.  I want
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 1  to thank you for giving us the opportunity to speak today.


 2            Alaska has enormous untapped oil and gas


 3  potential, especially in its offshore areas.  The Chukchi


 4  Sea offers more resources than any other undeveloped U.S.


 5  basin.  Alaska's North Slope and its offshore areas are


 6  now perhaps the most studied energy bases in the United


 7  States.  Over 250 studies have been funded in the Arctic


 8  in the past decade with the majority focused on the


 9  Beaufort and Chukchi Seas.  The demand for energy is


10  continuing to rise, and reality will require continued


11  development of oil and gas resources.


12            At its peak, the TAPS pipeline carried


13  approximately 24 percent of domestic production.  Due to


14  declining rates of oil production in the onshore North


15  Slope region, TAPS is down to a third of that production.


16  Development of OCS would help fill the pipeline and keep


17  TAPS flowing for generations to come.


18            So I urge you to move forward with the


19  development of the Lease Sale 193 at a time when America


20  needs jobs, economic growth, and a dependable supply for


21  affordable energy.  Thank you for your time.


22                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Next is Rita McGrath,


23  followed by Roger Burggraf.  The floor is yours.


24                  MS. RITA MCGRATH: My name is Rita


25  McGrath.  I live -- POB 7334, Fairbanks.  I'm a rather
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 1  newcomer.  I've only lived here 33 years, as the


 2  old-timers love to hear me say.  I'm not a public speaker,


 3  but I do want to give my opinion for the animals, for the


 4  ocean, and the land.  And say that we do not need this.


 5  We do not need this to be open, sold, or however you want


 6  to say it.  We have got to get creative.


 7            Oil is -- for the vehicles is something of


 8  yesterday.  We are getting into a new century, so we have


 9  got new ideas.  We have got to get creative.  And the


10  three things we as human beings fight is greed, pride and


11  lust.  And if we didn't have these resources, we would


12  have to get creative and think of other things to do.  And


13  there are scientists out there doing that, and just


14  people.  Look at the kids at UAF that are adventurers and


15  winning awards for the things that they are coming with


16  for electric cars and other vehicles.


17            So we can do that as far as the pipeline


18  selection -- the gentleman here said about the corruption


19  that's going on.  I was bedridden this summer, so being


20  bored I watched Gavel to Gavel.  And I was so appalled at


21  our government sitting there and wanting to give these oil


22  people tax breaks.  Come on.  If you guys pick up the


23  paper and look at the -- I don't play it, so I don't


24  know -- sorry.  My nervousness is getting the best of me.


25            The market on the economy, look at the money
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 1  that they are making, billions and billions, and we are


 2  giving them a tax break?  Hello.  Somebody is not home


 3  upstairs.


 4            And -- but he also said, you know, the


 5  difference of the Gulf of Mexico versus Alaska, the snow


 6  and everything, and we are digging in and drilling for the


 7  effectiveness of the environment.  I'm one of those


 8  hippies from the old era which now i.e., tree huggers, and


 9  close ANWR, close -- I can't pronounce it, this one that


10  we are arguing about now, and all of it.


11            Just keep it closed because you have got to


12  think of the future, people.  You have got to think of


13  your children, the poor polar bears that they are trying


14  to say that they are extinct, and all the other animals


15  and the sea and the fish, the algae.  All that has to be


16  put into consideration.  Look at the money that they are


17  spending.  You know how much money they are spending just


18  to look up about the ice worm?  Have you all ever heard


19  about the research of that?  You have got to think about


20  the poor little ice worm and the ocean.


21            Like I said, I'm not a public speaker, but I do


22  know and I do write my letters and I vote.  And I was told


23  one time that I was an honest voter because I vote for the


24  person and not the party.  So let's keep it closed, you


25  guys, and think of the future and let's get creative and
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 1  get other ideas about how to put the little cars into


 2  effect and make them go.  But we do not need to open this


 3  up.  We do not need that money.  And like they said, the


 4  corruption that goes on and all the back room stuff is not


 5  necessary.  Okay.


 6            Thank you.


 7                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Roger followed by Greg


 8  Egan, and then we are going to take a break.


 9                  MR. ROGER BURGGRAF: My name is Roger


10  Burggraf.  I reside at 830 Sheep Creek Road, Fairbanks,


11  Alaska.  And I would like to speak in support of the OCS


12  field proposal.


13            I -- for a little background information, I have


14  lived and worked in Alaska since 1953.  I have worked in


15  the resource industries.  I've worked for the U.S. Fish &


16  Wildlife Service in the early '50s.  I also worked as an


17  advisor to the National Park Service.  I have a very


18  strong feeling towards our environment and trying to


19  ensure that it is protected.  However, I am a realist.


20  And I realize that if this state is going to grow and


21  people are going to have jobs, we have to develop our


22  resources in an environmentally sound manner.


23            And I support, you know, the testimony that Buzz


24  Otis gave previously and Garry Hutchison.  We are at a


25  crossroads.  I've also worked in the -- been in the Arctic
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 1  and am familiar with that.  I've worked with bears --


 2  around bears in my early years, too.


 3            You know, the drilling that is proposed in the


 4  Chukchi Sea is -- there are some very large companies


 5  involved there, and they have very good reputations.  They


 6  know how to operate in the Arctic, and they have had good


 7  records.  Now, BP now has -- is going to work on a joint


 8  venture in Russia, and there are many other oil companies


 9  that are going to drill.  So if you don't think they are


10  not going to drill in the Arctic, you have another guess


11  coming.  And I'd rather see us drill on our land in an


12  environmentally sound manner.  We do things right.


13            Now, maybe the Gulf Region there was some slack


14  on the part of regulators and not staying on top of


15  things, but I honestly feel that we need to go ahead and


16  see what resources we have.  It will provide jobs.  And


17  the drilling that will be done will be in shallow water.


18  And we have the technology today to do it and do it right.


19            We talked about jobs.  That's important.  If we


20  are going to live up here, you have all had to pay the


21  high fuel bills and, you know, a lot of the income that


22  the State receives is through the oil industry.  Though on


23  the offshore drilling, the State would not receive a lot


24  of revenues that we are receiving now on State land.


25            The -- I feel it could be done right, and we
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 1  can, you know, develop it in a manner that is going to be


 2  beneficial to all.  And this area has been researched so


 3  thoroughly and nothing is going to be done up there that


 4  is not done right.  And so I heartily request that we


 5  consider this.  I know there is a lot of emotion about


 6  what's being proposed, but I have confidence in U.S.


 7  technology to do things right.


 8            And with Shell Oil, you know, I am appalled at


 9  the fact that they have -- they spent 2.5 billion dollars


10  for the leases and they have been held off, and they now


11  have, I think, about 4.5 billion dollars invested in


12  trying to be able to drill.  And there have been a lot of


13  other companies that have drilled offshore in Alaska, and


14  we have not had problems there.


15            So thank you very much for your time, and I


16  appreciate everybody coming out, as well as you folks


17  coming out here.


18                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you, Roger.  The


19  last speaker before the break is Greg Egan.  And after the


20  ten-minute break it's going to be Pam Miller and Tim


21  Sharp.  So we are going to start promptly after the ten


22  minutes.


23                  MR. GREG EGAN: Hi.  My name is Greg Egan.


24  I live at 981 Gold Mine Trail here in Fairbanks.  My main


25  point is that -- okay.  I get nervous up here, so bear
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 1  with me.  There are safer places to drill for oil.  Okay.


 2  If you are going to do something, you -- you know, if I


 3  had the caribou in my bedroom, I'd do it, okay.  But it's


 4  not the cleanest, neatest place to do it.  It's probably


 5  going to come back to haunt you if you do something stupid


 6  like -- you know, you just don't want to -- you know, why


 7  make work for yourself?  You know there is going to be


 8  problems in the future.  Why not just be smart and try


 9  to -- you know, we need this oil development, fine, but


10  let's do it the smartest way we can.  We know that we are


11  human.  We know that things happen, and we know that, you


12  know, sometimes we have to go back.


13            We -- the best of intentions, the smartest


14  engineers built the -- the walls that were to keep the


15  tsunami waves out of Japan, and they built them higher


16  than they thought the waters were ever going to go.  Well,


17  the ground dropped 20 feet underneath their walls.  Nobody


18  knew that was going to happen.  And the rest of it is


19  history, right?


20            So my point is, there are just safer places to


21  do it.  If you do it on land, if you have to have the oil,


22  great, just do it the safest way possible.  You don't want


23  to do it someplace where if you have a spill, you're not


24  going to be able to clean it up, you're going to cause all


25  kinds of wreckage and devastation in the area.  It just
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 1  doesn't make sense.  Okay.


 2            And as far as like -- jobs are important.  You


 3  know, I have been working -- either looking for a job or


 4  working for the last, you know, 40 years.  And I


 5  understand that they are important.  I understand our


 6  families are important.  Our families want things.  We all


 7  want things.  We have got to have jobs.  But you know, if


 8  you think about it, okay --


 9            Just imagine you were a farrier, you made


10  horseshoes -- and this was around the turn of the


11  century -- and you see the first car go by; what are you


12  thinking?  Okay.  You are thinking, well, I can stand in


13  the road and shake my fist at the car and say why don't


14  you bozos come in my shop and buy more horseshoes, or I


15  can, like, maybe get with the program and try to do


16  something that's going to ensure that I'm going to have a


17  job and I'm going to be able to support my family in the


18  future.  Okay.


19            So the smart one is probably knocking on Henry


20  Ford's door trying to get a job, saying, hey, I can bang


21  on iron, I can work with steel, I can do things that are


22  going to help your business.  Now, people who work on a


23  pipeline -- wind turbines need towers.  Power systems need


24  transmission lines.  Solar panels need racking.  They need


25  people who can wire them.  They need people who can do the
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 1  dirt work to, you know -- for a solar farm or dirt work


 2  for roads to join, you know, the pads for wind turbines.


 3            We have a lot of resources.  Oil isn't our only


 4  resource.  And don't kid yourself; even if you have been


 5  welding pipe for 30 years, don't kid yourself that you


 6  can't do something else as good or better as the next guy.


 7  I mean, you know, I've got -- I know people, especially


 8  Alaskan workers, are very resourceful and they can learn


 9  just as good or better as anybody out there.


10            And so I think we just need to, you know -- some


11  of us may need to change our jobs, you know, just in the


12  future.  And I think that that's important to just


13  understand that and keep your eyes wide open.  And if


14  there is an opportunity you need to jump on or there's


15  something else you need to learn, you know, you don't want


16  to be the last guy working at a place before they turn the


17  lights off.


18            So that's all I've got to say.  Thank you very


19  much for listening.  Thank you for your time.  And I wish


20  you all the best.  I'm glad to see people come out.


21  Whatever their opinion, I'm glad to hear to it.  Thank


22  you.


23                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you, Greg.  Okay.


24  We are going to take a ten-minute break.  Right after the


25  break, we're going to start with Pam Miller and Tim Sharp.
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 1  So I'm kind of the school mom here, so in ten minutes I'm


 2  starting.  See you back.


 3             (A break was taken.)


 4                  DR. JIM KENDALL: If you want to take your


 5  seat, we are going to get started in about ten seconds.  I


 6  want everybody to have a chance to speak, but I also know


 7  a lot of you don't want to spend all night here.  So next


 8  in line is Pam Miller, followed by Tim Sharp.  Pam.


 9                  MS. PAM MILLER: Thank you for this


10  opportunity.  My name is Pam Miller.  My address is P.O.


11  Box 82803, Fairbanks 99708.  Welcome, Dr. Kendall and the


12  rest of you, to Fairbanks.  We appreciate this chance to


13  speak about this important issue, the future of the Arctic


14  Ocean and its living ecosystem.


15            Here in Fairbanks our community does have a


16  stake in this issue, and our community is tied to the


17  oceans by the Pacific salmon that run up the Yukon River


18  to the Tanana where people have fished for at least 11,500


19  years.  Resilient Alaskans have made a living on this land


20  for a phenomenal length of time.  We're connected by


21  migratory birds that fly across Creamer's Field that end


22  up nesting in the Arctic and then feed and molt and do


23  other things on the shoreline of the coastal -- of the


24  Chukchi Sea, as well as elsewhere in the Arctic.


25            Like many Americans, we care about these
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 1  resources that belong to all of us, the diversity of


 2  wildlife that depends on the productive Chukchi Sea


 3  waters, from the whales to the seals to the polar bears.


 4            Just across town, our University of Alaska


 5  Fairbanks has been here for a long time, and it's educated


 6  Alaskans with creativity, ingenuity to make productive


 7  lives in our community, and that will remain.


 8            One friend of mine at a hearing one time said


 9  the most important development is between our two ears.


10  And we are -- we have a lot of potential here to figure


11  out how we are going to have a sustainable future with


12  energy.


13            The University of Alaska Fairbanks has also made


14  major scientific contributions to the knowledge about the


15  marine ecosystem and also that the Arctic serves as the


16  air conditioner to the world, that it's affecting -- the


17  Arctic is affecting the climate -- that global warming is


18  affecting the climate and the oceans on a global scale,


19  and that the melting sea ice is occurring from the most


20  rapid warming in the world.  This has produced great


21  uncertainty and complication to the factor of doing the


22  environmental impacts in this document.


23            During this process, it's important to remember


24  and not have national or even local amnesia that a major


25  disaster happened in the Gulf of Mexico and we have a lot
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 1  of lessons to learn, both how to deal with cleaning up


 2  oil, as well as having adequate knowledge about the


 3  ecosystem that is at stake.  That's why we are here today,


 4  because of failures of the federal government, not just


 5  once, but three times, to provide adequate environmental


 6  analysis, good science about the impacts of offshore


 7  development based on baseline information that's adequate


 8  to actually make those assessments.


 9            There is also a failure of common sense to apply


10  the risks of major spills to the decision at hand.  Even


11  though this time in the document there has been an


12  acknowledgment that significant impacts would occur from a


13  blowout, a very large oil spill, but the decisions have


14  not changed.


15            This lack of an adequate scientific underpinning


16  of the decision to lease the Chukchi Sea and, in fact,


17  common sense about the daunting risks of an oil spill, my


18  organization, who I'm representing here today, the


19  Northern Alaska Environmental Center, made the tough


20  decision to join with the Native Village of Point Hope and


21  other Alaska Native communities and conservation groups to


22  challenge the adequacy of the original document and other


23  risky Arctic Ocean drilling.  This is not a decision we


24  take lightly.


25            This process is a hard-won step in light of the
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 1  poor and rushed process that went forward in the Bush


 2  Administration that was found to be legally deficient.


 3            The stakes are high with the chances of a major


 4  spill from 25 to 54 percent from the drill platforms or


 5  pipelines as a result of the Chukchi Sea Lease Sale 193.


 6  That was in the original document.  But in the first


 7  document the impacts of blowout spills were not analyzed.


 8  The -- the original EIS said "we consider blowouts to be


 9  unlikely events," and the government felt they did not


10  need to analyze those impacts.  The second draft, which


11  took place after the Gulf of Mexico spill, also decided


12  that they did not need to analyze the impacts of a very


13  large oil spill.


14            So finally we have a document that does say,


15  yes, there is a very large -- there is a chance that we


16  will have a very large oil spill and that we will have


17  significant impacts to bowhead whales, to migratory birds,


18  to polar bears, to the subsistence of communities who live


19  along the coast.


20            There is still not proven technology to clean up


21  oil spills.  And I was lucky enough to be invited to


22  participate in one of the spill drills in 1999 and 2000


23  that Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation


24  required when the very first truly offshore field was


25  developed at Northstar.
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 1            And it was sobering to be out on the ship and to


 2  go through the various procedures for the equipment that


 3  the plan had, whether it's booming, sending out a barge


 4  that's going to collect the oil in October.  It couldn't


 5  get out of the dock.  With very small percentages of ice


 6  in the water, the booms broke, popcorn went out, the kind


 7  of skimmer they were going to use to clean it up, it got


 8  mere kernels.  That was just a simulated spill.  There's


 9  been no real testing, field testing in the Chukchi Sea and


10  no field tests of the kinds of equipment that are proposed


11  for using today in the proposed drilling.


12            Furthermore, this process, which seems long, is


13  actually short because -- I didn't bring my copy of the


14  document up here, but 98 pages of this new, thick


15  environmental impact statement is justification why none


16  of the data gaps that were identified in earlier rounds of


17  the process where there was inadequate baseline science --


18  none of them have been addressed, short of the worst-case


19  spill scenario and the impacts to fish from that kind of


20  spill.


21            So there has been a statement that these are the


22  data gaps.  We don't have adequate baseline information.


23  If there was a spill tomorrow, we couldn't say what was


24  harmed in any level of detail.  We know that great


25  resources are at stake.  We do know that the Arctic Ocean
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 1  is an integral part of life in Arctic coastal communities,


 2  that it supports wildlife species, that it helps regulate


 3  the planet, and it's changing rapidly.  However, there is


 4  very little information about how the Arctic Ocean


 5  functions today or the ways in which this fragile Arctic


 6  ecosystem might respond to industrial activities.


 7            Our university was very involved 30 years ago in


 8  a very good program with the OCSEP program, which was an


 9  environmental studies program.  It was oceans wide on the


10  Beaufort and Chukchi.  It looked at everything from ice


11  algae, plankton, birds, looked at how the relationships


12  were within the ecosystem.  So much has changed.  And


13  nothing like that is in place today.


14            Just today, the U.S. Geological Survey, an


15  agency of the Interior Department, released a big study


16  called an evaluation of the science needed to inform


17  decisions on OCS energy development in the Chukchi and


18  Beaufort Seas.  There is no recognition that that study


19  was under way.  The Interior Department could have waited


20  to put out this document and incorporate the findings from


21  what the USGS said were necessary information upon which


22  to make these recommendations for the future of the Arctic


23  Ocean.


24            What I did notice in reading very briefly some


25  conclusions of the report that came out today, it said the
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 1  effects of climate change are anticipated to influence all


 2  components of the Arctic ecosystem, and Arctic OCS energy


 3  activities may exacerbate these changes unless careful


 4  analysis of risks and tradeoffs is conducted.  That is the


 5  kind of decision that we are faced with today.


 6            The USGS also noted that -- well, first off,


 7  mentioned -- people think when the Arctic Ocean was ice


 8  free that it's going to be like a bathtub, that it's going


 9  to be just calm water.  Well, nothing could be farther


10  from the truth.  We have weird weather.  We have


11  unpredictable weather.  And what the USGS said about this


12  is that although portions of the Beaufort and Chukchi Seas


13  are expected to be ice free for a greater period of time


14  each year, the pack ice is predicted to be much more


15  dynamic at certain times, increasing the risk of accidents


16  and making oil spill response more difficult during these


17  times.


18            I got an e-mail this morning from a friend in


19  Barrow who knew I was coming to the hearing, and he said


20  that the whole coastal zone is maxed out with ice.  It had


21  phenomenal currents and winds that have shoved this broken


22  ice right up to shore.  They can't get out into the ocean


23  from Barrow.  And it's a big factor.  It's a big change.


24  And so that nature of the ice is -- I'm humbled by what


25  I've seen in the ice, what I've seen on the satellite
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 1  images of looking at the Chukchi Sea.  Every day those


 2  leads are changing.  The ice is changing.  And the risks


 3  and how that translates to how operations would take place


 4  have not been addressed in these documents.


 5            So our community here in Fairbanks is also tied


 6  to the people not only in our area who depend upon the


 7  land, but people who live in the Arctic.  We are


 8  economically connected to them.  We are socially connected


 9  to them.  And we offer great opportunities in both


10  directions for living a wonderful life here in Alaska.


11            So in conclusion, before the Interior Department


12  considers any drilling in the Arctic Ocean, including


13  Shell's proposal to drill ten wells in the next two years


14  in the Beaufort and Chukchi Sea, the impacts from a


15  blowout spill must be analyzed.  That worst-case spill


16  scenario needs to be addressed, and until the issues, such


17  as the lack of comprehensive science and the inability to


18  clean up an oil spill in Arctic waters, are proven, the


19  federal government cannot make informed decisions about


20  leasing in this remarkable area of the Chukchi Sea.


21            Thank you very much.


22                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Tim Sharp, you have the


23  floor.


24                  MR. TIM SHARP: Good evening.  My name is


25  Tim Sharp.  I'm the business manager of the Alaska
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 1  District Council of Laborers, representing about 5,000


 2  Alaskan workers, construction mainly; also infrastructure


 3  and maintenance.  We also work geothermal weatherization


 4  and green energy jobs.


 5            I'm going to go ahead and address something I


 6  heard earlier about the comparison to Ford.  Even though


 7  we are very supportive of alternative energy, if my


 8  members were having to depend on geothermal or


 9  weatherization or green energy jobs that might be here


10  someday, they would have lost their houses, they would


11  have moved out of the community, they would given back to


12  the bank all that they were able to give back to the bank.


13  It is an idea whose time may come at some point.


14            I heard the bigger picture mentioned here


15  tonight.  The bigger picture is that if every ounce of our


16  potential of our political will was dedicated to


17  alternative energies, we still would need the fossil fuels


18  to keep us going, to not collapse as a nation.


19            So even though we are supportive of alternative


20  energies looking towards the future, we live and make our


21  payments in today's world.  That's reality for Alaskans.


22  Moose meat and beans, if you have got it, but day to day


23  we have to make a way to make our bills and support our


24  families.


25            I'm not here to speak for the polar bears.  I'll
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 1  let the scientists do that.  I will not speak for the


 2  Inupiat people or Inuit because they have traditional IRA


 3  councils that will do that for them and do it very well.


 4  I did talk to one of the groups tonight.  He gave me a


 5  sticker about protect the Arctic Ocean.  We, as a district


 6  council, are fully in agreement.  We want to protect the


 7  ocean.  We just don't want to shut down the ocean.


 8            For us and the people that I represent, actually


 9  workers -- and I represent workers -- we are looking for


10  jobs, good-paying jobs to support our families, that


11  deliver benefits on top of those so we can retire with


12  dignity; medical benefits so we can take our families to


13  the doctor and realistic medical care.  At the end of the


14  day, that's really what it's all about for us.


15            At the same time, in being what some would


16  buttonhole us as pro development, we support the


17  development as sustainable development with the strongest


18  environmental engineering possible that's on the market


19  today.  So I think we are -- we are having a foot in both


20  camps.


21            We understand the environmental concerns, but we


22  live in today's world.  And in today's world, people are


23  moving out of Fairbanks, Alaska because of the cost of


24  energy.  That has to be addressed.  And one way you


25  address that is to open up, at least with strong
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 1  restrictions, that which Shell has been spending millions


 2  of dollars for every month to have a right to sit on.


 3  They need to have a reasonable return on their investment


 4  or, like others have stated before, the industry goes


 5  away, the very industry that pays 80 percent of the bills


 6  in the state of Alaska for some of those other things that


 7  people take maybe for granted.  I would maybe suggest that


 8  we might not want to take those for granted.


 9            I look at it also from our world neighbors'


10  perspective.  When you are looking at anywhere from $6 to


11  $10 per gallon of gas in the villages, you are seeing a


12  migration from a lot of people that can't even afford


13  subsistence hunting anymore.  A snow-go, a boat motor,


14  heating oil for your house, all those things are causing


15  problems throughout the state.


16            So I guess I would like to speak very strongly


17  in support of the affirmation of the original lease 193.


18  We tried, like I say, to look at all sides.  At the end of


19  the day, we can look to the future, and I believe we


20  should, with alternative energies; but we still have to


21  make house payments this month.  And people are impacted


22  here in this city, in this whole central region of Alaska,


23  and it's detrimental.  It's only going to get worse until


24  we do something.


25            Studying it to death longer is not going to be
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 1  the answer.  It has been studied.  Delaying it longer is


 2  fruitless at this point.  I mean, it's just a waste of all


 3  of our times.  We know what needs to be done.  So we would


 4  support the original lease reaffirmation.  Thank you.


 5                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you.  Sam Wohns,


 6  followed by Lucas Frances.


 7                  MR. SAM WOHNS: Thank you.  My name is Sam


 8  Wohns, 4041 Mallard Way, 99709, Fairbanks.  I'm -- I'll


 9  keep my comments brief.  I'm a 20-year-old student, so I


10  come -- I look at this issue with the perspective of


11  knowing that I'll be looking for a job in several years.


12  And the type of job that I want certainly won't be one in


13  an industry whose future is limited.


14            I think that, you know, there has been a lot of


15  talk about jobs tonight.  I think we need -- we need some


16  that are going to be sustainable in the long term, and


17  that comes from the renewable energy sector, not oil and


18  gas.  That's what makes this country great, its ability to


19  innovate and operate at the vanguards of science and


20  technology, not continue down the same path that will lead


21  us to a state of mediocrity versus continuing to lead the


22  world in its economic power.


23            And I also want to point out an issue considered


24  but not analyzed in the draft supplemental EIS, the


25  greenhouse gas emissions from consumption of produced
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 1  natural gas.  I've read the reasons that that issue is not


 2  further analyzed, but I still think it's important to


 3  consider the fact that increased production and increased


 4  supply of oil and gas has some sort of connection with the


 5  detrimental effects of greenhouse gas emissions.  And I


 6  don't think that you can see those as separate and


 7  independent from one another.


 8            So I would strongly urge the no-action


 9  alternative two listed in the draft statement.  And I


10  thank you for your time.


11                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you, Sam.  Next is


12  Lucas Frances, followed by Katherine Schake.


13                  MR. LUCAS FRANCES: Thank you.  My name is


14  Lucas Frances.  I don't live here in Fairbanks.  I live in


15  Anchorage.  And I want to thank you all for allowing me


16  the opportunity to speak tonight.  Full disclosure, I do


17  work for Shell, and I'm coming out tonight really to give


18  my opinion because Shell is going to be submitting their


19  own written comments by the 11th.


20            And I wanted to come up here and thank everyone


21  for coming out.  It's important to hear both sides of


22  this, and your opinions are well worth sharing the time on


23  the floor.


24            I want to just maybe throw out a couple points


25  from the perspective of where this very large oil spill
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 1  might relate to the conversations tonight.  One of -- one


 2  of the points I'd like to just relay is that this is a


 3  hypothetical very large oil spill.  In fact, the locations


 4  that are laid out in this draft SEIS are actual locations


 5  Shell is not drilling in 2012 or '13.


 6            But beyond that, I think it's important to keep


 7  in perspective the amount of time, the amount of input and


 8  energy and thoughts that have come to get this program to


 9  where it is today.  And I want to thank all the input that


10  we have received from the community, from BOEMRE, also,


11  for those hearings.


12            Beyond that, maybe I can touch on some of the


13  jobs.  And from that point of view, we have worked here


14  regionally.  We have strived to attain that local content,


15  but the public support from the community can only come


16  from the impact that it can make to the community.  But we


17  also reached out to the University of Alaska Anchorage and


18  asked for a study to look into the potential economic


19  impacts to the state of Alaska.  And I think many have


20  seen that study that came out a couple years back.


21            And it talked about the 35,000 jobs that would


22  derive to the state of Alaska directly.  And that seems


23  like a large number and it's a yearly average over a


24  50-year timeline.  So to the comment that this would be a


25  flash in the pan, if you will, these are multigenerational
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 1  job opportunities that would come from the potential


 2  development of the OCS.  And USGS has looked at those


 3  numbers and they have, I think, a conservative number.  At


 4  least our internal auditors look at it, and they think


 5  there is a lot of opportunity there.  But tens of billions


 6  of barrels.


 7            But more than that, I think it's looking at the


 8  broader context of how it relates to TAPS, how it related


 9  to how our communities interact; really, the importance


10  that Alaska plays in its impact to the country at large.


11  And I'd like to see Alaska continue to play that role.


12  And I want to continue to live in Alaska because I love it


13  here.


14            So that's all I have to say.  Thank you.


15                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you, Lucas.  Next


16  we have Katherine and then Randy Griffin.


17                  MS. KATHERINE SCHAKE: Hello.  My name is


18  Katherine Schake, and I'm a seasonal worker up in Alaska,


19  and I have been working up here for six years.  And I just


20  wanted to bring out the perspective that it seems like


21  both sides are speaking out of fear, and both sides have


22  legitimate fears.  And I think about all of the energy and


23  the time and the effort that's been put into the sale, and


24  the lease sales and the research involved in trying to do


25  this in a safe way.  And the fact is that no matter how
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 1  good the technology is, it still will fail at some point.


 2            I work with the latest laser technology on a


 3  daily basis, and it's amazing when it works well, and most


 4  of the time it doesn't work well.  And it just takes one


 5  software glitch.  It just takes one person not being


 6  trained correctly.  I mean, the point is, it's not 100


 7  percent foolproof, so it's a matter of people losing jobs


 8  immediately or the potential of people who live in the


 9  north losing their food resources, losing their way of


10  life.


11            So I would encourage all of you, rather than


12  spending time trying to make a decision where somebody


13  loses out or has the potential of losing out, to find an


14  alternative solution.  And I realize that's scary because


15  it involves job loss or temporary job loss, but we are


16  creative as people.  And when we are forced to do things,


17  it's amazing what we can do.  So it would be great if


18  neither group had to lose in this situation.  That's all.


19                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you, Katherine.


20  Next we have got Randy Griffin, followed by Jay


21  Quakenbush.


22                  MR. RANDY GRIFFIN: My name is Randy


23  Griffin, Post Office Box 73653, Fairbanks, Alaska.  I want


24  to thank the group here for doing their revised draft


25  supplemental environmental impact statement.  It looks
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 1  like you have done a very thorough job, particularly


 2  adding the very large oil spill, as opposed to the


 3  worst-case scenario oil spill.  That's an interesting


 4  distinction I hadn't thought about.  It's good to think


 5  about all those things, of course.


 6            I'm in favor of drilling in the offshore


 7  continental shelf, OCS, mainly to keep the pipeline full,


 8  to keep our economy going, to keep the Permanent Fund and


 9  its concept alive since that's where all the money for the


10  Permanent Fund came from is oil development.


11            I know an earlier speaker talked about why not


12  drill in the safest place, and he gave a good example


13  about cutting up caribou in your bedroom.  Why do it


14  there?  There's still blood in the carpet and nasty smell.


15  Why not do it in the garage.  That's a good point.  If you


16  don't have a garage, why don't you do it outside.  I


17  suppose if you were stopped because you didn't have a


18  garage and you tried to do it outside, but some


19  environmental group said that you are wrecking their view


20  shed by doing all that nasty chopping up, you might have


21  to do it in your bedroom, better there than not having the


22  food.


23            I suppose if we ask the left wing groups, would


24  you allow us to do it onshore in ANWR, I'm sure they would


25  give a hearty venting to that.  No deal, I'm sure they
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 1  would say.  So the prospects are good on the -- in the OCS


 2  area and so that's an economic question.  Let's see.  The


 3  Gulf oil spill, that was a horrible thing, horrible to


 4  watch it on TV, go day after day, week after week, several


 5  months pouring into the Gulf.  Of course, that was way


 6  down there, a mile plus or two miles, or whatever it was;


 7  way the heck down there.


 8            This is -- the OCS is a very shallow area.  And


 9  so -- but it -- every time we go through a disaster like


10  that, I think in the North Sea in the North Atlantic they


11  had a big oil spill, I think, some decades ago or a


12  platform blew up or whatever.  And people learned --


13  people learned -- we, civilization, learned from that, and


14  that's what civilization is all about, trying and learning


15  and proceeding and getting better and better.  I think


16  things just get safer and safer, as long as our endeavor


17  is not absolutely catastrophic.  I think there is no good


18  reason not to venture forth while keeping safety at the


19  highest level.


20            I one time read a science fiction magazine where


21  they colonized the moon, and some company developed a


22  device that could capture a little bit of earth's


23  atmosphere, changing it to radio waves, even to the moon


24  to give them a little bit of atmosphere while just


25  diminishing the earth's atmosphere a little bit.
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 1            Unfortunately, something went wrong where they


 2  had this machine way out in the wilderness, and the


 3  shutoff didn't go off, and it kept sucking away earth's


 4  atmosphere.  And when they tried to send an airplane to


 5  shut the thing off, the atmosphere was so thin they


 6  couldn't fly and it eventually sucked the whole earth's


 7  atmosphere and destroyed it; but the moon was okay.


 8            That's an example of a catastrophic thing that


 9  you don't want to go there now, but even in oil even in


10  the Gulf of Alaska, as horrific as that was, I would not


11  suggest that we shut down or not venture forth in the Gulf


12  of Mexico [sic] because we will live and shrimp will come


13  back and things will go on.


14            It would certainly be bad in the Arctic because


15  of ice and the oil doesn't evaporate as well.  So by all


16  means, the people should figure out what would they do;


17  where would they get their supplies?  Do they need


18  submarines to go under the ice to crimp off the well if


19  the blowout preventer or whatever failed totally.  I mean,


20  it's one in a million, but things happen; Murphy's Law, I


21  guess.


22            Anyway, I used to work up at ARCO up at Kuparuk


23  for 11 years at ARCO as an oil field operator, and I am


24  appreciative of all the effort they go to.  Mistakes


25  happen, but civilization must go on and our economy needs
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 1  to not die.  Thank you.


 2                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you, Randy.  Next,


 3  Jay Quakenbush, followed by John Plutt.


 4                  MR. JAY QUAKENBUSH: Jay Quakenbush, 1593


 5  Scenic Loop, Fairbanks.  I'm a 53-year lifelong Alaskan,


 6  and I want to thank you for coming and listening to


 7  everyone's opinion.  My opinion is I view the world --


 8  even though I'm a hometown boy, I hope to always keep an


 9  open mind and to see our issues here in Alaska and how it


10  affects our entire world because it gets smaller and


11  smaller every day.


12            And as Mr. Burggraf mentioned, what I would like


13  to see as far as the offshore development is controlled


14  and regulated by the people of the United States of


15  America versus the very few controls that I have read


16  about and heard about from some of the other countries of


17  the world that don't have an opportunity like this for


18  Americans to come out and speak.  They will be thrown in


19  jail if they oppose development or if they suggest


20  realistic environmental protection laws which we do here


21  in Alaska.


22            I've worked on the North Slope a little bit.  I


23  currently represent about 5,000 electrical workers in the


24  state of Alaska through the International Brotherhood of


25  Electrical Workers.
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 1            We would love to build power lines all over


 2  Alaska.  That's what part of our union membership does,


 3  but it doesn't no good to build a power line if you don't


 4  have people to use that power.  And so we realize there is


 5  a need for other industries, not just the generation of


 6  electricity, but industries that will bring people and


 7  keep people in Alaska so some of our members can work and,


 8  as Tim said, provide good wages and benefits for their


 9  families and put food on their table.


10            So I urge the movement of this sale to go


11  forward, but I also urge many of the environmental


12  protection issues to be brought to light so our


13  environment is protected.  I've had the -- the great


14  privilege to not only work on the North Slope and along


15  some of the coast in the Chukchi Sea, but to hunt and fish


16  up there, as well, and all over Alaska, and I hope to


17  continue that.


18            I want to see our environment protected, but --


19  and I'd like to take my family with me.  And as they have


20  gotten a little bit older, they are searching for


21  opportunities to make a living in this state and stay in


22  this state.  I've already seen my grandkids and daughter


23  and husband move to Anchorage because it's a cheaper place


24  to live as far as energy goes.  It makes me pretty sad.


25            And I'm hoping things like the offshore drilling
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 1  opportunities will possibly not only bring my grandkids


 2  back, but keep other people's grandkids and family here in


 3  Fairbanks and see our economy grow soundly here in


 4  Fairbanks because it is getting harder and harder.


 5            I've got a good job.  My wife has a good job.


 6  But I see more and more people every day not have a


 7  good-paying job.  Some of the jobs that are produced on


 8  the North Slope -- I might as well say it now.  I hope


 9  when and if this sale goes through, that Shell and any


10  other company that has an opportunity to drill up there


11  looks at people in this room, talk to Tim Sharp or anybody


12  down at the unemployment office, and hires Alaskans


13  because we will help you protect our Arctic Ocean, our


14  shoreline, and our fish and polar bears.  People that


15  don't have a stake in our land may not.


16            So I would urge you to put that in your study


17  that Alaskans be hired during the drilling and the process


18  of bringing that oil to shore or on tankers, or however


19  that's proposed.  It's Alaskans that are doing that work.


20            Thank you again for your time.


21                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you, Jay.  Next is


22  John Plutt, followed by Jessica LeClair.


23                  MR. JOHN PLUTT: Thank you for the


24  opportunity to comment today.  My name is John Plutt, and


25  I have lived in Fairbanks for almost 50 years.  I have
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 1  worked in the construction industry for about 30 years.


 2  And a lot of that work was -- many years were on the North


 3  Slope.


 4            Lease Sale 193 is a very important component to


 5  help spur our economy and provide Alaskans with


 6  good-paying jobs.  The ongoing delay in Alaska OCS


 7  development is a concern not only to me and Alaska, but


 8  also on the national level as well.  Cost of living in


 9  Alaska is not going down, and I believe we must promote


10  more oil and gas development in our state.  Every year the


11  EPA issues useable permits across the country, but when it


12  comes to Alaska, the time frame in which permits are


13  issued are drastically increased.  This is unacceptable


14  and we need prompt action to help move Alaska forward.


15            OCS production will help bolster TAPS, which is


16  now operating at about one-third capacity.  Alaska needs


17  to move forward at a faster pace and increase development


18  of our oil and gas resources.  This development will


19  create good-paying jobs for Alaskans who live here and


20  want to remain in Alaska.


21            Again, OCS is vital to economic prosperity, and


22  I urge you to support permit lease 193 for responsible


23  development.  Thank you.


24                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you, John.


25  Jessica, followed by Jim Laiti.  The floor is yours.
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 1                  MS. LECLAIR: Good evening.  Is this okay?


 2  Thank you for the opportunity to speak this evening.  Our


 3  discussions tonight would not be complete if we didn't


 4  talk about why we were actually here.  The Arctic is


 5  opening up to petroleum exploration efforts undoubtedly


 6  because of global climate change.  Rising temperatures


 7  have given the perception that the Arctic region is a more


 8  hospitable -- is more hospitable to drilling operations.


 9  Significant reductions in sea ice cover are tantalizingly


10  exposing possible petroleum resources in the circumpolar


11  north.


12            In a sense, here tonight at least, it seems that


13  global climate change, caused by the combustion of fossil


14  fuels, is bringing about opportunity, though I would like


15  to stress that this is a temporary opportunity, at best.


16            At what cost are we willing to go after this


17  opportunity?  Along with the reduction in sea ice, climate


18  change is bringing about many other changes to our global


19  system.  Along with the long-term changes to ecosystems,


20  the warming climate is marked by increased occurrences of


21  extreme weather events, and these events cause serious


22  loss of life and property, along with longstanding


23  regional impacts that are challenging to overcome.


24            The National Climatic Data Center of the


25  National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration reports
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 1  that since 1980 there have been over 725 billion dollars


 2  in damages accrued from weather-related disasters.  And as


 3  stated by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, a


 4  consortium of scientists around the globe, weather-related


 5  disasters are certainly on the rise.  We can see this in


 6  the news every single day.


 7            We are all sitting in this room because of


 8  climate change.  We cannot disagree that this is not


 9  happening.  You are proposing to drill because the Arctic


10  waters are finally opening up somewhat to allow rigs.  We


11  cannot merely look at what, at least to the petroleum


12  industry, seems beneficial, but we must also see the


13  negative impacts of climate change.


14            Increased extreme weather events are just one


15  drop in the bucket of impacts associated with global


16  climate change.  Others include ocean acidification which


17  kills once bountiful marine habitats; changes to the


18  hydrologic cycle resulting from increased floods and


19  droughts; significant alteration of species distribution


20  and health; the melting of permafrost, which undermines


21  valuable built infrastructure, some of which are needed


22  for this project, like the road systems and the


23  Trans-Alaska Pipeline.  And the list goes on from there.


24            Perhaps the perverse decision to use the impacts


25  of rampant fossil fuel use as a way to increase production
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 1  of the very source of the problem should be reconsidered,


 2  or at least more thought out.  A report released today by


 3  the USGS states the need for developing a better


 4  understanding of the effects of climate change on


 5  physical, biological, and social conditions, as well as


 6  resource management strategies in the Arctic.  Once


 7  completed, these should be included in this environmental


 8  impact statement.


 9            Further, the impact of greenhouse emissions


10  resulting from the consequence of Lease Sale 193 --


11  Further, the impacts of greenhouse gas emissions resulting


12  from the 1,000,000 barrels of oil and 2.25 trillion cubic


13  feet of natural gas forecasted to be produced as a


14  consequence of Lease Sale 193 should also be included in


15  this document.


16            In addition, proof of adequate spill response


17  measures must be included in the SEIS.  If these


18  considerations cannot be met, this project should advance


19  no further.  I am 24 years old and today you are debating


20  my future and the future of my children and theirs to


21  come.


22            Please, please act responsibly and think of the


23  world you are going to leave behind to us, to Joseph, to


24  everyone in here.  And thank you very much.


25                  MR. JIM LAITI: My name is Jim Laiti.  I
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 1  live at Ester on the Old Nenana Highway, and I have been


 2  here my entire life.  I work construction.  I have been


 3  fortunate enough to make a pretty good living over the


 4  years.  I worked in the construction industry prior to the


 5  development on the North Slope and the construction of the


 6  Alaska pipeline.  I remember -- I worked at many villages:


 7  Nome, Nuiqsut, Anaktuvuk, Barrow, and some others.  And I


 8  know what it was like in those villages prior to the oil


 9  development, and I saw what the income from developing our


10  resources here in the state brought to those villages in


11  water and sewer systems, schools, some regional hospitals


12  and clinics.  It's been a real boon for the state.


13            I know in the construction industry when I


14  started, we were lucky to get five or six months, and then


15  you were to your own devices.  Many people left, had to go


16  somewhere else to make ends meet during the winter.  I


17  have been fortunate enough to raise family here.  My


18  brothers, my father, our whole family benefited from the


19  work that we found here.  As others have said, funded


20  health care programs.  Both my kids were born by cesarian


21  section.  I can't imagine trying to pay for that in this


22  day or age, either -- socially we pay for it somehow.  But


23  I have also got two grandsons now.  My whole family lives


24  here.


25            The protection of the environment here is
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 1  critical, you know, in my opinion, and I think everybody


 2  in this room would not argue about that.  We don't want


 3  any oil spill to the ocean.  What happened in the Gulf, I


 4  followed that very closely, and from my -- what I saw, I


 5  mean it was clearly human failure, you know, from all that


 6  I read.  Of course, the courts will finalize that at some


 7  point, but I think a very large oil spill, you know, that


 8  term that we have here, is important to prepare for


 9  something like that, but I think the real key is to


10  prevent an oil spill from ever happening.  From what we


11  learned in the Gulf, we have got the capability to do


12  that, and that's what we need to work for.


13            Clearly, you know, we are very dependent on oil


14  development, on the petrochemical industry.  All of us in


15  this room.  Look here, you know, the lights in the room,


16  the fans in here running, those are provided mostly by


17  coal.  We can do better than that.  The energy in the room


18  here, if everybody put that energy into developing natural


19  gas, that would be much better.


20            Renewable energy, certainly we have to go there


21  and maximize that.  I agree with that.  But in the


22  meantime, I'm supportive of the OCS development.  We need


23  to do it in the very best way that we can to ensure that


24  there is not any damage to our environment here.  And the


25  jobs -- I diverted from my prepared remarks, and those
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 1  were my comments.


 2            But I also represent the pipefitters here, Local


 3  375.  Many of our folks have worked to develop the


 4  projects on the North Slope and the Trans-Alaska Pipeline.


 5  Also I serve as the President of the Alaska Petroleum


 6  Joint Crafts Council.  We work about a million-and-a-half


 7  hours, our folks do, maintaining the Trans-Alaska Pipeline


 8  system.  I've seen the benefit that it's brought to


 9  workers and families.  It's incredible here, what


10  difference it's made here in the state.


11            And I would just like to say that, you know, if


12  there is no further development -- you know, I


13  [indiscernible] the idea where the crude oil is going to


14  come from.  If it doesn't come from Alaska, there still


15  will be demand.  I talked to a welder on Monday that spent


16  time in the Middle East, and he talked about what -- what


17  a lack of focus there was on safety, on quality, and


18  especially disregard for environmental in the developments


19  that he was around.


20            At least here, like others have commented, we


21  have the freedom for our environmental community to come


22  out here, our locals that live along the coast to comment.


23  And I think that's very important.  So I think we have got


24  to find the best way for the solutions and the situation


25  that we are in now.
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 1            And that concludes my comments.  Thank you guys


 2  for coming here to Fairbanks.  I appreciate that.


 3                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you, John.


 4  Zebulon Woodman.  I hope I'm pronouncing that correctly.


 5  And following -- the next will be Sharon Alden.


 6                  MR. ZEBULON WOODMAN: Hi.  My name is


 7  Zebulon Woodman.  I've lived in Alaska all my life.  I'm


 8  third generation union laborer, third generation working


 9  in the oil field in Prudhoe Bay.  I believe we should


10  drill in the OCS and the Chukchi Sea.  With the economic


11  crisis in our nation, we have a responsibility to develop


12  domestic fields and try to free ourselves from the grip of


13  foreign oil.  In Alaska we need to create jobs.  We need


14  to refill the Trans-Alaska Pipeline, which many people


15  have stated is running at one-third of capacity.  We have


16  a chance to safely drill in the OCS while protecting our


17  environment.


18            My family and my children here, we eat fish.  We


19  fish in Chitina.  We fish in all the rivers up here.  We


20  eat moose, shrimp, halibut.  We want to protect the


21  environment.  I want my children to grow up hunting and


22  fishing up here, eating off the land.  And so even though


23  we have a chance to drill, we can do it in a safe manner.


24  We need -- Alaska needs a sustainable supply of oil,


25  natural gas, and jobs.  We can drill, protect the
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 1  environment for our children and future generations.


 2            Please affirm the lease and allow drilling.


 3  That's it for my comments.  Thank you.


 4                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you, Zebulon.


 5  Sharon Alden followed by Paul Tengan.  Sharon, the floor


 6  is yours.


 7                  MS. SHARON ALDEN: I'm Sharon Alden, 159


 8  Nevin Road, Fairbanks, Alaska 99712.  And I'd like to


 9  first say thank you for the opportunity to speak.


10            We've talked a lot about costs and economics and


11  jobs.  What I want to say is that cleanups are costly.


12  The cost to the environment in the case of a disaster or a


13  very large oil spill are incalculable.  We cannot fathom


14  what the real costs are to the environment, to the


15  animals, to the -- to the systems, to the people who are


16  relying on the environment for their subsistence.  But the


17  costs of the cleanup of a spill are a little bit less


18  incalculable.  We can calculate those, and those are huge,


19  what it would cost to our economy, to our -- to clean up a


20  very large oil spill in the Arctic.


21            We have seen that even without big


22  headline-worthy disasters, there have been many small


23  spills up on the Slope, small, medium, and large.  And


24  these -- these have been caused by accidents and


25  negligence, deferred maintenance, letting things go.  And
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 1  we still don't know how to clean up oil in the icy waters,


 2  and especially in the type of weather that occurs in that


 3  part of the Arctic Ocean.  And I do believe that we have a


 4  lot of know-how to do things right, to do things


 5  environmentally safely.  But having it and doing it are


 6  different things, we have seen.


 7            I'm going to make sure that I comment on


 8  deferred maintenance.  Things that are supposed to be done


 9  end up not getting done and then, yes, there are always


10  the human errors.  And it would be nice to have the boom,


11  but if you want a boom, we will get a mini boom if we have


12  a spill in the Arctic Ocean.  We will have an economic


13  boom for the support of those operations, supporting the


14  workers to go and clean, transportation, food, lodging.


15  That will probably be mainly out of Anchorage, though, and


16  not Fairbanks.


17            That was -- that was really what I want to say,


18  that the costs in the event of a spill will be greater


19  than we can imagine and environmentally incalculable.  And


20  financially it will be calculable, but it will also be


21  huge.  Thank you.


22                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you, Sharon.  Next


23  is Paul Tengan, followed by Paloma Garcia.  Paul?  Okay.


24  I'm going to put the card back here in case he just


25  stepped out for a minute.  Paloma Garcia.  Did I pronounce
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 1  that correctly?


 2                  MS. PALOMA GARCIA: Paloma.


 3                  DR. JIM KENDALL: I got close.  The floor


 4  is yours.


 5                  MS. PALOMA GARCIA: My name is Paloma


 6  Garcia.  And tonight we have heard a lot of mention about


 7  the oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico.  So I want to revisit


 8  what happened last year while we speak about drilling in


 9  the Arctic Ocean.  On April 20, 2010, BP's Deepwater


10  Horizon well exploded in the Gulf of Mexico and caused the


11  largest accidental marine oil spill in the history of the


12  petroleum industry.  The oil spill flowed for three


13  months, and it caused damages to the environment that will


14  take decades or even centuries to repair.


15            During the three months, 205.8 million gallons


16  of crude oil leaked from the Deepwater Horizon well.  And


17  according to a NOAA report, about half or more of the oil


18  leaked into the Gulf remains on or below the Gulf's


19  surface in a dissolved or dispersed form.  665 miles of


20  coastline along Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Florida,


21  and Texas got contaminated by oil.  The people living in


22  the coasts were exposed to chemical poisoning that


23  affected their health.  And according to the Fish &


24  Wildlife Service, Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill Response


25  Report released in April 2011, 8,233 birds, 1,150 sea
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 1  turtles and 170 mammals have been affected or killed by


 2  the oil spill.  And these numbers are just of the


 3  carcasses that are found.  So in real life there are way


 4  more.


 5            So now imagine if an oil spill happens in the


 6  Chukchi Sea.  And according to the EIS, there is a 27 to


 7  54 percent chance of a large spill from the drill platform


 8  at the Chukchi Sea that it can happen.  The cold


 9  temperatures, the low visibility, the extended periods of


10  darkness, the broken sea ice and the high winds that are


11  as strong as hurricanes will make any oil spill much


12  harder to control, and therefore it will affect the


13  environment in a much more devastating way.


14            Shell Oil claims to have more rigorous response


15  plans, but they are not field tested.  There should not be


16  oil drilling in the Chukchi Sea or anywhere else until


17  there is proven technology capable of cleaning up a spill


18  effectively.


19            The Chukchi Sea of the Arctic Ocean is one of


20  the wildest and most biologically diverse seas left in the


21  world.  If an oil spill was to happen there, it would


22  affect the health and life of the Inupiat community that


23  lives on the coast, and it would cause irreversible


24  damages to polar bears, endanger bowhead and beluga


25  whales, gray and finback whales, Pacific walrus, and any
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 1  migratory birds.


 2            What we decide to do now will affect the Arctic


 3  Ocean forever.  And just as Jessica and Sam and Joseph ask


 4  you to think about their future, I'm 22 years old, and I'm


 5  asking you to think about my future, as well, and to keep


 6  the Chukchi Sea as wild and biodiverse as it is now.


 7            Thank you very much.


 8                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you.  Next is


 9  Daniel Lum, followed by Carolyn Kremers.  Daniel, the


10  floor is yours.


11                  MR. DANIEL LUM: (Inupiaq.)  I've not been


12  compelled to get up in front of politics like this before.


13  I was reading a paper this week and seeing all these


14  things that are developing, and I hear both sides.  I


15  mean, I understand jobs.  People need jobs.  But at what


16  cost?


17            I should be talking to you guys.  Never mind


18  these guys.


19            You can't set an oil boom.  You can't set an oil


20  boom in the ice floe.  You can't.  Bottom line, you can't


21  set an oil boom in the ice floe.  I'll repeat it one more


22  time.  You cannot set an oil boom in the ice floe.  I hear


23  these people talking zero percent potential of oil spill,


24  fantasizing about fear.


25            Why do you think my people are so united against
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 1  this development?  Because for thousands of years we have


 2  existed on this ice.  For thousands of years we understand


 3  these ice floes.  We understand the power behind it.  We


 4  have a phenomenon known as evu where certain ocean


 5  currents and wind currents, a big plate of ice push a


 6  second plate onto shore and wipe it clean, clean, killing


 7  everybody.


 8            And in the turn of the century, a man came to


 9  Barrow named Charles Brower, wrote a book called 50 Years


10  Below Zero.  He described this event.  He was inland


11  hunting geese or something, and he heard this thunder,


12  this deep thunder.  And the ice came up onshore and wiped


13  out and killed a dozen people.  And it happened


14  instantaneously.  Granted, that doesn't happen very often,


15  but it happens.  It happens.


16            I heard the guy from Shell come up here and talk


17  about, you know, technology and safety, all that.  We have


18  the CEO of all of Shell come to Barrow, come to our


19  village.  He came and seen the Chukchi Sea.  He's seen our


20  culture, the way that we live.  And I think it was


21  November or December.  I was reading in the paper.  John


22  someone -- I don't know -- but he came on my tour.  I got


23  to spend about eight hours with him.  He doesn't support


24  drilling anymore in the ocean.  This is the head of --


25  he's retired a couple years, but this is the head of
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 1  Shell.  He's saying no.


 2            Well, considering that we have not just evu, the


 3  big ice flowing up onto the shore, on a social level I


 4  took a class from my accredited community college in


 5  Barrow for my sociology.  One of the concepts that stuck


 6  with us is when the primary developers of the resources


 7  are from not -- not from the area, only social problems


 8  ensues.  And that's been traditional of what's happened


 9  since oil came up.  I hear about clinics and schools, and


10  I'm grateful for that stuff, but at what cost?


11  Environmental catastrophe.


12            They cannot set an oil boom, by the way.  They


13  cannot set an oil boom, by the way.  Sorry.  I'm a


14  realist.  The ice is unforgivable.  It's unforgivable.


15  The power of the ice, I have boated from Barrow to Point


16  Hope, all in between there.  Twice I've come close to


17  losing my life with experienced people.  The ice is


18  unforgivable.  It's treacherous.


19            They have this zero percent potential of oil


20  spill, 60,000 jobs, we are all fantasizing about fear.  My


21  people know what's going to happen.  We understand the


22  ocean.  This development is going to be a catastrophe.


23  It's going to be -- you guys don't understand the power of


24  the ice.  You don't understand the power of the Arctic.  I


25  mean, it's -- it's lucky that these offshore islands so
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 1  far have not created a catastrophe.  I challenge the oil


 2  companies.  I challenge you guys to enforce and challenge


 3  the oil companies to practice inside a boom in flowing


 4  ice.  You need two Russian icebreakers and a million


 5  pounds of titanium boom to even come close to that.  It's


 6  impossible.  You cannot set a boom in flowing ice.  You


 7  can't.


 8            I heard one of these other guys talk, mistakes


 9  happen.  Yeah, mistakes happen.  Look who -- you guys are


10  here, and everybody benefits here.  But a mistake happens


11  in our water, it's our whole way of life.  Let's look at


12  what happens on page 252, if you guys would open.  You


13  don't have to.  Let me just read a few up here, what would


14  happen.  Very large oil spill, which is feasible with all


15  these giant ice floes.  Number one, displacement; number


16  two, undesirability for use from contamination or


17  perceived tainting; three, reduced numbers due to species


18  deflection from oil; four, increased risk of costs --


19  increased risk or cost of the subsistence effort due to


20  having to travel further.


21            A very large oil spill would affect polar bear


22  hunting and sealing, bird hunting, sealing, whaling and


23  the ocean netting of fish.  This next page it says in


24  here -- I want you guys to listen to this carefully


25  because this is the most important thing I've read in this
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 1  book.  An oil spill affecting any part of the migration


 2  route of the bowhead whale could taint this resource that


 3  is culturally pivotal to the subsistence lifestyle.


 4            You have our entire way of life in your hands,


 5  and you want to gamble it away in treacherous sea ice


 6  conditions so that we can sustain an economy, enrich oil


 7  companies.


 8            I don't think the tradeoff is there:  Jobs,


 9  catastrophe.  Jobs -- oh, technology, it's safe, it's all


10  safe.  That's what I hear, technology, technology,


11  technology.  Yeah, we see technology.  Look at the Gulf of


12  Mexico.  Look at all these spills on the North Slope.  I


13  mean, we've got this degrading old pipeline system; you


14  want to pump just millions more barrels through it out of


15  this sensitive area, which is completely dangerous.  It's


16  ridiculous.  This is -- this is a catastrophe waiting to


17  happen.


18            If you guys allow this, your Administration


19  allows this, you will live with the legacy of putting this


20  whole way of life, this whole ecosystem at jeopardy.  This


21  is the biggest mistake in the world.  This is a sensitive


22  area.  The power of the ice is unforgivable.  I hate to


23  see this happen.


24            I've never came up like this publicly.  I feel


25  moved to do this, compelled.
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 1            Another thing that concerns me is


 2  biomagnification, the concentration of toxins through the


 3  trophic levels.  We are at the top of the food chain, us


 4  and killer whales and polar bears.  Well, we eat the polar


 5  bears, so we are technically on the top.  Marine mammal


 6  blubber is essential to our absence of vegetables and


 7  fruits.  It provides us with the minerals.  That's how I


 8  stay so trim.


 9            But we are going to lose all of that in the


10  Chukchi.  Yeah, you roll your eyes, but I'll tell you


11  what, your way of life is not on the line.  When I heard


12  this guy talking from North Pole, I was visualizing what


13  if a bunch of Eskimos came to Chena Lakes and we found


14  this wonderful resource in Chena Lakes, and we needed jobs


15  and we -- it's not in your backyard, so it doesn't matter.


16            But it is in our backyard.  It's our way of


17  life.  It's our whole way of life.  It's our whole way of


18  life.  You can't set an oil boom in flowing ice.  You


19  can't.  This is a disaster.  There will be no way to


20  contain it, anything.  They can't do it.  They simply


21  can't do it.  We are waiting for a catastrophe.  You can't


22  set an oil boom in flowing ice.


23                  MS. CAROLYN KREMERS: My name is Carolyn


24  Kremers.  I live at 1191 South Farm Court, which is off of


25  Chena Ridge.  First of all, I appreciate the comments that
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 1  Daniel just made.  And it happens that I might follow up


 2  on that.


 3            First I want to tell you I'm a writer.  I write


 4  poetry and literary nonfiction, and I teach at the


 5  University of Alaska Fairbanks.  I have lived in Alaska 25


 6  years this October.  I came here originally to teach in a


 7  Yup'ik Eskimo village on the coast of the Bering Sea in a


 8  very remote, small village of 330 traditional Eskimos.


 9  They are not Inupiat like Daniel.  They are the Yup'ik.


10  They were a little bit further south on the Bering Sea.


11            But I have spent time very close to the Chukchi


12  working at Port Clarence, which is on a little teeny


13  little spit of land on your map just south of Wales, which


14  is on the Chukchi.  I wonder if you would be willing to


15  turn to page B28 in the EIS report.  And maybe you could


16  look at the map and -- because I want to briefly talk


17  about two things:  The scale that we are talking about


18  here in Alaska in the Chukchi Sea, and also my sense of


19  maybe a lack of realism in the EIS statement as it's


20  amended.  And I'll bring this to a couple of pages in


21  particular in a second.


22            So if you look at the map, it's a nice map.  It


23  shows the whole Chukchi Sea.  It shows the coast of


24  Alaska, the area for the lease sales, and Russia.  If you


25  look at the bottom left, you can see the Bering Strait.
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 1  It's marked in green.  That's about 30 miles between


 2  Russia and the U.S.  Wales, where I lived, on Port


 3  Clarence and for a summer I worked on a construction crew


 4  there, is just a little bit south.  It's on the map.  You


 5  can see that spit of land at the very -- underneath that


 6  Bering Strait, that teeny little thing that is sticking


 7  out is where I lived.


 8            In comparison to that spit of land, this area


 9  where the lease sales is is huge.  It's huge.  But I can


10  say that living on that spit, when I arrived, the whole


11  thing was surrounded by ice.  I went there to do


12  construction at a Coast Guard station, a Loran Coast Guard


13  station.


14            And when we arrived, the whole thing was frozen.


15  There were literally several hundred seals.  You could see


16  them from the shore.  With binoculars you could count them


17  sitting on that ice.  It was spectacular.  It was amazing.


18  The head of the construction project for the Coast Guard


19  was frustrated because, of course, they couldn't do all


20  the work they did.  They couldn't get the barge in there


21  with the supplies with all that ice.  They had to wait


22  until it would go out.  It would hold up the crew, cost


23  money.  His solution, he said -- one day I heard him say


24  this:  We should just blow up all that ice, just set off a


25  bomb and blow it up so we can get the barge in here.
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 1            Well, I kind of laughed.  I didn't say anything,


 2  but I knew that he half believed that that could be done


 3  without consequence.  Of course he wouldn't do it.  He


 4  didn't have the power to do it.  But my sense from living


 5  there was, yeah, that ice, it's amazing, it's powerful,


 6  and I lived there in the summer.  But I also lived in that


 7  Yup'ik Eskimo village for two years year-round.  And I saw


 8  what it's like in the winter, what those winds can be


 9  like, what that ice, how it moves in and out.  One day you


10  would have a clear day; the next day we get totally


11  covered in ice, or maybe not even the next day; within a


12  few hours.  Huge winds which have been described earlier


13  tonight.


14            The weather conditions are -- they are very


15  humbling, as people have said.  They are humbling.  They


16  are not predictable.  And as Jessica pointed out


17  earlier -- very eloquently, I thought.  This is only going


18  to become more -- we have climate change happening.  These


19  weather conditions are going to become bigger and more


20  unpredictable.  So we have a lot to think about here.


21            And I just want to say that I feel it's very


22  important.  If people are -- in Washington, D.C., are


23  making decisions about the Arctic, which they have never


24  lived in, never visited, and maybe even never seen even


25  from an airplane, they need to be very respectful and very
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 1  careful, and they need to pay attention to every bit of


 2  information they can get in order to make informed


 3  decisions.


 4            Now, I understand the purpose tonight, from what


 5  you all said at the introduction, was that one thing you


 6  really want is for us to think about this EIS statement


 7  and see whether it seems adequate now that it has been


 8  revised or whether it still is not adequate.  That seemed


 9  to be the main purpose of these hearings.


10                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Correct.


11                  MS. CAROLYN KREMERS: So I'm glad -- we


12  can't ever really probably avoid hearing opinions about


13  whether people support drilling and oil and gas


14  development in the Arctic Ocean and Chukchi Sea or maybe


15  the Beaufort Sea later, who knows.  You know, there are


16  people for, there are people against; but it seems to me


17  that's a big issue.  I mean, we are going to hear about


18  that because these things are all interrelated.  We can't


19  think about an EIS statement without thinking about what


20  is it for.


21            So I appreciate all the comments that we have


22  made tonight and I hope they have been helpful to you.


23  But as far as the EIS statement goes, I did want to point


24  out that the maps do show, if you can hear from the people


25  who live there, how very huge this area is.  When we look
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 1  at how close Russia is, 30 miles away at the Bering


 2  Strait, and how far, how much huger that area is where the


 3  oil and -- where the lease sales are, then if we think


 4  about what it says in here about the part that you said


 5  needed to be added, one part, you said you got 150,000


 6  public comments about, was the desire, the theme thing


 7  that you noticed was that people needed to look at what


 8  about a large oil spill, what might happen.


 9            So I didn't have a lot of time tonight, but I


10  looked at some of the pages.  And I just want to go --


11  especially, I think, following up on what Daniel just said


12  to page 135 and 136.  And just briefly look at those, if


13  you can keep thinking about what it's really like out


14  there.


15            So it says here -- this is from Chapter 4,


16  environmental consequences and Section 4E, effects of a


17  very large oil spill, this is just a little section.  It's


18  less than a page -- or maybe it's a page, Levels of


19  Recovery and Cleanup Activities.  I just want to read a


20  few of these sentences.  And I think everyone in here who


21  has been to the Arctic -- as you saw that's quite a few


22  people -- can picture this.  You could probably have


23  another conversation going on in your head as you think


24  about these sentences.  And I'm just going to read a few


25  and comment at the end about them, and then I'll be done.
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 1            It says -- so I'm at that part right near the


 2  bottom, Levels of Recovery and Cleanup Activities.  "The


 3  levels of activities required to apply the techniques


 4  described above are dependent on the specific timing and


 5  location of a spill.  As weather, ice and logistical


 6  considerations allow, the number of vessels and responders


 7  would increase exponentially as a spill continues.  The


 8  levels of activities described below are reasonable


 9  estimates provided as a basis for analysis."


10                  So take a look at the things that are


11  listed below.  The first one, between five and ten staging


12  areas would be established.  If you look at the map, where


13  would those staging areas be if it's very far from the


14  shore?  The second one, about 15 to 20 large skimming


15  vessels could be used in offshore areas.  It lists some of


16  the vessels, including other barges from Prudhoe Bay and


17  vessels from Cook Inlet and Prince William Sound.  Those


18  of us who live here know that those places are quite far.


19  It would take, even in good weather, a while for any


20  vessels to get up to where we are talking about.  But of


21  course, if you have ice and bad weather, they probably


22  could get there.


23            The third one, thousands of responders.  This


24  one is very interesting, I think.  Thousands of responders


25  from industry, federal government, private entities, could
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 1  assist spill response and cleanup efforts as the spill


 2  progresses.  Weather permitting, roughly 300 to 400


 3  skimming, booming and lightering vessels could be used in


 4  areas closer to shore.  Did I mention 300 to 400 vessels


 5  closer to shore and thousands of people helping?


 6            But when you live here and you have lived in the


 7  Bush or in any of these remote areas, you just -- you have


 8  a sense of it's not that simple.  I mean, you have to get


 9  those people there.  You have got to get that equipment


10  there.  You have got to have food to feed them.  It's


11  really hard for us to describe this to people who have


12  never been in the Bush in Alaska for you to even


13  understand.  As someone said, there are no roads.  But not


14  only that, there are not airstrips that can -- later it


15  mentions airplanes and helicopters that could come.


16  That's over on page 136, the second to last bullet.


17            Dozens of planes and helicopters.  Dozens of


18  planes and helicopters would fly over the spill area,


19  including impacted coastal areas.  Existing airport


20  facilities along the Arctic coast would be used to support


21  these aircraft.  And it lists airports, again, that not


22  only are far away, like Kotzebue and Barrow, and then


23  smaller ones that are not capable of having any large


24  aircraft land there.


25            Many of these, the biggest thing that can land
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 1  is a Beaver, and in many cases just Cessnas and smaller


 2  airplanes land.  These are often airstrips in these


 3  smaller places that don't have lights or they have very


 4  few lights.  They are not easy to keep open when you have


 5  blowing snow.


 6            And then we have that whole aspect of darkness.


 7  I know it's hard to imagine, especially because you are


 8  here right after the solstice, the longest day of the


 9  year.  Well, it's the opposite in the winter.  It's dark.


10  And in the Arctic Circle where we are talking about, above


11  the Arctic Circle, it's dark all the time.  The sun


12  doesn't rise.  So we are talking not only about not being


13  able to get equipment and people and vessels and aircraft


14  there; we are talking about the conditions.  Not only can


15  we not get it there, but we also are dealing with the


16  weather.


17            So I just -- I just wanted to say I didn't get


18  to look at a lot of this yet, but the part I looked at is


19  not realistic.  And it's -- it's just not accurate.  And


20  you know, I don't know if you need people to look at every


21  section of this and see, but it would be good to have some


22  people who live in Alaska, who live here and know this


23  place, maybe help if you need it to be better.


24            I think it's especially important because you


25  did say that this will be used to decide whether to
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 1  reaffirm the sale, whether to modify it, or whether to


 2  cancel it.  It's an important document, and I really


 3  appreciate the chance that you gave us in Fairbanks to


 4  talk about it.  Thanks.


 5                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you, Carolyn.


 6  Next is Jerry Walker, followed by, I believe it's David


 7  Valentine.  In the meantime, Jerry, the floor is yours.


 8                  MR. JERRY WALKER: A very hardy welcome,


 9  Director Kendall, to you and your associates.  We


10  appreciate you coming to Fairbanks to solicit our input.


11  I have provided some written testimony.


12            My name is Jerry Walker.  I live in Bluebird


13  Subdivision, Fairbanks 99709.  Lease Sale 193 should be


14  affirmed as held in 2008.  I think the revised draft


15  supplemental environmental impact statement more than


16  adequately addresses concerns of the Outer Continental


17  Shelf oil and gas Lease Sale 193 Chukchi Sea, Alaska.


18            The revised draft SEIS now includes extensive


19  analysis of the environmental impact of natural gas


20  development, the inclusion of additional what had been


21  perceived as incomplete, missing or unavailable


22  information, and does include analysis of a hypothetical


23  very large oil spill scenario.  I believe this report,


24  including the various appendices, now provides sufficient


25  scientific data and analysis and a very strong basis for
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 1  the Secretary of the Interior to make an informed decision


 2  on which to affirm Lease Sale 193.


 3            Director Kendall, I urge you to provide your


 4  recommendation to Secretary Salazar to expeditiously


 5  accept the revised report and affirm the lease.  I believe


 6  sufficient safeguards will be in place to conduct


 7  responsible activities with the respective accountable


 8  parties in the area.  I appreciate and respect the very


 9  extreme caution exercised to get us to this point.


10            With this accomplished, I am compelled to remind


11  all those with ability to move this process forward that


12  our national security has been and will continue to be not


13  only at risk, but will continue to erode until affirmation


14  of the lease is completed and responsible implementation


15  of an excellent plan commences.


16            Please expeditiously accept the report and


17  recommend affirmation of Lease Sale 193.  Thank you for


18  your good work.


19                  DR. JIM KENDALL: David, followed by Jane


20  Ransdell.


21                  MR. DAVID VALENTINE: Thank you.  Thanks


22  for coming to Alaska and Fairbanks in particular and


23  listening to us.  I appreciate your coming here.


24            I just wanted to make a very simple point.  I


25  have been hearing -- I didn't come with prepared remarks,
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 1  but I have been hearing benefits, got lots of really cool


 2  benefits that would come from this.  And then I hear


 3  impacts.  We have got lots of really scary impacts that


 4  could happen.  How do we compare those?


 5            The traditional way that natural resource


 6  managers compare benefits and impacts is to look at risk.


 7  And that is the probability of an event multiplied by its


 8  potential impacts.  And I know you guys know that, but


 9  it's important to sort of bear that in mind.


10            Well, the problem is that human beings are


11  really lousy at estimating probabilities, with all due


12  respect, because I know you have included estimates of


13  probabilities in your draft EIS, but we are pretty bad at


14  doing that.  So what do we do?


15            Let me take a step back from that and just sort


16  of note that in the wake of the attacks of September 11th,


17  what happened to the airline industry?  Well, it really


18  suffered a lot.  Why?  Because people who traveled


19  suddenly traveled by car because they perceived that as


20  safer.


21            Now, all of the actuarial tables, even knowing


22  that -- even in light of the attacks of September 11th,


23  indicated that air traffic was still far safer than travel


24  by car, yet people chose to travel by car because they


25  perceived incorrectly the probability of having something
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 1  bad happen.


 2            So we are lousy at assessing probabilities, but


 3  nevertheless, that's what we need to do is to be able to


 4  come up with a reasonable way of estimating and


 5  understanding the probability.


 6            The second point that I wanted to make is that


 7  if we take the mid-point of the probabilities that have


 8  been suggested at about 40 percent, let's say -- okay.


 9  Let's sort of imagine that you have a potential of having


10  a job, and in this job you have a 40 percent chance over


11  the lifetime of the job that you are going to lose your


12  left arm.  Would you take that job?  Is that an acceptable


13  risk?  And I think most people in the room would say, no,


14  that's not an acceptable risk.  Well, okay.


15            If you -- and your -- if you take this job and


16  your neighbor has a 40 percent chance of losing his left


17  arm, would you take the job?  Well, that's where we get to


18  Dan's testimony there.  We are not talking about our left


19  arms, necessarily.  We are talking about their left arms.


20            So those are the two points that I wanted to


21  make.  One, probability is important and it's very


22  difficult to assess.  And second, let's remember who's --


23  who's really at risk.


24            Thank you.


25                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you very much,
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 1  David.  We have got Jane Ransdell, followed by Paul


 2  Tengan, if he's back in the room.  Jane, the floor is


 3  yours.


 4                  MS. JANE RANSDELL: My name is Jane


 5  Ransdell, and I live at 607 Bullion Drive in Fairbanks


 6  99712.  I do not believe oil companies can effectively


 7  clean up an oil spill in the broken ice in severe


 8  conditions of the Chukchi Sea.  A spill would have a


 9  devastating effect on bird and fish and mammal life of


10  this area.  Some of these species are already showing


11  clear signs of significant stress.  The maintenance of the


12  populations of these species in this area is essential to


13  the subsistence lifestyle of the Inupiat people of the


14  Chukchi.  Allowing drilling in the Chukchi denies the


15  right of the Inupiat to continue their traditional way of


16  life because the eventual spill will severely degrade the


17  habitat of their traditional natural food source long


18  term.


19            Any significant spill in broken sea ice


20  conditions would be a worst-case discharge, too difficult


21  to clean up fast enough for survival of the wildlife in


22  the area.  Just too difficult to clean up.  Then what?


23  Apologies, regrets, blame shifting, compensations, chaos,


24  buyouts, cop-outs.  And what will that be worth?  Will


25  that make it right with the Inupiat people?  Will that
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 1  bring back the wildlife and reverse the damage?


 2            Drilling in the Chukchi Sea is not worth the


 3  risk of ruining the rich habitat of this incredible area.


 4  Thank you.


 5                  DR. JIM KENDALL: The last card I have is


 6  Paul.  Paul Tengan come back in the room?  Okay.


 7            Now, one thing I'm very adamant about is that


 8  everybody has a chance to express their thoughts, their


 9  opinion, their comments.  We want to make this as


10  transparent as possible, and I want to make sure no one


11  leaves the room feeling they didn't have the chance to be


12  heard.  So is there anybody in the room that did not have


13  a chance, did not put a card in there that now feels,


14  well, maybe I do want to say something?  We are not going


15  anywhere until everybody here is satisfied they have had a


16  good say.  So please, if anybody would like to come up


17  here, you are more than welcome to.


18            This is very important to us.  We are not the


19  decisionmaker.  We want to make sure this is the best


20  possible document.  This is a revised draft.  A lot of


21  people are working on it.  NOAA has worked on it with us,


22  other federal agencies.  And I want to be able to say when


23  we go up to the Secretary --


24            Aha, now I'm a happy man.  Your name, sir.


25                  MR. TONY FERNANDEZ: Yes.  I never talk on
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 1  the mike.  I get so nervous.  I get nervous when I talk


 2  through mikes.


 3                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Your name, sir?


 4                  MR. TONY FERNANDEZ: Tony Fernandez.  I


 5  live one block from here, 177 7th Avenue.


 6            I listen to everybody talking over here, but to


 7  me it's gone to the government.  The federal government


 8  sold our leases in the ocean, not their lease.  I worked


 9  on Pump 5 for 21 years, and I retired.  Everybody talking


10  about jobs around here.  No, you don't need no jobs.  He's


11  talking about oil, crisis in oil.  There is no crisis in


12  oil.


13            It's 20 to 50 capping holes in Prudhoe Bay.  Why


14  you don't put that oil in the pipeline?  When I got over


15  there, we must push it in the pipeline 2,000,000 barrels a


16  day.  What is still there is 500- to 600,000 barrels.


17  Why?  Why the oil companies manipulate this well data?  To


18  keep the price high?  It's no good.  We pay the gallon of


19  oil over here real cheap when we get it from Kenai way


20  back before this pipeline pass by and we build the


21  refinery.


22            Right now we pay 4.60 is why it's killing me to


23  warm my house with this.  You see what I mean?  These guys


24  needs to push more oil and go over there and pump the


25  lines to these guys; punching, I think there's probably
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 1  about 20 or 50 holes already drilled in Prudhoe Bay.


 2            Why you want to go in the water, you know, for a


 3  big, you know, mess?  And like this guy was talking, you


 4  know [indiscernible], you see.  He's talking about this


 5  and that.  No, no, no, no, no.  Let's go to the real


 6  thing.  Go over there and drill in the ground, and you


 7  don't have no damage.  That's the bottom line.  Go over


 8  there to drill over there, that's dangerous.


 9            And he's talking about oil spill containment.


10  You can't contain oil.  I practice all the time in the


11  Yukon River, and if that line break right there and the


12  oil coming down, you cannot stop the oil.  The oil run all


13  the way to the ocean because the water is so dangerous.


14  You can't stop it over there.  We tried a pig about this


15  big with a boom, and he put that [indiscernible], you see.


16  That's why, you know, that's so dangerous.  That's why I


17  hear everybody talk about jobs and this and that.  No, no,


18  no.  You need to control this and drill in the ground.


19  There is plenty oil over there.


20            Look at last winter and the winter before; they


21  drilled two holes right there close to ANWR, went straight


22  down and went horizontal to steal the oil from ANWR.  Why


23  he don't put this oil to the land right now?  Why waiting?


24  They're just keeping the prices way high to do all this


25  drilling in the ocean.
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 1            Look at what happened in Louisiana.  You kill


 2  all the fish, all the -- everything is down, and the


 3  fishermen is way down.  You don't see no money.  Okay.


 4  Thank you.  Thank you very much.


 5                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you very much.


 6  You used the microphone well.  Okay.  I don't want to be a


 7  nag.  I'm sometimes accused of that.  I want to make sure


 8  everybody has a chance before I close it out.  Is there


 9  anybody else that would like to come up?  Going once,


10  going twice.  Do I have to tell a joke before I get to


11  three?  Because I really -- this is important to us, and I


12  want all the comments.


13            Well, with that, on behalf of the staff of


14  BOEMRE, or BOEMRE [pronunciation], as someone said with a


15  Cajun influence down in the Gulf, thank you very much for


16  coming tonight.  The document is on the Web.  We have


17  this.  We passed some of the big documents out.  Please go


18  through it.  If you fund things you think that needs to be


19  dealt with, if there is mistakes, if there something we


20  are missing, go to regs.gov.  The address is back there on


21  the chart.  And get us those comments.


22            This is a group effort.  I want to be able to


23  take the result and all the comments and take it and send


24  it upstairs and say this is everything you need to


25  consider before you make your decision.  So with that,
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 1  number three, thank you very much and have a nice evening.


 2             (Proceedings adjourned at 10:03 p.m.)
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 1                     P-R-O-C-E-E-D-I-N-G-S
  


 2                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Okay.  It looks like we
  


 3   can get started here.  Thank you very much for coming
  


 4   tonight.  This is the public hearing for the revised draft
  


 5   EIS for sale 193.  That is a mouthful.  We are going to
  


 6   walk you through the process and exactly what this meeting
  


 7   is so everybody starts from the same basis.
  


 8             Now, one thing I'd like to clear up -- and we
  


 9   ran into this at two other meetings.  We got into the
  


10   meeting and someone said, who are you people.  And it's,
  


11   like, I think we need to fix that at the beginning.
  


12             We are not an oil company, and we are not from a
  


13   nongovernmental organization.  We are a federal agency.
  


14   We are the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, Regulation
  


15   and Enforcement.  We are responsible for managing the
  


16   energy and mineral resources on the Outer Continental
  


17   Shelf.  Our Bureau is within the Department of Interior.
  


18   Our boss is the Secretary of the Interior.  So that's who
  


19   we are.
  


20             Now, before we get into the nitty-gritty of the
  


21   details, I want to introduce the folks here.  Mary Vavrik
  


22   is over there taking notes.  We are taking down everything
  


23   that's said.  So please, when you are given the
  


24   opportunity to speak, state your name.  We want to get
  


25   that for the record.
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 1             We have Mike Haller here.
  


 2                   MR. MICHAEL HALLER:  Right here.
  


 3                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Mike is our liaison for
  


 4   Native communities.  We've got John Callahan.  John, he's
  


 5   from our Office of Public Affairs.  Steve Scordino, I
  


 6   believe, is still out front.  He is an environmental
  


 7   compliance subject matter expert and an expert for other
  


 8   things.  We have got Scott Blackburn.  Scott is also out
  


 9   there.  He is our technical editor for the document.
  


10             And the other two individuals sitting up here
  


11   are extremely key to this.  We have got Sharon Warren.
  


12   Sharon is the project manager for this.  She knows the
  


13   document inside out and backwards.  It's her job to put it
  


14   together.  Next to her is Michael Routhier.  Michael is
  


15   the actual coordinator of the document, so he gets the
  


16   pieces and puts it together from all the scientists, and
  


17   Sharon makes sure it all flows.  That's who is here.
  


18             We are doing this a little bit different
  


19   tonight.  Usually we just open up the mike and have people
  


20   speak.  But to make sure we are starting from the exact
  


21   same place, we are going to take about the first five or
  


22   ten minutes to tell you exactly what this is.  There are
  


23   times when people think that this document is the decision
  


24   document.  This EIS that Sharon is going to speak about,
  


25   it's not a decision document.  It's information we pass to
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 1   the decisionmaker.  And that's why we are here, as Sharon
  


 2   is going to explain.
  


 3             We need your help to make sure this document
  


 4   includes everything the decisionmaker, the Secretary of
  


 5   the Interior, needs to make the best possible decision.
  


 6             We have had meetings like this in the past in
  


 7   many cities and, whenever we do this, there is always some
  


 8   I won't call it criticisms, but suggestions on how to do
  


 9   it better.  So what we are going to do tonight is, aside
  


10   from having a little briefing to tell everybody why we're
  


11   here so we all start the same way, we are going to use
  


12   sort of a more random approach for speakers.  That's why
  


13   you were asked to put your name in the big silver bowl out
  


14   there.  Your name goes in there, and we reach in, we pull
  


15   it, and that's your time to speak.
  


16             If for some reason you are not in the room, you
  


17   stepped out for a minute, that doesn't mean you are not
  


18   going to speak.  I'm just going to put it back in the
  


19   bowl.  Okay?  I don't want to miss you.  If someone comes
  


20   15, 20 minutes from now, they can fill out a form, give it
  


21   to somebody, give it to us, and we will put it in the
  


22   bowl.  The important thing here is everybody has a chance
  


23   to speak.  And we will stay here for as long as it takes.
  


24   We are not going to cut it off at 9:00 or 9:30 or 9:45.
  


25   If we have to stay here till 10:00 or 10:30, we will.
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 1             We will ask, though, to please keep your
  


 2   comments to three to five minutes.  We are hoping that a
  


 3   lot of you will have something to say.  That's what this
  


 4   meeting is for, to get information from the different
  


 5   stakeholders in the process and make sure their concerns
  


 6   and input go into the document.  So I want everybody to
  


 7   speak and we want to make sure people or an individual or
  


 8   two don't monopolize the entire conversation.  Everybody
  


 9   has a chance here.  Okay?
  


10             Now, with that, I would like Sharon to walk you
  


11   through the process of why we're here.  Sharon just
  


12   reminded me, please.  If you have got cell phones, turn
  


13   them off or at least put them on the buzz thing.  That's
  


14   what I do.  When I'm told to turn it off, I put it on buzz
  


15   or vibrate.
  


16             With that, Sharon, take it away.
  


17                   MS. SHARON WARREN:  Thank you again for
  


18   coming.  Can everybody hear me all right?  All right.
  


19   Excellent.  Why are we here today?  We are here today to
  


20   get your comments on the specific document that's out
  


21   there.  It's the Revised Draft Supplemental Environmental
  


22   Impact Statement for Chukchi Sea sale 193.  And what is
  


23   sale 193?  In 2007 we did an environmental impact
  


24   statement and sale 193 in the Chukchi Sea was held in
  


25   February of 2008.  And six companies received leases from
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 1   that sale.  We offered 29.3 million acres and 2.8 million
  


 2   acres was actually leased.
  


 3             Then what happened?  Days before the sale,
  


 4   plaintiffs sued to invalidate the lease sale.  They
  


 5   alleged that the environmental impact statement did not
  


 6   address the potential impacts in the document.  There was
  


 7   not an order to stop the sale, so the sale continued, and
  


 8   that was the reason why the sale was issued.
  


 9             And we issued the leases, but in July of 2010,
  


10   the U.S. District Court for the District of Alaska, which
  


11   is Judge Beistline in Anchorage, ruled that most of the
  


12   EIS was satisfactory, but there were three concerns that
  


13   needed to be addressed before -- for the agency to meet
  


14   its NEPA obligation.  And that's the National
  


15   Environmental Policy Act obligations.
  


16             So the three issues the Court wanted us to
  


17   address was that the Court said the EIS failed to analyze
  


18   the environmental impact of natural gas development
  


19   despite any industry interest and specific leases for such
  


20   development.  When the sale was offered, there was
  


21   incentives to the companies to produce the natural gas,
  


22   and the judge said you offered those incentives, but you
  


23   did not adequately assess the environmental impacts of
  


24   that natural gas to be produced based on these incentives.
  


25             The judge also said you failed to determine
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 1   whether or not missing information identified by the
  


 2   agency was relevant or essential under attention the
  


 3   federal regulations.  The Council on Environmental Quality
  


 4   has regulations that you must follow that when you have
  


 5   missing information, you have to say -- you have to
  


 6   determine whether or not the cost of obtaining the missing
  


 7   information was exorbitant or the means of doing so was
  


 8   unknown.
  


 9             When the plaintiffs sued us, the agency, they
  


10   filed an exhibit that listed all the statements that were
  


11   made in the environmental impact statement of where the
  


12   agency said we didn't know, we have uncertainty, and that
  


13   when the judge looked at it, said that's pretty
  


14   convincing, but you need to go back and you need to follow
  


15   the regulations and to assess all the statements that you
  


16   have made in the environmental impact statement.
  


17             So what did we do in response to the court
  


18   order?  We drafted a supplemental environmental impact
  


19   statement to address the Court's concerns.  That draft
  


20   supplemental environmental impact statement was released
  


21   in October of 2010.  We received over 150,000 comments on
  


22   that draft supplemental environmental impact statement.
  


23             We held public hearings in Kotzebue, Point Hope,
  


24   Point Lay, Wainwright, Barrow, and Anchorage, as well as
  


25   government-to-government meetings in those communities.
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 1             And I'm going to turn it over to Mike to so he
  


 2   can explain what we did next.
  


 3                   MR. MICHAEL ROUTHIER:  So in most EIS
  


 4   processes, you go out with a draft to invite public
  


 5   comment, hold some meetings, and we look at those public
  


 6   comments and develop a final EIS.  Here, like Sharon said,
  


 7   we received over 150,000 comments, and we noticed a
  


 8   recurring theme of many of those comments was -- and
  


 9   again, this is on the heels of the Deepwater Horizon
  


10   event.  That theme was you guys need to assess the
  


11   possibility of a very large oil spill in the Arctic as a
  


12   result of this lease sale.
  


13             So as an agency, we sat down and considered our
  


14   options and decided that, yes, it would be appropriate to
  


15   analyze a very large oil spill scenario in our EIS.  To
  


16   ensure that it received the full amount of analysis it
  


17   warranted, we decided to do that in our EIS.  And because
  


18   this was a very substantial new piece of analysis, we
  


19   decided that we were going to need to republish the draft
  


20   EIS because this contains so much new information.
  


21             That's basically the document that brings us
  


22   today.  We republished the original draft SEIS, including
  


23   the very large oil spill scenario and are now publishing
  


24   this as a revised draft supplemental environmental impact
  


25   statement.  And tonight we're here to solicit and record
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 1   public comments on the document to get people's feedback
  


 2   on whether the document is sufficient.  And we will then
  


 3   take those comments, incorporate them into our final SEIS,
  


 4   and send that on to the eventual decisionmaker.
  


 5             So we mentioned that one of the main drivers of
  


 6   this revised document was the very large oil spill
  


 7   scenario, so we want to talk a little bit more about what
  


 8   that is.  Basically we asked our expert geologists what
  


 9   the biggest oil spill possible in the Chukchi Sea planning
  


10   area could be.  This is a purely hypothetical event.  We
  


11   are not talking about a specific plan to drill.  This is
  


12   purely hypothetical and a scenario to inform our
  


13   environmental analysis.
  


14             The very large oil spill is a term that is
  


15   different than the term which you might hear elsewhere,
  


16   which is worst-case discharge.  Whereas a very large oil
  


17   spill is a tool in our NEPA analysis, the worst-case
  


18   discharge is something specifically required by our
  


19   regulations to be included in any exploration plan.
  


20             So if this lease sale were to be affirmed or
  


21   affirmed in part and a company were to, down the road,
  


22   submit an exploration plan to actually do drilling in the
  


23   Chukchi Sea, that proposed exploration plan would have to
  


24   include a worst-case discharge.  That's a different
  


25   analysis.
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 1             It would incorporate a lot of additional
  


 2   information, such as what kind of well is it, where is the
  


 3   well, what reservoir, what kind of oil, what kind of
  


 4   technology would be used, what kind of safety precautions
  


 5   would be taken and so forth.  And it's that subsequent
  


 6   analysis that would inform the decision on, okay, what
  


 7   kind of oil spill response plan would be required if that
  


 8   exploration were to go forward.
  


 9                   MS. SHARON WARREN:  Again, the input that
  


10   we need tonight from you and until July 11th when we have
  


11   a public comment period open is to have your comments on
  


12   this document that we have out there, this revised draft
  


13   supplemental environmental impact statement for sale 193.
  


14   There is a 45-day comment period.  This was released out
  


15   to the public on the 21st of May.  And so the comment
  


16   period closes on July 11th.
  


17             There is a website that you can go to to click
  


18   on and submit your comments.  We are using regulations.gov
  


19   for the comments, and we have some handouts that we will
  


20   put out here so that you know how to go to our website and
  


21   where to click on to submit your comments.  And that's
  


22   what we are asking.  That's why we're here tonight, to get
  


23   your views.
  


24             So the next thing is, what happens after these
  


25   hearings?  As Mike says, we will take these comments,
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 1   incorporate them, and do and make a final supplemental
  


 2   EIS.  We are on a court deadline.  We are mandated by the
  


 3   Court.  This document is still in litigation.  The Court
  


 4   issued an order on the 19th of May and said, however you
  


 5   want to do it, in addition to doing the court order, items
  


 6   that he had as concerns and to do this, he wants the
  


 7   Secretary to make his decision on whether to reaffirm the
  


 8   sale, modify the sale, or cancel the lease sale by the 3rd
  


 9   of October of this year.
  


10             So in order to do that, we are going to
  


11   incorporate these comments.  We must have the final SEIS
  


12   out there to the public filed with the Environmental
  


13   Protection Agency in early September.  So there is a
  


14   30-day waiting period before the Secretary of the Interior
  


15   can make the decision.  Once he makes that decision, this
  


16   document, the final EIS, and his decision will be filed
  


17   with the District Court, and there will be further
  


18   briefings with the District Court, and then the judge will
  


19   decide whether or not the agency has met its obligation
  


20   under the National Environmental Policy Act.
  


21             And what we are going to do is, these posters
  


22   after we are finished, we are going to hang them along the
  


23   back wall so that when we have the break -- which there
  


24   will be probably a break, as time goes on, and Jim will
  


25   explain that -- he will give you an opportunity to go
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 1   along the back wall.
  


 2             There is also some maps on the back wall that we
  


 3   put up.  One in particular is the sale 193 map that you
  


 4   can see what was the sale 193 area that was offered,
  


 5   what's the alternative.  There is still alternatives that
  


 6   are being looked at in the supplemental, so -- and then
  


 7   also what was leased.  The leased areas are both the gray
  


 8   blocks and there are some red blocks because some of the
  


 9   leases are within one of the alternatives that the
  


10   Secretary can decide to choose on this.  So this whole
  


11   sale is back to the Secretary to decide what he wants to
  


12   do with the sale.
  


13                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you very much.  I
  


14   noticed when they were up there, they were pointing to me
  


15   and saying Jim.  I probably forgot to tell you who I was.
  


16   Yes, I'm a Fed.  My name is Jim Kendall.  I am the new
  


17   Regional Director for the Alaska Regional Office of the
  


18   Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, Regulation and
  


19   Enforcement.  I came up here on a detail from Washington,
  


20   D.C. in January.  It was supposed to be a two- to
  


21   three-month detail.  After six months I have fallen in
  


22   love with Alaska.  I think I have some Alaska colleagues
  


23   that might like me, so I am moving to Alaska to join the
  


24   community of this wonderful state.
  


25             Also, I would like to point out we have some
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 1   members in our audience who are representing our leaders.
  


 2   We have got the Representative Steve Thompson in the
  


 3   audience.  Thank you for coming tonight.  Rhonda Boyles
  


 4   representing Congressman Young.  Thank you.  And we've got
  


 5   Tom Moyer representing Senator Begich.  Would any of you
  


 6   like to make a few opening comments?
  


 7                   UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  No.
  


 8                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  All right.  That's fine.
  


 9   Now, with that, we are going to start the process where we
  


10   get input from you all.  Now, this is real important
  


11   because we are preparing a document that goes to the
  


12   decisionmaker.  It's also very much a public transparent
  


13   process.  So we want input from folks.  We want you to
  


14   read the document.  Tell us what you thought.  Tell us
  


15   what we are missing so when we give that document and all
  


16   the material that goes with it to the Secretary, he can
  


17   sit down with his staff and these materials and make the
  


18   best possible decision.
  


19             So you are part of the process.  This is really,
  


20   really important.  So once we start the comment period,
  


21   please state your name.  Let's try to keep it to three to
  


22   five minutes so everybody has a chance and we are not here
  


23   till 3:00 in the morning.  But if we have to, we will stay
  


24   till 3:00 in the morning.  And if you have written
  


25   comments, please bring it up here.  I'll give it to Mary
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 1   and that will be entered into the record, as well.  So
  


 2   Scott, will you bring over the bowl.
  


 3             Now, we have never done it before this way, but
  


 4   we are hoping that it makes it more fair and everybody
  


 5   feels they have had an equal chance to do it.  Murray
  


 6   Richmond representing Senator Thomas.  Thank you.  Thank
  


 7   you, Murray.
  


 8             Our first selectee is Debbie Miller.  Debbie
  


 9   Miller.  Come right up to the podium.  The floor is yours.
  


10                   MS. DEBBIE MILLER:  I'm the lucky one.
  


11   Gee whiz.  I'm Debbie Miller.  I have lived in Alaska for
  


12   35 years.  I have spent much of the last 35 years
  


13   exploring the Arctic, mostly during the summer months,
  


14   extensively in the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge,
  


15   Natural Petroleum Reserve, and I write books for children
  


16   and adults about the natural world.
  


17             I have not been to the Chukchi Sea.  I have
  


18   traveled out on the sea ice north of Barrow when I worked
  


19   on a book about polar bears back in the mid 1990s.  And it
  


20   was there that I learned about the culture of the Inupiat
  


21   people and how they are the bravest people and the
  


22   hardiest people to go out into those sea ice, you know,
  


23   areas where the ice is moving, where bears are, you know,
  


24   struggling, swimming right now because we have such a
  


25   situation with the loss of ice.  We are reading all about
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 1   that.
  


 2             But this is an incredibly harsh environment,
  


 3   always changing, a dynamic landscape.  It would be the
  


 4   last place I would ever consider a good place to have oil
  


 5   and gas drilling, exploration and development.  By -- just
  


 6   by the nature of the weather, the wind, the storms, the
  


 7   sea ice moving, the pressure ridges that I saw, the sound
  


 8   of the ice sheets grinding against one another.  So just
  


 9   the nature of this place says to me aren't there other
  


10   places that are less sensitive that would be a lower risk
  


11   area to explore and develop oil and gas.  The species, the
  


12   polar bears, are endangered or threatened.
  


13             I noticed in the report -- I just have now seen
  


14   this for the first time, and I turned to the polar bear
  


15   page on page 100, and it mentioned that, as a conclusion,
  


16   that the impacts appear to be minimal on polar bears with
  


17   oil and gas development.
  


18             And I would, I guess, question that in that if
  


19   you read a Canadian study that was done back in the 1970s
  


20   when I was doing my research, there was a gruesome study
  


21   that was conducted where the Canadian scientists purposely
  


22   oiled the fur of six polar bears to see what would happen,
  


23   and immediately those polar bears groomed themselves,
  


24   ingested the oil, went into convulsions, and they all
  


25   died.  So we have had some studies that have looked at
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 1   what happens when a polar bear has its fur covered in oil.
  


 2   So these are serious impacts if we have an oil spill.
  


 3             The second biggest concern I would have is there
  


 4   is no proven technology to clean up an oil spill in Arctic
  


 5   waters, and that's also pointed out in your report on page
  


 6   135.  I was looking at the effect of ice on response
  


 7   actions.  It's very clear that you are going to be
  


 8   hampered if you are out there in those kinds of conditions
  


 9   as far as getting that ice, building the booms protecting
  


10   the area.  Removing the oil with those ice conditions
  


11   makes it almost impossible in a lot of cases.  So again,
  


12   the question would be why would we choose this area, a
  


13   high risk area, on the heels of the Gulf spill, the Gulf
  


14   of Mexico on the heels of Exxon Valdez oil spill.  Why
  


15   would we go to such a high risk area when we have other
  


16   places to explore and develop and we have other choices
  


17   for our energy supply, namely renewable energy, solar,
  


18   wind, geothermal and all the other -- tidal.  Wouldn't
  


19   this be a safer bet?
  


20             Thank you so much for your time and for coming
  


21   to Fairbanks and teaching us about all the work that you
  


22   put into this.  This looks like a very interesting
  


23   document.  I'll submit written comments at a later date.
  


24   Thank you.
  


25                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you very much.  I
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 1   promise I will do my best not to destroy the names too
  


 2   bad.  The first name is Joseph.  Joseph Aveoganna.  The
  


 3   floor is yours, Joseph.  You can speak over there, if you
  


 4   would like.
  


 5                   MR. DANIEL LUM:  Hello.  This is my son
  


 6   Joseph.
  


 7                   MR. JOSEPH AVEOGANNA:  Hi.
  


 8                   MR. DANIEL LUM:  Joseph is shy.  And so
  


 9   I'm going to help him with this.  And my name is Daniel.
  


10   I'm from Barrow, my wife is from Point Hope, and my son
  


11   has grandparents in Wainwright, all three out on the
  


12   Chukchi.  Joseph, what kind of food do you eat?  Tell
  


13   these people what you eat.  Okay.
  


14                   MR. JOSEPH AVEOGANNA:  Bowhead whales,
  


15   fish, walrus and seals.
  


16                   MR. DANIEL LUM:  Do we eat a little bit of
  


17   that or do we eat a lot of it?
  


18                   MR. JOSEPH AVEOGANNA:  A lot of it.
  


19                   MR. DANIEL LUM:  Is this important to you?
  


20   Do you always eat this fresh good food from the Chukchi?
  


21                   MR. JOSEPH AVEOGANNA:  Yes.
  


22                   MR. DANIEL LUM:  What happened in Mexico
  


23   [sic] this year from what you learned from school?
  


24                   MR. JOSEPH AVEOGANNA:  The oil spill.
  


25                   MR. DANIEL LUM:  What happened to the
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 1   ocean when they had an oil spill?
  


 2                   MR. JOSEPH AVEOGANNA:  Everything got sick
  


 3   and died.
  


 4                   MR. DANIEL LUM:  A lot of it got sick and
  


 5   died.  Nannuq, look at all these people.  Look at them.
  


 6   Whose ocean is this Nannuq?
  


 7                   MR. JOSEPH AVEOGANNA:  Mine.
  


 8                   MR. DANIEL LUM:  Does this ocean belong to
  


 9   them?
  


10                   MR. JOSEPH AVEOGANNA:  No.
  


11                   MR. DANIEL LUM:  What do you want to tell
  


12   these people, Nannuq?
  


13                   MR. JOSEPH AVEOGANNA:  This is my ocean,
  


14   not yours.
  


15                   MR. DANIEL LUM:  Please stay out of our
  


16   ocean.  Thank you.
  


17                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Next on deck we have
  


18   Rebecca Schaffer.  Rebecca.  And after that it will be
  


19   Joseph Boyle.
  


20                   MS. REBECCA SCHAFFER:  Well, next time any
  


21   of us eat shrimp, we have to question where it came from
  


22   because it's keeping -- they are keeping it on the down
  


23   low.  They are covering it up, and there is a big
  


24   percentage of it coming from the Gulf.  People are dying.
  


25   They are bleeding from all their orifices down there, just
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 1   like the dolphins.  This is all being hushed up.
  


 2             So I mean, you know, it's kind of scary, you
  


 3   know, what's happening to the oceans.  That's why I wanted
  


 4   to speak.  I want to speak for the animals, for the ocean,
  


 5   for the, you know, the endangered.  With Fukushima, the
  


 6   Gulf, Valdez, you know, our hindsight is 20/20, right?
  


 7   But the animals, from the algae to the whales, you know,
  


 8   are dying.  They are endangered.  It's all out of balance.
  


 9   And why?  Part of it is due to global warming, but a lost
  


10   it is due to, you know, mankind.
  


11             I would just like to believe that we have
  


12   evolved higher, a more higher consciousness, right, to
  


13   think outside the box, to think beyond oil.
  


14             My dad was in development, you know.  Ironically
  


15   I'm sitting here.  He's probably really groaning upstairs
  


16   because he was all pro development, you know.  But in
  


17   reality, we have options.  You know, I know that it's
  


18   threatening jobs and money.  The state of Alaska is rich
  


19   because of oil.  But you have to look at the bigger
  


20   picture.  The bigger picture is that we take care of
  


21   everyone, including the ocean.  You know, we take care of
  


22   future generations to enjoy all that as well.
  


23             So I think there is a lot of other alternatives,
  


24   you know.  I mean, if there is hydrogen cars, I'm there,
  


25   Charlie, you know.  I mean, geothermal, the sun.  It's all
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 1   natural, nonpolluting, you know.  So I think that's what
  


 2   we all ought to be embracing.  You know, with -- milk in
  


 3   Hawaii on the big island is 3,000 times radiated with, you
  


 4   know, the -- just radiated.  You know, I have a daughter
  


 5   living over there, you know.  It's pretty scary, the
  


 6   ramifications of our actions.  The ramifications of the
  


 7   Gulf Coast we are not even hearing about because it's
  


 8   hushed up.
  


 9             So anyways, I get a little impassioned, but
  


10   thanks for this hearing.
  


11                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Rebecca.
  


12   Joseph Boyle, and following Joseph will be Steve Kelly.
  


13   Joseph, the floor is yours.
  


14                   MR. JOSEPH BOYLE:  Hi.  Joseph Boyle.  I'm
  


15   a member of Laborers Local 942.  I have been working up on
  


16   the North Slope for over six years now, primarily during
  


17   the winter.  Some of the conditions I've seen, near
  


18   white-out conditions.  I've worked in temperatures 80
  


19   below zero with a wind chill for 12 hours a day, seven
  


20   days a week for months on end.  I think we really do need
  


21   to be drilling up there more.  I think a lot of jobs are
  


22   at stake, mine personally, as well as tens of thousands of
  


23   others, they estimate.
  


24             But one thing I just wanted to say was as the
  


25   amount of oil declines in our pipeline, so do the jobs
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 1   here in Alaska.  And it's a beautiful place, but at the
  


 2   same time, I don't want to turn it into the biggest
  


 3   national park on earth.
  


 4             Some of the stop measures that we have up there
  


 5   include -- I mean, we put diapers is what we call them,
  


 6   but stuff underneath pickup trucks.  And it's not just a
  


 7   duck pond which is like a throw-down containment.  It's
  


 8   something you actually tie wire underneath the bottom of
  


 9   the vehicles and that goes to every single piece of
  


10   equipment that we have up there.  It's incredibly
  


11   environmentally safe.
  


12             And I mean, literally, if there is one drop of
  


13   oil or any grease hits the ground you literally have to
  


14   shovel it up and pick it up.  And I've walked for miles
  


15   and down right-of-ways and literally picked up about the
  


16   equivalent of three snowballs, which is mainly just snow.
  


17   It's really not that contaminated.  I mean, it's a
  


18   beautiful place up there.  But there really is nothing up
  


19   there except the pipeline workers, at least when I'm
  


20   around.
  


21             But that's about all I have to say.  The amount
  


22   of environmental impact is so minimal that it just boggles
  


23   my mind.  But that's all I've got for now.  Thank you.
  


24                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Joseph.
  


25   Steve Kelly, followed by Brent Helms.  Steve, the floor is
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 1   yours.
  


 2                   MR. STEVE KELLY:  My name is Steve Kelly.
  


 3   I live at 4140 Owl Drive, Fairbanks, Alaska.  I've worked
  


 4   heavy construction since 1975.  I retired in 2003.  In
  


 5   1980, '81 and '82 I worked on offshore islands up in
  


 6   Prudhoe Bay.  So I worked on BF 37, Duck Island and Seal
  


 7   Island, for sure.  And technology we had then was pretty
  


 8   good, but the technology we have now, it would be almost
  


 9   impossible for me to believe that we do not have ways of
  


10   going and getting those resources and not doing any harm
  


11   on the environment.
  


12             It's pretty shallow.  It's only 150 feet at the
  


13   deepest.  We can make islands that deep.  We did it in
  


14   the '80s.  We can still do it.  And we are talking about
  


15   50-, 60,000 jobs.  We are talking about making the United
  


16   States energy dependent [sic].  We can't just turn our
  


17   back on it because we think it can't be done.  We have to
  


18   somehow go get that resource, provide work for ourselves,
  


19   take care of ourselves, save the environment and not
  


20   damage the food and the sea for everybody else.  It has to
  


21   be -- there has to be a way we can do it.  And these
  


22   people will find a way to do it.
  


23             Thank you.
  


24                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Next is Brent Helms,
  


25   followed by Richard Fineberg.
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 1                   MR. BRENT HELMS:  My name is Brent Helms.
  


 2   I'm a lifelong Alaskan and have worked in construction in
  


 3   the state throughout my career, many of those years in the
  


 4   oil and gas industry.  Since the development of Alaska's
  


 5   oil and gas there have been thousands of workers trained
  


 6   for building and maintaining the oil and gas
  


 7   infrastructure.  The jobs associated with this industry
  


 8   has allowed me to remain in Alaska to raise my family,
  


 9   along with many other Alaskans over the years.  I'm
  


10   concerned this may change in the future if oil and gas
  


11   production continues to decline with the associated jobs.
  


12             The oil and gas industry demands a skilled
  


13   workforce to construct and maintain its pipelines and
  


14   facilities.  These are trained Alaskans from across the
  


15   state, a skilled workforce ready to work on projects that
  


16   Alaska's OCS development would provide.  Previous studies
  


17   estimate that opening the OCS for development will provide
  


18   tens of thousands of employment opportunities.  These are
  


19   good jobs, jobs that allow young men and women to raise
  


20   families, support their communities, and remain in Alaska.
  


21             The oil and gas reserves of Alaska are crucial
  


22   to the nation and its dependence on foreign oil.  Further
  


23   delays in permitting are costly and will deprive the
  


24   nation of both jobs and future domestic oil supply.
  


25   Developing the OCS is vital for Alaska's economic future.
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 1             I urge you to support permitting lease sale 193
  


 2   for responsible development.
  


 3                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Richard Fineberg,
  


 4   followed by Buzz Otis.
  


 5                   MR. RICHARD FINEBERG:  Richard Fineberg,
  


 6   3920 Old Wood Road, Ester, 99725.  I have observed oil
  


 7   operations for the better part of four decades as a
  


 8   newspaper reporter, as a state bureaucrat, and as an
  


 9   environmental advocate and as a consultant.  I will go
  


10   back to -- and my comments are informed by, I think, all
  


11   of that work, primarily onshore, but some offshore.  I was
  


12   with the governor's office in the Exxon Valdez spill and
  


13   observed it very closely throughout the summer of the
  


14   first year, and have just been down in the Gulf on my own
  


15   extensively, the Gulf of Mexico, which is not directly
  


16   relevant here, but I simply want to suggest I do have some
  


17   background to make a couple of general challenging
  


18   statements.
  


19             Number one, my first dealing with offshore spill
  


20   response was 1983 when I became the budget analyst for the
  


21   State's Department of Environmental Conservation in the
  


22   governor's office, and I had to move paper as a naive
  


23   bureaucrat who had no knowledge of how to do it, but the
  


24   first paper I had to move was to move the paperwork to get
  


25   funding for a stalled response project on oil spill
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 1   response in broken ice.
  


 2             The project had been stalled for some time.  The
  


 3   department was imploring me to move it.  It's a perfect
  


 4   metaphor for where we are right now.  I don't know if we
  


 5   have made any major progress.  I don't believe we have
  


 6   made significant response progress since -- since then.
  


 7   At that time the State was botching its response.  I have
  


 8   observed over the years and documented the State's
  


 9   response failures, and not only spill response, but
  


10   environmental protection responses, including the risk
  


11   assessment program of 2008 to 2010.
  


12             From that I just want to flag two -- two
  


13   sentences that just -- just popped out at me in your May
  


14   2011 revised supplemental report.  Page 280, "The lack of
  


15   any well-established and extensive onshore infrastructure
  


16   within the Chukchi Sea region could compromise the
  


17   efficiency of response efforts, heightening and prolonging
  


18   the impacts described above."  It doesn't sound like good
  


19   news at all.  And I think the criteria that you asked us
  


20   to look at the statements is, are -- is the sentence
  


21   relevant, and what is your belief on it.
  


22             Yes, I feel it's quite relevant, but doesn't
  


23   demonstrate we should go forward.  I believe not two pages
  


24   later, the conclusion -- and page 280, which you know --
  


25   not all of you here may know.  That is a -- that is in
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 1   response to a very large oil spill section.
  


 2             The conclusion two pages later -- and I'll have
  


 3   to paraphrase this.  As a stutterer, that's the least I
  


 4   can do for you.  While intervention and response could
  


 5   mitigate the volume and certain effects, the significant
  


 6   and perhaps irrevocable adverse impacts associated with a
  


 7   very large oil spill highlight the need for effective
  


 8   spill response.
  


 9             I spent that time stumbling over my biography
  


10   because I'm going to suggest a venture that I'm not clear
  


11   on, which is the precautionary principle.  I believe these
  


12   two statements stand in almost flagrant violation of the
  


13   precautionary principle.  Although my language is strong
  


14   there, I don't know that that's legally relevant, but
  


15   common sense wise it is a point I wanted to make.  And I
  


16   am sorry that I do not have the legal background to know
  


17   if I'm on point for you on that.
  


18             So I thank you very much for your time.
  


19                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you very much,
  


20   Richard.  Next is Buzz Otis and followed by Charles
  


21   Paskvan.
  


22                   MR. BUZZ OTIS:  Good evening.  Good
  


23   evening.  Thank you for being here.  My name is Buzz Otis.
  


24   My mailing address is P.O. Box 55068, North Pole, Alaska
  


25   99705.  And I welcome you to Fairbanks tonight.  And I
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 1   know we got precluded from the opportunity to testify
  


 2   early on, so I appreciate you amending your schedule and
  


 3   including us.
  


 4             I represent North Pole Economic Development
  


 5   Corporation.  I'm their executive director as well as a
  


 6   private businessman in this community since 1976.  Lease
  


 7   Sale 193 should be affirmed as held in 2008.  I believe
  


 8   the EIS provides sufficient information and analysis to
  


 9   support an informed decision affirming sale 193.
  


10   Rescinding leases and allowing a de facto moratorium to
  


11   continue will harm Alaska's economy and discourage future
  


12   industry investment without a corresponding benefit to the
  


13   environment.
  


14             Alaska's economy is at a crossroads, as I see
  


15   the United States.  We need to get a handle on this energy
  


16   issue.  We are paying close to $4 a gallon in this town
  


17   for heating oil.  We heat our homes some people somewhere
  


18   eight, nine months of the year, but certainly six or
  


19   seven.  We have snow on the ground from the first of
  


20   October, usually, until the first of May.  And the people
  


21   on fixed incomes are leaving this town, retirees,
  


22   people -- it's difficult.  You can sense it in the
  


23   streets.  You don't see the activity in the construction
  


24   industry, at the restaurants.  And it's a concern of mine.
  


25             I've decided to make Alaska my home, and I'd
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 1   like to -- my children to be able to have jobs here.  But
  


 2   without adequate energy, affordable energy, they won't be
  


 3   able to stay here.  And the same concern goes for the
  


 4   United States.  We need to be dependent on Alaska's
  


 5   resources as a country and not send our money to OPEC that
  


 6   could care less.  Those people do not like Americans, for
  


 7   the most part, and it just seems absurd that we continue
  


 8   to enhance their economy at the detriment of ours.
  


 9             I'm as concerned about the Alaska environment as
  


10   anybody.  I hunt here.  I fish here.  You know, we
  


11   recreate in the waters and love Alaska.  But I truly
  


12   believe that development and industry and protecting the
  


13   State's natural bounty of fish, wildlife, waters, and the
  


14   way of life we have all come to love can be done jointly
  


15   and in harmony.
  


16             The Chukchi OCS is an important future source of
  


17   energy supply.  I touched on that a little bit.  I'm not
  


18   sure if the Chukchi Sea oil would come through the
  


19   Trans-Alaska Pipeline, but if it did, that would be very
  


20   helpful.  Sorry about the echo.
  


21             We have two refineries in North Pole.  When TAPS
  


22   first started in the '70s, oil was about 110 degrees.  We
  


23   now get oil between 32 and 40 degrees into the refinery.
  


24   They use refined products to heat the oil so they can
  


25   refine it and that's the big -- that's the only reason
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 1   right now why the oil gets to Valdez is because it's
  


 2   heated -- taken out of the pipe, a lot of it is heated up,
  


 3   some of what they don't use gets put back in the pipe and
  


 4   raises the ambient temperature of the oil in the pipe.
  


 5             We are down from two million barrels a day to
  


 6   600,000, and we need to get that oil back up to the levels
  


 7   where it doesn't become ChapStick.  We had an incident
  


 8   last January when the line was shut down for seven whole
  


 9   days because of a situation up at Pump 1, and it was
  


10   difficult getting it started.
  


11             So I see these type of developments being
  


12   beneficial, not only to Alaska, but the Trans-Alaska
  


13   Pipeline, our economy, the people of this state, both
  


14   Natives and those of us that weren't blessed enough to
  


15   have been born here, as well as the United States.
  


16             And so I urge you to move this thing forward.
  


17   The restrictions on development, the hurdles we have to
  


18   jump is -- is very, very difficult for industry to
  


19   stomach.  Challenges putting a bridge across the river,
  


20   the Colville River, here on the Tanana.  It just goes on
  


21   and on and on.  And we are taking America down in the
  


22   process.  There has got to be a balance between what's
  


23   good for the country and just saying no to -- to
  


24   further -- I'm not sure quite what the agenda is, but it's
  


25   time to change.
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 1             Thank you very much for your time.
  


 2                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Buzz.  Next,
  


 3   Charles Paskvan.  The floor is yours.
  


 4                   MR. CHARLES PASKVAN:  I've worked
  


 5   construction since 1975 on the oil pipeline.  And I've
  


 6   watched a lot of development go through that.  I just have
  


 7   a couple notes here I'd like to go over there.  Is
  


 8   releasing 30,000,000 barrels from our strategic national
  


 9   reserve an energy policy?  No.  Alaska has for over 30
  


10   years and over 15,000,000,000 barrels of oil, that is an
  


11   energy policy.
  


12             In a new offshore oil field, the Oogarook, the
  


13   oil pipeline is inside of another pipeline.  And what you
  


14   have there is the ability to have sensors.  There is also
  


15   another couple of pipelines inside of that.  So you have
  


16   the oil, gas, water, power inside of a half-inch pipeline
  


17   that protects the oil and gas and all of that inside of
  


18   that.
  


19             So after what he was talking about having the
  


20   island built out there for this development, and then you
  


21   have a buried pipeline that has sensors that would prevent
  


22   any release, you have zero possibility of an actual spill
  


23   from a pipeline with the new technology that they have
  


24   been using up there on this field now.  So this company is
  


25   doing everything that they would need to to protect and
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 1   ensure any potential, and there would be zero potential of
  


 2   a spill with this new technology.
  


 3             What we are doing today is really amazing.  And
  


 4   we all know that with the knowledge we are doing it we can
  


 5   do it right and do it safe in America for national
  


 6   security, for Alaska's jobs, for -- we need to build it.
  


 7             The other problem here is overregulation of the
  


 8   entire industry, the entire country.  We are being
  


 9   regulated to death.  I mean, we are doing it right, the
  


10   technology is there, and we just need to go out and do our
  


11   job.
  


12             Thank you.
  


13                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you very much.
  


14   Next is Merrick Peirce, followed by Jeanne Creamer-Dalton.
  


15                   MR. MERRICK PEIRCE:  Good evening.  Thank
  


16   you very much for coming up to Fairbanks for this hearing.
  


17             My name is Merrick Peirce, P.O. Box 10045,
  


18   Fairbanks, Alaska 99710.  I'm in the oil and gas business,
  


19   and I do support responsible oil and gas development.  And
  


20   I think before I begin my testimony, I'd like a little
  


21   audience participation by a simple show of hands.  How
  


22   many of you have been up to the Arctic coast ever in your
  


23   life, just a quick show of hands.  So most of the people.
  


24   And how many of you have been up in the Arctic ice in the
  


25   wintertime?  Let the record reflect about half the room of
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 1   a large group of Alaskans have actually been to the Arctic
  


 2   in the wintertime.
  


 3             One of the concerns that I have is that there
  


 4   are many decisionmakers, both within industry and within
  


 5   government who have never set foot on the Arctic sea ice
  


 6   in the wintertime, so they don't fully appreciate just how
  


 7   tough these Arctic conditions are, how cold it is up
  


 8   there, how windy it is up there, and yet these are the
  


 9   folks that are making decisions about what happens in
  


10   Alaska's Arctic.
  


11             This is an environment that's vastly different
  


12   than the Gulf of Mexico.  According to a recent AP
  


13   investigation, there are 27,000 abandoned oil and gas
  


14   wells, and no one in industry or in government really
  


15   fully comprehends just what's happening with all the oil
  


16   and gas wells, particularly wells that have been
  


17   abandoned, thousands of them.  And it begs the question of
  


18   why we are moving in the Arctic with all of the issues
  


19   that remain to be resolved in the Gulf of Mexico.
  


20             I think with the Gulf of Mexico it's helpful to
  


21   illustrate what's happening in the Gulf of Mexico to
  


22   what's happening in the Arctic.  In the Gulf you have
  


23   thousands of miles of roads in the Gulf, and you have
  


24   airports, you have ports, you have a basic infrastructure
  


25   in place, but you access to the oil beaches if there is a
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 1   release of crude oil.  And of course, you have got
  


 2   year-round warm weather.  You don't have the ice and the
  


 3   wind like you have in the Arctic.
  


 4             That's not the case in the Arctic.  There are no
  


 5   roads to the major communities in the Arctic.  You can't
  


 6   drive to Barrow.  You can't drive to Kotzebue.  You can't
  


 7   drive to Kaktovik.  What I'm asking you to fully
  


 8   appreciate is that you can't even drive from Kaktovik to
  


 9   Kotzebue.  The road infrastructure just isn't in place.
  


10   And the nearest ice-free port is at Dutch Harbor.  That's
  


11   roughly a thousand miles away from where this proposed
  


12   development will occur.
  


13             There is a real concern about the behavior of
  


14   the oil industry in Alaska over the last 20 years.  So if
  


15   we can start with the corruption that we saw within MMS to
  


16   where officials abrogated their fiduciary obligation to
  


17   taxpayers where they were taking bribes, where they were
  


18   taking prostitutes, there were drugs, promises of jobs,
  


19   and they walked away from their fiduciary obligation to
  


20   the taxpayers.
  


21             In Alaska we saw what happened with Exxon in
  


22   Prince William Sound where they released between 11- and
  


23   20,000,000 barrels of crude oil into Prince William Sound.
  


24   Oil that's spilled there, today, you can simply kick over
  


25   the rocks on some of the beaches there.  We saw that BP
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 1   ran their pipelines to failure in Prudhoe Bay.  We had
  


 2   Doyon Drilling with a convicted felon.
  


 3             And what we have is a situation where we had
  


 4   ADEC regulators who were told not to do the jobs that they
  


 5   were responsible to do.  And they were fired when they
  


 6   did.  And we have even had scores of representatives, both
  


 7   representatives and senators who were taking bribes from
  


 8   the oil industry.  Huge concern.
  


 9             And so the question that we have to ask with all
  


10   of this felonious conduct, this blatant corruption, how
  


11   can we have the slightest degree of assurance that history
  


12   will not repeat itself with oil exploration and
  


13   development in the Arctic Ocean?  That's an unanswered
  


14   question.
  


15             But we can look at past behaviors to get some
  


16   indication of what future conduct is like.  And the
  


17   possibility of cleaning up a major oil spill with sea ice,
  


18   darkness and storms is a fairy tale.  As any Alaskan can
  


19   tell you, particularly in the cold winters, Murphy's law
  


20   prevails.  If something can go wrong, it will go wrong and
  


21   it will go wrong at the worst possible time.  So you'll be
  


22   looking for an oil spill, a major oil spill in the
  


23   darkness of an Arctic winter where you have got sea ice,
  


24   where you have gale force winds.
  


25             If you talk to the Eskimos up there, they'll
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 1   tell you about the gale force winds.  And that puts a wind
  


 2   chill up to about 60 to 100 degrees below zero.
  


 3             The result is that you could have an uncontained
  


 4   uncontrolled oil spill that spreads throughout the Arctic
  


 5   doing enormous damage to wildlife and the subsistence way
  


 6   of life of the Inupiat that have been practicing the
  


 7   subsistence way of life for thousands of years.  That's a
  


 8   huge concern.
  


 9             In the cold Arctic winters, the oil will not
  


10   break down quickly, similar to what we have seen in Prince
  


11   William Sound.  And it will do damage for many, many
  


12   decades.  And when the inevitable spill happens, people
  


13   are going to ask, what were they thinking back in 2011?
  


14   Why did they allow this kind of development to occur.
  


15             In closing, I note that offshore development is
  


16   outside of Alaska's legal jurisdiction.  We will not
  


17   derive royalty or severance revenue from this kind of
  


18   exploration and development.  That's what Alaska uses to
  


19   pay its bills.  That's what we use for roads.  That's what
  


20   we use for schools.  That's what we use for troopers.  And
  


21   we need to start filling that oil in the TAPS pipeline
  


22   that is in decline, and we can do that with
  


23   [indiscernible] exploration.  And that oil does provide
  


24   the state with severance and royalty, not so with the
  


25   offshore oil.
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 1             So these are the concerns that we need to keep
  


 2   in mind.  And I thank you very much for having this
  


 3   hearing and the opportunity to participate.
  


 4                  DR. JIM KENDALL:  Next is Jeanne
  


 5   Creamer-Dalton, and after that will be Garry Hutchison.
  


 6                  MS. JEANNE CREAMER-DALTON:  Hello.  My name
  


 7   is Jeanne Creamer-Dalton.  I'm at 176 Palace Circle, No. 5
  


 8   in Fairbanks.  I was born in Fairbanks.  My family has
  


 9   been here almost since the beginning of Fairbanks.  And I
  


10   just am talking as just a regular citizen.  I just wanted
  


11   to get my two cents in that I am opposed to this drilling
  


12   in the Arctic and the Chukchi.  And I have been following
  


13   companies' actions for -- ever since I did spend six or
  


14   seven years in California and saw the impact on the
  


15   environment in Southern California.  And when I came back
  


16   to Alaska, the pipeline was just beginning.
  


17             And the impact has not been all that great as
  


18   far as there have been a lot of oil spills.  I have not
  


19   been -- my experience has been central Interior Alaska.  I
  


20   did work on the pipeline for a number of years as a
  


21   Teamster and, actually, I was impressed with the oil
  


22   companies' actions at that time.  But since then they have
  


23   deteriorated.  I don't have any written comments.  I'm a
  


24   better writer than a talker, and I'd like to submit
  


25   comments at a later date.
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 1             I just wanted you to know that I'm one of the
  


 2   people that's adamantly opposed to the drilling as it
  


 3   stands now.  I don't believe they have the technology
  


 4   needed to deal with any oil spills.  And I think it would
  


 5   be devastating to the planet.  So thank you.
  


 6                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you very much.
  


 7   Garry Hutchison followed by Kirk Jackson.
  


 8                   MR. GARRY HUTCHISON:  My name is Garry
  


 9   Hutchison.  I live at 140 Falcon Drive, Fairbanks 99712,
  


10   and I'm here to voice support for development of oil in
  


11   the offshore regions of the Chukchi Sea because of the
  


12   need for our pipeline that goes through this community to
  


13   provide a viable resource to the state and to this
  


14   community.  Earlier we have heard about the decline and
  


15   you are aware of that, the Prudhoe Bay decline that's
  


16   increasing with each year.  And there is a need to put new
  


17   oil in it.  And my understanding is that the potential
  


18   exists for up to a million barrels a day to come from the
  


19   offshore.  And we need to do that.
  


20             I lived in Fairbanks before the pipeline, so I
  


21   know what it was like, and I also understand the
  


22   tremendous, tremendous benefit that the oil discovery and
  


23   development and the pipeline has given to this community
  


24   and our state.  Without a doubt, it's the greatest thing
  


25   that happened to the state since its inception.
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 1             And I think with that is an understanding of
  


 2   how -- how devastating it would be to this community and
  


 3   to the state if the pipeline no longer was able to
  


 4   function and we lost its usefulness in the community.  It
  


 5   would hurt our tax base.  It would hurt our public systems
  


 6   and our revenues and jobs, and would be just as
  


 7   devastating to this town and to this community as it was
  


 8   good 30 years ago.  So this is something that we need.
  


 9             You know, we all can fantasize about fears, but
  


10   we can look back and see facts and reality.  And the facts
  


11   are that this oil and this development has been tremendous
  


12   for this state, and we know that the country needs oil.
  


13   We know that we need to change the way that we develop
  


14   energies.  We have the ability to do that through
  


15   technologies.  Alaskans will not tolerate pollution.  We
  


16   haven't, we won't.  We love the land like no other people.
  


17             And so I very strongly hope that you support the
  


18   development efforts and allow that to go forward and give
  


19   the future to this state and this community.  And I
  


20   appreciate very much you coming to Fairbanks.  Thank you.
  


21                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Garry.  Next
  


22   is Kirk Jackson, followed by Rita McGrath.
  


23                   MR. KIRK JACKSON:  Hello.  My name is Kirk
  


24   Jackson.  I live at 579 Wilcox, Fairbanks.  I was born
  


25   here in Fairbanks, lived in Alaska my whole life.  I want
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 1   to thank you for giving us the opportunity to speak today.
  


 2             Alaska has enormous untapped oil and gas
  


 3   potential, especially in its offshore areas.  The Chukchi
  


 4   Sea offers more resources than any other undeveloped U.S.
  


 5   basin.  Alaska's North Slope and its offshore areas are
  


 6   now perhaps the most studied energy bases in the United
  


 7   States.  Over 250 studies have been funded in the Arctic
  


 8   in the past decade with the majority focused on the
  


 9   Beaufort and Chukchi Seas.  The demand for energy is
  


10   continuing to rise, and reality will require continued
  


11   development of oil and gas resources.
  


12             At its peak, the TAPS pipeline carried
  


13   approximately 24 percent of domestic production.  Due to
  


14   declining rates of oil production in the onshore North
  


15   Slope region, TAPS is down to a third of that production.
  


16   Development of OCS would help fill the pipeline and keep
  


17   TAPS flowing for generations to come.
  


18             So I urge you to move forward with the
  


19   development of the Lease Sale 193 at a time when America
  


20   needs jobs, economic growth, and a dependable supply for
  


21   affordable energy.  Thank you for your time.
  


22                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Next is Rita McGrath,
  


23   followed by Roger Burggraf.  The floor is yours.
  


24                   MS. RITA MCGRATH:  My name is Rita
  


25   McGrath.  I live -- POB 7334, Fairbanks.  I'm a rather
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 1   newcomer.  I've only lived here 33 years, as the
  


 2   old-timers love to hear me say.  I'm not a public speaker,
  


 3   but I do want to give my opinion for the animals, for the
  


 4   ocean, and the land.  And say that we do not need this.
  


 5   We do not need this to be open, sold, or however you want
  


 6   to say it.  We have got to get creative.
  


 7             Oil is -- for the vehicles is something of
  


 8   yesterday.  We are getting into a new century, so we have
  


 9   got new ideas.  We have got to get creative.  And the
  


10   three things we as human beings fight is greed, pride and
  


11   lust.  And if we didn't have these resources, we would
  


12   have to get creative and think of other things to do.  And
  


13   there are scientists out there doing that, and just
  


14   people.  Look at the kids at UAF that are adventurers and
  


15   winning awards for the things that they are coming with
  


16   for electric cars and other vehicles.
  


17             So we can do that as far as the pipeline
  


18   selection -- the gentleman here said about the corruption
  


19   that's going on.  I was bedridden this summer, so being
  


20   bored I watched Gavel to Gavel.  And I was so appalled at
  


21   our government sitting there and wanting to give these oil
  


22   people tax breaks.  Come on.  If you guys pick up the
  


23   paper and look at the -- I don't play it, so I don't
  


24   know -- sorry.  My nervousness is getting the best of me.
  


25             The market on the economy, look at the money
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 1   that they are making, billions and billions, and we are
  


 2   giving them a tax break?  Hello.  Somebody is not home
  


 3   upstairs.
  


 4             And -- but he also said, you know, the
  


 5   difference of the Gulf of Mexico versus Alaska, the snow
  


 6   and everything, and we are digging in and drilling for the
  


 7   effectiveness of the environment.  I'm one of those
  


 8   hippies from the old era which now i.e., tree huggers, and
  


 9   close ANWR, close -- I can't pronounce it, this one that
  


10   we are arguing about now, and all of it.
  


11             Just keep it closed because you have got to
  


12   think of the future, people.  You have got to think of
  


13   your children, the poor polar bears that they are trying
  


14   to say that they are extinct, and all the other animals
  


15   and the sea and the fish, the algae.  All that has to be
  


16   put into consideration.  Look at the money that they are
  


17   spending.  You know how much money they are spending just
  


18   to look up about the ice worm?  Have you all ever heard
  


19   about the research of that?  You have got to think about
  


20   the poor little ice worm and the ocean.
  


21             Like I said, I'm not a public speaker, but I do
  


22   know and I do write my letters and I vote.  And I was told
  


23   one time that I was an honest voter because I vote for the
  


24   person and not the party.  So let's keep it closed, you
  


25   guys, and think of the future and let's get creative and
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 1   get other ideas about how to put the little cars into
  


 2   effect and make them go.  But we do not need to open this
  


 3   up.  We do not need that money.  And like they said, the
  


 4   corruption that goes on and all the back room stuff is not
  


 5   necessary.  Okay.
  


 6             Thank you.
  


 7                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Roger followed by Greg
  


 8   Egan, and then we are going to take a break.
  


 9                   MR. ROGER BURGGRAF:  My name is Roger
  


10   Burggraf.  I reside at 830 Sheep Creek Road, Fairbanks,
  


11   Alaska.  And I would like to speak in support of the OCS
  


12   field proposal.
  


13             I -- for a little background information, I have
  


14   lived and worked in Alaska since 1953.  I have worked in
  


15   the resource industries.  I've worked for the U.S. Fish &
  


16   Wildlife Service in the early '50s.  I also worked as an
  


17   advisor to the National Park Service.  I have a very
  


18   strong feeling towards our environment and trying to
  


19   ensure that it is protected.  However, I am a realist.
  


20   And I realize that if this state is going to grow and
  


21   people are going to have jobs, we have to develop our
  


22   resources in an environmentally sound manner.
  


23             And I support, you know, the testimony that Buzz
  


24   Otis gave previously and Garry Hutchison.  We are at a
  


25   crossroads.  I've also worked in the -- been in the Arctic
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 1   and am familiar with that.  I've worked with bears --
  


 2   around bears in my early years, too.
  


 3             You know, the drilling that is proposed in the
  


 4   Chukchi Sea is -- there are some very large companies
  


 5   involved there, and they have very good reputations.  They
  


 6   know how to operate in the Arctic, and they have had good
  


 7   records.  Now, BP now has -- is going to work on a joint
  


 8   venture in Russia, and there are many other oil companies
  


 9   that are going to drill.  So if you don't think they are
  


10   not going to drill in the Arctic, you have another guess
  


11   coming.  And I'd rather see us drill on our land in an
  


12   environmentally sound manner.  We do things right.
  


13             Now, maybe the Gulf Region there was some slack
  


14   on the part of regulators and not staying on top of
  


15   things, but I honestly feel that we need to go ahead and
  


16   see what resources we have.  It will provide jobs.  And
  


17   the drilling that will be done will be in shallow water.
  


18   And we have the technology today to do it and do it right.
  


19             We talked about jobs.  That's important.  If we
  


20   are going to live up here, you have all had to pay the
  


21   high fuel bills and, you know, a lot of the income that
  


22   the State receives is through the oil industry.  Though on
  


23   the offshore drilling, the State would not receive a lot
  


24   of revenues that we are receiving now on State land.
  


25             The -- I feel it could be done right, and we
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 1   can, you know, develop it in a manner that is going to be
  


 2   beneficial to all.  And this area has been researched so
  


 3   thoroughly and nothing is going to be done up there that
  


 4   is not done right.  And so I heartily request that we
  


 5   consider this.  I know there is a lot of emotion about
  


 6   what's being proposed, but I have confidence in U.S.
  


 7   technology to do things right.
  


 8             And with Shell Oil, you know, I am appalled at
  


 9   the fact that they have -- they spent 2.5 billion dollars
  


10   for the leases and they have been held off, and they now
  


11   have, I think, about 4.5 billion dollars invested in
  


12   trying to be able to drill.  And there have been a lot of
  


13   other companies that have drilled offshore in Alaska, and
  


14   we have not had problems there.
  


15             So thank you very much for your time, and I
  


16   appreciate everybody coming out, as well as you folks
  


17   coming out here.
  


18                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Roger.  The
  


19   last speaker before the break is Greg Egan.  And after the
  


20   ten-minute break it's going to be Pam Miller and Tim
  


21   Sharp.  So we are going to start promptly after the ten
  


22   minutes.
  


23                   MR. GREG EGAN:  Hi.  My name is Greg Egan.
  


24   I live at 981 Gold Mine Trail here in Fairbanks.  My main
  


25   point is that -- okay.  I get nervous up here, so bear
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 1   with me.  There are safer places to drill for oil.  Okay.
  


 2   If you are going to do something, you -- you know, if I
  


 3   had the caribou in my bedroom, I'd do it, okay.  But it's
  


 4   not the cleanest, neatest place to do it.  It's probably
  


 5   going to come back to haunt you if you do something stupid
  


 6   like -- you know, you just don't want to -- you know, why
  


 7   make work for yourself?  You know there is going to be
  


 8   problems in the future.  Why not just be smart and try
  


 9   to -- you know, we need this oil development, fine, but
  


10   let's do it the smartest way we can.  We know that we are
  


11   human.  We know that things happen, and we know that, you
  


12   know, sometimes we have to go back.
  


13             We -- the best of intentions, the smartest
  


14   engineers built the -- the walls that were to keep the
  


15   tsunami waves out of Japan, and they built them higher
  


16   than they thought the waters were ever going to go.  Well,
  


17   the ground dropped 20 feet underneath their walls.  Nobody
  


18   knew that was going to happen.  And the rest of it is
  


19   history, right?
  


20             So my point is, there are just safer places to
  


21   do it.  If you do it on land, if you have to have the oil,
  


22   great, just do it the safest way possible.  You don't want
  


23   to do it someplace where if you have a spill, you're not
  


24   going to be able to clean it up, you're going to cause all
  


25   kinds of wreckage and devastation in the area.  It just
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 1   doesn't make sense.  Okay.
  


 2             And as far as like -- jobs are important.  You
  


 3   know, I have been working -- either looking for a job or
  


 4   working for the last, you know, 40 years.  And I
  


 5   understand that they are important.  I understand our
  


 6   families are important.  Our families want things.  We all
  


 7   want things.  We have got to have jobs.  But you know, if
  


 8   you think about it, okay --
  


 9             Just imagine you were a farrier, you made
  


10   horseshoes -- and this was around the turn of the
  


11   century -- and you see the first car go by; what are you
  


12   thinking?  Okay.  You are thinking, well, I can stand in
  


13   the road and shake my fist at the car and say why don't
  


14   you bozos come in my shop and buy more horseshoes, or I
  


15   can, like, maybe get with the program and try to do
  


16   something that's going to ensure that I'm going to have a
  


17   job and I'm going to be able to support my family in the
  


18   future.  Okay.
  


19             So the smart one is probably knocking on Henry
  


20   Ford's door trying to get a job, saying, hey, I can bang
  


21   on iron, I can work with steel, I can do things that are
  


22   going to help your business.  Now, people who work on a
  


23   pipeline -- wind turbines need towers.  Power systems need
  


24   transmission lines.  Solar panels need racking.  They need
  


25   people who can wire them.  They need people who can do the
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 1   dirt work to, you know -- for a solar farm or dirt work
  


 2   for roads to join, you know, the pads for wind turbines.
  


 3             We have a lot of resources.  Oil isn't our only
  


 4   resource.  And don't kid yourself; even if you have been
  


 5   welding pipe for 30 years, don't kid yourself that you
  


 6   can't do something else as good or better as the next guy.
  


 7   I mean, you know, I've got -- I know people, especially
  


 8   Alaskan workers, are very resourceful and they can learn
  


 9   just as good or better as anybody out there.
  


10             And so I think we just need to, you know -- some
  


11   of us may need to change our jobs, you know, just in the
  


12   future.  And I think that that's important to just
  


13   understand that and keep your eyes wide open.  And if
  


14   there is an opportunity you need to jump on or there's
  


15   something else you need to learn, you know, you don't want
  


16   to be the last guy working at a place before they turn the
  


17   lights off.
  


18             So that's all I've got to say.  Thank you very
  


19   much for listening.  Thank you for your time.  And I wish
  


20   you all the best.  I'm glad to see people come out.
  


21   Whatever their opinion, I'm glad to hear to it.  Thank
  


22   you.
  


23                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Greg.  Okay.
  


24   We are going to take a ten-minute break.  Right after the
  


25   break, we're going to start with Pam Miller and Tim Sharp.
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 1   So I'm kind of the school mom here, so in ten minutes I'm
  


 2   starting.  See you back.
  


 3              (A break was taken.)
  


 4                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  If you want to take your
  


 5   seat, we are going to get started in about ten seconds.  I
  


 6   want everybody to have a chance to speak, but I also know
  


 7   a lot of you don't want to spend all night here.  So next
  


 8   in line is Pam Miller, followed by Tim Sharp.  Pam.
  


 9                   MS. PAM MILLER:  Thank you for this
  


10   opportunity.  My name is Pam Miller.  My address is P.O.
  


11   Box 82803, Fairbanks 99708.  Welcome, Dr. Kendall and the
  


12   rest of you, to Fairbanks.  We appreciate this chance to
  


13   speak about this important issue, the future of the Arctic
  


14   Ocean and its living ecosystem.
  


15             Here in Fairbanks our community does have a
  


16   stake in this issue, and our community is tied to the
  


17   oceans by the Pacific salmon that run up the Yukon River
  


18   to the Tanana where people have fished for at least 11,500
  


19   years.  Resilient Alaskans have made a living on this land
  


20   for a phenomenal length of time.  We're connected by
  


21   migratory birds that fly across Creamer's Field that end
  


22   up nesting in the Arctic and then feed and molt and do
  


23   other things on the shoreline of the coastal -- of the
  


24   Chukchi Sea, as well as elsewhere in the Arctic.
  


25             Like many Americans, we care about these
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 1   resources that belong to all of us, the diversity of
  


 2   wildlife that depends on the productive Chukchi Sea
  


 3   waters, from the whales to the seals to the polar bears.
  


 4             Just across town, our University of Alaska
  


 5   Fairbanks has been here for a long time, and it's educated
  


 6   Alaskans with creativity, ingenuity to make productive
  


 7   lives in our community, and that will remain.
  


 8             One friend of mine at a hearing one time said
  


 9   the most important development is between our two ears.
  


10   And we are -- we have a lot of potential here to figure
  


11   out how we are going to have a sustainable future with
  


12   energy.
  


13             The University of Alaska Fairbanks has also made
  


14   major scientific contributions to the knowledge about the
  


15   marine ecosystem and also that the Arctic serves as the
  


16   air conditioner to the world, that it's affecting -- the
  


17   Arctic is affecting the climate -- that global warming is
  


18   affecting the climate and the oceans on a global scale,
  


19   and that the melting sea ice is occurring from the most
  


20   rapid warming in the world.  This has produced great
  


21   uncertainty and complication to the factor of doing the
  


22   environmental impacts in this document.
  


23             During this process, it's important to remember
  


24   and not have national or even local amnesia that a major
  


25   disaster happened in the Gulf of Mexico and we have a lot
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 1   of lessons to learn, both how to deal with cleaning up
  


 2   oil, as well as having adequate knowledge about the
  


 3   ecosystem that is at stake.  That's why we are here today,
  


 4   because of failures of the federal government, not just
  


 5   once, but three times, to provide adequate environmental
  


 6   analysis, good science about the impacts of offshore
  


 7   development based on baseline information that's adequate
  


 8   to actually make those assessments.
  


 9             There is also a failure of common sense to apply
  


10   the risks of major spills to the decision at hand.  Even
  


11   though this time in the document there has been an
  


12   acknowledgment that significant impacts would occur from a
  


13   blowout, a very large oil spill, but the decisions have
  


14   not changed.
  


15             This lack of an adequate scientific underpinning
  


16   of the decision to lease the Chukchi Sea and, in fact,
  


17   common sense about the daunting risks of an oil spill, my
  


18   organization, who I'm representing here today, the
  


19   Northern Alaska Environmental Center, made the tough
  


20   decision to join with the Native Village of Point Hope and
  


21   other Alaska Native communities and conservation groups to
  


22   challenge the adequacy of the original document and other
  


23   risky Arctic Ocean drilling.  This is not a decision we
  


24   take lightly.
  


25             This process is a hard-won step in light of the
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 1   poor and rushed process that went forward in the Bush
  


 2   Administration that was found to be legally deficient.
  


 3             The stakes are high with the chances of a major
  


 4   spill from 25 to 54 percent from the drill platforms or
  


 5   pipelines as a result of the Chukchi Sea Lease Sale 193.
  


 6   That was in the original document.  But in the first
  


 7   document the impacts of blowout spills were not analyzed.
  


 8   The -- the original EIS said "we consider blowouts to be
  


 9   unlikely events," and the government felt they did not
  


10   need to analyze those impacts.  The second draft, which
  


11   took place after the Gulf of Mexico spill, also decided
  


12   that they did not need to analyze the impacts of a very
  


13   large oil spill.
  


14             So finally we have a document that does say,
  


15   yes, there is a very large -- there is a chance that we
  


16   will have a very large oil spill and that we will have
  


17   significant impacts to bowhead whales, to migratory birds,
  


18   to polar bears, to the subsistence of communities who live
  


19   along the coast.
  


20             There is still not proven technology to clean up
  


21   oil spills.  And I was lucky enough to be invited to
  


22   participate in one of the spill drills in 1999 and 2000
  


23   that Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation
  


24   required when the very first truly offshore field was
  


25   developed at Northstar.
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 1             And it was sobering to be out on the ship and to
  


 2   go through the various procedures for the equipment that
  


 3   the plan had, whether it's booming, sending out a barge
  


 4   that's going to collect the oil in October.  It couldn't
  


 5   get out of the dock.  With very small percentages of ice
  


 6   in the water, the booms broke, popcorn went out, the kind
  


 7   of skimmer they were going to use to clean it up, it got
  


 8   mere kernels.  That was just a simulated spill.  There's
  


 9   been no real testing, field testing in the Chukchi Sea and
  


10   no field tests of the kinds of equipment that are proposed
  


11   for using today in the proposed drilling.
  


12             Furthermore, this process, which seems long, is
  


13   actually short because -- I didn't bring my copy of the
  


14   document up here, but 98 pages of this new, thick
  


15   environmental impact statement is justification why none
  


16   of the data gaps that were identified in earlier rounds of
  


17   the process where there was inadequate baseline science --
  


18   none of them have been addressed, short of the worst-case
  


19   spill scenario and the impacts to fish from that kind of
  


20   spill.
  


21             So there has been a statement that these are the
  


22   data gaps.  We don't have adequate baseline information.
  


23   If there was a spill tomorrow, we couldn't say what was
  


24   harmed in any level of detail.  We know that great
  


25   resources are at stake.  We do know that the Arctic Ocean
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 1   is an integral part of life in Arctic coastal communities,
  


 2   that it supports wildlife species, that it helps regulate
  


 3   the planet, and it's changing rapidly.  However, there is
  


 4   very little information about how the Arctic Ocean
  


 5   functions today or the ways in which this fragile Arctic
  


 6   ecosystem might respond to industrial activities.
  


 7             Our university was very involved 30 years ago in
  


 8   a very good program with the OCSEP program, which was an
  


 9   environmental studies program.  It was oceans wide on the
  


10   Beaufort and Chukchi.  It looked at everything from ice
  


11   algae, plankton, birds, looked at how the relationships
  


12   were within the ecosystem.  So much has changed.  And
  


13   nothing like that is in place today.
  


14             Just today, the U.S. Geological Survey, an
  


15   agency of the Interior Department, released a big study
  


16   called an evaluation of the science needed to inform
  


17   decisions on OCS energy development in the Chukchi and
  


18   Beaufort Seas.  There is no recognition that that study
  


19   was under way.  The Interior Department could have waited
  


20   to put out this document and incorporate the findings from
  


21   what the USGS said were necessary information upon which
  


22   to make these recommendations for the future of the Arctic
  


23   Ocean.
  


24             What I did notice in reading very briefly some
  


25   conclusions of the report that came out today, it said the
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 1   effects of climate change are anticipated to influence all
  


 2   components of the Arctic ecosystem, and Arctic OCS energy
  


 3   activities may exacerbate these changes unless careful
  


 4   analysis of risks and tradeoffs is conducted.  That is the
  


 5   kind of decision that we are faced with today.
  


 6             The USGS also noted that -- well, first off,
  


 7   mentioned -- people think when the Arctic Ocean was ice
  


 8   free that it's going to be like a bathtub, that it's going
  


 9   to be just calm water.  Well, nothing could be farther
  


10   from the truth.  We have weird weather.  We have
  


11   unpredictable weather.  And what the USGS said about this
  


12   is that although portions of the Beaufort and Chukchi Seas
  


13   are expected to be ice free for a greater period of time
  


14   each year, the pack ice is predicted to be much more
  


15   dynamic at certain times, increasing the risk of accidents
  


16   and making oil spill response more difficult during these
  


17   times.
  


18             I got an e-mail this morning from a friend in
  


19   Barrow who knew I was coming to the hearing, and he said
  


20   that the whole coastal zone is maxed out with ice.  It had
  


21   phenomenal currents and winds that have shoved this broken
  


22   ice right up to shore.  They can't get out into the ocean
  


23   from Barrow.  And it's a big factor.  It's a big change.
  


24   And so that nature of the ice is -- I'm humbled by what
  


25   I've seen in the ice, what I've seen on the satellite
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 1   images of looking at the Chukchi Sea.  Every day those
  


 2   leads are changing.  The ice is changing.  And the risks
  


 3   and how that translates to how operations would take place
  


 4   have not been addressed in these documents.
  


 5             So our community here in Fairbanks is also tied
  


 6   to the people not only in our area who depend upon the
  


 7   land, but people who live in the Arctic.  We are
  


 8   economically connected to them.  We are socially connected
  


 9   to them.  And we offer great opportunities in both
  


10   directions for living a wonderful life here in Alaska.
  


11             So in conclusion, before the Interior Department
  


12   considers any drilling in the Arctic Ocean, including
  


13   Shell's proposal to drill ten wells in the next two years
  


14   in the Beaufort and Chukchi Sea, the impacts from a
  


15   blowout spill must be analyzed.  That worst-case spill
  


16   scenario needs to be addressed, and until the issues, such
  


17   as the lack of comprehensive science and the inability to
  


18   clean up an oil spill in Arctic waters, are proven, the
  


19   federal government cannot make informed decisions about
  


20   leasing in this remarkable area of the Chukchi Sea.
  


21             Thank you very much.
  


22                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Tim Sharp, you have the
  


23   floor.
  


24                   MR. TIM SHARP:  Good evening.  My name is
  


25   Tim Sharp.  I'm the business manager of the Alaska
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 1   District Council of Laborers, representing about 5,000
  


 2   Alaskan workers, construction mainly; also infrastructure
  


 3   and maintenance.  We also work geothermal weatherization
  


 4   and green energy jobs.
  


 5             I'm going to go ahead and address something I
  


 6   heard earlier about the comparison to Ford.  Even though
  


 7   we are very supportive of alternative energy, if my
  


 8   members were having to depend on geothermal or
  


 9   weatherization or green energy jobs that might be here
  


10   someday, they would have lost their houses, they would
  


11   have moved out of the community, they would given back to
  


12   the bank all that they were able to give back to the bank.
  


13   It is an idea whose time may come at some point.
  


14             I heard the bigger picture mentioned here
  


15   tonight.  The bigger picture is that if every ounce of our
  


16   potential of our political will was dedicated to
  


17   alternative energies, we still would need the fossil fuels
  


18   to keep us going, to not collapse as a nation.
  


19             So even though we are supportive of alternative
  


20   energies looking towards the future, we live and make our
  


21   payments in today's world.  That's reality for Alaskans.
  


22   Moose meat and beans, if you have got it, but day to day
  


23   we have to make a way to make our bills and support our
  


24   families.
  


25             I'm not here to speak for the polar bears.  I'll
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 1   let the scientists do that.  I will not speak for the
  


 2   Inupiat people or Inuit because they have traditional IRA
  


 3   councils that will do that for them and do it very well.
  


 4   I did talk to one of the groups tonight.  He gave me a
  


 5   sticker about protect the Arctic Ocean.  We, as a district
  


 6   council, are fully in agreement.  We want to protect the
  


 7   ocean.  We just don't want to shut down the ocean.
  


 8             For us and the people that I represent, actually
  


 9   workers -- and I represent workers -- we are looking for
  


10   jobs, good-paying jobs to support our families, that
  


11   deliver benefits on top of those so we can retire with
  


12   dignity; medical benefits so we can take our families to
  


13   the doctor and realistic medical care.  At the end of the
  


14   day, that's really what it's all about for us.
  


15             At the same time, in being what some would
  


16   buttonhole us as pro development, we support the
  


17   development as sustainable development with the strongest
  


18   environmental engineering possible that's on the market
  


19   today.  So I think we are -- we are having a foot in both
  


20   camps.
  


21             We understand the environmental concerns, but we
  


22   live in today's world.  And in today's world, people are
  


23   moving out of Fairbanks, Alaska because of the cost of
  


24   energy.  That has to be addressed.  And one way you
  


25   address that is to open up, at least with strong
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 1   restrictions, that which Shell has been spending millions
  


 2   of dollars for every month to have a right to sit on.
  


 3   They need to have a reasonable return on their investment
  


 4   or, like others have stated before, the industry goes
  


 5   away, the very industry that pays 80 percent of the bills
  


 6   in the state of Alaska for some of those other things that
  


 7   people take maybe for granted.  I would maybe suggest that
  


 8   we might not want to take those for granted.
  


 9             I look at it also from our world neighbors'
  


10   perspective.  When you are looking at anywhere from $6 to
  


11   $10 per gallon of gas in the villages, you are seeing a
  


12   migration from a lot of people that can't even afford
  


13   subsistence hunting anymore.  A snow-go, a boat motor,
  


14   heating oil for your house, all those things are causing
  


15   problems throughout the state.
  


16             So I guess I would like to speak very strongly
  


17   in support of the affirmation of the original lease 193.
  


18   We tried, like I say, to look at all sides.  At the end of
  


19   the day, we can look to the future, and I believe we
  


20   should, with alternative energies; but we still have to
  


21   make house payments this month.  And people are impacted
  


22   here in this city, in this whole central region of Alaska,
  


23   and it's detrimental.  It's only going to get worse until
  


24   we do something.
  


25             Studying it to death longer is not going to be
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 1   the answer.  It has been studied.  Delaying it longer is
  


 2   fruitless at this point.  I mean, it's just a waste of all
  


 3   of our times.  We know what needs to be done.  So we would
  


 4   support the original lease reaffirmation.  Thank you.
  


 5                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.  Sam Wohns,
  


 6   followed by Lucas Frances.
  


 7                   MR. SAM WOHNS:  Thank you.  My name is Sam
  


 8   Wohns, 4041 Mallard Way, 99709, Fairbanks.  I'm -- I'll
  


 9   keep my comments brief.  I'm a 20-year-old student, so I
  


10   come -- I look at this issue with the perspective of
  


11   knowing that I'll be looking for a job in several years.
  


12   And the type of job that I want certainly won't be one in
  


13   an industry whose future is limited.
  


14             I think that, you know, there has been a lot of
  


15   talk about jobs tonight.  I think we need -- we need some
  


16   that are going to be sustainable in the long term, and
  


17   that comes from the renewable energy sector, not oil and
  


18   gas.  That's what makes this country great, its ability to
  


19   innovate and operate at the vanguards of science and
  


20   technology, not continue down the same path that will lead
  


21   us to a state of mediocrity versus continuing to lead the
  


22   world in its economic power.
  


23             And I also want to point out an issue considered
  


24   but not analyzed in the draft supplemental EIS, the
  


25   greenhouse gas emissions from consumption of produced
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 1   natural gas.  I've read the reasons that that issue is not
  


 2   further analyzed, but I still think it's important to
  


 3   consider the fact that increased production and increased
  


 4   supply of oil and gas has some sort of connection with the
  


 5   detrimental effects of greenhouse gas emissions.  And I
  


 6   don't think that you can see those as separate and
  


 7   independent from one another.
  


 8             So I would strongly urge the no-action
  


 9   alternative two listed in the draft statement.  And I
  


10   thank you for your time.
  


11                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Sam.  Next is
  


12   Lucas Frances, followed by Katherine Schake.
  


13                   MR. LUCAS FRANCES:  Thank you.  My name is
  


14   Lucas Frances.  I don't live here in Fairbanks.  I live in
  


15   Anchorage.  And I want to thank you all for allowing me
  


16   the opportunity to speak tonight.  Full disclosure, I do
  


17   work for Shell, and I'm coming out tonight really to give
  


18   my opinion because Shell is going to be submitting their
  


19   own written comments by the 11th.
  


20             And I wanted to come up here and thank everyone
  


21   for coming out.  It's important to hear both sides of
  


22   this, and your opinions are well worth sharing the time on
  


23   the floor.
  


24             I want to just maybe throw out a couple points
  


25   from the perspective of where this very large oil spill
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 1   might relate to the conversations tonight.  One of -- one
  


 2   of the points I'd like to just relay is that this is a
  


 3   hypothetical very large oil spill.  In fact, the locations
  


 4   that are laid out in this draft SEIS are actual locations
  


 5   Shell is not drilling in 2012 or '13.
  


 6             But beyond that, I think it's important to keep
  


 7   in perspective the amount of time, the amount of input and
  


 8   energy and thoughts that have come to get this program to
  


 9   where it is today.  And I want to thank all the input that
  


10   we have received from the community, from BOEMRE, also,
  


11   for those hearings.
  


12             Beyond that, maybe I can touch on some of the
  


13   jobs.  And from that point of view, we have worked here
  


14   regionally.  We have strived to attain that local content,
  


15   but the public support from the community can only come
  


16   from the impact that it can make to the community.  But we
  


17   also reached out to the University of Alaska Anchorage and
  


18   asked for a study to look into the potential economic
  


19   impacts to the state of Alaska.  And I think many have
  


20   seen that study that came out a couple years back.
  


21             And it talked about the 35,000 jobs that would
  


22   derive to the state of Alaska directly.  And that seems
  


23   like a large number and it's a yearly average over a
  


24   50-year timeline.  So to the comment that this would be a
  


25   flash in the pan, if you will, these are multigenerational
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 1   job opportunities that would come from the potential
  


 2   development of the OCS.  And USGS has looked at those
  


 3   numbers and they have, I think, a conservative number.  At
  


 4   least our internal auditors look at it, and they think
  


 5   there is a lot of opportunity there.  But tens of billions
  


 6   of barrels.
  


 7             But more than that, I think it's looking at the
  


 8   broader context of how it relates to TAPS, how it related
  


 9   to how our communities interact; really, the importance
  


10   that Alaska plays in its impact to the country at large.
  


11   And I'd like to see Alaska continue to play that role.
  


12   And I want to continue to live in Alaska because I love it
  


13   here.
  


14             So that's all I have to say.  Thank you.
  


15                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Lucas.  Next
  


16   we have Katherine and then Randy Griffin.
  


17                   MS. KATHERINE SCHAKE:  Hello.  My name is
  


18   Katherine Schake, and I'm a seasonal worker up in Alaska,
  


19   and I have been working up here for six years.  And I just
  


20   wanted to bring out the perspective that it seems like
  


21   both sides are speaking out of fear, and both sides have
  


22   legitimate fears.  And I think about all of the energy and
  


23   the time and the effort that's been put into the sale, and
  


24   the lease sales and the research involved in trying to do
  


25   this in a safe way.  And the fact is that no matter how
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 1   good the technology is, it still will fail at some point.
  


 2             I work with the latest laser technology on a
  


 3   daily basis, and it's amazing when it works well, and most
  


 4   of the time it doesn't work well.  And it just takes one
  


 5   software glitch.  It just takes one person not being
  


 6   trained correctly.  I mean, the point is, it's not 100
  


 7   percent foolproof, so it's a matter of people losing jobs
  


 8   immediately or the potential of people who live in the
  


 9   north losing their food resources, losing their way of
  


10   life.
  


11             So I would encourage all of you, rather than
  


12   spending time trying to make a decision where somebody
  


13   loses out or has the potential of losing out, to find an
  


14   alternative solution.  And I realize that's scary because
  


15   it involves job loss or temporary job loss, but we are
  


16   creative as people.  And when we are forced to do things,
  


17   it's amazing what we can do.  So it would be great if
  


18   neither group had to lose in this situation.  That's all.
  


19                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Katherine.
  


20   Next we have got Randy Griffin, followed by Jay
  


21   Quakenbush.
  


22                   MR. RANDY GRIFFIN:  My name is Randy
  


23   Griffin, Post Office Box 73653, Fairbanks, Alaska.  I want
  


24   to thank the group here for doing their revised draft
  


25   supplemental environmental impact statement.  It looks
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 1   like you have done a very thorough job, particularly
  


 2   adding the very large oil spill, as opposed to the
  


 3   worst-case scenario oil spill.  That's an interesting
  


 4   distinction I hadn't thought about.  It's good to think
  


 5   about all those things, of course.
  


 6             I'm in favor of drilling in the offshore
  


 7   continental shelf, OCS, mainly to keep the pipeline full,
  


 8   to keep our economy going, to keep the Permanent Fund and
  


 9   its concept alive since that's where all the money for the
  


10   Permanent Fund came from is oil development.
  


11             I know an earlier speaker talked about why not
  


12   drill in the safest place, and he gave a good example
  


13   about cutting up caribou in your bedroom.  Why do it
  


14   there?  There's still blood in the carpet and nasty smell.
  


15   Why not do it in the garage.  That's a good point.  If you
  


16   don't have a garage, why don't you do it outside.  I
  


17   suppose if you were stopped because you didn't have a
  


18   garage and you tried to do it outside, but some
  


19   environmental group said that you are wrecking their view
  


20   shed by doing all that nasty chopping up, you might have
  


21   to do it in your bedroom, better there than not having the
  


22   food.
  


23             I suppose if we ask the left wing groups, would
  


24   you allow us to do it onshore in ANWR, I'm sure they would
  


25   give a hearty venting to that.  No deal, I'm sure they
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 1   would say.  So the prospects are good on the -- in the OCS
  


 2   area and so that's an economic question.  Let's see.  The
  


 3   Gulf oil spill, that was a horrible thing, horrible to
  


 4   watch it on TV, go day after day, week after week, several
  


 5   months pouring into the Gulf.  Of course, that was way
  


 6   down there, a mile plus or two miles, or whatever it was;
  


 7   way the heck down there.
  


 8             This is -- the OCS is a very shallow area.  And
  


 9   so -- but it -- every time we go through a disaster like
  


10   that, I think in the North Sea in the North Atlantic they
  


11   had a big oil spill, I think, some decades ago or a
  


12   platform blew up or whatever.  And people learned --
  


13   people learned -- we, civilization, learned from that, and
  


14   that's what civilization is all about, trying and learning
  


15   and proceeding and getting better and better.  I think
  


16   things just get safer and safer, as long as our endeavor
  


17   is not absolutely catastrophic.  I think there is no good
  


18   reason not to venture forth while keeping safety at the
  


19   highest level.
  


20             I one time read a science fiction magazine where
  


21   they colonized the moon, and some company developed a
  


22   device that could capture a little bit of earth's
  


23   atmosphere, changing it to radio waves, even to the moon
  


24   to give them a little bit of atmosphere while just
  


25   diminishing the earth's atmosphere a little bit.
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 1             Unfortunately, something went wrong where they
  


 2   had this machine way out in the wilderness, and the
  


 3   shutoff didn't go off, and it kept sucking away earth's
  


 4   atmosphere.  And when they tried to send an airplane to
  


 5   shut the thing off, the atmosphere was so thin they
  


 6   couldn't fly and it eventually sucked the whole earth's
  


 7   atmosphere and destroyed it; but the moon was okay.
  


 8             That's an example of a catastrophic thing that
  


 9   you don't want to go there now, but even in oil even in
  


10   the Gulf of Alaska, as horrific as that was, I would not
  


11   suggest that we shut down or not venture forth in the Gulf
  


12   of Mexico [sic] because we will live and shrimp will come
  


13   back and things will go on.
  


14             It would certainly be bad in the Arctic because
  


15   of ice and the oil doesn't evaporate as well.  So by all
  


16   means, the people should figure out what would they do;
  


17   where would they get their supplies?  Do they need
  


18   submarines to go under the ice to crimp off the well if
  


19   the blowout preventer or whatever failed totally.  I mean,
  


20   it's one in a million, but things happen; Murphy's Law, I
  


21   guess.
  


22             Anyway, I used to work up at ARCO up at Kuparuk
  


23   for 11 years at ARCO as an oil field operator, and I am
  


24   appreciative of all the effort they go to.  Mistakes
  


25   happen, but civilization must go on and our economy needs
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 1   to not die.  Thank you.
  


 2                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Randy.  Next,
  


 3   Jay Quakenbush, followed by John Plutt.
  


 4                   MR. JAY QUAKENBUSH:  Jay Quakenbush, 1593
  


 5   Scenic Loop, Fairbanks.  I'm a 53-year lifelong Alaskan,
  


 6   and I want to thank you for coming and listening to
  


 7   everyone's opinion.  My opinion is I view the world --
  


 8   even though I'm a hometown boy, I hope to always keep an
  


 9   open mind and to see our issues here in Alaska and how it
  


10   affects our entire world because it gets smaller and
  


11   smaller every day.
  


12             And as Mr. Burggraf mentioned, what I would like
  


13   to see as far as the offshore development is controlled
  


14   and regulated by the people of the United States of
  


15   America versus the very few controls that I have read
  


16   about and heard about from some of the other countries of
  


17   the world that don't have an opportunity like this for
  


18   Americans to come out and speak.  They will be thrown in
  


19   jail if they oppose development or if they suggest
  


20   realistic environmental protection laws which we do here
  


21   in Alaska.
  


22             I've worked on the North Slope a little bit.  I
  


23   currently represent about 5,000 electrical workers in the
  


24   state of Alaska through the International Brotherhood of
  


25   Electrical Workers.
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 1             We would love to build power lines all over
  


 2   Alaska.  That's what part of our union membership does,
  


 3   but it doesn't no good to build a power line if you don't
  


 4   have people to use that power.  And so we realize there is
  


 5   a need for other industries, not just the generation of
  


 6   electricity, but industries that will bring people and
  


 7   keep people in Alaska so some of our members can work and,
  


 8   as Tim said, provide good wages and benefits for their
  


 9   families and put food on their table.
  


10             So I urge the movement of this sale to go
  


11   forward, but I also urge many of the environmental
  


12   protection issues to be brought to light so our
  


13   environment is protected.  I've had the -- the great
  


14   privilege to not only work on the North Slope and along
  


15   some of the coast in the Chukchi Sea, but to hunt and fish
  


16   up there, as well, and all over Alaska, and I hope to
  


17   continue that.
  


18             I want to see our environment protected, but --
  


19   and I'd like to take my family with me.  And as they have
  


20   gotten a little bit older, they are searching for
  


21   opportunities to make a living in this state and stay in
  


22   this state.  I've already seen my grandkids and daughter
  


23   and husband move to Anchorage because it's a cheaper place
  


24   to live as far as energy goes.  It makes me pretty sad.
  


25             And I'm hoping things like the offshore drilling
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 1   opportunities will possibly not only bring my grandkids
  


 2   back, but keep other people's grandkids and family here in
  


 3   Fairbanks and see our economy grow soundly here in
  


 4   Fairbanks because it is getting harder and harder.
  


 5             I've got a good job.  My wife has a good job.
  


 6   But I see more and more people every day not have a
  


 7   good-paying job.  Some of the jobs that are produced on
  


 8   the North Slope -- I might as well say it now.  I hope
  


 9   when and if this sale goes through, that Shell and any
  


10   other company that has an opportunity to drill up there
  


11   looks at people in this room, talk to Tim Sharp or anybody
  


12   down at the unemployment office, and hires Alaskans
  


13   because we will help you protect our Arctic Ocean, our
  


14   shoreline, and our fish and polar bears.  People that
  


15   don't have a stake in our land may not.
  


16             So I would urge you to put that in your study
  


17   that Alaskans be hired during the drilling and the process
  


18   of bringing that oil to shore or on tankers, or however
  


19   that's proposed.  It's Alaskans that are doing that work.
  


20             Thank you again for your time.
  


21                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Jay.  Next is
  


22   John Plutt, followed by Jessica LeClair.
  


23                   MR. JOHN PLUTT:  Thank you for the
  


24   opportunity to comment today.  My name is John Plutt, and
  


25   I have lived in Fairbanks for almost 50 years.  I have
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 1   worked in the construction industry for about 30 years.
  


 2   And a lot of that work was -- many years were on the North
  


 3   Slope.
  


 4             Lease Sale 193 is a very important component to
  


 5   help spur our economy and provide Alaskans with
  


 6   good-paying jobs.  The ongoing delay in Alaska OCS
  


 7   development is a concern not only to me and Alaska, but
  


 8   also on the national level as well.  Cost of living in
  


 9   Alaska is not going down, and I believe we must promote
  


10   more oil and gas development in our state.  Every year the
  


11   EPA issues useable permits across the country, but when it
  


12   comes to Alaska, the time frame in which permits are
  


13   issued are drastically increased.  This is unacceptable
  


14   and we need prompt action to help move Alaska forward.
  


15             OCS production will help bolster TAPS, which is
  


16   now operating at about one-third capacity.  Alaska needs
  


17   to move forward at a faster pace and increase development
  


18   of our oil and gas resources.  This development will
  


19   create good-paying jobs for Alaskans who live here and
  


20   want to remain in Alaska.
  


21             Again, OCS is vital to economic prosperity, and
  


22   I urge you to support permit lease 193 for responsible
  


23   development.  Thank you.
  


24                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, John.
  


25   Jessica, followed by Jim Laiti.  The floor is yours.
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 1                   MS. LECLAIR:  Good evening.  Is this okay?
  


 2   Thank you for the opportunity to speak this evening.  Our
  


 3   discussions tonight would not be complete if we didn't
  


 4   talk about why we were actually here.  The Arctic is
  


 5   opening up to petroleum exploration efforts undoubtedly
  


 6   because of global climate change.  Rising temperatures
  


 7   have given the perception that the Arctic region is a more
  


 8   hospitable -- is more hospitable to drilling operations.
  


 9   Significant reductions in sea ice cover are tantalizingly
  


10   exposing possible petroleum resources in the circumpolar
  


11   north.
  


12             In a sense, here tonight at least, it seems that
  


13   global climate change, caused by the combustion of fossil
  


14   fuels, is bringing about opportunity, though I would like
  


15   to stress that this is a temporary opportunity, at best.
  


16             At what cost are we willing to go after this
  


17   opportunity?  Along with the reduction in sea ice, climate
  


18   change is bringing about many other changes to our global
  


19   system.  Along with the long-term changes to ecosystems,
  


20   the warming climate is marked by increased occurrences of
  


21   extreme weather events, and these events cause serious
  


22   loss of life and property, along with longstanding
  


23   regional impacts that are challenging to overcome.
  


24             The National Climatic Data Center of the
  


25   National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration reports
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 1   that since 1980 there have been over 725 billion dollars
  


 2   in damages accrued from weather-related disasters.  And as
  


 3   stated by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, a
  


 4   consortium of scientists around the globe, weather-related
  


 5   disasters are certainly on the rise.  We can see this in
  


 6   the news every single day.
  


 7             We are all sitting in this room because of
  


 8   climate change.  We cannot disagree that this is not
  


 9   happening.  You are proposing to drill because the Arctic
  


10   waters are finally opening up somewhat to allow rigs.  We
  


11   cannot merely look at what, at least to the petroleum
  


12   industry, seems beneficial, but we must also see the
  


13   negative impacts of climate change.
  


14             Increased extreme weather events are just one
  


15   drop in the bucket of impacts associated with global
  


16   climate change.  Others include ocean acidification which
  


17   kills once bountiful marine habitats; changes to the
  


18   hydrologic cycle resulting from increased floods and
  


19   droughts; significant alteration of species distribution
  


20   and health; the melting of permafrost, which undermines
  


21   valuable built infrastructure, some of which are needed
  


22   for this project, like the road systems and the
  


23   Trans-Alaska Pipeline.  And the list goes on from there.
  


24             Perhaps the perverse decision to use the impacts
  


25   of rampant fossil fuel use as a way to increase production
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 1   of the very source of the problem should be reconsidered,
  


 2   or at least more thought out.  A report released today by
  


 3   the USGS states the need for developing a better
  


 4   understanding of the effects of climate change on
  


 5   physical, biological, and social conditions, as well as
  


 6   resource management strategies in the Arctic.  Once
  


 7   completed, these should be included in this environmental
  


 8   impact statement.
  


 9             Further, the impact of greenhouse emissions
  


10   resulting from the consequence of Lease Sale 193 --
  


11   Further, the impacts of greenhouse gas emissions resulting
  


12   from the 1,000,000 barrels of oil and 2.25 trillion cubic
  


13   feet of natural gas forecasted to be produced as a
  


14   consequence of Lease Sale 193 should also be included in
  


15   this document.
  


16             In addition, proof of adequate spill response
  


17   measures must be included in the SEIS.  If these
  


18   considerations cannot be met, this project should advance
  


19   no further.  I am 24 years old and today you are debating
  


20   my future and the future of my children and theirs to
  


21   come.
  


22             Please, please act responsibly and think of the
  


23   world you are going to leave behind to us, to Joseph, to
  


24   everyone in here.  And thank you very much.
  


25                   MR. JIM LAITI:  My name is Jim Laiti.  I
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 1   live at Ester on the Old Nenana Highway, and I have been
  


 2   here my entire life.  I work construction.  I have been
  


 3   fortunate enough to make a pretty good living over the
  


 4   years.  I worked in the construction industry prior to the
  


 5   development on the North Slope and the construction of the
  


 6   Alaska pipeline.  I remember -- I worked at many villages:
  


 7   Nome, Nuiqsut, Anaktuvuk, Barrow, and some others.  And I
  


 8   know what it was like in those villages prior to the oil
  


 9   development, and I saw what the income from developing our
  


10   resources here in the state brought to those villages in
  


11   water and sewer systems, schools, some regional hospitals
  


12   and clinics.  It's been a real boon for the state.
  


13             I know in the construction industry when I
  


14   started, we were lucky to get five or six months, and then
  


15   you were to your own devices.  Many people left, had to go
  


16   somewhere else to make ends meet during the winter.  I
  


17   have been fortunate enough to raise family here.  My
  


18   brothers, my father, our whole family benefited from the
  


19   work that we found here.  As others have said, funded
  


20   health care programs.  Both my kids were born by cesarian
  


21   section.  I can't imagine trying to pay for that in this
  


22   day or age, either -- socially we pay for it somehow.  But
  


23   I have also got two grandsons now.  My whole family lives
  


24   here.
  


25             The protection of the environment here is
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 1   critical, you know, in my opinion, and I think everybody
  


 2   in this room would not argue about that.  We don't want
  


 3   any oil spill to the ocean.  What happened in the Gulf, I
  


 4   followed that very closely, and from my -- what I saw, I
  


 5   mean it was clearly human failure, you know, from all that
  


 6   I read.  Of course, the courts will finalize that at some
  


 7   point, but I think a very large oil spill, you know, that
  


 8   term that we have here, is important to prepare for
  


 9   something like that, but I think the real key is to
  


10   prevent an oil spill from ever happening.  From what we
  


11   learned in the Gulf, we have got the capability to do
  


12   that, and that's what we need to work for.
  


13             Clearly, you know, we are very dependent on oil
  


14   development, on the petrochemical industry.  All of us in
  


15   this room.  Look here, you know, the lights in the room,
  


16   the fans in here running, those are provided mostly by
  


17   coal.  We can do better than that.  The energy in the room
  


18   here, if everybody put that energy into developing natural
  


19   gas, that would be much better.
  


20             Renewable energy, certainly we have to go there
  


21   and maximize that.  I agree with that.  But in the
  


22   meantime, I'm supportive of the OCS development.  We need
  


23   to do it in the very best way that we can to ensure that
  


24   there is not any damage to our environment here.  And the
  


25   jobs -- I diverted from my prepared remarks, and those
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 1   were my comments.
  


 2             But I also represent the pipefitters here, Local
  


 3   375.  Many of our folks have worked to develop the
  


 4   projects on the North Slope and the Trans-Alaska Pipeline.
  


 5   Also I serve as the President of the Alaska Petroleum
  


 6   Joint Crafts Council.  We work about a million-and-a-half
  


 7   hours, our folks do, maintaining the Trans-Alaska Pipeline
  


 8   system.  I've seen the benefit that it's brought to
  


 9   workers and families.  It's incredible here, what
  


10   difference it's made here in the state.
  


11             And I would just like to say that, you know, if
  


12   there is no further development -- you know, I
  


13   [indiscernible] the idea where the crude oil is going to
  


14   come from.  If it doesn't come from Alaska, there still
  


15   will be demand.  I talked to a welder on Monday that spent
  


16   time in the Middle East, and he talked about what -- what
  


17   a lack of focus there was on safety, on quality, and
  


18   especially disregard for environmental in the developments
  


19   that he was around.
  


20             At least here, like others have commented, we
  


21   have the freedom for our environmental community to come
  


22   out here, our locals that live along the coast to comment.
  


23   And I think that's very important.  So I think we have got
  


24   to find the best way for the solutions and the situation
  


25   that we are in now.
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 1             And that concludes my comments.  Thank you guys
  


 2   for coming here to Fairbanks.  I appreciate that.
  


 3                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, John.
  


 4   Zebulon Woodman.  I hope I'm pronouncing that correctly.
  


 5   And following -- the next will be Sharon Alden.
  


 6                   MR. ZEBULON WOODMAN:  Hi.  My name is
  


 7   Zebulon Woodman.  I've lived in Alaska all my life.  I'm
  


 8   third generation union laborer, third generation working
  


 9   in the oil field in Prudhoe Bay.  I believe we should
  


10   drill in the OCS and the Chukchi Sea.  With the economic
  


11   crisis in our nation, we have a responsibility to develop
  


12   domestic fields and try to free ourselves from the grip of
  


13   foreign oil.  In Alaska we need to create jobs.  We need
  


14   to refill the Trans-Alaska Pipeline, which many people
  


15   have stated is running at one-third of capacity.  We have
  


16   a chance to safely drill in the OCS while protecting our
  


17   environment.
  


18             My family and my children here, we eat fish.  We
  


19   fish in Chitina.  We fish in all the rivers up here.  We
  


20   eat moose, shrimp, halibut.  We want to protect the
  


21   environment.  I want my children to grow up hunting and
  


22   fishing up here, eating off the land.  And so even though
  


23   we have a chance to drill, we can do it in a safe manner.
  


24   We need -- Alaska needs a sustainable supply of oil,
  


25   natural gas, and jobs.  We can drill, protect the
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 1   environment for our children and future generations.
  


 2             Please affirm the lease and allow drilling.
  


 3   That's it for my comments.  Thank you.
  


 4                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Zebulon.
  


 5   Sharon Alden followed by Paul Tengan.  Sharon, the floor
  


 6   is yours.
  


 7                   MS. SHARON ALDEN:  I'm Sharon Alden, 159
  


 8   Nevin Road, Fairbanks, Alaska 99712.  And I'd like to
  


 9   first say thank you for the opportunity to speak.
  


10             We've talked a lot about costs and economics and
  


11   jobs.  What I want to say is that cleanups are costly.
  


12   The cost to the environment in the case of a disaster or a
  


13   very large oil spill are incalculable.  We cannot fathom
  


14   what the real costs are to the environment, to the
  


15   animals, to the -- to the systems, to the people who are
  


16   relying on the environment for their subsistence.  But the
  


17   costs of the cleanup of a spill are a little bit less
  


18   incalculable.  We can calculate those, and those are huge,
  


19   what it would cost to our economy, to our -- to clean up a
  


20   very large oil spill in the Arctic.
  


21             We have seen that even without big
  


22   headline-worthy disasters, there have been many small
  


23   spills up on the Slope, small, medium, and large.  And
  


24   these -- these have been caused by accidents and
  


25   negligence, deferred maintenance, letting things go.  And
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 1   we still don't know how to clean up oil in the icy waters,
  


 2   and especially in the type of weather that occurs in that
  


 3   part of the Arctic Ocean.  And I do believe that we have a
  


 4   lot of know-how to do things right, to do things
  


 5   environmentally safely.  But having it and doing it are
  


 6   different things, we have seen.
  


 7             I'm going to make sure that I comment on
  


 8   deferred maintenance.  Things that are supposed to be done
  


 9   end up not getting done and then, yes, there are always
  


10   the human errors.  And it would be nice to have the boom,
  


11   but if you want a boom, we will get a mini boom if we have
  


12   a spill in the Arctic Ocean.  We will have an economic
  


13   boom for the support of those operations, supporting the
  


14   workers to go and clean, transportation, food, lodging.
  


15   That will probably be mainly out of Anchorage, though, and
  


16   not Fairbanks.
  


17             That was -- that was really what I want to say,
  


18   that the costs in the event of a spill will be greater
  


19   than we can imagine and environmentally incalculable.  And
  


20   financially it will be calculable, but it will also be
  


21   huge.  Thank you.
  


22                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Sharon.  Next
  


23   is Paul Tengan, followed by Paloma Garcia.  Paul?  Okay.
  


24   I'm going to put the card back here in case he just
  


25   stepped out for a minute.  Paloma Garcia.  Did I pronounce
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 1   that correctly?
  


 2                   MS. PALOMA GARCIA:  Paloma.
  


 3                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  I got close.  The floor
  


 4   is yours.
  


 5                   MS. PALOMA GARCIA:  My name is Paloma
  


 6   Garcia.  And tonight we have heard a lot of mention about
  


 7   the oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico.  So I want to revisit
  


 8   what happened last year while we speak about drilling in
  


 9   the Arctic Ocean.  On April 20, 2010, BP's Deepwater
  


10   Horizon well exploded in the Gulf of Mexico and caused the
  


11   largest accidental marine oil spill in the history of the
  


12   petroleum industry.  The oil spill flowed for three
  


13   months, and it caused damages to the environment that will
  


14   take decades or even centuries to repair.
  


15             During the three months, 205.8 million gallons
  


16   of crude oil leaked from the Deepwater Horizon well.  And
  


17   according to a NOAA report, about half or more of the oil
  


18   leaked into the Gulf remains on or below the Gulf's
  


19   surface in a dissolved or dispersed form.  665 miles of
  


20   coastline along Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Florida,
  


21   and Texas got contaminated by oil.  The people living in
  


22   the coasts were exposed to chemical poisoning that
  


23   affected their health.  And according to the Fish &
  


24   Wildlife Service, Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill Response
  


25   Report released in April 2011, 8,233 birds, 1,150 sea
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 1   turtles and 170 mammals have been affected or killed by
  


 2   the oil spill.  And these numbers are just of the
  


 3   carcasses that are found.  So in real life there are way
  


 4   more.
  


 5             So now imagine if an oil spill happens in the
  


 6   Chukchi Sea.  And according to the EIS, there is a 27 to
  


 7   54 percent chance of a large spill from the drill platform
  


 8   at the Chukchi Sea that it can happen.  The cold
  


 9   temperatures, the low visibility, the extended periods of
  


10   darkness, the broken sea ice and the high winds that are
  


11   as strong as hurricanes will make any oil spill much
  


12   harder to control, and therefore it will affect the
  


13   environment in a much more devastating way.
  


14             Shell Oil claims to have more rigorous response
  


15   plans, but they are not field tested.  There should not be
  


16   oil drilling in the Chukchi Sea or anywhere else until
  


17   there is proven technology capable of cleaning up a spill
  


18   effectively.
  


19             The Chukchi Sea of the Arctic Ocean is one of
  


20   the wildest and most biologically diverse seas left in the
  


21   world.  If an oil spill was to happen there, it would
  


22   affect the health and life of the Inupiat community that
  


23   lives on the coast, and it would cause irreversible
  


24   damages to polar bears, endanger bowhead and beluga
  


25   whales, gray and finback whales, Pacific walrus, and any
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 1   migratory birds.
  


 2             What we decide to do now will affect the Arctic
  


 3   Ocean forever.  And just as Jessica and Sam and Joseph ask
  


 4   you to think about their future, I'm 22 years old, and I'm
  


 5   asking you to think about my future, as well, and to keep
  


 6   the Chukchi Sea as wild and biodiverse as it is now.
  


 7             Thank you very much.
  


 8                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.  Next is
  


 9   Daniel Lum, followed by Carolyn Kremers.  Daniel, the
  


10   floor is yours.
  


11                   MR. DANIEL LUM:  (Inupiaq.)  I've not been
  


12   compelled to get up in front of politics like this before.
  


13   I was reading a paper this week and seeing all these
  


14   things that are developing, and I hear both sides.  I
  


15   mean, I understand jobs.  People need jobs.  But at what
  


16   cost?
  


17             I should be talking to you guys.  Never mind
  


18   these guys.
  


19             You can't set an oil boom.  You can't set an oil
  


20   boom in the ice floe.  You can't.  Bottom line, you can't
  


21   set an oil boom in the ice floe.  I'll repeat it one more
  


22   time.  You cannot set an oil boom in the ice floe.  I hear
  


23   these people talking zero percent potential of oil spill,
  


24   fantasizing about fear.
  


25             Why do you think my people are so united against
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 1   this development?  Because for thousands of years we have
  


 2   existed on this ice.  For thousands of years we understand
  


 3   these ice floes.  We understand the power behind it.  We
  


 4   have a phenomenon known as evu where certain ocean
  


 5   currents and wind currents, a big plate of ice push a
  


 6   second plate onto shore and wipe it clean, clean, killing
  


 7   everybody.
  


 8             And in the turn of the century, a man came to
  


 9   Barrow named Charles Brower, wrote a book called 50 Years
  


10   Below Zero.  He described this event.  He was inland
  


11   hunting geese or something, and he heard this thunder,
  


12   this deep thunder.  And the ice came up onshore and wiped
  


13   out and killed a dozen people.  And it happened
  


14   instantaneously.  Granted, that doesn't happen very often,
  


15   but it happens.  It happens.
  


16             I heard the guy from Shell come up here and talk
  


17   about, you know, technology and safety, all that.  We have
  


18   the CEO of all of Shell come to Barrow, come to our
  


19   village.  He came and seen the Chukchi Sea.  He's seen our
  


20   culture, the way that we live.  And I think it was
  


21   November or December.  I was reading in the paper.  John
  


22   someone -- I don't know -- but he came on my tour.  I got
  


23   to spend about eight hours with him.  He doesn't support
  


24   drilling anymore in the ocean.  This is the head of --
  


25   he's retired a couple years, but this is the head of
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 1   Shell.  He's saying no.
  


 2             Well, considering that we have not just evu, the
  


 3   big ice flowing up onto the shore, on a social level I
  


 4   took a class from my accredited community college in
  


 5   Barrow for my sociology.  One of the concepts that stuck
  


 6   with us is when the primary developers of the resources
  


 7   are from not -- not from the area, only social problems
  


 8   ensues.  And that's been traditional of what's happened
  


 9   since oil came up.  I hear about clinics and schools, and
  


10   I'm grateful for that stuff, but at what cost?
  


11   Environmental catastrophe.
  


12             They cannot set an oil boom, by the way.  They
  


13   cannot set an oil boom, by the way.  Sorry.  I'm a
  


14   realist.  The ice is unforgivable.  It's unforgivable.
  


15   The power of the ice, I have boated from Barrow to Point
  


16   Hope, all in between there.  Twice I've come close to
  


17   losing my life with experienced people.  The ice is
  


18   unforgivable.  It's treacherous.
  


19             They have this zero percent potential of oil
  


20   spill, 60,000 jobs, we are all fantasizing about fear.  My
  


21   people know what's going to happen.  We understand the
  


22   ocean.  This development is going to be a catastrophe.
  


23   It's going to be -- you guys don't understand the power of
  


24   the ice.  You don't understand the power of the Arctic.  I
  


25   mean, it's -- it's lucky that these offshore islands so
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 1   far have not created a catastrophe.  I challenge the oil
  


 2   companies.  I challenge you guys to enforce and challenge
  


 3   the oil companies to practice inside a boom in flowing
  


 4   ice.  You need two Russian icebreakers and a million
  


 5   pounds of titanium boom to even come close to that.  It's
  


 6   impossible.  You cannot set a boom in flowing ice.  You
  


 7   can't.
  


 8             I heard one of these other guys talk, mistakes
  


 9   happen.  Yeah, mistakes happen.  Look who -- you guys are
  


10   here, and everybody benefits here.  But a mistake happens
  


11   in our water, it's our whole way of life.  Let's look at
  


12   what happens on page 252, if you guys would open.  You
  


13   don't have to.  Let me just read a few up here, what would
  


14   happen.  Very large oil spill, which is feasible with all
  


15   these giant ice floes.  Number one, displacement; number
  


16   two, undesirability for use from contamination or
  


17   perceived tainting; three, reduced numbers due to species
  


18   deflection from oil; four, increased risk of costs --
  


19   increased risk or cost of the subsistence effort due to
  


20   having to travel further.
  


21             A very large oil spill would affect polar bear
  


22   hunting and sealing, bird hunting, sealing, whaling and
  


23   the ocean netting of fish.  This next page it says in
  


24   here -- I want you guys to listen to this carefully
  


25   because this is the most important thing I've read in this
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 1   book.  An oil spill affecting any part of the migration
  


 2   route of the bowhead whale could taint this resource that
  


 3   is culturally pivotal to the subsistence lifestyle.
  


 4             You have our entire way of life in your hands,
  


 5   and you want to gamble it away in treacherous sea ice
  


 6   conditions so that we can sustain an economy, enrich oil
  


 7   companies.
  


 8             I don't think the tradeoff is there:  Jobs,
  


 9   catastrophe.  Jobs -- oh, technology, it's safe, it's all
  


10   safe.  That's what I hear, technology, technology,
  


11   technology.  Yeah, we see technology.  Look at the Gulf of
  


12   Mexico.  Look at all these spills on the North Slope.  I
  


13   mean, we've got this degrading old pipeline system; you
  


14   want to pump just millions more barrels through it out of
  


15   this sensitive area, which is completely dangerous.  It's
  


16   ridiculous.  This is -- this is a catastrophe waiting to
  


17   happen.
  


18             If you guys allow this, your Administration
  


19   allows this, you will live with the legacy of putting this
  


20   whole way of life, this whole ecosystem at jeopardy.  This
  


21   is the biggest mistake in the world.  This is a sensitive
  


22   area.  The power of the ice is unforgivable.  I hate to
  


23   see this happen.
  


24             I've never came up like this publicly.  I feel
  


25   moved to do this, compelled.
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 1             Another thing that concerns me is
  


 2   biomagnification, the concentration of toxins through the
  


 3   trophic levels.  We are at the top of the food chain, us
  


 4   and killer whales and polar bears.  Well, we eat the polar
  


 5   bears, so we are technically on the top.  Marine mammal
  


 6   blubber is essential to our absence of vegetables and
  


 7   fruits.  It provides us with the minerals.  That's how I
  


 8   stay so trim.
  


 9             But we are going to lose all of that in the
  


10   Chukchi.  Yeah, you roll your eyes, but I'll tell you
  


11   what, your way of life is not on the line.  When I heard
  


12   this guy talking from North Pole, I was visualizing what
  


13   if a bunch of Eskimos came to Chena Lakes and we found
  


14   this wonderful resource in Chena Lakes, and we needed jobs
  


15   and we -- it's not in your backyard, so it doesn't matter.
  


16             But it is in our backyard.  It's our way of
  


17   life.  It's our whole way of life.  It's our whole way of
  


18   life.  You can't set an oil boom in flowing ice.  You
  


19   can't.  This is a disaster.  There will be no way to
  


20   contain it, anything.  They can't do it.  They simply
  


21   can't do it.  We are waiting for a catastrophe.  You can't
  


22   set an oil boom in flowing ice.
  


23                   MS. CAROLYN KREMERS:  My name is Carolyn
  


24   Kremers.  I live at 1191 South Farm Court, which is off of
  


25   Chena Ridge.  First of all, I appreciate the comments that
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 1   Daniel just made.  And it happens that I might follow up
  


 2   on that.
  


 3             First I want to tell you I'm a writer.  I write
  


 4   poetry and literary nonfiction, and I teach at the
  


 5   University of Alaska Fairbanks.  I have lived in Alaska 25
  


 6   years this October.  I came here originally to teach in a
  


 7   Yup'ik Eskimo village on the coast of the Bering Sea in a
  


 8   very remote, small village of 330 traditional Eskimos.
  


 9   They are not Inupiat like Daniel.  They are the Yup'ik.
  


10   They were a little bit further south on the Bering Sea.
  


11             But I have spent time very close to the Chukchi
  


12   working at Port Clarence, which is on a little teeny
  


13   little spit of land on your map just south of Wales, which
  


14   is on the Chukchi.  I wonder if you would be willing to
  


15   turn to page B28 in the EIS report.  And maybe you could
  


16   look at the map and -- because I want to briefly talk
  


17   about two things:  The scale that we are talking about
  


18   here in Alaska in the Chukchi Sea, and also my sense of
  


19   maybe a lack of realism in the EIS statement as it's
  


20   amended.  And I'll bring this to a couple of pages in
  


21   particular in a second.
  


22             So if you look at the map, it's a nice map.  It
  


23   shows the whole Chukchi Sea.  It shows the coast of
  


24   Alaska, the area for the lease sales, and Russia.  If you
  


25   look at the bottom left, you can see the Bering Strait.
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 1   It's marked in green.  That's about 30 miles between
  


 2   Russia and the U.S.  Wales, where I lived, on Port
  


 3   Clarence and for a summer I worked on a construction crew
  


 4   there, is just a little bit south.  It's on the map.  You
  


 5   can see that spit of land at the very -- underneath that
  


 6   Bering Strait, that teeny little thing that is sticking
  


 7   out is where I lived.
  


 8             In comparison to that spit of land, this area
  


 9   where the lease sales is is huge.  It's huge.  But I can
  


10   say that living on that spit, when I arrived, the whole
  


11   thing was surrounded by ice.  I went there to do
  


12   construction at a Coast Guard station, a Loran Coast Guard
  


13   station.
  


14             And when we arrived, the whole thing was frozen.
  


15   There were literally several hundred seals.  You could see
  


16   them from the shore.  With binoculars you could count them
  


17   sitting on that ice.  It was spectacular.  It was amazing.
  


18   The head of the construction project for the Coast Guard
  


19   was frustrated because, of course, they couldn't do all
  


20   the work they did.  They couldn't get the barge in there
  


21   with the supplies with all that ice.  They had to wait
  


22   until it would go out.  It would hold up the crew, cost
  


23   money.  His solution, he said -- one day I heard him say
  


24   this:  We should just blow up all that ice, just set off a
  


25   bomb and blow it up so we can get the barge in here.
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 1             Well, I kind of laughed.  I didn't say anything,
  


 2   but I knew that he half believed that that could be done
  


 3   without consequence.  Of course he wouldn't do it.  He
  


 4   didn't have the power to do it.  But my sense from living
  


 5   there was, yeah, that ice, it's amazing, it's powerful,
  


 6   and I lived there in the summer.  But I also lived in that
  


 7   Yup'ik Eskimo village for two years year-round.  And I saw
  


 8   what it's like in the winter, what those winds can be
  


 9   like, what that ice, how it moves in and out.  One day you
  


10   would have a clear day; the next day we get totally
  


11   covered in ice, or maybe not even the next day; within a
  


12   few hours.  Huge winds which have been described earlier
  


13   tonight.
  


14             The weather conditions are -- they are very
  


15   humbling, as people have said.  They are humbling.  They
  


16   are not predictable.  And as Jessica pointed out
  


17   earlier -- very eloquently, I thought.  This is only going
  


18   to become more -- we have climate change happening.  These
  


19   weather conditions are going to become bigger and more
  


20   unpredictable.  So we have a lot to think about here.
  


21             And I just want to say that I feel it's very
  


22   important.  If people are -- in Washington, D.C., are
  


23   making decisions about the Arctic, which they have never
  


24   lived in, never visited, and maybe even never seen even
  


25   from an airplane, they need to be very respectful and very
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 1   careful, and they need to pay attention to every bit of
  


 2   information they can get in order to make informed
  


 3   decisions.
  


 4             Now, I understand the purpose tonight, from what
  


 5   you all said at the introduction, was that one thing you
  


 6   really want is for us to think about this EIS statement
  


 7   and see whether it seems adequate now that it has been
  


 8   revised or whether it still is not adequate.  That seemed
  


 9   to be the main purpose of these hearings.
  


10                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Correct.
  


11                   MS. CAROLYN KREMERS:  So I'm glad -- we
  


12   can't ever really probably avoid hearing opinions about
  


13   whether people support drilling and oil and gas
  


14   development in the Arctic Ocean and Chukchi Sea or maybe
  


15   the Beaufort Sea later, who knows.  You know, there are
  


16   people for, there are people against; but it seems to me
  


17   that's a big issue.  I mean, we are going to hear about
  


18   that because these things are all interrelated.  We can't
  


19   think about an EIS statement without thinking about what
  


20   is it for.
  


21             So I appreciate all the comments that we have
  


22   made tonight and I hope they have been helpful to you.
  


23   But as far as the EIS statement goes, I did want to point
  


24   out that the maps do show, if you can hear from the people
  


25   who live there, how very huge this area is.  When we look
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 1   at how close Russia is, 30 miles away at the Bering
  


 2   Strait, and how far, how much huger that area is where the
  


 3   oil and -- where the lease sales are, then if we think
  


 4   about what it says in here about the part that you said
  


 5   needed to be added, one part, you said you got 150,000
  


 6   public comments about, was the desire, the theme thing
  


 7   that you noticed was that people needed to look at what
  


 8   about a large oil spill, what might happen.
  


 9             So I didn't have a lot of time tonight, but I
  


10   looked at some of the pages.  And I just want to go --
  


11   especially, I think, following up on what Daniel just said
  


12   to page 135 and 136.  And just briefly look at those, if
  


13   you can keep thinking about what it's really like out
  


14   there.
  


15             So it says here -- this is from Chapter 4,
  


16   environmental consequences and Section 4E, effects of a
  


17   very large oil spill, this is just a little section.  It's
  


18   less than a page -- or maybe it's a page, Levels of
  


19   Recovery and Cleanup Activities.  I just want to read a
  


20   few of these sentences.  And I think everyone in here who
  


21   has been to the Arctic -- as you saw that's quite a few
  


22   people -- can picture this.  You could probably have
  


23   another conversation going on in your head as you think
  


24   about these sentences.  And I'm just going to read a few
  


25   and comment at the end about them, and then I'll be done.
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 1             It says -- so I'm at that part right near the
  


 2   bottom, Levels of Recovery and Cleanup Activities.  "The
  


 3   levels of activities required to apply the techniques
  


 4   described above are dependent on the specific timing and
  


 5   location of a spill.  As weather, ice and logistical
  


 6   considerations allow, the number of vessels and responders
  


 7   would increase exponentially as a spill continues.  The
  


 8   levels of activities described below are reasonable
  


 9   estimates provided as a basis for analysis."
  


10                   So take a look at the things that are
  


11   listed below.  The first one, between five and ten staging
  


12   areas would be established.  If you look at the map, where
  


13   would those staging areas be if it's very far from the
  


14   shore?  The second one, about 15 to 20 large skimming
  


15   vessels could be used in offshore areas.  It lists some of
  


16   the vessels, including other barges from Prudhoe Bay and
  


17   vessels from Cook Inlet and Prince William Sound.  Those
  


18   of us who live here know that those places are quite far.
  


19   It would take, even in good weather, a while for any
  


20   vessels to get up to where we are talking about.  But of
  


21   course, if you have ice and bad weather, they probably
  


22   could get there.
  


23             The third one, thousands of responders.  This
  


24   one is very interesting, I think.  Thousands of responders
  


25   from industry, federal government, private entities, could
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 1   assist spill response and cleanup efforts as the spill
  


 2   progresses.  Weather permitting, roughly 300 to 400
  


 3   skimming, booming and lightering vessels could be used in
  


 4   areas closer to shore.  Did I mention 300 to 400 vessels
  


 5   closer to shore and thousands of people helping?
  


 6             But when you live here and you have lived in the
  


 7   Bush or in any of these remote areas, you just -- you have
  


 8   a sense of it's not that simple.  I mean, you have to get
  


 9   those people there.  You have got to get that equipment
  


10   there.  You have got to have food to feed them.  It's
  


11   really hard for us to describe this to people who have
  


12   never been in the Bush in Alaska for you to even
  


13   understand.  As someone said, there are no roads.  But not
  


14   only that, there are not airstrips that can -- later it
  


15   mentions airplanes and helicopters that could come.
  


16   That's over on page 136, the second to last bullet.
  


17             Dozens of planes and helicopters.  Dozens of
  


18   planes and helicopters would fly over the spill area,
  


19   including impacted coastal areas.  Existing airport
  


20   facilities along the Arctic coast would be used to support
  


21   these aircraft.  And it lists airports, again, that not
  


22   only are far away, like Kotzebue and Barrow, and then
  


23   smaller ones that are not capable of having any large
  


24   aircraft land there.
  


25             Many of these, the biggest thing that can land
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 1   is a Beaver, and in many cases just Cessnas and smaller
  


 2   airplanes land.  These are often airstrips in these
  


 3   smaller places that don't have lights or they have very
  


 4   few lights.  They are not easy to keep open when you have
  


 5   blowing snow.
  


 6             And then we have that whole aspect of darkness.
  


 7   I know it's hard to imagine, especially because you are
  


 8   here right after the solstice, the longest day of the
  


 9   year.  Well, it's the opposite in the winter.  It's dark.
  


10   And in the Arctic Circle where we are talking about, above
  


11   the Arctic Circle, it's dark all the time.  The sun
  


12   doesn't rise.  So we are talking not only about not being
  


13   able to get equipment and people and vessels and aircraft
  


14   there; we are talking about the conditions.  Not only can
  


15   we not get it there, but we also are dealing with the
  


16   weather.
  


17             So I just -- I just wanted to say I didn't get
  


18   to look at a lot of this yet, but the part I looked at is
  


19   not realistic.  And it's -- it's just not accurate.  And
  


20   you know, I don't know if you need people to look at every
  


21   section of this and see, but it would be good to have some
  


22   people who live in Alaska, who live here and know this
  


23   place, maybe help if you need it to be better.
  


24             I think it's especially important because you
  


25   did say that this will be used to decide whether to
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 1   reaffirm the sale, whether to modify it, or whether to
  


 2   cancel it.  It's an important document, and I really
  


 3   appreciate the chance that you gave us in Fairbanks to
  


 4   talk about it.  Thanks.
  


 5                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Carolyn.
  


 6   Next is Jerry Walker, followed by, I believe it's David
  


 7   Valentine.  In the meantime, Jerry, the floor is yours.
  


 8                   MR. JERRY WALKER:  A very hardy welcome,
  


 9   Director Kendall, to you and your associates.  We
  


10   appreciate you coming to Fairbanks to solicit our input.
  


11   I have provided some written testimony.
  


12             My name is Jerry Walker.  I live in Bluebird
  


13   Subdivision, Fairbanks 99709.  Lease Sale 193 should be
  


14   affirmed as held in 2008.  I think the revised draft
  


15   supplemental environmental impact statement more than
  


16   adequately addresses concerns of the Outer Continental
  


17   Shelf oil and gas Lease Sale 193 Chukchi Sea, Alaska.
  


18             The revised draft SEIS now includes extensive
  


19   analysis of the environmental impact of natural gas
  


20   development, the inclusion of additional what had been
  


21   perceived as incomplete, missing or unavailable
  


22   information, and does include analysis of a hypothetical
  


23   very large oil spill scenario.  I believe this report,
  


24   including the various appendices, now provides sufficient
  


25   scientific data and analysis and a very strong basis for
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 1   the Secretary of the Interior to make an informed decision
  


 2   on which to affirm Lease Sale 193.
  


 3             Director Kendall, I urge you to provide your
  


 4   recommendation to Secretary Salazar to expeditiously
  


 5   accept the revised report and affirm the lease.  I believe
  


 6   sufficient safeguards will be in place to conduct
  


 7   responsible activities with the respective accountable
  


 8   parties in the area.  I appreciate and respect the very
  


 9   extreme caution exercised to get us to this point.
  


10             With this accomplished, I am compelled to remind
  


11   all those with ability to move this process forward that
  


12   our national security has been and will continue to be not
  


13   only at risk, but will continue to erode until affirmation
  


14   of the lease is completed and responsible implementation
  


15   of an excellent plan commences.
  


16             Please expeditiously accept the report and
  


17   recommend affirmation of Lease Sale 193.  Thank you for
  


18   your good work.
  


19                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  David, followed by Jane
  


20   Ransdell.
  


21                   MR. DAVID VALENTINE:  Thank you.  Thanks
  


22   for coming to Alaska and Fairbanks in particular and
  


23   listening to us.  I appreciate your coming here.
  


24             I just wanted to make a very simple point.  I
  


25   have been hearing -- I didn't come with prepared remarks,
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 1   but I have been hearing benefits, got lots of really cool
  


 2   benefits that would come from this.  And then I hear
  


 3   impacts.  We have got lots of really scary impacts that
  


 4   could happen.  How do we compare those?
  


 5             The traditional way that natural resource
  


 6   managers compare benefits and impacts is to look at risk.
  


 7   And that is the probability of an event multiplied by its
  


 8   potential impacts.  And I know you guys know that, but
  


 9   it's important to sort of bear that in mind.
  


10             Well, the problem is that human beings are
  


11   really lousy at estimating probabilities, with all due
  


12   respect, because I know you have included estimates of
  


13   probabilities in your draft EIS, but we are pretty bad at
  


14   doing that.  So what do we do?
  


15             Let me take a step back from that and just sort
  


16   of note that in the wake of the attacks of September 11th,
  


17   what happened to the airline industry?  Well, it really
  


18   suffered a lot.  Why?  Because people who traveled
  


19   suddenly traveled by car because they perceived that as
  


20   safer.
  


21             Now, all of the actuarial tables, even knowing
  


22   that -- even in light of the attacks of September 11th,
  


23   indicated that air traffic was still far safer than travel
  


24   by car, yet people chose to travel by car because they
  


25   perceived incorrectly the probability of having something
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 1   bad happen.
  


 2             So we are lousy at assessing probabilities, but
  


 3   nevertheless, that's what we need to do is to be able to
  


 4   come up with a reasonable way of estimating and
  


 5   understanding the probability.
  


 6             The second point that I wanted to make is that
  


 7   if we take the mid-point of the probabilities that have
  


 8   been suggested at about 40 percent, let's say -- okay.
  


 9   Let's sort of imagine that you have a potential of having
  


10   a job, and in this job you have a 40 percent chance over
  


11   the lifetime of the job that you are going to lose your
  


12   left arm.  Would you take that job?  Is that an acceptable
  


13   risk?  And I think most people in the room would say, no,
  


14   that's not an acceptable risk.  Well, okay.
  


15             If you -- and your -- if you take this job and
  


16   your neighbor has a 40 percent chance of losing his left
  


17   arm, would you take the job?  Well, that's where we get to
  


18   Dan's testimony there.  We are not talking about our left
  


19   arms, necessarily.  We are talking about their left arms.
  


20             So those are the two points that I wanted to
  


21   make.  One, probability is important and it's very
  


22   difficult to assess.  And second, let's remember who's --
  


23   who's really at risk.
  


24             Thank you.
  


25                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you very much,
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 1   David.  We have got Jane Ransdell, followed by Paul
  


 2   Tengan, if he's back in the room.  Jane, the floor is
  


 3   yours.
  


 4                   MS. JANE RANSDELL:  My name is Jane
  


 5   Ransdell, and I live at 607 Bullion Drive in Fairbanks
  


 6   99712.  I do not believe oil companies can effectively
  


 7   clean up an oil spill in the broken ice in severe
  


 8   conditions of the Chukchi Sea.  A spill would have a
  


 9   devastating effect on bird and fish and mammal life of
  


10   this area.  Some of these species are already showing
  


11   clear signs of significant stress.  The maintenance of the
  


12   populations of these species in this area is essential to
  


13   the subsistence lifestyle of the Inupiat people of the
  


14   Chukchi.  Allowing drilling in the Chukchi denies the
  


15   right of the Inupiat to continue their traditional way of
  


16   life because the eventual spill will severely degrade the
  


17   habitat of their traditional natural food source long
  


18   term.
  


19             Any significant spill in broken sea ice
  


20   conditions would be a worst-case discharge, too difficult
  


21   to clean up fast enough for survival of the wildlife in
  


22   the area.  Just too difficult to clean up.  Then what?
  


23   Apologies, regrets, blame shifting, compensations, chaos,
  


24   buyouts, cop-outs.  And what will that be worth?  Will
  


25   that make it right with the Inupiat people?  Will that
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 1   bring back the wildlife and reverse the damage?
  


 2             Drilling in the Chukchi Sea is not worth the
  


 3   risk of ruining the rich habitat of this incredible area.
  


 4   Thank you.
  


 5                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  The last card I have is
  


 6   Paul.  Paul Tengan come back in the room?  Okay.
  


 7             Now, one thing I'm very adamant about is that
  


 8   everybody has a chance to express their thoughts, their
  


 9   opinion, their comments.  We want to make this as
  


10   transparent as possible, and I want to make sure no one
  


11   leaves the room feeling they didn't have the chance to be
  


12   heard.  So is there anybody in the room that did not have
  


13   a chance, did not put a card in there that now feels,
  


14   well, maybe I do want to say something?  We are not going
  


15   anywhere until everybody here is satisfied they have had a
  


16   good say.  So please, if anybody would like to come up
  


17   here, you are more than welcome to.
  


18             This is very important to us.  We are not the
  


19   decisionmaker.  We want to make sure this is the best
  


20   possible document.  This is a revised draft.  A lot of
  


21   people are working on it.  NOAA has worked on it with us,
  


22   other federal agencies.  And I want to be able to say when
  


23   we go up to the Secretary --
  


24             Aha, now I'm a happy man.  Your name, sir.
  


25                   MR. TONY FERNANDEZ:  Yes.  I never talk on
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 1   the mike.  I get so nervous.  I get nervous when I talk
  


 2   through mikes.
  


 3                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Your name, sir?
  


 4                   MR. TONY FERNANDEZ:  Tony Fernandez.  I
  


 5   live one block from here, 177 7th Avenue.
  


 6             I listen to everybody talking over here, but to
  


 7   me it's gone to the government.  The federal government
  


 8   sold our leases in the ocean, not their lease.  I worked
  


 9   on Pump 5 for 21 years, and I retired.  Everybody talking
  


10   about jobs around here.  No, you don't need no jobs.  He's
  


11   talking about oil, crisis in oil.  There is no crisis in
  


12   oil.
  


13             It's 20 to 50 capping holes in Prudhoe Bay.  Why
  


14   you don't put that oil in the pipeline?  When I got over
  


15   there, we must push it in the pipeline 2,000,000 barrels a
  


16   day.  What is still there is 500- to 600,000 barrels.
  


17   Why?  Why the oil companies manipulate this well data?  To
  


18   keep the price high?  It's no good.  We pay the gallon of
  


19   oil over here real cheap when we get it from Kenai way
  


20   back before this pipeline pass by and we build the
  


21   refinery.
  


22             Right now we pay 4.60 is why it's killing me to
  


23   warm my house with this.  You see what I mean?  These guys
  


24   needs to push more oil and go over there and pump the
  


25   lines to these guys; punching, I think there's probably
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 1   about 20 or 50 holes already drilled in Prudhoe Bay.
  


 2             Why you want to go in the water, you know, for a
  


 3   big, you know, mess?  And like this guy was talking, you
  


 4   know [indiscernible], you see.  He's talking about this
  


 5   and that.  No, no, no, no, no.  Let's go to the real
  


 6   thing.  Go over there and drill in the ground, and you
  


 7   don't have no damage.  That's the bottom line.  Go over
  


 8   there to drill over there, that's dangerous.
  


 9             And he's talking about oil spill containment.
  


10   You can't contain oil.  I practice all the time in the
  


11   Yukon River, and if that line break right there and the
  


12   oil coming down, you cannot stop the oil.  The oil run all
  


13   the way to the ocean because the water is so dangerous.
  


14   You can't stop it over there.  We tried a pig about this
  


15   big with a boom, and he put that [indiscernible], you see.
  


16   That's why, you know, that's so dangerous.  That's why I
  


17   hear everybody talk about jobs and this and that.  No, no,
  


18   no.  You need to control this and drill in the ground.
  


19   There is plenty oil over there.
  


20             Look at last winter and the winter before; they
  


21   drilled two holes right there close to ANWR, went straight
  


22   down and went horizontal to steal the oil from ANWR.  Why
  


23   he don't put this oil to the land right now?  Why waiting?
  


24   They're just keeping the prices way high to do all this
  


25   drilling in the ocean.
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 1             Look at what happened in Louisiana.  You kill
  


 2   all the fish, all the -- everything is down, and the
  


 3   fishermen is way down.  You don't see no money.  Okay.
  


 4   Thank you.  Thank you very much.
  


 5                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you very much.
  


 6   You used the microphone well.  Okay.  I don't want to be a
  


 7   nag.  I'm sometimes accused of that.  I want to make sure
  


 8   everybody has a chance before I close it out.  Is there
  


 9   anybody else that would like to come up?  Going once,
  


10   going twice.  Do I have to tell a joke before I get to
  


11   three?  Because I really -- this is important to us, and I
  


12   want all the comments.
  


13             Well, with that, on behalf of the staff of
  


14   BOEMRE, or BOEMRE [pronunciation], as someone said with a
  


15   Cajun influence down in the Gulf, thank you very much for
  


16   coming tonight.  The document is on the Web.  We have
  


17   this.  We passed some of the big documents out.  Please go
  


18   through it.  If you fund things you think that needs to be
  


19   dealt with, if there is mistakes, if there something we
  


20   are missing, go to regs.gov.  The address is back there on
  


21   the chart.  And get us those comments.
  


22             This is a group effort.  I want to be able to
  


23   take the result and all the comments and take it and send
  


24   it upstairs and say this is everything you need to
  


25   consider before you make your decision.  So with that,
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 1   number three, thank you very much and have a nice evening.
  


 2              (Proceedings adjourned at 10:03 p.m.)
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            1                      P-R-O-C-E-E-D-I-N-G-S

            2                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Okay.  It looks like we 

            3    can get started here.  Thank you very much for coming 

            4    tonight.  This is the public hearing for the revised draft 

            5    EIS for sale 193.  That is a mouthful.  We are going to 

            6    walk you through the process and exactly what this meeting 

            7    is so everybody starts from the same basis.  

            8              Now, one thing I'd like to clear up -- and we 

            9    ran into this at two other meetings.  We got into the 

           10    meeting and someone said, who are you people.  And it's, 

           11    like, I think we need to fix that at the beginning.  

           12              We are not an oil company, and we are not from a 

           13    nongovernmental organization.  We are a federal agency.  

           14    We are the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, Regulation 

           15    and Enforcement.  We are responsible for managing the 

           16    energy and mineral resources on the Outer Continental 

           17    Shelf.  Our Bureau is within the Department of Interior.  

           18    Our boss is the Secretary of the Interior.  So that's who 

           19    we are.  

           20              Now, before we get into the nitty-gritty of the 

           21    details, I want to introduce the folks here.  Mary Vavrik 

           22    is over there taking notes.  We are taking down everything 

           23    that's said.  So please, when you are given the 

           24    opportunity to speak, state your name.  We want to get 

           25    that for the record.  
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            1              We have Mike Haller here.  

            2                    MR. MICHAEL HALLER:  Right here.  

            3                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Mike is our liaison for 

            4    Native communities.  We've got John Callahan.  John, he's 

            5    from our Office of Public Affairs.  Steve Scordino, I 

            6    believe, is still out front.  He is an environmental 

            7    compliance subject matter expert and an expert for other 

            8    things.  We have got Scott Blackburn.  Scott is also out 

            9    there.  He is our technical editor for the document.  

           10              And the other two individuals sitting up here 

           11    are extremely key to this.  We have got Sharon Warren.  

           12    Sharon is the project manager for this.  She knows the 

           13    document inside out and backwards.  It's her job to put it 

           14    together.  Next to her is Michael Routhier.  Michael is 

           15    the actual coordinator of the document, so he gets the 

           16    pieces and puts it together from all the scientists, and 

           17    Sharon makes sure it all flows.  That's who is here.  

           18              We are doing this a little bit different 

           19    tonight.  Usually we just open up the mike and have people 

           20    speak.  But to make sure we are starting from the exact 

           21    same place, we are going to take about the first five or 

           22    ten minutes to tell you exactly what this is.  There are 

           23    times when people think that this document is the decision 

           24    document.  This EIS that Sharon is going to speak about, 

           25    it's not a decision document.  It's information we pass to 
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            1    the decisionmaker.  And that's why we are here, as Sharon 

            2    is going to explain.  

            3              We need your help to make sure this document 

            4    includes everything the decisionmaker, the Secretary of 

            5    the Interior, needs to make the best possible decision.  

            6              We have had meetings like this in the past in 

            7    many cities and, whenever we do this, there is always some 

            8    I won't call it criticisms, but suggestions on how to do 

            9    it better.  So what we are going to do tonight is, aside 

           10    from having a little briefing to tell everybody why we're 

           11    here so we all start the same way, we are going to use 

           12    sort of a more random approach for speakers.  That's why 

           13    you were asked to put your name in the big silver bowl out 

           14    there.  Your name goes in there, and we reach in, we pull 

           15    it, and that's your time to speak.  

           16              If for some reason you are not in the room, you 

           17    stepped out for a minute, that doesn't mean you are not 

           18    going to speak.  I'm just going to put it back in the 

           19    bowl.  Okay?  I don't want to miss you.  If someone comes 

           20    15, 20 minutes from now, they can fill out a form, give it 

           21    to somebody, give it to us, and we will put it in the 

           22    bowl.  The important thing here is everybody has a chance 

           23    to speak.  And we will stay here for as long as it takes.  

           24    We are not going to cut it off at 9:00 or 9:30 or 9:45.  

           25    If we have to stay here till 10:00 or 10:30, we will.  
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            1              We will ask, though, to please keep your 

            2    comments to three to five minutes.  We are hoping that a 

            3    lot of you will have something to say.  That's what this 

            4    meeting is for, to get information from the different 

            5    stakeholders in the process and make sure their concerns 

            6    and input go into the document.  So I want everybody to 

            7    speak and we want to make sure people or an individual or 

            8    two don't monopolize the entire conversation.  Everybody 

            9    has a chance here.  Okay?  

           10              Now, with that, I would like Sharon to walk you 

           11    through the process of why we're here.  Sharon just 

           12    reminded me, please.  If you have got cell phones, turn 

           13    them off or at least put them on the buzz thing.  That's 

           14    what I do.  When I'm told to turn it off, I put it on buzz 

           15    or vibrate.  

           16              With that, Sharon, take it away.  

           17                    MS. SHARON WARREN:  Thank you again for 

           18    coming.  Can everybody hear me all right?  All right.  

           19    Excellent.  Why are we here today?  We are here today to 

           20    get your comments on the specific document that's out 

           21    there.  It's the Revised Draft Supplemental Environmental 

           22    Impact Statement for Chukchi Sea sale 193.  And what is 

           23    sale 193?  In 2007 we did an environmental impact 

           24    statement and sale 193 in the Chukchi Sea was held in 

           25    February of 2008.  And six companies received leases from 
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            1    that sale.  We offered 29.3 million acres and 2.8 million 

            2    acres was actually leased.  

            3              Then what happened?  Days before the sale, 

            4    plaintiffs sued to invalidate the lease sale.  They 

            5    alleged that the environmental impact statement did not 

            6    address the potential impacts in the document.  There was 

            7    not an order to stop the sale, so the sale continued, and 

            8    that was the reason why the sale was issued.  

            9              And we issued the leases, but in July of 2010, 

           10    the U.S. District Court for the District of Alaska, which 

           11    is Judge Beistline in Anchorage, ruled that most of the 

           12    EIS was satisfactory, but there were three concerns that 

           13    needed to be addressed before -- for the agency to meet 

           14    its NEPA obligation.  And that's the National 

           15    Environmental Policy Act obligations.  

           16              So the three issues the Court wanted us to 

           17    address was that the Court said the EIS failed to analyze 

           18    the environmental impact of natural gas development 

           19    despite any industry interest and specific leases for such 

           20    development.  When the sale was offered, there was 

           21    incentives to the companies to produce the natural gas, 

           22    and the judge said you offered those incentives, but you 

           23    did not adequately assess the environmental impacts of 

           24    that natural gas to be produced based on these incentives.  

           25              The judge also said you failed to determine 
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            1    whether or not missing information identified by the 

            2    agency was relevant or essential under attention the 

            3    federal regulations.  The Council on Environmental Quality 

            4    has regulations that you must follow that when you have 

            5    missing information, you have to say -- you have to 

            6    determine whether or not the cost of obtaining the missing 

            7    information was exorbitant or the means of doing so was 

            8    unknown.  

            9              When the plaintiffs sued us, the agency, they 

           10    filed an exhibit that listed all the statements that were 

           11    made in the environmental impact statement of where the 

           12    agency said we didn't know, we have uncertainty, and that 

           13    when the judge looked at it, said that's pretty 

           14    convincing, but you need to go back and you need to follow 

           15    the regulations and to assess all the statements that you 

           16    have made in the environmental impact statement.  

           17              So what did we do in response to the court 

           18    order?  We drafted a supplemental environmental impact 

           19    statement to address the Court's concerns.  That draft 

           20    supplemental environmental impact statement was released 

           21    in October of 2010.  We received over 150,000 comments on 

           22    that draft supplemental environmental impact statement.

           23              We held public hearings in Kotzebue, Point Hope, 

           24    Point Lay, Wainwright, Barrow, and Anchorage, as well as 

           25    government-to-government meetings in those communities.  
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            1              And I'm going to turn it over to Mike to so he 

            2    can explain what we did next.  

            3                    MR. MICHAEL ROUTHIER:  So in most EIS 

            4    processes, you go out with a draft to invite public 

            5    comment, hold some meetings, and we look at those public 

            6    comments and develop a final EIS.  Here, like Sharon said, 

            7    we received over 150,000 comments, and we noticed a 

            8    recurring theme of many of those comments was -- and 

            9    again, this is on the heels of the Deepwater Horizon 

           10    event.  That theme was you guys need to assess the 

           11    possibility of a very large oil spill in the Arctic as a 

           12    result of this lease sale.  

           13              So as an agency, we sat down and considered our 

           14    options and decided that, yes, it would be appropriate to 

           15    analyze a very large oil spill scenario in our EIS.  To 

           16    ensure that it received the full amount of analysis it 

           17    warranted, we decided to do that in our EIS.  And because 

           18    this was a very substantial new piece of analysis, we 

           19    decided that we were going to need to republish the draft 

           20    EIS because this contains so much new information.  

           21              That's basically the document that brings us 

           22    today.  We republished the original draft SEIS, including 

           23    the very large oil spill scenario and are now publishing 

           24    this as a revised draft supplemental environmental impact 

           25    statement.  And tonight we're here to solicit and record 
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            1    public comments on the document to get people's feedback 

            2    on whether the document is sufficient.  And we will then 

            3    take those comments, incorporate them into our final SEIS, 

            4    and send that on to the eventual decisionmaker.  

            5              So we mentioned that one of the main drivers of 

            6    this revised document was the very large oil spill 

            7    scenario, so we want to talk a little bit more about what 

            8    that is.  Basically we asked our expert geologists what 

            9    the biggest oil spill possible in the Chukchi Sea planning 

           10    area could be.  This is a purely hypothetical event.  We 

           11    are not talking about a specific plan to drill.  This is 

           12    purely hypothetical and a scenario to inform our 

           13    environmental analysis.  

           14              The very large oil spill is a term that is 

           15    different than the term which you might hear elsewhere, 

           16    which is worst-case discharge.  Whereas a very large oil 

           17    spill is a tool in our NEPA analysis, the worst-case 

           18    discharge is something specifically required by our 

           19    regulations to be included in any exploration plan.  

           20              So if this lease sale were to be affirmed or 

           21    affirmed in part and a company were to, down the road, 

           22    submit an exploration plan to actually do drilling in the 

           23    Chukchi Sea, that proposed exploration plan would have to 

           24    include a worst-case discharge.  That's a different 

           25    analysis.  
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            1              It would incorporate a lot of additional 

            2    information, such as what kind of well is it, where is the 

            3    well, what reservoir, what kind of oil, what kind of 

            4    technology would be used, what kind of safety precautions 

            5    would be taken and so forth.  And it's that subsequent 

            6    analysis that would inform the decision on, okay, what 

            7    kind of oil spill response plan would be required if that 

            8    exploration were to go forward.  

            9                    MS. SHARON WARREN:  Again, the input that 

           10    we need tonight from you and until July 11th when we have 

           11    a public comment period open is to have your comments on 

           12    this document that we have out there, this revised draft 

           13    supplemental environmental impact statement for sale 193.  

           14    There is a 45-day comment period.  This was released out 

           15    to the public on the 21st of May.  And so the comment 

           16    period closes on July 11th.  

           17              There is a website that you can go to to click 

           18    on and submit your comments.  We are using regulations.gov 

           19    for the comments, and we have some handouts that we will 

           20    put out here so that you know how to go to our website and 

           21    where to click on to submit your comments.  And that's 

           22    what we are asking.  That's why we're here tonight, to get 

           23    your views.  

           24              So the next thing is, what happens after these 

           25    hearings?  As Mike says, we will take these comments, 
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            1    incorporate them, and do and make a final supplemental 

            2    EIS.  We are on a court deadline.  We are mandated by the 

            3    Court.  This document is still in litigation.  The Court 

            4    issued an order on the 19th of May and said, however you 

            5    want to do it, in addition to doing the court order, items 

            6    that he had as concerns and to do this, he wants the 

            7    Secretary to make his decision on whether to reaffirm the 

            8    sale, modify the sale, or cancel the lease sale by the 3rd 

            9    of October of this year.  

           10              So in order to do that, we are going to 

           11    incorporate these comments.  We must have the final SEIS 

           12    out there to the public filed with the Environmental 

           13    Protection Agency in early September.  So there is a 

           14    30-day waiting period before the Secretary of the Interior 

           15    can make the decision.  Once he makes that decision, this 

           16    document, the final EIS, and his decision will be filed 

           17    with the District Court, and there will be further 

           18    briefings with the District Court, and then the judge will 

           19    decide whether or not the agency has met its obligation 

           20    under the National Environmental Policy Act.  

           21              And what we are going to do is, these posters 

           22    after we are finished, we are going to hang them along the 

           23    back wall so that when we have the break -- which there 

           24    will be probably a break, as time goes on, and Jim will 

           25    explain that -- he will give you an opportunity to go 
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            1    along the back wall.  

            2              There is also some maps on the back wall that we 

            3    put up.  One in particular is the sale 193 map that you 

            4    can see what was the sale 193 area that was offered, 

            5    what's the alternative.  There is still alternatives that 

            6    are being looked at in the supplemental, so -- and then 

            7    also what was leased.  The leased areas are both the gray 

            8    blocks and there are some red blocks because some of the 

            9    leases are within one of the alternatives that the 

           10    Secretary can decide to choose on this.  So this whole 

           11    sale is back to the Secretary to decide what he wants to 

           12    do with the sale.  

           13                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you very much.  I 

           14    noticed when they were up there, they were pointing to me 

           15    and saying Jim.  I probably forgot to tell you who I was.  

           16    Yes, I'm a Fed.  My name is Jim Kendall.  I am the new 

           17    Regional Director for the Alaska Regional Office of the 

           18    Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, Regulation and 

           19    Enforcement.  I came up here on a detail from Washington, 

           20    D.C. in January.  It was supposed to be a two- to 

           21    three-month detail.  After six months I have fallen in 

           22    love with Alaska.  I think I have some Alaska colleagues 

           23    that might like me, so I am moving to Alaska to join the 

           24    community of this wonderful state.  

           25              Also, I would like to point out we have some 
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            1    members in our audience who are representing our leaders.  

            2    We have got the Representative Steve Thompson in the 

            3    audience.  Thank you for coming tonight.  Rhonda Boyles 

            4    representing Congressman Young.  Thank you.  And we've got 

            5    Tom Moyer representing Senator Begich.  Would any of you 

            6    like to make a few opening comments?  

            7                    UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  No.  

            8                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  All right.  That's fine.  

            9    Now, with that, we are going to start the process where we 

           10    get input from you all.  Now, this is real important 

           11    because we are preparing a document that goes to the 

           12    decisionmaker.  It's also very much a public transparent 

           13    process.  So we want input from folks.  We want you to 

           14    read the document.  Tell us what you thought.  Tell us 

           15    what we are missing so when we give that document and all 

           16    the material that goes with it to the Secretary, he can 

           17    sit down with his staff and these materials and make the 

           18    best possible decision.  

           19              So you are part of the process.  This is really, 

           20    really important.  So once we start the comment period, 

           21    please state your name.  Let's try to keep it to three to 

           22    five minutes so everybody has a chance and we are not here 

           23    till 3:00 in the morning.  But if we have to, we will stay 

           24    till 3:00 in the morning.  And if you have written 

           25    comments, please bring it up here.  I'll give it to Mary 
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            1    and that will be entered into the record, as well.  So 

            2    Scott, will you bring over the bowl.  

            3              Now, we have never done it before this way, but 

            4    we are hoping that it makes it more fair and everybody 

            5    feels they have had an equal chance to do it.  Murray 

            6    Richmond representing Senator Thomas.  Thank you.  Thank 

            7    you, Murray.  

            8              Our first selectee is Debbie Miller.  Debbie 

            9    Miller.  Come right up to the podium.  The floor is yours.

           10                    MS. DEBBIE MILLER:  I'm the lucky one.  

           11    Gee whiz.  I'm Debbie Miller.  I have lived in Alaska for 

           12    35 years.  I have spent much of the last 35 years 

           13    exploring the Arctic, mostly during the summer months, 

           14    extensively in the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, 

           15    Natural Petroleum Reserve, and I write books for children 

           16    and adults about the natural world.  

           17              I have not been to the Chukchi Sea.  I have 

           18    traveled out on the sea ice north of Barrow when I worked 

           19    on a book about polar bears back in the mid 1990s.  And it 

           20    was there that I learned about the culture of the Inupiat 

           21    people and how they are the bravest people and the 

           22    hardiest people to go out into those sea ice, you know, 

           23    areas where the ice is moving, where bears are, you know, 

           24    struggling, swimming right now because we have such a 

           25    situation with the loss of ice.  We are reading all about 
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            1    that.  

            2              But this is an incredibly harsh environment, 

            3    always changing, a dynamic landscape.  It would be the 

            4    last place I would ever consider a good place to have oil 

            5    and gas drilling, exploration and development.  By -- just 

            6    by the nature of the weather, the wind, the storms, the 

            7    sea ice moving, the pressure ridges that I saw, the sound 

            8    of the ice sheets grinding against one another.  So just 

            9    the nature of this place says to me aren't there other 

           10    places that are less sensitive that would be a lower risk 

           11    area to explore and develop oil and gas.  The species, the 

           12    polar bears, are endangered or threatened.  

           13              I noticed in the report -- I just have now seen 

           14    this for the first time, and I turned to the polar bear 

           15    page on page 100, and it mentioned that, as a conclusion, 

           16    that the impacts appear to be minimal on polar bears with 

           17    oil and gas development.  

           18              And I would, I guess, question that in that if 

           19    you read a Canadian study that was done back in the 1970s 

           20    when I was doing my research, there was a gruesome study 

           21    that was conducted where the Canadian scientists purposely 

           22    oiled the fur of six polar bears to see what would happen, 

           23    and immediately those polar bears groomed themselves, 

           24    ingested the oil, went into convulsions, and they all 

           25    died.  So we have had some studies that have looked at 
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            1    what happens when a polar bear has its fur covered in oil.  

            2    So these are serious impacts if we have an oil spill.  

            3              The second biggest concern I would have is there 

            4    is no proven technology to clean up an oil spill in Arctic 

            5    waters, and that's also pointed out in your report on page 

            6    135.  I was looking at the effect of ice on response 

            7    actions.  It's very clear that you are going to be 

            8    hampered if you are out there in those kinds of conditions 

            9    as far as getting that ice, building the booms protecting 

           10    the area.  Removing the oil with those ice conditions 

           11    makes it almost impossible in a lot of cases.  So again, 

           12    the question would be why would we choose this area, a 

           13    high risk area, on the heels of the Gulf spill, the Gulf 

           14    of Mexico on the heels of Exxon Valdez oil spill.  Why 

           15    would we go to such a high risk area when we have other 

           16    places to explore and develop and we have other choices 

           17    for our energy supply, namely renewable energy, solar, 

           18    wind, geothermal and all the other -- tidal.  Wouldn't 

           19    this be a safer bet?  

           20              Thank you so much for your time and for coming 

           21    to Fairbanks and teaching us about all the work that you 

           22    put into this.  This looks like a very interesting 

           23    document.  I'll submit written comments at a later date.  

           24    Thank you.  

           25                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you very much.  I 
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            1    promise I will do my best not to destroy the names too 

            2    bad.  The first name is Joseph.  Joseph Aveoganna.  The 

            3    floor is yours, Joseph.  You can speak over there, if you 

            4    would like.  

            5                    MR. DANIEL LUM:  Hello.  This is my son 

            6    Joseph.  

            7                    MR. JOSEPH AVEOGANNA:  Hi.  

            8                    MR. DANIEL LUM:  Joseph is shy.  And so 

            9    I'm going to help him with this.  And my name is Daniel.  

           10    I'm from Barrow, my wife is from Point Hope, and my son 

           11    has grandparents in Wainwright, all three out on the 

           12    Chukchi.  Joseph, what kind of food do you eat?  Tell 

           13    these people what you eat.  Okay.  

           14                    MR. JOSEPH AVEOGANNA:  Bowhead whales, 

           15    fish, walrus and seals.

           16                    MR. DANIEL LUM:  Do we eat a little bit of 

           17    that or do we eat a lot of it?

           18                    MR. JOSEPH AVEOGANNA:  A lot of it.

           19                    MR. DANIEL LUM:  Is this important to you?  

           20    Do you always eat this fresh good food from the Chukchi?  

           21                    MR. JOSEPH AVEOGANNA:  Yes.

           22                    MR. DANIEL LUM:  What happened in Mexico 

           23    [sic] this year from what you learned from school?  

           24                    MR. JOSEPH AVEOGANNA:  The oil spill.

           25                    MR. DANIEL LUM:  What happened to the 
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            1    ocean when they had an oil spill?  

            2                    MR. JOSEPH AVEOGANNA:  Everything got sick 

            3    and died.

            4                    MR. DANIEL LUM:  A lot of it got sick and 

            5    died.  Nannuq, look at all these people.  Look at them.  

            6    Whose ocean is this Nannuq?  

            7                    MR. JOSEPH AVEOGANNA:  Mine.  

            8                    MR. DANIEL LUM:  Does this ocean belong to 

            9    them?  

           10                    MR. JOSEPH AVEOGANNA:  No.  

           11                    MR. DANIEL LUM:  What do you want to tell 

           12    these people, Nannuq?    

           13                    MR. JOSEPH AVEOGANNA:  This is my ocean, 

           14    not yours.

           15                    MR. DANIEL LUM:  Please stay out of our 

           16    ocean.  Thank you.  

           17                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Next on deck we have 

           18    Rebecca Schaffer.  Rebecca.  And after that it will be 

           19    Joseph Boyle.  

           20                    MS. REBECCA SCHAFFER:  Well, next time any 

           21    of us eat shrimp, we have to question where it came from 

           22    because it's keeping -- they are keeping it on the down 

           23    low.  They are covering it up, and there is a big 

           24    percentage of it coming from the Gulf.  People are dying.  

           25    They are bleeding from all their orifices down there, just 
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            1    like the dolphins.  This is all being hushed up.  

            2              So I mean, you know, it's kind of scary, you 

            3    know, what's happening to the oceans.  That's why I wanted 

            4    to speak.  I want to speak for the animals, for the ocean, 

            5    for the, you know, the endangered.  With Fukushima, the 

            6    Gulf, Valdez, you know, our hindsight is 20/20, right?  

            7    But the animals, from the algae to the whales, you know, 

            8    are dying.  They are endangered.  It's all out of balance.  

            9    And why?  Part of it is due to global warming, but a lost 

           10    it is due to, you know, mankind.  

           11              I would just like to believe that we have 

           12    evolved higher, a more higher consciousness, right, to 

           13    think outside the box, to think beyond oil.  

           14              My dad was in development, you know.  Ironically 

           15    I'm sitting here.  He's probably really groaning upstairs 

           16    because he was all pro development, you know.  But in 

           17    reality, we have options.  You know, I know that it's 

           18    threatening jobs and money.  The state of Alaska is rich 

           19    because of oil.  But you have to look at the bigger 

           20    picture.  The bigger picture is that we take care of 

           21    everyone, including the ocean.  You know, we take care of 

           22    future generations to enjoy all that as well.  

           23              So I think there is a lot of other alternatives, 

           24    you know.  I mean, if there is hydrogen cars, I'm there, 

           25    Charlie, you know.  I mean, geothermal, the sun.  It's all 
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            1    natural, nonpolluting, you know.  So I think that's what 

            2    we all ought to be embracing.  You know, with -- milk in 

            3    Hawaii on the big island is 3,000 times radiated with, you 

            4    know, the -- just radiated.  You know, I have a daughter 

            5    living over there, you know.  It's pretty scary, the 

            6    ramifications of our actions.  The ramifications of the 

            7    Gulf Coast we are not even hearing about because it's 

            8    hushed up.  

            9              So anyways, I get a little impassioned, but 

           10    thanks for this hearing.  

           11                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Rebecca.  

           12    Joseph Boyle, and following Joseph will be Steve Kelly.  

           13    Joseph, the floor is yours.  

           14                    MR. JOSEPH BOYLE:  Hi.  Joseph Boyle.  I'm 

           15    a member of Laborers Local 942.  I have been working up on 

           16    the North Slope for over six years now, primarily during 

           17    the winter.  Some of the conditions I've seen, near 

           18    white-out conditions.  I've worked in temperatures 80 

           19    below zero with a wind chill for 12 hours a day, seven 

           20    days a week for months on end.  I think we really do need 

           21    to be drilling up there more.  I think a lot of jobs are 

           22    at stake, mine personally, as well as tens of thousands of 

           23    others, they estimate.  

           24              But one thing I just wanted to say was as the 

           25    amount of oil declines in our pipeline, so do the jobs 
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            1    here in Alaska.  And it's a beautiful place, but at the 

            2    same time, I don't want to turn it into the biggest 

            3    national park on earth.  

            4              Some of the stop measures that we have up there 

            5    include -- I mean, we put diapers is what we call them, 

            6    but stuff underneath pickup trucks.  And it's not just a 

            7    duck pond which is like a throw-down containment.  It's 

            8    something you actually tie wire underneath the bottom of 

            9    the vehicles and that goes to every single piece of 

           10    equipment that we have up there.  It's incredibly 

           11    environmentally safe.  

           12              And I mean, literally, if there is one drop of 

           13    oil or any grease hits the ground you literally have to 

           14    shovel it up and pick it up.  And I've walked for miles 

           15    and down right-of-ways and literally picked up about the 

           16    equivalent of three snowballs, which is mainly just snow.  

           17    It's really not that contaminated.  I mean, it's a 

           18    beautiful place up there.  But there really is nothing up 

           19    there except the pipeline workers, at least when I'm 

           20    around.  

           21              But that's about all I have to say.  The amount 

           22    of environmental impact is so minimal that it just boggles 

           23    my mind.  But that's all I've got for now.  Thank you.  

           24                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Joseph.  

           25    Steve Kelly, followed by Brent Helms.  Steve, the floor is 
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            1    yours.  

            2                    MR. STEVE KELLY:  My name is Steve Kelly.  

            3    I live at 4140 Owl Drive, Fairbanks, Alaska.  I've worked 

            4    heavy construction since 1975.  I retired in 2003.  In 

            5    1980, '81 and '82 I worked on offshore islands up in 

            6    Prudhoe Bay.  So I worked on BF 37, Duck Island and Seal 

            7    Island, for sure.  And technology we had then was pretty 

            8    good, but the technology we have now, it would be almost 

            9    impossible for me to believe that we do not have ways of 

           10    going and getting those resources and not doing any harm 

           11    on the environment.  

           12              It's pretty shallow.  It's only 150 feet at the 

           13    deepest.  We can make islands that deep.  We did it in 

           14    the '80s.  We can still do it.  And we are talking about 

           15    50-, 60,000 jobs.  We are talking about making the United 

           16    States energy dependent [sic].  We can't just turn our 

           17    back on it because we think it can't be done.  We have to 

           18    somehow go get that resource, provide work for ourselves, 

           19    take care of ourselves, save the environment and not 

           20    damage the food and the sea for everybody else.  It has to 

           21    be -- there has to be a way we can do it.  And these 

           22    people will find a way to do it.  

           23              Thank you.  

           24                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Next is Brent Helms, 

           25    followed by Richard Fineberg.  
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            1                    MR. BRENT HELMS:  My name is Brent Helms.  

            2    I'm a lifelong Alaskan and have worked in construction in 

            3    the state throughout my career, many of those years in the 

            4    oil and gas industry.  Since the development of Alaska's 

            5    oil and gas there have been thousands of workers trained 

            6    for building and maintaining the oil and gas 

            7    infrastructure.  The jobs associated with this industry 

            8    has allowed me to remain in Alaska to raise my family, 

            9    along with many other Alaskans over the years.  I'm 

           10    concerned this may change in the future if oil and gas 

           11    production continues to decline with the associated jobs.  

           12              The oil and gas industry demands a skilled 

           13    workforce to construct and maintain its pipelines and 

           14    facilities.  These are trained Alaskans from across the 

           15    state, a skilled workforce ready to work on projects that 

           16    Alaska's OCS development would provide.  Previous studies 

           17    estimate that opening the OCS for development will provide 

           18    tens of thousands of employment opportunities.  These are 

           19    good jobs, jobs that allow young men and women to raise 

           20    families, support their communities, and remain in Alaska.  

           21              The oil and gas reserves of Alaska are crucial 

           22    to the nation and its dependence on foreign oil.  Further 

           23    delays in permitting are costly and will deprive the 

           24    nation of both jobs and future domestic oil supply.  

           25    Developing the OCS is vital for Alaska's economic future.  
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            1              I urge you to support permitting lease sale 193 

            2    for responsible development.  

            3                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Richard Fineberg, 

            4    followed by Buzz Otis.

            5                    MR. RICHARD FINEBERG:  Richard Fineberg,   

            6    3920 Old Wood Road, Ester, 99725.  I have observed oil 

            7    operations for the better part of four decades as a 

            8    newspaper reporter, as a state bureaucrat, and as an 

            9    environmental advocate and as a consultant.  I will go 

           10    back to -- and my comments are informed by, I think, all 

           11    of that work, primarily onshore, but some offshore.  I was 

           12    with the governor's office in the Exxon Valdez spill and 

           13    observed it very closely throughout the summer of the 

           14    first year, and have just been down in the Gulf on my own 

           15    extensively, the Gulf of Mexico, which is not directly 

           16    relevant here, but I simply want to suggest I do have some 

           17    background to make a couple of general challenging 

           18    statements.  

           19              Number one, my first dealing with offshore spill 

           20    response was 1983 when I became the budget analyst for the 

           21    State's Department of Environmental Conservation in the 

           22    governor's office, and I had to move paper as a naive 

           23    bureaucrat who had no knowledge of how to do it, but the 

           24    first paper I had to move was to move the paperwork to get 

           25    funding for a stalled response project on oil spill 
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            1    response in broken ice.  

            2              The project had been stalled for some time.  The 

            3    department was imploring me to move it.  It's a perfect 

            4    metaphor for where we are right now.  I don't know if we 

            5    have made any major progress.  I don't believe we have 

            6    made significant response progress since -- since then.  

            7    At that time the State was botching its response.  I have 

            8    observed over the years and documented the State's 

            9    response failures, and not only spill response, but 

           10    environmental protection responses, including the risk 

           11    assessment program of 2008 to 2010.  

           12              From that I just want to flag two -- two 

           13    sentences that just -- just popped out at me in your May 

           14    2011 revised supplemental report.  Page 280, "The lack of 

           15    any well-established and extensive onshore infrastructure 

           16    within the Chukchi Sea region could compromise the 

           17    efficiency of response efforts, heightening and prolonging 

           18    the impacts described above."  It doesn't sound like good 

           19    news at all.  And I think the criteria that you asked us 

           20    to look at the statements is, are -- is the sentence 

           21    relevant, and what is your belief on it.  

           22              Yes, I feel it's quite relevant, but doesn't 

           23    demonstrate we should go forward.  I believe not two pages 

           24    later, the conclusion -- and page 280, which you know -- 

           25    not all of you here may know.  That is a -- that is in 
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            1    response to a very large oil spill section.  

            2              The conclusion two pages later -- and I'll have 

            3    to paraphrase this.  As a stutterer, that's the least I 

            4    can do for you.  While intervention and response could 

            5    mitigate the volume and certain effects, the significant 

            6    and perhaps irrevocable adverse impacts associated with a 

            7    very large oil spill highlight the need for effective 

            8    spill response.  

            9              I spent that time stumbling over my biography 

           10    because I'm going to suggest a venture that I'm not clear 

           11    on, which is the precautionary principle.  I believe these 

           12    two statements stand in almost flagrant violation of the 

           13    precautionary principle.  Although my language is strong 

           14    there, I don't know that that's legally relevant, but 

           15    common sense wise it is a point I wanted to make.  And I 

           16    am sorry that I do not have the legal background to know 

           17    if I'm on point for you on that.  

           18              So I thank you very much for your time.  

           19                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you very much, 

           20    Richard.  Next is Buzz Otis and followed by Charles 

           21    Paskvan.

           22                    MR. BUZZ OTIS:  Good evening.  Good 

           23    evening.  Thank you for being here.  My name is Buzz Otis.  

           24    My mailing address is P.O. Box 55068, North Pole, Alaska 

           25    99705.  And I welcome you to Fairbanks tonight.  And I 
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            1    know we got precluded from the opportunity to testify 

            2    early on, so I appreciate you amending your schedule and 

            3    including us.  

            4              I represent North Pole Economic Development 

            5    Corporation.  I'm their executive director as well as a 

            6    private businessman in this community since 1976.  Lease 

            7    Sale 193 should be affirmed as held in 2008.  I believe 

            8    the EIS provides sufficient information and analysis to 

            9    support an informed decision affirming sale 193.  

           10    Rescinding leases and allowing a de facto moratorium to 

           11    continue will harm Alaska's economy and discourage future 

           12    industry investment without a corresponding benefit to the 

           13    environment.  

           14              Alaska's economy is at a crossroads, as I see 

           15    the United States.  We need to get a handle on this energy 

           16    issue.  We are paying close to $4 a gallon in this town 

           17    for heating oil.  We heat our homes some people somewhere 

           18    eight, nine months of the year, but certainly six or 

           19    seven.  We have snow on the ground from the first of 

           20    October, usually, until the first of May.  And the people 

           21    on fixed incomes are leaving this town, retirees, 

           22    people -- it's difficult.  You can sense it in the 

           23    streets.  You don't see the activity in the construction 

           24    industry, at the restaurants.  And it's a concern of mine.  

           25              I've decided to make Alaska my home, and I'd 
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            1    like to -- my children to be able to have jobs here.  But 

            2    without adequate energy, affordable energy, they won't be 

            3    able to stay here.  And the same concern goes for the 

            4    United States.  We need to be dependent on Alaska's 

            5    resources as a country and not send our money to OPEC that 

            6    could care less.  Those people do not like Americans, for 

            7    the most part, and it just seems absurd that we continue 

            8    to enhance their economy at the detriment of ours.  

            9              I'm as concerned about the Alaska environment as 

           10    anybody.  I hunt here.  I fish here.  You know, we 

           11    recreate in the waters and love Alaska.  But I truly 

           12    believe that development and industry and protecting the 

           13    State's natural bounty of fish, wildlife, waters, and the 

           14    way of life we have all come to love can be done jointly 

           15    and in harmony.  

           16              The Chukchi OCS is an important future source of 

           17    energy supply.  I touched on that a little bit.  I'm not 

           18    sure if the Chukchi Sea oil would come through the 

           19    Trans-Alaska Pipeline, but if it did, that would be very 

           20    helpful.  Sorry about the echo.  

           21              We have two refineries in North Pole.  When TAPS 

           22    first started in the '70s, oil was about 110 degrees.  We 

           23    now get oil between 32 and 40 degrees into the refinery.  

           24    They use refined products to heat the oil so they can 

           25    refine it and that's the big -- that's the only reason 
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            1    right now why the oil gets to Valdez is because it's 

            2    heated -- taken out of the pipe, a lot of it is heated up, 

            3    some of what they don't use gets put back in the pipe and 

            4    raises the ambient temperature of the oil in the pipe.  

            5              We are down from two million barrels a day to 

            6    600,000, and we need to get that oil back up to the levels 

            7    where it doesn't become ChapStick.  We had an incident 

            8    last January when the line was shut down for seven whole 

            9    days because of a situation up at Pump 1, and it was 

           10    difficult getting it started.  

           11              So I see these type of developments being 

           12    beneficial, not only to Alaska, but the Trans-Alaska 

           13    Pipeline, our economy, the people of this state, both 

           14    Natives and those of us that weren't blessed enough to 

           15    have been born here, as well as the United States.  

           16              And so I urge you to move this thing forward.  

           17    The restrictions on development, the hurdles we have to 

           18    jump is -- is very, very difficult for industry to 

           19    stomach.  Challenges putting a bridge across the river, 

           20    the Colville River, here on the Tanana.  It just goes on 

           21    and on and on.  And we are taking America down in the 

           22    process.  There has got to be a balance between what's 

           23    good for the country and just saying no to -- to 

           24    further -- I'm not sure quite what the agenda is, but it's 

           25    time to change.  
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            1              Thank you very much for your time.  

            2                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Buzz.  Next, 

            3    Charles Paskvan.  The floor is yours.  

            4                    MR. CHARLES PASKVAN:  I've worked 

            5    construction since 1975 on the oil pipeline.  And I've 

            6    watched a lot of development go through that.  I just have 

            7    a couple notes here I'd like to go over there.  Is 

            8    releasing 30,000,000 barrels from our strategic national 

            9    reserve an energy policy?  No.  Alaska has for over 30 

           10    years and over 15,000,000,000 barrels of oil, that is an 

           11    energy policy.  

           12              In a new offshore oil field, the Oogarook, the 

           13    oil pipeline is inside of another pipeline.  And what you 

           14    have there is the ability to have sensors.  There is also 

           15    another couple of pipelines inside of that.  So you have 

           16    the oil, gas, water, power inside of a half-inch pipeline 

           17    that protects the oil and gas and all of that inside of 

           18    that.  

           19              So after what he was talking about having the 

           20    island built out there for this development, and then you 

           21    have a buried pipeline that has sensors that would prevent 

           22    any release, you have zero possibility of an actual spill 

           23    from a pipeline with the new technology that they have 

           24    been using up there on this field now.  So this company is 

           25    doing everything that they would need to to protect and 
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            1    ensure any potential, and there would be zero potential of 

            2    a spill with this new technology.  

            3              What we are doing today is really amazing.  And 

            4    we all know that with the knowledge we are doing it we can 

            5    do it right and do it safe in America for national 

            6    security, for Alaska's jobs, for -- we need to build it.  

            7              The other problem here is overregulation of the 

            8    entire industry, the entire country.  We are being 

            9    regulated to death.  I mean, we are doing it right, the 

           10    technology is there, and we just need to go out and do our 

           11    job.  

           12              Thank you.  

           13                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you very much.  

           14    Next is Merrick Peirce, followed by Jeanne Creamer-Dalton.  

           15                    MR. MERRICK PEIRCE:  Good evening.  Thank 

           16    you very much for coming up to Fairbanks for this hearing.  

           17              My name is Merrick Peirce, P.O. Box 10045, 

           18    Fairbanks, Alaska 99710.  I'm in the oil and gas business, 

           19    and I do support responsible oil and gas development.  And 

           20    I think before I begin my testimony, I'd like a little 

           21    audience participation by a simple show of hands.  How 

           22    many of you have been up to the Arctic coast ever in your 

           23    life, just a quick show of hands.  So most of the people.  

           24    And how many of you have been up in the Arctic ice in the 

           25    wintertime?  Let the record reflect about half the room of 
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            1    a large group of Alaskans have actually been to the Arctic 

            2    in the wintertime.  

            3              One of the concerns that I have is that there 

            4    are many decisionmakers, both within industry and within 

            5    government who have never set foot on the Arctic sea ice 

            6    in the wintertime, so they don't fully appreciate just how 

            7    tough these Arctic conditions are, how cold it is up 

            8    there, how windy it is up there, and yet these are the 

            9    folks that are making decisions about what happens in 

           10    Alaska's Arctic.  

           11              This is an environment that's vastly different 

           12    than the Gulf of Mexico.  According to a recent AP 

           13    investigation, there are 27,000 abandoned oil and gas 

           14    wells, and no one in industry or in government really 

           15    fully comprehends just what's happening with all the oil 

           16    and gas wells, particularly wells that have been 

           17    abandoned, thousands of them.  And it begs the question of 

           18    why we are moving in the Arctic with all of the issues 

           19    that remain to be resolved in the Gulf of Mexico.  

           20              I think with the Gulf of Mexico it's helpful to 

           21    illustrate what's happening in the Gulf of Mexico to 

           22    what's happening in the Arctic.  In the Gulf you have 

           23    thousands of miles of roads in the Gulf, and you have 

           24    airports, you have ports, you have a basic infrastructure 

           25    in place, but you access to the oil beaches if there is a 
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            1    release of crude oil.  And of course, you have got 

            2    year-round warm weather.  You don't have the ice and the 

            3    wind like you have in the Arctic.  

            4              That's not the case in the Arctic.  There are no 

            5    roads to the major communities in the Arctic.  You can't 

            6    drive to Barrow.  You can't drive to Kotzebue.  You can't 

            7    drive to Kaktovik.  What I'm asking you to fully 

            8    appreciate is that you can't even drive from Kaktovik to 

            9    Kotzebue.  The road infrastructure just isn't in place.  

           10    And the nearest ice-free port is at Dutch Harbor.  That's 

           11    roughly a thousand miles away from where this proposed 

           12    development will occur.  

           13              There is a real concern about the behavior of 

           14    the oil industry in Alaska over the last 20 years.  So if 

           15    we can start with the corruption that we saw within MMS to 

           16    where officials abrogated their fiduciary obligation to 

           17    taxpayers where they were taking bribes, where they were 

           18    taking prostitutes, there were drugs, promises of jobs, 

           19    and they walked away from their fiduciary obligation to 

           20    the taxpayers.  

           21              In Alaska we saw what happened with Exxon in 

           22    Prince William Sound where they released between 11- and 

           23    20,000,000 barrels of crude oil into Prince William Sound.  

           24    Oil that's spilled there, today, you can simply kick over 

           25    the rocks on some of the beaches there.  We saw that BP 
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            1    ran their pipelines to failure in Prudhoe Bay.  We had 

            2    Doyon Drilling with a convicted felon.  

            3              And what we have is a situation where we had 

            4    ADEC regulators who were told not to do the jobs that they 

            5    were responsible to do.  And they were fired when they 

            6    did.  And we have even had scores of representatives, both 

            7    representatives and senators who were taking bribes from 

            8    the oil industry.  Huge concern.  

            9              And so the question that we have to ask with all 

           10    of this felonious conduct, this blatant corruption, how 

           11    can we have the slightest degree of assurance that history 

           12    will not repeat itself with oil exploration and 

           13    development in the Arctic Ocean?  That's an unanswered 

           14    question.  

           15              But we can look at past behaviors to get some 

           16    indication of what future conduct is like.  And the 

           17    possibility of cleaning up a major oil spill with sea ice, 

           18    darkness and storms is a fairy tale.  As any Alaskan can 

           19    tell you, particularly in the cold winters, Murphy's law 

           20    prevails.  If something can go wrong, it will go wrong and 

           21    it will go wrong at the worst possible time.  So you'll be 

           22    looking for an oil spill, a major oil spill in the 

           23    darkness of an Arctic winter where you have got sea ice, 

           24    where you have gale force winds.  

           25              If you talk to the Eskimos up there, they'll 
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            1    tell you about the gale force winds.  And that puts a wind 

            2    chill up to about 60 to 100 degrees below zero.  

            3              The result is that you could have an uncontained 

            4    uncontrolled oil spill that spreads throughout the Arctic 

            5    doing enormous damage to wildlife and the subsistence way 

            6    of life of the Inupiat that have been practicing the 

            7    subsistence way of life for thousands of years.  That's a 

            8    huge concern.  

            9              In the cold Arctic winters, the oil will not 

           10    break down quickly, similar to what we have seen in Prince 

           11    William Sound.  And it will do damage for many, many 

           12    decades.  And when the inevitable spill happens, people 

           13    are going to ask, what were they thinking back in 2011?  

           14    Why did they allow this kind of development to occur.  

           15              In closing, I note that offshore development is 

           16    outside of Alaska's legal jurisdiction.  We will not 

           17    derive royalty or severance revenue from this kind of 

           18    exploration and development.  That's what Alaska uses to 

           19    pay its bills.  That's what we use for roads.  That's what 

           20    we use for schools.  That's what we use for troopers.  And 

           21    we need to start filling that oil in the TAPS pipeline 

           22    that is in decline, and we can do that with 

           23    [indiscernible] exploration.  And that oil does provide 

           24    the state with severance and royalty, not so with the 

           25    offshore oil.  
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            1              So these are the concerns that we need to keep 

            2    in mind.  And I thank you very much for having this 

            3    hearing and the opportunity to participate.  

            4                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Next is Jeanne 

            5    Creamer-Dalton, and after that will be Garry Hutchison.  

            6                   MS. JEANNE CREAMER-DALTON:  Hello.  My name 

            7    is Jeanne Creamer-Dalton.  I'm at 176 Palace Circle, No. 5 

            8    in Fairbanks.  I was born in Fairbanks.  My family has 

            9    been here almost since the beginning of Fairbanks.  And I 

           10    just am talking as just a regular citizen.  I just wanted 

           11    to get my two cents in that I am opposed to this drilling 

           12    in the Arctic and the Chukchi.  And I have been following 

           13    companies' actions for -- ever since I did spend six or 

           14    seven years in California and saw the impact on the 

           15    environment in Southern California.  And when I came back 

           16    to Alaska, the pipeline was just beginning.  

           17              And the impact has not been all that great as 

           18    far as there have been a lot of oil spills.  I have not 

           19    been -- my experience has been central Interior Alaska.  I 

           20    did work on the pipeline for a number of years as a 

           21    Teamster and, actually, I was impressed with the oil 

           22    companies' actions at that time.  But since then they have 

           23    deteriorated.  I don't have any written comments.  I'm a 

           24    better writer than a talker, and I'd like to submit 

           25    comments at a later date.  
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            1              I just wanted you to know that I'm one of the 

            2    people that's adamantly opposed to the drilling as it 

            3    stands now.  I don't believe they have the technology 

            4    needed to deal with any oil spills.  And I think it would 

            5    be devastating to the planet.  So thank you.  

            6                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you very much.  

            7    Garry Hutchison followed by Kirk Jackson.  

            8                    MR. GARRY HUTCHISON:  My name is Garry 

            9    Hutchison.  I live at 140 Falcon Drive, Fairbanks 99712, 

           10    and I'm here to voice support for development of oil in 

           11    the offshore regions of the Chukchi Sea because of the 

           12    need for our pipeline that goes through this community to 

           13    provide a viable resource to the state and to this 

           14    community.  Earlier we have heard about the decline and 

           15    you are aware of that, the Prudhoe Bay decline that's 

           16    increasing with each year.  And there is a need to put new 

           17    oil in it.  And my understanding is that the potential 

           18    exists for up to a million barrels a day to come from the 

           19    offshore.  And we need to do that.  

           20              I lived in Fairbanks before the pipeline, so I 

           21    know what it was like, and I also understand the 

           22    tremendous, tremendous benefit that the oil discovery and 

           23    development and the pipeline has given to this community 

           24    and our state.  Without a doubt, it's the greatest thing 

           25    that happened to the state since its inception.  
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            1              And I think with that is an understanding of 

            2    how -- how devastating it would be to this community and 

            3    to the state if the pipeline no longer was able to 

            4    function and we lost its usefulness in the community.  It 

            5    would hurt our tax base.  It would hurt our public systems 

            6    and our revenues and jobs, and would be just as 

            7    devastating to this town and to this community as it was 

            8    good 30 years ago.  So this is something that we need.  

            9              You know, we all can fantasize about fears, but 

           10    we can look back and see facts and reality.  And the facts 

           11    are that this oil and this development has been tremendous 

           12    for this state, and we know that the country needs oil.  

           13    We know that we need to change the way that we develop 

           14    energies.  We have the ability to do that through 

           15    technologies.  Alaskans will not tolerate pollution.  We 

           16    haven't, we won't.  We love the land like no other people.  

           17              And so I very strongly hope that you support the 

           18    development efforts and allow that to go forward and give 

           19    the future to this state and this community.  And I 

           20    appreciate very much you coming to Fairbanks.  Thank you.  

           21                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Garry.  Next 

           22    is Kirk Jackson, followed by Rita McGrath.  

           23                    MR. KIRK JACKSON:  Hello.  My name is Kirk 

           24    Jackson.  I live at 579 Wilcox, Fairbanks.  I was born 

           25    here in Fairbanks, lived in Alaska my whole life.  I want 
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            1    to thank you for giving us the opportunity to speak today.  

            2              Alaska has enormous untapped oil and gas 

            3    potential, especially in its offshore areas.  The Chukchi 

            4    Sea offers more resources than any other undeveloped U.S. 

            5    basin.  Alaska's North Slope and its offshore areas are 

            6    now perhaps the most studied energy bases in the United 

            7    States.  Over 250 studies have been funded in the Arctic 

            8    in the past decade with the majority focused on the 

            9    Beaufort and Chukchi Seas.  The demand for energy is 

           10    continuing to rise, and reality will require continued 

           11    development of oil and gas resources.  

           12              At its peak, the TAPS pipeline carried 

           13    approximately 24 percent of domestic production.  Due to 

           14    declining rates of oil production in the onshore North 

           15    Slope region, TAPS is down to a third of that production.  

           16    Development of OCS would help fill the pipeline and keep 

           17    TAPS flowing for generations to come.  

           18              So I urge you to move forward with the 

           19    development of the Lease Sale 193 at a time when America 

           20    needs jobs, economic growth, and a dependable supply for 

           21    affordable energy.  Thank you for your time.  

           22                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Next is Rita McGrath, 

           23    followed by Roger Burggraf.  The floor is yours.

           24                    MS. RITA MCGRATH:  My name is Rita 

           25    McGrath.  I live -- POB 7334, Fairbanks.  I'm a rather 
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            1    newcomer.  I've only lived here 33 years, as the 

            2    old-timers love to hear me say.  I'm not a public speaker, 

            3    but I do want to give my opinion for the animals, for the 

            4    ocean, and the land.  And say that we do not need this.  

            5    We do not need this to be open, sold, or however you want 

            6    to say it.  We have got to get creative.  

            7              Oil is -- for the vehicles is something of 

            8    yesterday.  We are getting into a new century, so we have 

            9    got new ideas.  We have got to get creative.  And the 

           10    three things we as human beings fight is greed, pride and 

           11    lust.  And if we didn't have these resources, we would 

           12    have to get creative and think of other things to do.  And 

           13    there are scientists out there doing that, and just 

           14    people.  Look at the kids at UAF that are adventurers and 

           15    winning awards for the things that they are coming with 

           16    for electric cars and other vehicles.  

           17              So we can do that as far as the pipeline 

           18    selection -- the gentleman here said about the corruption 

           19    that's going on.  I was bedridden this summer, so being 

           20    bored I watched Gavel to Gavel.  And I was so appalled at 

           21    our government sitting there and wanting to give these oil 

           22    people tax breaks.  Come on.  If you guys pick up the 

           23    paper and look at the -- I don't play it, so I don't 

           24    know -- sorry.  My nervousness is getting the best of me.  

           25              The market on the economy, look at the money 
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            1    that they are making, billions and billions, and we are 

            2    giving them a tax break?  Hello.  Somebody is not home 

            3    upstairs.  

            4              And -- but he also said, you know, the 

            5    difference of the Gulf of Mexico versus Alaska, the snow 

            6    and everything, and we are digging in and drilling for the 

            7    effectiveness of the environment.  I'm one of those 

            8    hippies from the old era which now i.e., tree huggers, and 

            9    close ANWR, close -- I can't pronounce it, this one that 

           10    we are arguing about now, and all of it.  

           11              Just keep it closed because you have got to 

           12    think of the future, people.  You have got to think of 

           13    your children, the poor polar bears that they are trying 

           14    to say that they are extinct, and all the other animals 

           15    and the sea and the fish, the algae.  All that has to be 

           16    put into consideration.  Look at the money that they are 

           17    spending.  You know how much money they are spending just 

           18    to look up about the ice worm?  Have you all ever heard 

           19    about the research of that?  You have got to think about 

           20    the poor little ice worm and the ocean.  

           21              Like I said, I'm not a public speaker, but I do 

           22    know and I do write my letters and I vote.  And I was told 

           23    one time that I was an honest voter because I vote for the 

           24    person and not the party.  So let's keep it closed, you 

           25    guys, and think of the future and let's get creative and 
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            1    get other ideas about how to put the little cars into 

            2    effect and make them go.  But we do not need to open this 

            3    up.  We do not need that money.  And like they said, the 

            4    corruption that goes on and all the back room stuff is not 

            5    necessary.  Okay.  

            6              Thank you.  

            7                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Roger followed by Greg 

            8    Egan, and then we are going to take a break.  

            9                    MR. ROGER BURGGRAF:  My name is Roger 

           10    Burggraf.  I reside at 830 Sheep Creek Road, Fairbanks, 

           11    Alaska.  And I would like to speak in support of the OCS 

           12    field proposal.  

           13              I -- for a little background information, I have 

           14    lived and worked in Alaska since 1953.  I have worked in 

           15    the resource industries.  I've worked for the U.S. Fish & 

           16    Wildlife Service in the early '50s.  I also worked as an 

           17    advisor to the National Park Service.  I have a very 

           18    strong feeling towards our environment and trying to 

           19    ensure that it is protected.  However, I am a realist.  

           20    And I realize that if this state is going to grow and 

           21    people are going to have jobs, we have to develop our 

           22    resources in an environmentally sound manner.  

           23              And I support, you know, the testimony that Buzz 

           24    Otis gave previously and Garry Hutchison.  We are at a 

           25    crossroads.  I've also worked in the -- been in the Arctic 
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            1    and am familiar with that.  I've worked with bears -- 

            2    around bears in my early years, too.  

            3              You know, the drilling that is proposed in the 

            4    Chukchi Sea is -- there are some very large companies 

            5    involved there, and they have very good reputations.  They 

            6    know how to operate in the Arctic, and they have had good 

            7    records.  Now, BP now has -- is going to work on a joint 

            8    venture in Russia, and there are many other oil companies 

            9    that are going to drill.  So if you don't think they are 

           10    not going to drill in the Arctic, you have another guess 

           11    coming.  And I'd rather see us drill on our land in an 

           12    environmentally sound manner.  We do things right.  

           13              Now, maybe the Gulf Region there was some slack 

           14    on the part of regulators and not staying on top of 

           15    things, but I honestly feel that we need to go ahead and 

           16    see what resources we have.  It will provide jobs.  And 

           17    the drilling that will be done will be in shallow water.  

           18    And we have the technology today to do it and do it right.  

           19              We talked about jobs.  That's important.  If we 

           20    are going to live up here, you have all had to pay the 

           21    high fuel bills and, you know, a lot of the income that 

           22    the State receives is through the oil industry.  Though on 

           23    the offshore drilling, the State would not receive a lot 

           24    of revenues that we are receiving now on State land.  

           25              The -- I feel it could be done right, and we 
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            1    can, you know, develop it in a manner that is going to be 

            2    beneficial to all.  And this area has been researched so 

            3    thoroughly and nothing is going to be done up there that 

            4    is not done right.  And so I heartily request that we 

            5    consider this.  I know there is a lot of emotion about 

            6    what's being proposed, but I have confidence in U.S. 

            7    technology to do things right.  

            8              And with Shell Oil, you know, I am appalled at 

            9    the fact that they have -- they spent 2.5 billion dollars 

           10    for the leases and they have been held off, and they now 

           11    have, I think, about 4.5 billion dollars invested in 

           12    trying to be able to drill.  And there have been a lot of 

           13    other companies that have drilled offshore in Alaska, and 

           14    we have not had problems there.  

           15              So thank you very much for your time, and I 

           16    appreciate everybody coming out, as well as you folks 

           17    coming out here.  

           18                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Roger.  The 

           19    last speaker before the break is Greg Egan.  And after the 

           20    ten-minute break it's going to be Pam Miller and Tim 

           21    Sharp.  So we are going to start promptly after the ten 

           22    minutes. 

           23                    MR. GREG EGAN:  Hi.  My name is Greg Egan.  

           24    I live at 981 Gold Mine Trail here in Fairbanks.  My main 

           25    point is that -- okay.  I get nervous up here, so bear 
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            1    with me.  There are safer places to drill for oil.  Okay.  

            2    If you are going to do something, you -- you know, if I 

            3    had the caribou in my bedroom, I'd do it, okay.  But it's 

            4    not the cleanest, neatest place to do it.  It's probably 

            5    going to come back to haunt you if you do something stupid 

            6    like -- you know, you just don't want to -- you know, why 

            7    make work for yourself?  You know there is going to be 

            8    problems in the future.  Why not just be smart and try 

            9    to -- you know, we need this oil development, fine, but 

           10    let's do it the smartest way we can.  We know that we are 

           11    human.  We know that things happen, and we know that, you 

           12    know, sometimes we have to go back.  

           13              We -- the best of intentions, the smartest 

           14    engineers built the -- the walls that were to keep the 

           15    tsunami waves out of Japan, and they built them higher 

           16    than they thought the waters were ever going to go.  Well, 

           17    the ground dropped 20 feet underneath their walls.  Nobody 

           18    knew that was going to happen.  And the rest of it is 

           19    history, right?  

           20              So my point is, there are just safer places to 

           21    do it.  If you do it on land, if you have to have the oil, 

           22    great, just do it the safest way possible.  You don't want 

           23    to do it someplace where if you have a spill, you're not 

           24    going to be able to clean it up, you're going to cause all 

           25    kinds of wreckage and devastation in the area.  It just 
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            1    doesn't make sense.  Okay.  

            2              And as far as like -- jobs are important.  You 

            3    know, I have been working -- either looking for a job or 

            4    working for the last, you know, 40 years.  And I 

            5    understand that they are important.  I understand our 

            6    families are important.  Our families want things.  We all 

            7    want things.  We have got to have jobs.  But you know, if 

            8    you think about it, okay -- 

            9              Just imagine you were a farrier, you made 

           10    horseshoes -- and this was around the turn of the 

           11    century -- and you see the first car go by; what are you 

           12    thinking?  Okay.  You are thinking, well, I can stand in 

           13    the road and shake my fist at the car and say why don't 

           14    you bozos come in my shop and buy more horseshoes, or I 

           15    can, like, maybe get with the program and try to do 

           16    something that's going to ensure that I'm going to have a 

           17    job and I'm going to be able to support my family in the 

           18    future.  Okay.  

           19              So the smart one is probably knocking on Henry 

           20    Ford's door trying to get a job, saying, hey, I can bang 

           21    on iron, I can work with steel, I can do things that are 

           22    going to help your business.  Now, people who work on a 

           23    pipeline -- wind turbines need towers.  Power systems need 

           24    transmission lines.  Solar panels need racking.  They need 

           25    people who can wire them.  They need people who can do the 
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            1    dirt work to, you know -- for a solar farm or dirt work 

            2    for roads to join, you know, the pads for wind turbines.  

            3              We have a lot of resources.  Oil isn't our only 

            4    resource.  And don't kid yourself; even if you have been 

            5    welding pipe for 30 years, don't kid yourself that you 

            6    can't do something else as good or better as the next guy.  

            7    I mean, you know, I've got -- I know people, especially 

            8    Alaskan workers, are very resourceful and they can learn 

            9    just as good or better as anybody out there.  

           10              And so I think we just need to, you know -- some 

           11    of us may need to change our jobs, you know, just in the 

           12    future.  And I think that that's important to just 

           13    understand that and keep your eyes wide open.  And if 

           14    there is an opportunity you need to jump on or there's 

           15    something else you need to learn, you know, you don't want 

           16    to be the last guy working at a place before they turn the 

           17    lights off.  

           18              So that's all I've got to say.  Thank you very 

           19    much for listening.  Thank you for your time.  And I wish 

           20    you all the best.  I'm glad to see people come out.  

           21    Whatever their opinion, I'm glad to hear to it.  Thank 

           22    you.  

           23                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Greg.  Okay.  

           24    We are going to take a ten-minute break.  Right after the 

           25    break, we're going to start with Pam Miller and Tim Sharp.  
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            1    So I'm kind of the school mom here, so in ten minutes I'm 

            2    starting.  See you back.  

            3               (A break was taken.)

            4                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  If you want to take your 

            5    seat, we are going to get started in about ten seconds.  I 

            6    want everybody to have a chance to speak, but I also know 

            7    a lot of you don't want to spend all night here.  So next 

            8    in line is Pam Miller, followed by Tim Sharp.  Pam.  

            9                    MS. PAM MILLER:  Thank you for this 

           10    opportunity.  My name is Pam Miller.  My address is P.O. 

           11    Box 82803, Fairbanks 99708.  Welcome, Dr. Kendall and the 

           12    rest of you, to Fairbanks.  We appreciate this chance to 

           13    speak about this important issue, the future of the Arctic 

           14    Ocean and its living ecosystem.  

           15              Here in Fairbanks our community does have a 

           16    stake in this issue, and our community is tied to the 

           17    oceans by the Pacific salmon that run up the Yukon River 

           18    to the Tanana where people have fished for at least 11,500 

           19    years.  Resilient Alaskans have made a living on this land 

           20    for a phenomenal length of time.  We're connected by 

           21    migratory birds that fly across Creamer's Field that end 

           22    up nesting in the Arctic and then feed and molt and do 

           23    other things on the shoreline of the coastal -- of the 

           24    Chukchi Sea, as well as elsewhere in the Arctic.  

           25              Like many Americans, we care about these 
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            1    resources that belong to all of us, the diversity of 

            2    wildlife that depends on the productive Chukchi Sea 

            3    waters, from the whales to the seals to the polar bears.  

            4              Just across town, our University of Alaska 

            5    Fairbanks has been here for a long time, and it's educated 

            6    Alaskans with creativity, ingenuity to make productive 

            7    lives in our community, and that will remain.  

            8              One friend of mine at a hearing one time said 

            9    the most important development is between our two ears.  

           10    And we are -- we have a lot of potential here to figure 

           11    out how we are going to have a sustainable future with 

           12    energy.  

           13              The University of Alaska Fairbanks has also made 

           14    major scientific contributions to the knowledge about the 

           15    marine ecosystem and also that the Arctic serves as the 

           16    air conditioner to the world, that it's affecting -- the 

           17    Arctic is affecting the climate -- that global warming is 

           18    affecting the climate and the oceans on a global scale, 

           19    and that the melting sea ice is occurring from the most 

           20    rapid warming in the world.  This has produced great 

           21    uncertainty and complication to the factor of doing the 

           22    environmental impacts in this document.  

           23              During this process, it's important to remember 

           24    and not have national or even local amnesia that a major 

           25    disaster happened in the Gulf of Mexico and we have a lot 
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            1    of lessons to learn, both how to deal with cleaning up 

            2    oil, as well as having adequate knowledge about the 

            3    ecosystem that is at stake.  That's why we are here today, 

            4    because of failures of the federal government, not just 

            5    once, but three times, to provide adequate environmental 

            6    analysis, good science about the impacts of offshore 

            7    development based on baseline information that's adequate 

            8    to actually make those assessments.  

            9              There is also a failure of common sense to apply 

           10    the risks of major spills to the decision at hand.  Even 

           11    though this time in the document there has been an 

           12    acknowledgment that significant impacts would occur from a 

           13    blowout, a very large oil spill, but the decisions have 

           14    not changed.  

           15              This lack of an adequate scientific underpinning 

           16    of the decision to lease the Chukchi Sea and, in fact, 

           17    common sense about the daunting risks of an oil spill, my 

           18    organization, who I'm representing here today, the 

           19    Northern Alaska Environmental Center, made the tough 

           20    decision to join with the Native Village of Point Hope and 

           21    other Alaska Native communities and conservation groups to 

           22    challenge the adequacy of the original document and other 

           23    risky Arctic Ocean drilling.  This is not a decision we 

           24    take lightly.  

           25              This process is a hard-won step in light of the 
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            1    poor and rushed process that went forward in the Bush 

            2    Administration that was found to be legally deficient.  

            3              The stakes are high with the chances of a major 

            4    spill from 25 to 54 percent from the drill platforms or 

            5    pipelines as a result of the Chukchi Sea Lease Sale 193.  

            6    That was in the original document.  But in the first 

            7    document the impacts of blowout spills were not analyzed.  

            8    The -- the original EIS said "we consider blowouts to be 

            9    unlikely events," and the government felt they did not 

           10    need to analyze those impacts.  The second draft, which 

           11    took place after the Gulf of Mexico spill, also decided 

           12    that they did not need to analyze the impacts of a very 

           13    large oil spill.  

           14              So finally we have a document that does say, 

           15    yes, there is a very large -- there is a chance that we 

           16    will have a very large oil spill and that we will have 

           17    significant impacts to bowhead whales, to migratory birds, 

           18    to polar bears, to the subsistence of communities who live 

           19    along the coast.  

           20              There is still not proven technology to clean up 

           21    oil spills.  And I was lucky enough to be invited to 

           22    participate in one of the spill drills in 1999 and 2000 

           23    that Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation 

           24    required when the very first truly offshore field was 

           25    developed at Northstar.  
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            1              And it was sobering to be out on the ship and to 

            2    go through the various procedures for the equipment that 

            3    the plan had, whether it's booming, sending out a barge 

            4    that's going to collect the oil in October.  It couldn't 

            5    get out of the dock.  With very small percentages of ice 

            6    in the water, the booms broke, popcorn went out, the kind 

            7    of skimmer they were going to use to clean it up, it got 

            8    mere kernels.  That was just a simulated spill.  There's 

            9    been no real testing, field testing in the Chukchi Sea and 

           10    no field tests of the kinds of equipment that are proposed 

           11    for using today in the proposed drilling.  

           12              Furthermore, this process, which seems long, is 

           13    actually short because -- I didn't bring my copy of the 

           14    document up here, but 98 pages of this new, thick 

           15    environmental impact statement is justification why none 

           16    of the data gaps that were identified in earlier rounds of 

           17    the process where there was inadequate baseline science -- 

           18    none of them have been addressed, short of the worst-case 

           19    spill scenario and the impacts to fish from that kind of 

           20    spill.  

           21              So there has been a statement that these are the 

           22    data gaps.  We don't have adequate baseline information.  

           23    If there was a spill tomorrow, we couldn't say what was 

           24    harmed in any level of detail.  We know that great 

           25    resources are at stake.  We do know that the Arctic Ocean 
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            1    is an integral part of life in Arctic coastal communities, 

            2    that it supports wildlife species, that it helps regulate 

            3    the planet, and it's changing rapidly.  However, there is 

            4    very little information about how the Arctic Ocean 

            5    functions today or the ways in which this fragile Arctic 

            6    ecosystem might respond to industrial activities.  

            7              Our university was very involved 30 years ago in 

            8    a very good program with the OCSEP program, which was an 

            9    environmental studies program.  It was oceans wide on the 

           10    Beaufort and Chukchi.  It looked at everything from ice 

           11    algae, plankton, birds, looked at how the relationships 

           12    were within the ecosystem.  So much has changed.  And 

           13    nothing like that is in place today.  

           14              Just today, the U.S. Geological Survey, an 

           15    agency of the Interior Department, released a big study 

           16    called an evaluation of the science needed to inform 

           17    decisions on OCS energy development in the Chukchi and 

           18    Beaufort Seas.  There is no recognition that that study 

           19    was under way.  The Interior Department could have waited 

           20    to put out this document and incorporate the findings from 

           21    what the USGS said were necessary information upon which 

           22    to make these recommendations for the future of the Arctic 

           23    Ocean.  

           24              What I did notice in reading very briefly some 

           25    conclusions of the report that came out today, it said the 
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            1    effects of climate change are anticipated to influence all 

            2    components of the Arctic ecosystem, and Arctic OCS energy 

            3    activities may exacerbate these changes unless careful 

            4    analysis of risks and tradeoffs is conducted.  That is the 

            5    kind of decision that we are faced with today.  

            6              The USGS also noted that -- well, first off, 

            7    mentioned -- people think when the Arctic Ocean was ice 

            8    free that it's going to be like a bathtub, that it's going 

            9    to be just calm water.  Well, nothing could be farther 

           10    from the truth.  We have weird weather.  We have 

           11    unpredictable weather.  And what the USGS said about this 

           12    is that although portions of the Beaufort and Chukchi Seas 

           13    are expected to be ice free for a greater period of time 

           14    each year, the pack ice is predicted to be much more 

           15    dynamic at certain times, increasing the risk of accidents 

           16    and making oil spill response more difficult during these 

           17    times.  

           18              I got an e-mail this morning from a friend in 

           19    Barrow who knew I was coming to the hearing, and he said 

           20    that the whole coastal zone is maxed out with ice.  It had 

           21    phenomenal currents and winds that have shoved this broken 

           22    ice right up to shore.  They can't get out into the ocean 

           23    from Barrow.  And it's a big factor.  It's a big change.  

           24    And so that nature of the ice is -- I'm humbled by what 

           25    I've seen in the ice, what I've seen on the satellite 
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            1    images of looking at the Chukchi Sea.  Every day those 

            2    leads are changing.  The ice is changing.  And the risks 

            3    and how that translates to how operations would take place 

            4    have not been addressed in these documents.  

            5              So our community here in Fairbanks is also tied 

            6    to the people not only in our area who depend upon the 

            7    land, but people who live in the Arctic.  We are 

            8    economically connected to them.  We are socially connected 

            9    to them.  And we offer great opportunities in both 

           10    directions for living a wonderful life here in Alaska.  

           11              So in conclusion, before the Interior Department 

           12    considers any drilling in the Arctic Ocean, including 

           13    Shell's proposal to drill ten wells in the next two years 

           14    in the Beaufort and Chukchi Sea, the impacts from a 

           15    blowout spill must be analyzed.  That worst-case spill 

           16    scenario needs to be addressed, and until the issues, such 

           17    as the lack of comprehensive science and the inability to 

           18    clean up an oil spill in Arctic waters, are proven, the 

           19    federal government cannot make informed decisions about 

           20    leasing in this remarkable area of the Chukchi Sea.  

           21              Thank you very much.  

           22                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Tim Sharp, you have the 

           23    floor.  

           24                    MR. TIM SHARP:  Good evening.  My name is 

           25    Tim Sharp.  I'm the business manager of the Alaska 
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            1    District Council of Laborers, representing about 5,000 

            2    Alaskan workers, construction mainly; also infrastructure 

            3    and maintenance.  We also work geothermal weatherization 

            4    and green energy jobs.  

            5              I'm going to go ahead and address something I 

            6    heard earlier about the comparison to Ford.  Even though 

            7    we are very supportive of alternative energy, if my 

            8    members were having to depend on geothermal or 

            9    weatherization or green energy jobs that might be here 

           10    someday, they would have lost their houses, they would 

           11    have moved out of the community, they would given back to 

           12    the bank all that they were able to give back to the bank.  

           13    It is an idea whose time may come at some point.  

           14              I heard the bigger picture mentioned here 

           15    tonight.  The bigger picture is that if every ounce of our 

           16    potential of our political will was dedicated to 

           17    alternative energies, we still would need the fossil fuels 

           18    to keep us going, to not collapse as a nation.  

           19              So even though we are supportive of alternative 

           20    energies looking towards the future, we live and make our 

           21    payments in today's world.  That's reality for Alaskans.  

           22    Moose meat and beans, if you have got it, but day to day 

           23    we have to make a way to make our bills and support our 

           24    families.  

           25              I'm not here to speak for the polar bears.  I'll 
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            1    let the scientists do that.  I will not speak for the 

            2    Inupiat people or Inuit because they have traditional IRA 

            3    councils that will do that for them and do it very well.  

            4    I did talk to one of the groups tonight.  He gave me a 

            5    sticker about protect the Arctic Ocean.  We, as a district 

            6    council, are fully in agreement.  We want to protect the 

            7    ocean.  We just don't want to shut down the ocean.  

            8              For us and the people that I represent, actually 

            9    workers -- and I represent workers -- we are looking for 

           10    jobs, good-paying jobs to support our families, that 

           11    deliver benefits on top of those so we can retire with 

           12    dignity; medical benefits so we can take our families to 

           13    the doctor and realistic medical care.  At the end of the 

           14    day, that's really what it's all about for us.  

           15              At the same time, in being what some would 

           16    buttonhole us as pro development, we support the 

           17    development as sustainable development with the strongest 

           18    environmental engineering possible that's on the market 

           19    today.  So I think we are -- we are having a foot in both 

           20    camps.  

           21              We understand the environmental concerns, but we 

           22    live in today's world.  And in today's world, people are 

           23    moving out of Fairbanks, Alaska because of the cost of 

           24    energy.  That has to be addressed.  And one way you 

           25    address that is to open up, at least with strong 
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            1    restrictions, that which Shell has been spending millions 

            2    of dollars for every month to have a right to sit on.  

            3    They need to have a reasonable return on their investment 

            4    or, like others have stated before, the industry goes 

            5    away, the very industry that pays 80 percent of the bills 

            6    in the state of Alaska for some of those other things that 

            7    people take maybe for granted.  I would maybe suggest that 

            8    we might not want to take those for granted.  

            9              I look at it also from our world neighbors' 

           10    perspective.  When you are looking at anywhere from $6 to 

           11    $10 per gallon of gas in the villages, you are seeing a 

           12    migration from a lot of people that can't even afford 

           13    subsistence hunting anymore.  A snow-go, a boat motor, 

           14    heating oil for your house, all those things are causing 

           15    problems throughout the state.  

           16              So I guess I would like to speak very strongly 

           17    in support of the affirmation of the original lease 193.  

           18    We tried, like I say, to look at all sides.  At the end of 

           19    the day, we can look to the future, and I believe we 

           20    should, with alternative energies; but we still have to 

           21    make house payments this month.  And people are impacted 

           22    here in this city, in this whole central region of Alaska, 

           23    and it's detrimental.  It's only going to get worse until 

           24    we do something.  

           25              Studying it to death longer is not going to be 
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            1    the answer.  It has been studied.  Delaying it longer is 

            2    fruitless at this point.  I mean, it's just a waste of all 

            3    of our times.  We know what needs to be done.  So we would 

            4    support the original lease reaffirmation.  Thank you.  

            5                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.  Sam Wohns, 

            6    followed by Lucas Frances.  

            7                    MR. SAM WOHNS:  Thank you.  My name is Sam 

            8    Wohns, 4041 Mallard Way, 99709, Fairbanks.  I'm -- I'll 

            9    keep my comments brief.  I'm a 20-year-old student, so I 

           10    come -- I look at this issue with the perspective of 

           11    knowing that I'll be looking for a job in several years.  

           12    And the type of job that I want certainly won't be one in 

           13    an industry whose future is limited.  

           14              I think that, you know, there has been a lot of 

           15    talk about jobs tonight.  I think we need -- we need some 

           16    that are going to be sustainable in the long term, and 

           17    that comes from the renewable energy sector, not oil and 

           18    gas.  That's what makes this country great, its ability to 

           19    innovate and operate at the vanguards of science and 

           20    technology, not continue down the same path that will lead 

           21    us to a state of mediocrity versus continuing to lead the 

           22    world in its economic power.  

           23              And I also want to point out an issue considered 

           24    but not analyzed in the draft supplemental EIS, the 

           25    greenhouse gas emissions from consumption of produced 
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            1    natural gas.  I've read the reasons that that issue is not 

            2    further analyzed, but I still think it's important to 

            3    consider the fact that increased production and increased 

            4    supply of oil and gas has some sort of connection with the 

            5    detrimental effects of greenhouse gas emissions.  And I 

            6    don't think that you can see those as separate and 

            7    independent from one another.  

            8              So I would strongly urge the no-action 

            9    alternative two listed in the draft statement.  And I 

           10    thank you for your time.  

           11                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Sam.  Next is 

           12    Lucas Frances, followed by Katherine Schake.  

           13                    MR. LUCAS FRANCES:  Thank you.  My name is 

           14    Lucas Frances.  I don't live here in Fairbanks.  I live in 

           15    Anchorage.  And I want to thank you all for allowing me 

           16    the opportunity to speak tonight.  Full disclosure, I do 

           17    work for Shell, and I'm coming out tonight really to give 

           18    my opinion because Shell is going to be submitting their 

           19    own written comments by the 11th.  

           20              And I wanted to come up here and thank everyone 

           21    for coming out.  It's important to hear both sides of 

           22    this, and your opinions are well worth sharing the time on 

           23    the floor.  

           24              I want to just maybe throw out a couple points 

           25    from the perspective of where this very large oil spill 
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            1    might relate to the conversations tonight.  One of -- one 

            2    of the points I'd like to just relay is that this is a 

            3    hypothetical very large oil spill.  In fact, the locations 

            4    that are laid out in this draft SEIS are actual locations 

            5    Shell is not drilling in 2012 or '13.  

            6              But beyond that, I think it's important to keep 

            7    in perspective the amount of time, the amount of input and 

            8    energy and thoughts that have come to get this program to 

            9    where it is today.  And I want to thank all the input that 

           10    we have received from the community, from BOEMRE, also, 

           11    for those hearings.  

           12              Beyond that, maybe I can touch on some of the 

           13    jobs.  And from that point of view, we have worked here 

           14    regionally.  We have strived to attain that local content, 

           15    but the public support from the community can only come 

           16    from the impact that it can make to the community.  But we 

           17    also reached out to the University of Alaska Anchorage and 

           18    asked for a study to look into the potential economic 

           19    impacts to the state of Alaska.  And I think many have 

           20    seen that study that came out a couple years back.  

           21              And it talked about the 35,000 jobs that would 

           22    derive to the state of Alaska directly.  And that seems 

           23    like a large number and it's a yearly average over a 

           24    50-year timeline.  So to the comment that this would be a 

           25    flash in the pan, if you will, these are multigenerational 
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            1    job opportunities that would come from the potential 

            2    development of the OCS.  And USGS has looked at those 

            3    numbers and they have, I think, a conservative number.  At 

            4    least our internal auditors look at it, and they think 

            5    there is a lot of opportunity there.  But tens of billions 

            6    of barrels.  

            7              But more than that, I think it's looking at the 

            8    broader context of how it relates to TAPS, how it related 

            9    to how our communities interact; really, the importance 

           10    that Alaska plays in its impact to the country at large.  

           11    And I'd like to see Alaska continue to play that role.  

           12    And I want to continue to live in Alaska because I love it 

           13    here.  

           14              So that's all I have to say.  Thank you.  

           15                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Lucas.  Next 

           16    we have Katherine and then Randy Griffin.  

           17                    MS. KATHERINE SCHAKE:  Hello.  My name is 

           18    Katherine Schake, and I'm a seasonal worker up in Alaska, 

           19    and I have been working up here for six years.  And I just 

           20    wanted to bring out the perspective that it seems like 

           21    both sides are speaking out of fear, and both sides have 

           22    legitimate fears.  And I think about all of the energy and 

           23    the time and the effort that's been put into the sale, and 

           24    the lease sales and the research involved in trying to do 

           25    this in a safe way.  And the fact is that no matter how 
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            1    good the technology is, it still will fail at some point.  

            2              I work with the latest laser technology on a 

            3    daily basis, and it's amazing when it works well, and most 

            4    of the time it doesn't work well.  And it just takes one 

            5    software glitch.  It just takes one person not being 

            6    trained correctly.  I mean, the point is, it's not 100 

            7    percent foolproof, so it's a matter of people losing jobs 

            8    immediately or the potential of people who live in the 

            9    north losing their food resources, losing their way of 

           10    life.  

           11              So I would encourage all of you, rather than 

           12    spending time trying to make a decision where somebody 

           13    loses out or has the potential of losing out, to find an 

           14    alternative solution.  And I realize that's scary because 

           15    it involves job loss or temporary job loss, but we are 

           16    creative as people.  And when we are forced to do things, 

           17    it's amazing what we can do.  So it would be great if 

           18    neither group had to lose in this situation.  That's all.  

           19                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Katherine.  

           20    Next we have got Randy Griffin, followed by Jay 

           21    Quakenbush.  

           22                    MR. RANDY GRIFFIN:  My name is Randy 

           23    Griffin, Post Office Box 73653, Fairbanks, Alaska.  I want 

           24    to thank the group here for doing their revised draft 

           25    supplemental environmental impact statement.  It looks 
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            1    like you have done a very thorough job, particularly 

            2    adding the very large oil spill, as opposed to the 

            3    worst-case scenario oil spill.  That's an interesting 

            4    distinction I hadn't thought about.  It's good to think 

            5    about all those things, of course.  

            6              I'm in favor of drilling in the offshore 

            7    continental shelf, OCS, mainly to keep the pipeline full, 

            8    to keep our economy going, to keep the Permanent Fund and 

            9    its concept alive since that's where all the money for the 

           10    Permanent Fund came from is oil development.  

           11              I know an earlier speaker talked about why not 

           12    drill in the safest place, and he gave a good example 

           13    about cutting up caribou in your bedroom.  Why do it 

           14    there?  There's still blood in the carpet and nasty smell.  

           15    Why not do it in the garage.  That's a good point.  If you 

           16    don't have a garage, why don't you do it outside.  I 

           17    suppose if you were stopped because you didn't have a 

           18    garage and you tried to do it outside, but some 

           19    environmental group said that you are wrecking their view 

           20    shed by doing all that nasty chopping up, you might have 

           21    to do it in your bedroom, better there than not having the 

           22    food.  

           23              I suppose if we ask the left wing groups, would 

           24    you allow us to do it onshore in ANWR, I'm sure they would 

           25    give a hearty venting to that.  No deal, I'm sure they 
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            1    would say.  So the prospects are good on the -- in the OCS 

            2    area and so that's an economic question.  Let's see.  The 

            3    Gulf oil spill, that was a horrible thing, horrible to 

            4    watch it on TV, go day after day, week after week, several 

            5    months pouring into the Gulf.  Of course, that was way 

            6    down there, a mile plus or two miles, or whatever it was; 

            7    way the heck down there.  

            8              This is -- the OCS is a very shallow area.  And 

            9    so -- but it -- every time we go through a disaster like 

           10    that, I think in the North Sea in the North Atlantic they 

           11    had a big oil spill, I think, some decades ago or a 

           12    platform blew up or whatever.  And people learned -- 

           13    people learned -- we, civilization, learned from that, and 

           14    that's what civilization is all about, trying and learning 

           15    and proceeding and getting better and better.  I think 

           16    things just get safer and safer, as long as our endeavor 

           17    is not absolutely catastrophic.  I think there is no good 

           18    reason not to venture forth while keeping safety at the 

           19    highest level.  

           20              I one time read a science fiction magazine where 

           21    they colonized the moon, and some company developed a 

           22    device that could capture a little bit of earth's 

           23    atmosphere, changing it to radio waves, even to the moon 

           24    to give them a little bit of atmosphere while just 

           25    diminishing the earth's atmosphere a little bit.  
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            1              Unfortunately, something went wrong where they 

            2    had this machine way out in the wilderness, and the 

            3    shutoff didn't go off, and it kept sucking away earth's 

            4    atmosphere.  And when they tried to send an airplane to 

            5    shut the thing off, the atmosphere was so thin they 

            6    couldn't fly and it eventually sucked the whole earth's 

            7    atmosphere and destroyed it; but the moon was okay.  

            8              That's an example of a catastrophic thing that 

            9    you don't want to go there now, but even in oil even in 

           10    the Gulf of Alaska, as horrific as that was, I would not 

           11    suggest that we shut down or not venture forth in the Gulf 

           12    of Mexico [sic] because we will live and shrimp will come 

           13    back and things will go on.  

           14              It would certainly be bad in the Arctic because 

           15    of ice and the oil doesn't evaporate as well.  So by all 

           16    means, the people should figure out what would they do; 

           17    where would they get their supplies?  Do they need 

           18    submarines to go under the ice to crimp off the well if 

           19    the blowout preventer or whatever failed totally.  I mean, 

           20    it's one in a million, but things happen; Murphy's Law, I 

           21    guess.  

           22              Anyway, I used to work up at ARCO up at Kuparuk 

           23    for 11 years at ARCO as an oil field operator, and I am 

           24    appreciative of all the effort they go to.  Mistakes 

           25    happen, but civilization must go on and our economy needs 
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            1    to not die.  Thank you.  

            2                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Randy.  Next, 

            3    Jay Quakenbush, followed by John Plutt.  

            4                    MR. JAY QUAKENBUSH:  Jay Quakenbush, 1593 

            5    Scenic Loop, Fairbanks.  I'm a 53-year lifelong Alaskan, 

            6    and I want to thank you for coming and listening to 

            7    everyone's opinion.  My opinion is I view the world -- 

            8    even though I'm a hometown boy, I hope to always keep an 

            9    open mind and to see our issues here in Alaska and how it 

           10    affects our entire world because it gets smaller and 

           11    smaller every day.  

           12              And as Mr. Burggraf mentioned, what I would like 

           13    to see as far as the offshore development is controlled 

           14    and regulated by the people of the United States of 

           15    America versus the very few controls that I have read 

           16    about and heard about from some of the other countries of 

           17    the world that don't have an opportunity like this for 

           18    Americans to come out and speak.  They will be thrown in 

           19    jail if they oppose development or if they suggest 

           20    realistic environmental protection laws which we do here 

           21    in Alaska.  

           22              I've worked on the North Slope a little bit.  I 

           23    currently represent about 5,000 electrical workers in the 

           24    state of Alaska through the International Brotherhood of 

           25    Electrical Workers.  
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            1              We would love to build power lines all over 

            2    Alaska.  That's what part of our union membership does, 

            3    but it doesn't no good to build a power line if you don't 

            4    have people to use that power.  And so we realize there is 

            5    a need for other industries, not just the generation of 

            6    electricity, but industries that will bring people and 

            7    keep people in Alaska so some of our members can work and, 

            8    as Tim said, provide good wages and benefits for their 

            9    families and put food on their table.  

           10              So I urge the movement of this sale to go 

           11    forward, but I also urge many of the environmental 

           12    protection issues to be brought to light so our 

           13    environment is protected.  I've had the -- the great 

           14    privilege to not only work on the North Slope and along 

           15    some of the coast in the Chukchi Sea, but to hunt and fish 

           16    up there, as well, and all over Alaska, and I hope to 

           17    continue that.  

           18              I want to see our environment protected, but -- 

           19    and I'd like to take my family with me.  And as they have 

           20    gotten a little bit older, they are searching for 

           21    opportunities to make a living in this state and stay in 

           22    this state.  I've already seen my grandkids and daughter 

           23    and husband move to Anchorage because it's a cheaper place 

           24    to live as far as energy goes.  It makes me pretty sad.  

           25              And I'm hoping things like the offshore drilling 
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            1    opportunities will possibly not only bring my grandkids 

            2    back, but keep other people's grandkids and family here in 

            3    Fairbanks and see our economy grow soundly here in 

            4    Fairbanks because it is getting harder and harder.  

            5              I've got a good job.  My wife has a good job.  

            6    But I see more and more people every day not have a 

            7    good-paying job.  Some of the jobs that are produced on 

            8    the North Slope -- I might as well say it now.  I hope 

            9    when and if this sale goes through, that Shell and any 

           10    other company that has an opportunity to drill up there 

           11    looks at people in this room, talk to Tim Sharp or anybody 

           12    down at the unemployment office, and hires Alaskans 

           13    because we will help you protect our Arctic Ocean, our 

           14    shoreline, and our fish and polar bears.  People that 

           15    don't have a stake in our land may not.  

           16              So I would urge you to put that in your study 

           17    that Alaskans be hired during the drilling and the process 

           18    of bringing that oil to shore or on tankers, or however 

           19    that's proposed.  It's Alaskans that are doing that work.  

           20              Thank you again for your time.  

           21                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Jay.  Next is 

           22    John Plutt, followed by Jessica LeClair.

           23                    MR. JOHN PLUTT:  Thank you for the 

           24    opportunity to comment today.  My name is John Plutt, and 

           25    I have lived in Fairbanks for almost 50 years.  I have 
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            1    worked in the construction industry for about 30 years.  

            2    And a lot of that work was -- many years were on the North 

            3    Slope.  

            4              Lease Sale 193 is a very important component to 

            5    help spur our economy and provide Alaskans with 

            6    good-paying jobs.  The ongoing delay in Alaska OCS 

            7    development is a concern not only to me and Alaska, but 

            8    also on the national level as well.  Cost of living in 

            9    Alaska is not going down, and I believe we must promote 

           10    more oil and gas development in our state.  Every year the 

           11    EPA issues useable permits across the country, but when it 

           12    comes to Alaska, the time frame in which permits are 

           13    issued are drastically increased.  This is unacceptable 

           14    and we need prompt action to help move Alaska forward.  

           15              OCS production will help bolster TAPS, which is 

           16    now operating at about one-third capacity.  Alaska needs 

           17    to move forward at a faster pace and increase development 

           18    of our oil and gas resources.  This development will 

           19    create good-paying jobs for Alaskans who live here and 

           20    want to remain in Alaska.  

           21              Again, OCS is vital to economic prosperity, and 

           22    I urge you to support permit lease 193 for responsible 

           23    development.  Thank you.  

           24                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, John.  

           25    Jessica, followed by Jim Laiti.  The floor is yours. 
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            1                    MS. LECLAIR:  Good evening.  Is this okay?  

            2    Thank you for the opportunity to speak this evening.  Our 

            3    discussions tonight would not be complete if we didn't 

            4    talk about why we were actually here.  The Arctic is 

            5    opening up to petroleum exploration efforts undoubtedly 

            6    because of global climate change.  Rising temperatures 

            7    have given the perception that the Arctic region is a more 

            8    hospitable -- is more hospitable to drilling operations.  

            9    Significant reductions in sea ice cover are tantalizingly 

           10    exposing possible petroleum resources in the circumpolar 

           11    north.  

           12              In a sense, here tonight at least, it seems that 

           13    global climate change, caused by the combustion of fossil 

           14    fuels, is bringing about opportunity, though I would like 

           15    to stress that this is a temporary opportunity, at best.  

           16              At what cost are we willing to go after this 

           17    opportunity?  Along with the reduction in sea ice, climate 

           18    change is bringing about many other changes to our global 

           19    system.  Along with the long-term changes to ecosystems, 

           20    the warming climate is marked by increased occurrences of 

           21    extreme weather events, and these events cause serious 

           22    loss of life and property, along with longstanding 

           23    regional impacts that are challenging to overcome.  

           24              The National Climatic Data Center of the 

           25    National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration reports 
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            1    that since 1980 there have been over 725 billion dollars 

            2    in damages accrued from weather-related disasters.  And as 

            3    stated by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, a 

            4    consortium of scientists around the globe, weather-related 

            5    disasters are certainly on the rise.  We can see this in 

            6    the news every single day.  

            7              We are all sitting in this room because of 

            8    climate change.  We cannot disagree that this is not 

            9    happening.  You are proposing to drill because the Arctic 

           10    waters are finally opening up somewhat to allow rigs.  We 

           11    cannot merely look at what, at least to the petroleum 

           12    industry, seems beneficial, but we must also see the 

           13    negative impacts of climate change.  

           14              Increased extreme weather events are just one 

           15    drop in the bucket of impacts associated with global 

           16    climate change.  Others include ocean acidification which 

           17    kills once bountiful marine habitats; changes to the 

           18    hydrologic cycle resulting from increased floods and 

           19    droughts; significant alteration of species distribution 

           20    and health; the melting of permafrost, which undermines 

           21    valuable built infrastructure, some of which are needed 

           22    for this project, like the road systems and the 

           23    Trans-Alaska Pipeline.  And the list goes on from there.  

           24              Perhaps the perverse decision to use the impacts 

           25    of rampant fossil fuel use as a way to increase production 
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            1    of the very source of the problem should be reconsidered, 

            2    or at least more thought out.  A report released today by 

            3    the USGS states the need for developing a better 

            4    understanding of the effects of climate change on 

            5    physical, biological, and social conditions, as well as 

            6    resource management strategies in the Arctic.  Once 

            7    completed, these should be included in this environmental 

            8    impact statement.  

            9              Further, the impact of greenhouse emissions 

           10    resulting from the consequence of Lease Sale 193 -- 

           11    Further, the impacts of greenhouse gas emissions resulting 

           12    from the 1,000,000 barrels of oil and 2.25 trillion cubic 

           13    feet of natural gas forecasted to be produced as a 

           14    consequence of Lease Sale 193 should also be included in 

           15    this document.  

           16              In addition, proof of adequate spill response 

           17    measures must be included in the SEIS.  If these 

           18    considerations cannot be met, this project should advance 

           19    no further.  I am 24 years old and today you are debating 

           20    my future and the future of my children and theirs to 

           21    come.  

           22              Please, please act responsibly and think of the 

           23    world you are going to leave behind to us, to Joseph, to 

           24    everyone in here.  And thank you very much.  

           25                    MR. JIM LAITI:  My name is Jim Laiti.  I 
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            1    live at Ester on the Old Nenana Highway, and I have been 

            2    here my entire life.  I work construction.  I have been 

            3    fortunate enough to make a pretty good living over the 

            4    years.  I worked in the construction industry prior to the 

            5    development on the North Slope and the construction of the 

            6    Alaska pipeline.  I remember -- I worked at many villages:  

            7    Nome, Nuiqsut, Anaktuvuk, Barrow, and some others.  And I 

            8    know what it was like in those villages prior to the oil 

            9    development, and I saw what the income from developing our 

           10    resources here in the state brought to those villages in 

           11    water and sewer systems, schools, some regional hospitals 

           12    and clinics.  It's been a real boon for the state.  

           13              I know in the construction industry when I 

           14    started, we were lucky to get five or six months, and then 

           15    you were to your own devices.  Many people left, had to go 

           16    somewhere else to make ends meet during the winter.  I 

           17    have been fortunate enough to raise family here.  My 

           18    brothers, my father, our whole family benefited from the 

           19    work that we found here.  As others have said, funded 

           20    health care programs.  Both my kids were born by cesarian 

           21    section.  I can't imagine trying to pay for that in this 

           22    day or age, either -- socially we pay for it somehow.  But 

           23    I have also got two grandsons now.  My whole family lives 

           24    here.  

           25              The protection of the environment here is 
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            1    critical, you know, in my opinion, and I think everybody 

            2    in this room would not argue about that.  We don't want 

            3    any oil spill to the ocean.  What happened in the Gulf, I 

            4    followed that very closely, and from my -- what I saw, I 

            5    mean it was clearly human failure, you know, from all that 

            6    I read.  Of course, the courts will finalize that at some 

            7    point, but I think a very large oil spill, you know, that 

            8    term that we have here, is important to prepare for 

            9    something like that, but I think the real key is to 

           10    prevent an oil spill from ever happening.  From what we 

           11    learned in the Gulf, we have got the capability to do 

           12    that, and that's what we need to work for.  

           13              Clearly, you know, we are very dependent on oil 

           14    development, on the petrochemical industry.  All of us in 

           15    this room.  Look here, you know, the lights in the room, 

           16    the fans in here running, those are provided mostly by 

           17    coal.  We can do better than that.  The energy in the room 

           18    here, if everybody put that energy into developing natural 

           19    gas, that would be much better.  

           20              Renewable energy, certainly we have to go there 

           21    and maximize that.  I agree with that.  But in the 

           22    meantime, I'm supportive of the OCS development.  We need 

           23    to do it in the very best way that we can to ensure that 

           24    there is not any damage to our environment here.  And the 

           25    jobs -- I diverted from my prepared remarks, and those 
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            1    were my comments.  

            2              But I also represent the pipefitters here, Local 

            3    375.  Many of our folks have worked to develop the 

            4    projects on the North Slope and the Trans-Alaska Pipeline.  

            5    Also I serve as the President of the Alaska Petroleum 

            6    Joint Crafts Council.  We work about a million-and-a-half 

            7    hours, our folks do, maintaining the Trans-Alaska Pipeline 

            8    system.  I've seen the benefit that it's brought to 

            9    workers and families.  It's incredible here, what 

           10    difference it's made here in the state.  

           11              And I would just like to say that, you know, if 

           12    there is no further development -- you know, I 

           13    [indiscernible] the idea where the crude oil is going to 

           14    come from.  If it doesn't come from Alaska, there still 

           15    will be demand.  I talked to a welder on Monday that spent 

           16    time in the Middle East, and he talked about what -- what 

           17    a lack of focus there was on safety, on quality, and 

           18    especially disregard for environmental in the developments 

           19    that he was around.  

           20              At least here, like others have commented, we 

           21    have the freedom for our environmental community to come 

           22    out here, our locals that live along the coast to comment.  

           23    And I think that's very important.  So I think we have got 

           24    to find the best way for the solutions and the situation 

           25    that we are in now.  
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            1              And that concludes my comments.  Thank you guys 

            2    for coming here to Fairbanks.  I appreciate that.  

            3                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, John.  

            4    Zebulon Woodman.  I hope I'm pronouncing that correctly.  

            5    And following -- the next will be Sharon Alden.  

            6                    MR. ZEBULON WOODMAN:  Hi.  My name is 

            7    Zebulon Woodman.  I've lived in Alaska all my life.  I'm 

            8    third generation union laborer, third generation working 

            9    in the oil field in Prudhoe Bay.  I believe we should 

           10    drill in the OCS and the Chukchi Sea.  With the economic 

           11    crisis in our nation, we have a responsibility to develop 

           12    domestic fields and try to free ourselves from the grip of 

           13    foreign oil.  In Alaska we need to create jobs.  We need 

           14    to refill the Trans-Alaska Pipeline, which many people 

           15    have stated is running at one-third of capacity.  We have 

           16    a chance to safely drill in the OCS while protecting our 

           17    environment.  

           18              My family and my children here, we eat fish.  We 

           19    fish in Chitina.  We fish in all the rivers up here.  We 

           20    eat moose, shrimp, halibut.  We want to protect the 

           21    environment.  I want my children to grow up hunting and 

           22    fishing up here, eating off the land.  And so even though 

           23    we have a chance to drill, we can do it in a safe manner.  

           24    We need -- Alaska needs a sustainable supply of oil, 

           25    natural gas, and jobs.  We can drill, protect the 
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            1    environment for our children and future generations.  

            2              Please affirm the lease and allow drilling.  

            3    That's it for my comments.  Thank you.  

            4                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Zebulon.  

            5    Sharon Alden followed by Paul Tengan.  Sharon, the floor 

            6    is yours. 

            7                    MS. SHARON ALDEN:  I'm Sharon Alden, 159 

            8    Nevin Road, Fairbanks, Alaska 99712.  And I'd like to 

            9    first say thank you for the opportunity to speak.  

           10              We've talked a lot about costs and economics and 

           11    jobs.  What I want to say is that cleanups are costly.  

           12    The cost to the environment in the case of a disaster or a 

           13    very large oil spill are incalculable.  We cannot fathom 

           14    what the real costs are to the environment, to the 

           15    animals, to the -- to the systems, to the people who are 

           16    relying on the environment for their subsistence.  But the 

           17    costs of the cleanup of a spill are a little bit less 

           18    incalculable.  We can calculate those, and those are huge, 

           19    what it would cost to our economy, to our -- to clean up a 

           20    very large oil spill in the Arctic.  

           21              We have seen that even without big 

           22    headline-worthy disasters, there have been many small 

           23    spills up on the Slope, small, medium, and large.  And 

           24    these -- these have been caused by accidents and 

           25    negligence, deferred maintenance, letting things go.  And 
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            1    we still don't know how to clean up oil in the icy waters, 

            2    and especially in the type of weather that occurs in that 

            3    part of the Arctic Ocean.  And I do believe that we have a 

            4    lot of know-how to do things right, to do things 

            5    environmentally safely.  But having it and doing it are 

            6    different things, we have seen.  

            7              I'm going to make sure that I comment on 

            8    deferred maintenance.  Things that are supposed to be done 

            9    end up not getting done and then, yes, there are always 

           10    the human errors.  And it would be nice to have the boom, 

           11    but if you want a boom, we will get a mini boom if we have 

           12    a spill in the Arctic Ocean.  We will have an economic 

           13    boom for the support of those operations, supporting the 

           14    workers to go and clean, transportation, food, lodging.  

           15    That will probably be mainly out of Anchorage, though, and 

           16    not Fairbanks.  

           17              That was -- that was really what I want to say, 

           18    that the costs in the event of a spill will be greater 

           19    than we can imagine and environmentally incalculable.  And 

           20    financially it will be calculable, but it will also be 

           21    huge.  Thank you.  

           22                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Sharon.  Next 

           23    is Paul Tengan, followed by Paloma Garcia.  Paul?  Okay.  

           24    I'm going to put the card back here in case he just 

           25    stepped out for a minute.  Paloma Garcia.  Did I pronounce 
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            1    that correctly?  

            2                    MS. PALOMA GARCIA:  Paloma.  

            3                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  I got close.  The floor 

            4    is yours.

            5                    MS. PALOMA GARCIA:  My name is Paloma 

            6    Garcia.  And tonight we have heard a lot of mention about 

            7    the oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico.  So I want to revisit 

            8    what happened last year while we speak about drilling in 

            9    the Arctic Ocean.  On April 20, 2010, BP's Deepwater 

           10    Horizon well exploded in the Gulf of Mexico and caused the 

           11    largest accidental marine oil spill in the history of the 

           12    petroleum industry.  The oil spill flowed for three 

           13    months, and it caused damages to the environment that will 

           14    take decades or even centuries to repair.  

           15              During the three months, 205.8 million gallons 

           16    of crude oil leaked from the Deepwater Horizon well.  And 

           17    according to a NOAA report, about half or more of the oil 

           18    leaked into the Gulf remains on or below the Gulf's 

           19    surface in a dissolved or dispersed form.  665 miles of 

           20    coastline along Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Florida, 

           21    and Texas got contaminated by oil.  The people living in 

           22    the coasts were exposed to chemical poisoning that 

           23    affected their health.  And according to the Fish & 

           24    Wildlife Service, Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill Response 

           25    Report released in April 2011, 8,233 birds, 1,150 sea 
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            1    turtles and 170 mammals have been affected or killed by 

            2    the oil spill.  And these numbers are just of the 

            3    carcasses that are found.  So in real life there are way 

            4    more.  

            5              So now imagine if an oil spill happens in the 

            6    Chukchi Sea.  And according to the EIS, there is a 27 to 

            7    54 percent chance of a large spill from the drill platform 

            8    at the Chukchi Sea that it can happen.  The cold 

            9    temperatures, the low visibility, the extended periods of 

           10    darkness, the broken sea ice and the high winds that are 

           11    as strong as hurricanes will make any oil spill much 

           12    harder to control, and therefore it will affect the 

           13    environment in a much more devastating way.  

           14              Shell Oil claims to have more rigorous response 

           15    plans, but they are not field tested.  There should not be 

           16    oil drilling in the Chukchi Sea or anywhere else until 

           17    there is proven technology capable of cleaning up a spill 

           18    effectively.  

           19              The Chukchi Sea of the Arctic Ocean is one of 

           20    the wildest and most biologically diverse seas left in the 

           21    world.  If an oil spill was to happen there, it would 

           22    affect the health and life of the Inupiat community that 

           23    lives on the coast, and it would cause irreversible 

           24    damages to polar bears, endanger bowhead and beluga 

           25    whales, gray and finback whales, Pacific walrus, and any 
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            1    migratory birds.  

            2              What we decide to do now will affect the Arctic 

            3    Ocean forever.  And just as Jessica and Sam and Joseph ask 

            4    you to think about their future, I'm 22 years old, and I'm 

            5    asking you to think about my future, as well, and to keep 

            6    the Chukchi Sea as wild and biodiverse as it is now.  

            7              Thank you very much.  

            8                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.  Next is 

            9    Daniel Lum, followed by Carolyn Kremers.  Daniel, the 

           10    floor is yours.

           11                    MR. DANIEL LUM:  (Inupiaq.)  I've not been 

           12    compelled to get up in front of politics like this before.  

           13    I was reading a paper this week and seeing all these 

           14    things that are developing, and I hear both sides.  I 

           15    mean, I understand jobs.  People need jobs.  But at what 

           16    cost?  

           17              I should be talking to you guys.  Never mind 

           18    these guys.  

           19              You can't set an oil boom.  You can't set an oil 

           20    boom in the ice floe.  You can't.  Bottom line, you can't 

           21    set an oil boom in the ice floe.  I'll repeat it one more 

           22    time.  You cannot set an oil boom in the ice floe.  I hear 

           23    these people talking zero percent potential of oil spill, 

           24    fantasizing about fear.  

           25              Why do you think my people are so united against 
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            1    this development?  Because for thousands of years we have 

            2    existed on this ice.  For thousands of years we understand 

            3    these ice floes.  We understand the power behind it.  We 

            4    have a phenomenon known as evu where certain ocean 

            5    currents and wind currents, a big plate of ice push a 

            6    second plate onto shore and wipe it clean, clean, killing 

            7    everybody.  

            8              And in the turn of the century, a man came to 

            9    Barrow named Charles Brower, wrote a book called 50 Years 

           10    Below Zero.  He described this event.  He was inland 

           11    hunting geese or something, and he heard this thunder, 

           12    this deep thunder.  And the ice came up onshore and wiped 

           13    out and killed a dozen people.  And it happened 

           14    instantaneously.  Granted, that doesn't happen very often, 

           15    but it happens.  It happens.  

           16              I heard the guy from Shell come up here and talk 

           17    about, you know, technology and safety, all that.  We have 

           18    the CEO of all of Shell come to Barrow, come to our 

           19    village.  He came and seen the Chukchi Sea.  He's seen our 

           20    culture, the way that we live.  And I think it was 

           21    November or December.  I was reading in the paper.  John 

           22    someone -- I don't know -- but he came on my tour.  I got 

           23    to spend about eight hours with him.  He doesn't support 

           24    drilling anymore in the ocean.  This is the head of -- 

           25    he's retired a couple years, but this is the head of 
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            1    Shell.  He's saying no.  

            2              Well, considering that we have not just evu, the 

            3    big ice flowing up onto the shore, on a social level I 

            4    took a class from my accredited community college in 

            5    Barrow for my sociology.  One of the concepts that stuck 

            6    with us is when the primary developers of the resources 

            7    are from not -- not from the area, only social problems 

            8    ensues.  And that's been traditional of what's happened 

            9    since oil came up.  I hear about clinics and schools, and 

           10    I'm grateful for that stuff, but at what cost?  

           11    Environmental catastrophe.  

           12              They cannot set an oil boom, by the way.  They 

           13    cannot set an oil boom, by the way.  Sorry.  I'm a 

           14    realist.  The ice is unforgivable.  It's unforgivable.  

           15    The power of the ice, I have boated from Barrow to Point 

           16    Hope, all in between there.  Twice I've come close to 

           17    losing my life with experienced people.  The ice is 

           18    unforgivable.  It's treacherous.  

           19              They have this zero percent potential of oil 

           20    spill, 60,000 jobs, we are all fantasizing about fear.  My 

           21    people know what's going to happen.  We understand the 

           22    ocean.  This development is going to be a catastrophe.  

           23    It's going to be -- you guys don't understand the power of 

           24    the ice.  You don't understand the power of the Arctic.  I 

           25    mean, it's -- it's lucky that these offshore islands so 
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            1    far have not created a catastrophe.  I challenge the oil 

            2    companies.  I challenge you guys to enforce and challenge 

            3    the oil companies to practice inside a boom in flowing 

            4    ice.  You need two Russian icebreakers and a million 

            5    pounds of titanium boom to even come close to that.  It's 

            6    impossible.  You cannot set a boom in flowing ice.  You 

            7    can't.  

            8              I heard one of these other guys talk, mistakes 

            9    happen.  Yeah, mistakes happen.  Look who -- you guys are 

           10    here, and everybody benefits here.  But a mistake happens 

           11    in our water, it's our whole way of life.  Let's look at 

           12    what happens on page 252, if you guys would open.  You 

           13    don't have to.  Let me just read a few up here, what would 

           14    happen.  Very large oil spill, which is feasible with all 

           15    these giant ice floes.  Number one, displacement; number 

           16    two, undesirability for use from contamination or 

           17    perceived tainting; three, reduced numbers due to species 

           18    deflection from oil; four, increased risk of costs -- 

           19    increased risk or cost of the subsistence effort due to 

           20    having to travel further.  

           21              A very large oil spill would affect polar bear 

           22    hunting and sealing, bird hunting, sealing, whaling and 

           23    the ocean netting of fish.  This next page it says in 

           24    here -- I want you guys to listen to this carefully 

           25    because this is the most important thing I've read in this 
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            1    book.  An oil spill affecting any part of the migration 

            2    route of the bowhead whale could taint this resource that 

            3    is culturally pivotal to the subsistence lifestyle.  

            4              You have our entire way of life in your hands, 

            5    and you want to gamble it away in treacherous sea ice 

            6    conditions so that we can sustain an economy, enrich oil 

            7    companies.  

            8              I don't think the tradeoff is there:  Jobs, 

            9    catastrophe.  Jobs -- oh, technology, it's safe, it's all 

           10    safe.  That's what I hear, technology, technology, 

           11    technology.  Yeah, we see technology.  Look at the Gulf of 

           12    Mexico.  Look at all these spills on the North Slope.  I 

           13    mean, we've got this degrading old pipeline system; you 

           14    want to pump just millions more barrels through it out of 

           15    this sensitive area, which is completely dangerous.  It's 

           16    ridiculous.  This is -- this is a catastrophe waiting to 

           17    happen.  

           18              If you guys allow this, your Administration 

           19    allows this, you will live with the legacy of putting this 

           20    whole way of life, this whole ecosystem at jeopardy.  This 

           21    is the biggest mistake in the world.  This is a sensitive 

           22    area.  The power of the ice is unforgivable.  I hate to 

           23    see this happen.  

           24              I've never came up like this publicly.  I feel 

           25    moved to do this, compelled.  
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            1              Another thing that concerns me is 

            2    biomagnification, the concentration of toxins through the 

            3    trophic levels.  We are at the top of the food chain, us 

            4    and killer whales and polar bears.  Well, we eat the polar 

            5    bears, so we are technically on the top.  Marine mammal 

            6    blubber is essential to our absence of vegetables and 

            7    fruits.  It provides us with the minerals.  That's how I 

            8    stay so trim.  

            9              But we are going to lose all of that in the 

           10    Chukchi.  Yeah, you roll your eyes, but I'll tell you 

           11    what, your way of life is not on the line.  When I heard 

           12    this guy talking from North Pole, I was visualizing what 

           13    if a bunch of Eskimos came to Chena Lakes and we found 

           14    this wonderful resource in Chena Lakes, and we needed jobs 

           15    and we -- it's not in your backyard, so it doesn't matter.  

           16              But it is in our backyard.  It's our way of 

           17    life.  It's our whole way of life.  It's our whole way of 

           18    life.  You can't set an oil boom in flowing ice.  You 

           19    can't.  This is a disaster.  There will be no way to 

           20    contain it, anything.  They can't do it.  They simply 

           21    can't do it.  We are waiting for a catastrophe.  You can't 

           22    set an oil boom in flowing ice.  

           23                    MS. CAROLYN KREMERS:  My name is Carolyn 

           24    Kremers.  I live at 1191 South Farm Court, which is off of 

           25    Chena Ridge.  First of all, I appreciate the comments that 
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            1    Daniel just made.  And it happens that I might follow up 

            2    on that.  

            3              First I want to tell you I'm a writer.  I write 

            4    poetry and literary nonfiction, and I teach at the 

            5    University of Alaska Fairbanks.  I have lived in Alaska 25 

            6    years this October.  I came here originally to teach in a 

            7    Yup'ik Eskimo village on the coast of the Bering Sea in a 

            8    very remote, small village of 330 traditional Eskimos.  

            9    They are not Inupiat like Daniel.  They are the Yup'ik.  

           10    They were a little bit further south on the Bering Sea.  

           11              But I have spent time very close to the Chukchi 

           12    working at Port Clarence, which is on a little teeny 

           13    little spit of land on your map just south of Wales, which 

           14    is on the Chukchi.  I wonder if you would be willing to 

           15    turn to page B28 in the EIS report.  And maybe you could 

           16    look at the map and -- because I want to briefly talk 

           17    about two things:  The scale that we are talking about 

           18    here in Alaska in the Chukchi Sea, and also my sense of 

           19    maybe a lack of realism in the EIS statement as it's 

           20    amended.  And I'll bring this to a couple of pages in 

           21    particular in a second.  

           22              So if you look at the map, it's a nice map.  It 

           23    shows the whole Chukchi Sea.  It shows the coast of 

           24    Alaska, the area for the lease sales, and Russia.  If you 

           25    look at the bottom left, you can see the Bering Strait.  
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            1    It's marked in green.  That's about 30 miles between 

            2    Russia and the U.S.  Wales, where I lived, on Port 

            3    Clarence and for a summer I worked on a construction crew 

            4    there, is just a little bit south.  It's on the map.  You 

            5    can see that spit of land at the very -- underneath that 

            6    Bering Strait, that teeny little thing that is sticking 

            7    out is where I lived.  

            8              In comparison to that spit of land, this area 

            9    where the lease sales is is huge.  It's huge.  But I can 

           10    say that living on that spit, when I arrived, the whole 

           11    thing was surrounded by ice.  I went there to do 

           12    construction at a Coast Guard station, a Loran Coast Guard 

           13    station.  

           14              And when we arrived, the whole thing was frozen.  

           15    There were literally several hundred seals.  You could see 

           16    them from the shore.  With binoculars you could count them 

           17    sitting on that ice.  It was spectacular.  It was amazing.  

           18    The head of the construction project for the Coast Guard 

           19    was frustrated because, of course, they couldn't do all 

           20    the work they did.  They couldn't get the barge in there 

           21    with the supplies with all that ice.  They had to wait 

           22    until it would go out.  It would hold up the crew, cost 

           23    money.  His solution, he said -- one day I heard him say 

           24    this:  We should just blow up all that ice, just set off a 

           25    bomb and blow it up so we can get the barge in here.  
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            1              Well, I kind of laughed.  I didn't say anything, 

            2    but I knew that he half believed that that could be done 

            3    without consequence.  Of course he wouldn't do it.  He 

            4    didn't have the power to do it.  But my sense from living 

            5    there was, yeah, that ice, it's amazing, it's powerful, 

            6    and I lived there in the summer.  But I also lived in that 

            7    Yup'ik Eskimo village for two years year-round.  And I saw 

            8    what it's like in the winter, what those winds can be 

            9    like, what that ice, how it moves in and out.  One day you 

           10    would have a clear day; the next day we get totally 

           11    covered in ice, or maybe not even the next day; within a 

           12    few hours.  Huge winds which have been described earlier 

           13    tonight.  

           14              The weather conditions are -- they are very 

           15    humbling, as people have said.  They are humbling.  They 

           16    are not predictable.  And as Jessica pointed out 

           17    earlier -- very eloquently, I thought.  This is only going 

           18    to become more -- we have climate change happening.  These 

           19    weather conditions are going to become bigger and more 

           20    unpredictable.  So we have a lot to think about here.  

           21              And I just want to say that I feel it's very 

           22    important.  If people are -- in Washington, D.C., are 

           23    making decisions about the Arctic, which they have never 

           24    lived in, never visited, and maybe even never seen even 

           25    from an airplane, they need to be very respectful and very 
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            1    careful, and they need to pay attention to every bit of 

            2    information they can get in order to make informed 

            3    decisions.  

            4              Now, I understand the purpose tonight, from what 

            5    you all said at the introduction, was that one thing you 

            6    really want is for us to think about this EIS statement 

            7    and see whether it seems adequate now that it has been 

            8    revised or whether it still is not adequate.  That seemed 

            9    to be the main purpose of these hearings.  

           10                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Correct.  

           11                    MS. CAROLYN KREMERS:  So I'm glad -- we 

           12    can't ever really probably avoid hearing opinions about 

           13    whether people support drilling and oil and gas 

           14    development in the Arctic Ocean and Chukchi Sea or maybe 

           15    the Beaufort Sea later, who knows.  You know, there are 

           16    people for, there are people against; but it seems to me 

           17    that's a big issue.  I mean, we are going to hear about 

           18    that because these things are all interrelated.  We can't 

           19    think about an EIS statement without thinking about what 

           20    is it for.  

           21              So I appreciate all the comments that we have 

           22    made tonight and I hope they have been helpful to you.  

           23    But as far as the EIS statement goes, I did want to point 

           24    out that the maps do show, if you can hear from the people 

           25    who live there, how very huge this area is.  When we look 
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            1    at how close Russia is, 30 miles away at the Bering 

            2    Strait, and how far, how much huger that area is where the 

            3    oil and -- where the lease sales are, then if we think 

            4    about what it says in here about the part that you said 

            5    needed to be added, one part, you said you got 150,000 

            6    public comments about, was the desire, the theme thing 

            7    that you noticed was that people needed to look at what 

            8    about a large oil spill, what might happen.  

            9              So I didn't have a lot of time tonight, but I 

           10    looked at some of the pages.  And I just want to go -- 

           11    especially, I think, following up on what Daniel just said 

           12    to page 135 and 136.  And just briefly look at those, if 

           13    you can keep thinking about what it's really like out 

           14    there.  

           15              So it says here -- this is from Chapter 4, 

           16    environmental consequences and Section 4E, effects of a 

           17    very large oil spill, this is just a little section.  It's 

           18    less than a page -- or maybe it's a page, Levels of 

           19    Recovery and Cleanup Activities.  I just want to read a 

           20    few of these sentences.  And I think everyone in here who 

           21    has been to the Arctic -- as you saw that's quite a few 

           22    people -- can picture this.  You could probably have 

           23    another conversation going on in your head as you think 

           24    about these sentences.  And I'm just going to read a few 

           25    and comment at the end about them, and then I'll be done.  
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            1              It says -- so I'm at that part right near the 

            2    bottom, Levels of Recovery and Cleanup Activities.  "The 

            3    levels of activities required to apply the techniques 

            4    described above are dependent on the specific timing and 

            5    location of a spill.  As weather, ice and logistical 

            6    considerations allow, the number of vessels and responders 

            7    would increase exponentially as a spill continues.  The 

            8    levels of activities described below are reasonable 

            9    estimates provided as a basis for analysis."  

           10                    So take a look at the things that are 

           11    listed below.  The first one, between five and ten staging 

           12    areas would be established.  If you look at the map, where 

           13    would those staging areas be if it's very far from the 

           14    shore?  The second one, about 15 to 20 large skimming 

           15    vessels could be used in offshore areas.  It lists some of 

           16    the vessels, including other barges from Prudhoe Bay and 

           17    vessels from Cook Inlet and Prince William Sound.  Those 

           18    of us who live here know that those places are quite far.  

           19    It would take, even in good weather, a while for any 

           20    vessels to get up to where we are talking about.  But of 

           21    course, if you have ice and bad weather, they probably 

           22    could get there.  

           23              The third one, thousands of responders.  This 

           24    one is very interesting, I think.  Thousands of responders 

           25    from industry, federal government, private entities, could 
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            1    assist spill response and cleanup efforts as the spill 

            2    progresses.  Weather permitting, roughly 300 to 400 

            3    skimming, booming and lightering vessels could be used in 

            4    areas closer to shore.  Did I mention 300 to 400 vessels 

            5    closer to shore and thousands of people helping?  

            6              But when you live here and you have lived in the 

            7    Bush or in any of these remote areas, you just -- you have 

            8    a sense of it's not that simple.  I mean, you have to get 

            9    those people there.  You have got to get that equipment 

           10    there.  You have got to have food to feed them.  It's 

           11    really hard for us to describe this to people who have 

           12    never been in the Bush in Alaska for you to even 

           13    understand.  As someone said, there are no roads.  But not 

           14    only that, there are not airstrips that can -- later it 

           15    mentions airplanes and helicopters that could come.  

           16    That's over on page 136, the second to last bullet.  

           17              Dozens of planes and helicopters.  Dozens of 

           18    planes and helicopters would fly over the spill area, 

           19    including impacted coastal areas.  Existing airport 

           20    facilities along the Arctic coast would be used to support 

           21    these aircraft.  And it lists airports, again, that not 

           22    only are far away, like Kotzebue and Barrow, and then 

           23    smaller ones that are not capable of having any large 

           24    aircraft land there.  

           25              Many of these, the biggest thing that can land 
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            1    is a Beaver, and in many cases just Cessnas and smaller 

            2    airplanes land.  These are often airstrips in these 

            3    smaller places that don't have lights or they have very 

            4    few lights.  They are not easy to keep open when you have 

            5    blowing snow.  

            6              And then we have that whole aspect of darkness.  

            7    I know it's hard to imagine, especially because you are 

            8    here right after the solstice, the longest day of the 

            9    year.  Well, it's the opposite in the winter.  It's dark.  

           10    And in the Arctic Circle where we are talking about, above 

           11    the Arctic Circle, it's dark all the time.  The sun 

           12    doesn't rise.  So we are talking not only about not being 

           13    able to get equipment and people and vessels and aircraft 

           14    there; we are talking about the conditions.  Not only can 

           15    we not get it there, but we also are dealing with the 

           16    weather.  

           17              So I just -- I just wanted to say I didn't get 

           18    to look at a lot of this yet, but the part I looked at is 

           19    not realistic.  And it's -- it's just not accurate.  And 

           20    you know, I don't know if you need people to look at every 

           21    section of this and see, but it would be good to have some 

           22    people who live in Alaska, who live here and know this 

           23    place, maybe help if you need it to be better.  

           24              I think it's especially important because you 

           25    did say that this will be used to decide whether to 
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            1    reaffirm the sale, whether to modify it, or whether to 

            2    cancel it.  It's an important document, and I really 

            3    appreciate the chance that you gave us in Fairbanks to 

            4    talk about it.  Thanks.  

            5                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Carolyn.  

            6    Next is Jerry Walker, followed by, I believe it's David 

            7    Valentine.  In the meantime, Jerry, the floor is yours.  

            8                    MR. JERRY WALKER:  A very hardy welcome, 

            9    Director Kendall, to you and your associates.  We 

           10    appreciate you coming to Fairbanks to solicit our input.  

           11    I have provided some written testimony.  

           12              My name is Jerry Walker.  I live in Bluebird 

           13    Subdivision, Fairbanks 99709.  Lease Sale 193 should be 

           14    affirmed as held in 2008.  I think the revised draft 

           15    supplemental environmental impact statement more than 

           16    adequately addresses concerns of the Outer Continental 

           17    Shelf oil and gas Lease Sale 193 Chukchi Sea, Alaska.  

           18              The revised draft SEIS now includes extensive 

           19    analysis of the environmental impact of natural gas 

           20    development, the inclusion of additional what had been 

           21    perceived as incomplete, missing or unavailable 

           22    information, and does include analysis of a hypothetical 

           23    very large oil spill scenario.  I believe this report, 

           24    including the various appendices, now provides sufficient 

           25    scientific data and analysis and a very strong basis for 
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            1    the Secretary of the Interior to make an informed decision 

            2    on which to affirm Lease Sale 193.  

            3              Director Kendall, I urge you to provide your 

            4    recommendation to Secretary Salazar to expeditiously 

            5    accept the revised report and affirm the lease.  I believe 

            6    sufficient safeguards will be in place to conduct 

            7    responsible activities with the respective accountable 

            8    parties in the area.  I appreciate and respect the very 

            9    extreme caution exercised to get us to this point.  

           10              With this accomplished, I am compelled to remind 

           11    all those with ability to move this process forward that 

           12    our national security has been and will continue to be not 

           13    only at risk, but will continue to erode until affirmation 

           14    of the lease is completed and responsible implementation 

           15    of an excellent plan commences.  

           16              Please expeditiously accept the report and 

           17    recommend affirmation of Lease Sale 193.  Thank you for 

           18    your good work.  

           19                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  David, followed by Jane 

           20    Ransdell.  

           21                    MR. DAVID VALENTINE:  Thank you.  Thanks 

           22    for coming to Alaska and Fairbanks in particular and 

           23    listening to us.  I appreciate your coming here.  

           24              I just wanted to make a very simple point.  I 

           25    have been hearing -- I didn't come with prepared remarks, 
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            1    but I have been hearing benefits, got lots of really cool 

            2    benefits that would come from this.  And then I hear 

            3    impacts.  We have got lots of really scary impacts that 

            4    could happen.  How do we compare those?  

            5              The traditional way that natural resource 

            6    managers compare benefits and impacts is to look at risk.  

            7    And that is the probability of an event multiplied by its 

            8    potential impacts.  And I know you guys know that, but 

            9    it's important to sort of bear that in mind.  

           10              Well, the problem is that human beings are 

           11    really lousy at estimating probabilities, with all due 

           12    respect, because I know you have included estimates of 

           13    probabilities in your draft EIS, but we are pretty bad at 

           14    doing that.  So what do we do?  

           15              Let me take a step back from that and just sort 

           16    of note that in the wake of the attacks of September 11th, 

           17    what happened to the airline industry?  Well, it really 

           18    suffered a lot.  Why?  Because people who traveled 

           19    suddenly traveled by car because they perceived that as 

           20    safer.  

           21              Now, all of the actuarial tables, even knowing 

           22    that -- even in light of the attacks of September 11th, 

           23    indicated that air traffic was still far safer than travel 

           24    by car, yet people chose to travel by car because they 

           25    perceived incorrectly the probability of having something 
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            1    bad happen.  

            2              So we are lousy at assessing probabilities, but 

            3    nevertheless, that's what we need to do is to be able to 

            4    come up with a reasonable way of estimating and 

            5    understanding the probability.  

            6              The second point that I wanted to make is that 

            7    if we take the mid-point of the probabilities that have 

            8    been suggested at about 40 percent, let's say -- okay.  

            9    Let's sort of imagine that you have a potential of having 

           10    a job, and in this job you have a 40 percent chance over 

           11    the lifetime of the job that you are going to lose your 

           12    left arm.  Would you take that job?  Is that an acceptable 

           13    risk?  And I think most people in the room would say, no, 

           14    that's not an acceptable risk.  Well, okay.  

           15              If you -- and your -- if you take this job and 

           16    your neighbor has a 40 percent chance of losing his left 

           17    arm, would you take the job?  Well, that's where we get to 

           18    Dan's testimony there.  We are not talking about our left 

           19    arms, necessarily.  We are talking about their left arms.  

           20              So those are the two points that I wanted to 

           21    make.  One, probability is important and it's very 

           22    difficult to assess.  And second, let's remember who's -- 

           23    who's really at risk.  

           24              Thank you.  

           25                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you very much, 
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            1    David.  We have got Jane Ransdell, followed by Paul 

            2    Tengan, if he's back in the room.  Jane, the floor is 

            3    yours.  

            4                    MS. JANE RANSDELL:  My name is Jane 

            5    Ransdell, and I live at 607 Bullion Drive in Fairbanks 

            6    99712.  I do not believe oil companies can effectively 

            7    clean up an oil spill in the broken ice in severe 

            8    conditions of the Chukchi Sea.  A spill would have a 

            9    devastating effect on bird and fish and mammal life of 

           10    this area.  Some of these species are already showing 

           11    clear signs of significant stress.  The maintenance of the 

           12    populations of these species in this area is essential to 

           13    the subsistence lifestyle of the Inupiat people of the 

           14    Chukchi.  Allowing drilling in the Chukchi denies the 

           15    right of the Inupiat to continue their traditional way of 

           16    life because the eventual spill will severely degrade the 

           17    habitat of their traditional natural food source long 

           18    term.  

           19              Any significant spill in broken sea ice 

           20    conditions would be a worst-case discharge, too difficult 

           21    to clean up fast enough for survival of the wildlife in 

           22    the area.  Just too difficult to clean up.  Then what?  

           23    Apologies, regrets, blame shifting, compensations, chaos, 

           24    buyouts, cop-outs.  And what will that be worth?  Will 

           25    that make it right with the Inupiat people?  Will that 
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            1    bring back the wildlife and reverse the damage?  

            2              Drilling in the Chukchi Sea is not worth the 

            3    risk of ruining the rich habitat of this incredible area.  

            4    Thank you.  

            5                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  The last card I have is 

            6    Paul.  Paul Tengan come back in the room?  Okay.  

            7              Now, one thing I'm very adamant about is that 

            8    everybody has a chance to express their thoughts, their 

            9    opinion, their comments.  We want to make this as 

           10    transparent as possible, and I want to make sure no one 

           11    leaves the room feeling they didn't have the chance to be 

           12    heard.  So is there anybody in the room that did not have 

           13    a chance, did not put a card in there that now feels, 

           14    well, maybe I do want to say something?  We are not going 

           15    anywhere until everybody here is satisfied they have had a 

           16    good say.  So please, if anybody would like to come up 

           17    here, you are more than welcome to.  

           18              This is very important to us.  We are not the 

           19    decisionmaker.  We want to make sure this is the best 

           20    possible document.  This is a revised draft.  A lot of 

           21    people are working on it.  NOAA has worked on it with us, 

           22    other federal agencies.  And I want to be able to say when 

           23    we go up to the Secretary -- 

           24              Aha, now I'm a happy man.  Your name, sir.  

           25                    MR. TONY FERNANDEZ:  Yes.  I never talk on 
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            1    the mike.  I get so nervous.  I get nervous when I talk 

            2    through mikes.  

            3                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Your name, sir?  

            4                    MR. TONY FERNANDEZ:  Tony Fernandez.  I 

            5    live one block from here, 177 7th Avenue.  

            6              I listen to everybody talking over here, but to 

            7    me it's gone to the government.  The federal government 

            8    sold our leases in the ocean, not their lease.  I worked 

            9    on Pump 5 for 21 years, and I retired.  Everybody talking 

           10    about jobs around here.  No, you don't need no jobs.  He's 

           11    talking about oil, crisis in oil.  There is no crisis in 

           12    oil.  

           13              It's 20 to 50 capping holes in Prudhoe Bay.  Why 

           14    you don't put that oil in the pipeline?  When I got over 

           15    there, we must push it in the pipeline 2,000,000 barrels a 

           16    day.  What is still there is 500- to 600,000 barrels.  

           17    Why?  Why the oil companies manipulate this well data?  To 

           18    keep the price high?  It's no good.  We pay the gallon of 

           19    oil over here real cheap when we get it from Kenai way 

           20    back before this pipeline pass by and we build the 

           21    refinery.  

           22              Right now we pay 4.60 is why it's killing me to 

           23    warm my house with this.  You see what I mean?  These guys 

           24    needs to push more oil and go over there and pump the 

           25    lines to these guys; punching, I think there's probably 
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            1    about 20 or 50 holes already drilled in Prudhoe Bay.  

            2              Why you want to go in the water, you know, for a 

            3    big, you know, mess?  And like this guy was talking, you 

            4    know [indiscernible], you see.  He's talking about this 

            5    and that.  No, no, no, no, no.  Let's go to the real 

            6    thing.  Go over there and drill in the ground, and you 

            7    don't have no damage.  That's the bottom line.  Go over 

            8    there to drill over there, that's dangerous.  

            9              And he's talking about oil spill containment.  

           10    You can't contain oil.  I practice all the time in the 

           11    Yukon River, and if that line break right there and the 

           12    oil coming down, you cannot stop the oil.  The oil run all 

           13    the way to the ocean because the water is so dangerous.  

           14    You can't stop it over there.  We tried a pig about this 

           15    big with a boom, and he put that [indiscernible], you see.  

           16    That's why, you know, that's so dangerous.  That's why I 

           17    hear everybody talk about jobs and this and that.  No, no, 

           18    no.  You need to control this and drill in the ground.  

           19    There is plenty oil over there.  

           20              Look at last winter and the winter before; they 

           21    drilled two holes right there close to ANWR, went straight 

           22    down and went horizontal to steal the oil from ANWR.  Why 

           23    he don't put this oil to the land right now?  Why waiting?  

           24    They're just keeping the prices way high to do all this 

           25    drilling in the ocean.  
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            1              Look at what happened in Louisiana.  You kill 

            2    all the fish, all the -- everything is down, and the 

            3    fishermen is way down.  You don't see no money.  Okay.  

            4    Thank you.  Thank you very much.  

            5                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you very much.  

            6    You used the microphone well.  Okay.  I don't want to be a 

            7    nag.  I'm sometimes accused of that.  I want to make sure 

            8    everybody has a chance before I close it out.  Is there 

            9    anybody else that would like to come up?  Going once, 

           10    going twice.  Do I have to tell a joke before I get to 

           11    three?  Because I really -- this is important to us, and I 

           12    want all the comments.  

           13              Well, with that, on behalf of the staff of 

           14    BOEMRE, or BOEMRE [pronunciation], as someone said with a 

           15    Cajun influence down in the Gulf, thank you very much for 

           16    coming tonight.  The document is on the Web.  We have 

           17    this.  We passed some of the big documents out.  Please go 

           18    through it.  If you fund things you think that needs to be 

           19    dealt with, if there is mistakes, if there something we 

           20    are missing, go to regs.gov.  The address is back there on 

           21    the chart.  And get us those comments.  

           22              This is a group effort.  I want to be able to 

           23    take the result and all the comments and take it and send 

           24    it upstairs and say this is everything you need to 

           25    consider before you make your decision.  So with that, 
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            1    number three, thank you very much and have a nice evening.  

            2               (Proceedings adjourned at 10:03 p.m.)

            3               
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  1                      P-R-O-C-E-E-D-I-N-G-S
  2                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Okay.  It looks like we
  3    can get started here.  Thank you very much for coming
  4    tonight.  This is the public hearing for the revised draft
  5    EIS for sale 193.  That is a mouthful.  We are going to
  6    walk you through the process and exactly what this meeting
  7    is so everybody starts from the same basis.
  8              Now, one thing I'd like to clear up -- and we
  9    ran into this at two other meetings.  We got into the
 10    meeting and someone said, who are you people.  And it's,
 11    like, I think we need to fix that at the beginning.
 12              We are not an oil company, and we are not from a
 13    nongovernmental organization.  We are a federal agency.
 14    We are the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, Regulation
 15    and Enforcement.  We are responsible for managing the
 16    energy and mineral resources on the Outer Continental
 17    Shelf.  Our Bureau is within the Department of Interior.
 18    Our boss is the Secretary of the Interior.  So that's who
 19    we are.
 20              Now, before we get into the nitty-gritty of the
 21    details, I want to introduce the folks here.  Mary Vavrik
 22    is over there taking notes.  We are taking down everything
 23    that's said.  So please, when you are given the
 24    opportunity to speak, state your name.  We want to get
 25    that for the record.
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  1              We have Mike Haller here.
  2                    MR. MICHAEL HALLER:  Right here.
  3                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Mike is our liaison for
  4    Native communities.  We've got John Callahan.  John, he's
  5    from our Office of Public Affairs.  Steve Scordino, I
  6    believe, is still out front.  He is an environmental
  7    compliance subject matter expert and an expert for other
  8    things.  We have got Scott Blackburn.  Scott is also out
  9    there.  He is our technical editor for the document.
 10              And the other two individuals sitting up here
 11    are extremely key to this.  We have got Sharon Warren.
 12    Sharon is the project manager for this.  She knows the
 13    document inside out and backwards.  It's her job to put it
 14    together.  Next to her is Michael Routhier.  Michael is
 15    the actual coordinator of the document, so he gets the
 16    pieces and puts it together from all the scientists, and
 17    Sharon makes sure it all flows.  That's who is here.
 18              We are doing this a little bit different
 19    tonight.  Usually we just open up the mike and have people
 20    speak.  But to make sure we are starting from the exact
 21    same place, we are going to take about the first five or
 22    ten minutes to tell you exactly what this is.  There are
 23    times when people think that this document is the decision
 24    document.  This EIS that Sharon is going to speak about,
 25    it's not a decision document.  It's information we pass to
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  1    the decisionmaker.  And that's why we are here, as Sharon
  2    is going to explain.
  3              We need your help to make sure this document
  4    includes everything the decisionmaker, the Secretary of
  5    the Interior, needs to make the best possible decision.
  6              We have had meetings like this in the past in
  7    many cities and, whenever we do this, there is always some
  8    I won't call it criticisms, but suggestions on how to do
  9    it better.  So what we are going to do tonight is, aside
 10    from having a little briefing to tell everybody why we're
 11    here so we all start the same way, we are going to use
 12    sort of a more random approach for speakers.  That's why
 13    you were asked to put your name in the big silver bowl out
 14    there.  Your name goes in there, and we reach in, we pull
 15    it, and that's your time to speak.
 16              If for some reason you are not in the room, you
 17    stepped out for a minute, that doesn't mean you are not
 18    going to speak.  I'm just going to put it back in the
 19    bowl.  Okay?  I don't want to miss you.  If someone comes
 20    15, 20 minutes from now, they can fill out a form, give it
 21    to somebody, give it to us, and we will put it in the
 22    bowl.  The important thing here is everybody has a chance
 23    to speak.  And we will stay here for as long as it takes.
 24    We are not going to cut it off at 9:00 or 9:30 or 9:45.
 25    If we have to stay here till 10:00 or 10:30, we will.
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  1              We will ask, though, to please keep your
  2    comments to three to five minutes.  We are hoping that a
  3    lot of you will have something to say.  That's what this
  4    meeting is for, to get information from the different
  5    stakeholders in the process and make sure their concerns
  6    and input go into the document.  So I want everybody to
  7    speak and we want to make sure people or an individual or
  8    two don't monopolize the entire conversation.  Everybody
  9    has a chance here.  Okay?
 10              Now, with that, I would like Sharon to walk you
 11    through the process of why we're here.  Sharon just
 12    reminded me, please.  If you have got cell phones, turn
 13    them off or at least put them on the buzz thing.  That's
 14    what I do.  When I'm told to turn it off, I put it on buzz
 15    or vibrate.
 16              With that, Sharon, take it away.
 17                    MS. SHARON WARREN:  Thank you again for
 18    coming.  Can everybody hear me all right?  All right.
 19    Excellent.  Why are we here today?  We are here today to
 20    get your comments on the specific document that's out
 21    there.  It's the Revised Draft Supplemental Environmental
 22    Impact Statement for Chukchi Sea sale 193.  And what is
 23    sale 193?  In 2007 we did an environmental impact
 24    statement and sale 193 in the Chukchi Sea was held in
 25    February of 2008.  And six companies received leases from
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  1    that sale.  We offered 29.3 million acres and 2.8 million
  2    acres was actually leased.
  3              Then what happened?  Days before the sale,
  4    plaintiffs sued to invalidate the lease sale.  They
  5    alleged that the environmental impact statement did not
  6    address the potential impacts in the document.  There was
  7    not an order to stop the sale, so the sale continued, and
  8    that was the reason why the sale was issued.
  9              And we issued the leases, but in July of 2010,
 10    the U.S. District Court for the District of Alaska, which
 11    is Judge Beistline in Anchorage, ruled that most of the
 12    EIS was satisfactory, but there were three concerns that
 13    needed to be addressed before -- for the agency to meet
 14    its NEPA obligation.  And that's the National
 15    Environmental Policy Act obligations.
 16              So the three issues the Court wanted us to
 17    address was that the Court said the EIS failed to analyze
 18    the environmental impact of natural gas development
 19    despite any industry interest and specific leases for such
 20    development.  When the sale was offered, there was
 21    incentives to the companies to produce the natural gas,
 22    and the judge said you offered those incentives, but you
 23    did not adequately assess the environmental impacts of
 24    that natural gas to be produced based on these incentives.
 25              The judge also said you failed to determine
00008
  1    whether or not missing information identified by the
  2    agency was relevant or essential under attention the
  3    federal regulations.  The Council on Environmental Quality
  4    has regulations that you must follow that when you have
  5    missing information, you have to say -- you have to
  6    determine whether or not the cost of obtaining the missing
  7    information was exorbitant or the means of doing so was
  8    unknown.
  9              When the plaintiffs sued us, the agency, they
 10    filed an exhibit that listed all the statements that were
 11    made in the environmental impact statement of where the
 12    agency said we didn't know, we have uncertainty, and that
 13    when the judge looked at it, said that's pretty
 14    convincing, but you need to go back and you need to follow
 15    the regulations and to assess all the statements that you
 16    have made in the environmental impact statement.
 17              So what did we do in response to the court
 18    order?  We drafted a supplemental environmental impact
 19    statement to address the Court's concerns.  That draft
 20    supplemental environmental impact statement was released
 21    in October of 2010.  We received over 150,000 comments on
 22    that draft supplemental environmental impact statement.
 23              We held public hearings in Kotzebue, Point Hope,
 24    Point Lay, Wainwright, Barrow, and Anchorage, as well as
 25    government-to-government meetings in those communities.
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  1              And I'm going to turn it over to Mike to so he
  2    can explain what we did next.
  3                    MR. MICHAEL ROUTHIER:  So in most EIS
  4    processes, you go out with a draft to invite public
  5    comment, hold some meetings, and we look at those public
  6    comments and develop a final EIS.  Here, like Sharon said,
  7    we received over 150,000 comments, and we noticed a
  8    recurring theme of many of those comments was -- and
  9    again, this is on the heels of the Deepwater Horizon
 10    event.  That theme was you guys need to assess the
 11    possibility of a very large oil spill in the Arctic as a
 12    result of this lease sale.
 13              So as an agency, we sat down and considered our
 14    options and decided that, yes, it would be appropriate to
 15    analyze a very large oil spill scenario in our EIS.  To
 16    ensure that it received the full amount of analysis it
 17    warranted, we decided to do that in our EIS.  And because
 18    this was a very substantial new piece of analysis, we
 19    decided that we were going to need to republish the draft
 20    EIS because this contains so much new information.
 21              That's basically the document that brings us
 22    today.  We republished the original draft SEIS, including
 23    the very large oil spill scenario and are now publishing
 24    this as a revised draft supplemental environmental impact
 25    statement.  And tonight we're here to solicit and record
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  1    public comments on the document to get people's feedback
  2    on whether the document is sufficient.  And we will then
  3    take those comments, incorporate them into our final SEIS,
  4    and send that on to the eventual decisionmaker.
  5              So we mentioned that one of the main drivers of
  6    this revised document was the very large oil spill
  7    scenario, so we want to talk a little bit more about what
  8    that is.  Basically we asked our expert geologists what
  9    the biggest oil spill possible in the Chukchi Sea planning
 10    area could be.  This is a purely hypothetical event.  We
 11    are not talking about a specific plan to drill.  This is
 12    purely hypothetical and a scenario to inform our
 13    environmental analysis.
 14              The very large oil spill is a term that is
 15    different than the term which you might hear elsewhere,
 16    which is worst-case discharge.  Whereas a very large oil
 17    spill is a tool in our NEPA analysis, the worst-case
 18    discharge is something specifically required by our
 19    regulations to be included in any exploration plan.
 20              So if this lease sale were to be affirmed or
 21    affirmed in part and a company were to, down the road,
 22    submit an exploration plan to actually do drilling in the
 23    Chukchi Sea, that proposed exploration plan would have to
 24    include a worst-case discharge.  That's a different
 25    analysis.
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  1              It would incorporate a lot of additional
  2    information, such as what kind of well is it, where is the
  3    well, what reservoir, what kind of oil, what kind of
  4    technology would be used, what kind of safety precautions
  5    would be taken and so forth.  And it's that subsequent
  6    analysis that would inform the decision on, okay, what
  7    kind of oil spill response plan would be required if that
  8    exploration were to go forward.
  9                    MS. SHARON WARREN:  Again, the input that
 10    we need tonight from you and until July 11th when we have
 11    a public comment period open is to have your comments on
 12    this document that we have out there, this revised draft
 13    supplemental environmental impact statement for sale 193.
 14    There is a 45-day comment period.  This was released out
 15    to the public on the 21st of May.  And so the comment
 16    period closes on July 11th.
 17              There is a website that you can go to to click
 18    on and submit your comments.  We are using regulations.gov
 19    for the comments, and we have some handouts that we will
 20    put out here so that you know how to go to our website and
 21    where to click on to submit your comments.  And that's
 22    what we are asking.  That's why we're here tonight, to get
 23    your views.
 24              So the next thing is, what happens after these
 25    hearings?  As Mike says, we will take these comments,
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  1    incorporate them, and do and make a final supplemental
  2    EIS.  We are on a court deadline.  We are mandated by the
  3    Court.  This document is still in litigation.  The Court
  4    issued an order on the 19th of May and said, however you
  5    want to do it, in addition to doing the court order, items
  6    that he had as concerns and to do this, he wants the
  7    Secretary to make his decision on whether to reaffirm the
  8    sale, modify the sale, or cancel the lease sale by the 3rd
  9    of October of this year.
 10              So in order to do that, we are going to
 11    incorporate these comments.  We must have the final SEIS
 12    out there to the public filed with the Environmental
 13    Protection Agency in early September.  So there is a
 14    30-day waiting period before the Secretary of the Interior
 15    can make the decision.  Once he makes that decision, this
 16    document, the final EIS, and his decision will be filed
 17    with the District Court, and there will be further
 18    briefings with the District Court, and then the judge will
 19    decide whether or not the agency has met its obligation
 20    under the National Environmental Policy Act.
 21              And what we are going to do is, these posters
 22    after we are finished, we are going to hang them along the
 23    back wall so that when we have the break -- which there
 24    will be probably a break, as time goes on, and Jim will
 25    explain that -- he will give you an opportunity to go
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  1    along the back wall.
  2              There is also some maps on the back wall that we
  3    put up.  One in particular is the sale 193 map that you
  4    can see what was the sale 193 area that was offered,
  5    what's the alternative.  There is still alternatives that
  6    are being looked at in the supplemental, so -- and then
  7    also what was leased.  The leased areas are both the gray
  8    blocks and there are some red blocks because some of the
  9    leases are within one of the alternatives that the
 10    Secretary can decide to choose on this.  So this whole
 11    sale is back to the Secretary to decide what he wants to
 12    do with the sale.
 13                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you very much.  I
 14    noticed when they were up there, they were pointing to me
 15    and saying Jim.  I probably forgot to tell you who I was.
 16    Yes, I'm a Fed.  My name is Jim Kendall.  I am the new
 17    Regional Director for the Alaska Regional Office of the
 18    Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, Regulation and
 19    Enforcement.  I came up here on a detail from Washington,
 20    D.C. in January.  It was supposed to be a two- to
 21    three-month detail.  After six months I have fallen in
 22    love with Alaska.  I think I have some Alaska colleagues
 23    that might like me, so I am moving to Alaska to join the
 24    community of this wonderful state.
 25              Also, I would like to point out we have some
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  1    members in our audience who are representing our leaders.
  2    We have got the Representative Steve Thompson in the
  3    audience.  Thank you for coming tonight.  Rhonda Boyles
  4    representing Congressman Young.  Thank you.  And we've got
  5    Tom Moyer representing Senator Begich.  Would any of you
  6    like to make a few opening comments?
  7                    UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  No.
  8                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  All right.  That's fine.
  9    Now, with that, we are going to start the process where we
 10    get input from you all.  Now, this is real important
 11    because we are preparing a document that goes to the
 12    decisionmaker.  It's also very much a public transparent
 13    process.  So we want input from folks.  We want you to
 14    read the document.  Tell us what you thought.  Tell us
 15    what we are missing so when we give that document and all
 16    the material that goes with it to the Secretary, he can
 17    sit down with his staff and these materials and make the
 18    best possible decision.
 19              So you are part of the process.  This is really,
 20    really important.  So once we start the comment period,
 21    please state your name.  Let's try to keep it to three to
 22    five minutes so everybody has a chance and we are not here
 23    till 3:00 in the morning.  But if we have to, we will stay
 24    till 3:00 in the morning.  And if you have written
 25    comments, please bring it up here.  I'll give it to Mary
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  1    and that will be entered into the record, as well.  So
  2    Scott, will you bring over the bowl.
  3              Now, we have never done it before this way, but
  4    we are hoping that it makes it more fair and everybody
  5    feels they have had an equal chance to do it.  Murray
  6    Richmond representing Senator Thomas.  Thank you.  Thank
  7    you, Murray.
  8              Our first selectee is Debbie Miller.  Debbie
  9    Miller.  Come right up to the podium.  The floor is yours.
 10                    MS. DEBBIE MILLER:  I'm the lucky one.
 11    Gee whiz.  I'm Debbie Miller.  I have lived in Alaska for
 12    35 years.  I have spent much of the last 35 years
 13    exploring the Arctic, mostly during the summer months,
 14    extensively in the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge,
 15    Natural Petroleum Reserve, and I write books for children
 16    and adults about the natural world.
 17              I have not been to the Chukchi Sea.  I have
 18    traveled out on the sea ice north of Barrow when I worked
 19    on a book about polar bears back in the mid 1990s.  And it
 20    was there that I learned about the culture of the Inupiat
 21    people and how they are the bravest people and the
 22    hardiest people to go out into those sea ice, you know,
 23    areas where the ice is moving, where bears are, you know,
 24    struggling, swimming right now because we have such a
 25    situation with the loss of ice.  We are reading all about
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  1    that.
  2              But this is an incredibly harsh environment,
  3    always changing, a dynamic landscape.  It would be the
  4    last place I would ever consider a good place to have oil
  5    and gas drilling, exploration and development.  By -- just
  6    by the nature of the weather, the wind, the storms, the
  7    sea ice moving, the pressure ridges that I saw, the sound
  8    of the ice sheets grinding against one another.  So just
  9    the nature of this place says to me aren't there other
 10    places that are less sensitive that would be a lower risk
 11    area to explore and develop oil and gas.  The species, the
 12    polar bears, are endangered or threatened.
 13              I noticed in the report -- I just have now seen
 14    this for the first time, and I turned to the polar bear
 15    page on page 100, and it mentioned that, as a conclusion,
 16    that the impacts appear to be minimal on polar bears with
 17    oil and gas development.
 18              And I would, I guess, question that in that if
 19    you read a Canadian study that was done back in the 1970s
 20    when I was doing my research, there was a gruesome study
 21    that was conducted where the Canadian scientists purposely
 22    oiled the fur of six polar bears to see what would happen,
 23    and immediately those polar bears groomed themselves,
 24    ingested the oil, went into convulsions, and they all
 25    died.  So we have had some studies that have looked at
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  1    what happens when a polar bear has its fur covered in oil.
  2    So these are serious impacts if we have an oil spill.
  3              The second biggest concern I would have is there
  4    is no proven technology to clean up an oil spill in Arctic
  5    waters, and that's also pointed out in your report on page
  6    135.  I was looking at the effect of ice on response
  7    actions.  It's very clear that you are going to be
  8    hampered if you are out there in those kinds of conditions
  9    as far as getting that ice, building the booms protecting
 10    the area.  Removing the oil with those ice conditions
 11    makes it almost impossible in a lot of cases.  So again,
 12    the question would be why would we choose this area, a
 13    high risk area, on the heels of the Gulf spill, the Gulf
 14    of Mexico on the heels of Exxon Valdez oil spill.  Why
 15    would we go to such a high risk area when we have other
 16    places to explore and develop and we have other choices
 17    for our energy supply, namely renewable energy, solar,
 18    wind, geothermal and all the other -- tidal.  Wouldn't
 19    this be a safer bet?
 20              Thank you so much for your time and for coming
 21    to Fairbanks and teaching us about all the work that you
 22    put into this.  This looks like a very interesting
 23    document.  I'll submit written comments at a later date.
 24    Thank you.
 25                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you very much.  I
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  1    promise I will do my best not to destroy the names too
  2    bad.  The first name is Joseph.  Joseph Aveoganna.  The
  3    floor is yours, Joseph.  You can speak over there, if you
  4    would like.
  5                    MR. DANIEL LUM:  Hello.  This is my son
  6    Joseph.
  7                    MR. JOSEPH AVEOGANNA:  Hi.
  8                    MR. DANIEL LUM:  Joseph is shy.  And so
  9    I'm going to help him with this.  And my name is Daniel.
 10    I'm from Barrow, my wife is from Point Hope, and my son
 11    has grandparents in Wainwright, all three out on the
 12    Chukchi.  Joseph, what kind of food do you eat?  Tell
 13    these people what you eat.  Okay.
 14                    MR. JOSEPH AVEOGANNA:  Bowhead whales,
 15    fish, walrus and seals.
 16                    MR. DANIEL LUM:  Do we eat a little bit of
 17    that or do we eat a lot of it?
 18                    MR. JOSEPH AVEOGANNA:  A lot of it.
 19                    MR. DANIEL LUM:  Is this important to you?
 20    Do you always eat this fresh good food from the Chukchi?
 21                    MR. JOSEPH AVEOGANNA:  Yes.
 22                    MR. DANIEL LUM:  What happened in Mexico
 23    [sic] this year from what you learned from school?
 24                    MR. JOSEPH AVEOGANNA:  The oil spill.
 25                    MR. DANIEL LUM:  What happened to the
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  1    ocean when they had an oil spill?
  2                    MR. JOSEPH AVEOGANNA:  Everything got sick
  3    and died.
  4                    MR. DANIEL LUM:  A lot of it got sick and
  5    died.  Nannuq, look at all these people.  Look at them.
  6    Whose ocean is this Nannuq?
  7                    MR. JOSEPH AVEOGANNA:  Mine.
  8                    MR. DANIEL LUM:  Does this ocean belong to
  9    them?
 10                    MR. JOSEPH AVEOGANNA:  No.
 11                    MR. DANIEL LUM:  What do you want to tell
 12    these people, Nannuq?
 13                    MR. JOSEPH AVEOGANNA:  This is my ocean,
 14    not yours.
 15                    MR. DANIEL LUM:  Please stay out of our
 16    ocean.  Thank you.
 17                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Next on deck we have
 18    Rebecca Schaffer.  Rebecca.  And after that it will be
 19    Joseph Boyle.
 20                    MS. REBECCA SCHAFFER:  Well, next time any
 21    of us eat shrimp, we have to question where it came from
 22    because it's keeping -- they are keeping it on the down
 23    low.  They are covering it up, and there is a big
 24    percentage of it coming from the Gulf.  People are dying.
 25    They are bleeding from all their orifices down there, just
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  1    like the dolphins.  This is all being hushed up.
  2              So I mean, you know, it's kind of scary, you
  3    know, what's happening to the oceans.  That's why I wanted
  4    to speak.  I want to speak for the animals, for the ocean,
  5    for the, you know, the endangered.  With Fukushima, the
  6    Gulf, Valdez, you know, our hindsight is 20/20, right?
  7    But the animals, from the algae to the whales, you know,
  8    are dying.  They are endangered.  It's all out of balance.
  9    And why?  Part of it is due to global warming, but a lost
 10    it is due to, you know, mankind.
 11              I would just like to believe that we have
 12    evolved higher, a more higher consciousness, right, to
 13    think outside the box, to think beyond oil.
 14              My dad was in development, you know.  Ironically
 15    I'm sitting here.  He's probably really groaning upstairs
 16    because he was all pro development, you know.  But in
 17    reality, we have options.  You know, I know that it's
 18    threatening jobs and money.  The state of Alaska is rich
 19    because of oil.  But you have to look at the bigger
 20    picture.  The bigger picture is that we take care of
 21    everyone, including the ocean.  You know, we take care of
 22    future generations to enjoy all that as well.
 23              So I think there is a lot of other alternatives,
 24    you know.  I mean, if there is hydrogen cars, I'm there,
 25    Charlie, you know.  I mean, geothermal, the sun.  It's all
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  1    natural, nonpolluting, you know.  So I think that's what
  2    we all ought to be embracing.  You know, with -- milk in
  3    Hawaii on the big island is 3,000 times radiated with, you
  4    know, the -- just radiated.  You know, I have a daughter
  5    living over there, you know.  It's pretty scary, the
  6    ramifications of our actions.  The ramifications of the
  7    Gulf Coast we are not even hearing about because it's
  8    hushed up.
  9              So anyways, I get a little impassioned, but
 10    thanks for this hearing.
 11                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Rebecca.
 12    Joseph Boyle, and following Joseph will be Steve Kelly.
 13    Joseph, the floor is yours.
 14                    MR. JOSEPH BOYLE:  Hi.  Joseph Boyle.  I'm
 15    a member of Laborers Local 942.  I have been working up on
 16    the North Slope for over six years now, primarily during
 17    the winter.  Some of the conditions I've seen, near
 18    white-out conditions.  I've worked in temperatures 80
 19    below zero with a wind chill for 12 hours a day, seven
 20    days a week for months on end.  I think we really do need
 21    to be drilling up there more.  I think a lot of jobs are
 22    at stake, mine personally, as well as tens of thousands of
 23    others, they estimate.
 24              But one thing I just wanted to say was as the
 25    amount of oil declines in our pipeline, so do the jobs
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  1    here in Alaska.  And it's a beautiful place, but at the
  2    same time, I don't want to turn it into the biggest
  3    national park on earth.
  4              Some of the stop measures that we have up there
  5    include -- I mean, we put diapers is what we call them,
  6    but stuff underneath pickup trucks.  And it's not just a
  7    duck pond which is like a throw-down containment.  It's
  8    something you actually tie wire underneath the bottom of
  9    the vehicles and that goes to every single piece of
 10    equipment that we have up there.  It's incredibly
 11    environmentally safe.
 12              And I mean, literally, if there is one drop of
 13    oil or any grease hits the ground you literally have to
 14    shovel it up and pick it up.  And I've walked for miles
 15    and down right-of-ways and literally picked up about the
 16    equivalent of three snowballs, which is mainly just snow.
 17    It's really not that contaminated.  I mean, it's a
 18    beautiful place up there.  But there really is nothing up
 19    there except the pipeline workers, at least when I'm
 20    around.
 21              But that's about all I have to say.  The amount
 22    of environmental impact is so minimal that it just boggles
 23    my mind.  But that's all I've got for now.  Thank you.
 24                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Joseph.
 25    Steve Kelly, followed by Brent Helms.  Steve, the floor is
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  1    yours.
  2                    MR. STEVE KELLY:  My name is Steve Kelly.
  3    I live at 4140 Owl Drive, Fairbanks, Alaska.  I've worked
  4    heavy construction since 1975.  I retired in 2003.  In
  5    1980, '81 and '82 I worked on offshore islands up in
  6    Prudhoe Bay.  So I worked on BF 37, Duck Island and Seal
  7    Island, for sure.  And technology we had then was pretty
  8    good, but the technology we have now, it would be almost
  9    impossible for me to believe that we do not have ways of
 10    going and getting those resources and not doing any harm
 11    on the environment.
 12              It's pretty shallow.  It's only 150 feet at the
 13    deepest.  We can make islands that deep.  We did it in
 14    the '80s.  We can still do it.  And we are talking about
 15    50-, 60,000 jobs.  We are talking about making the United
 16    States energy dependent [sic].  We can't just turn our
 17    back on it because we think it can't be done.  We have to
 18    somehow go get that resource, provide work for ourselves,
 19    take care of ourselves, save the environment and not
 20    damage the food and the sea for everybody else.  It has to
 21    be -- there has to be a way we can do it.  And these
 22    people will find a way to do it.
 23              Thank you.
 24                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Next is Brent Helms,
 25    followed by Richard Fineberg.
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  1                    MR. BRENT HELMS:  My name is Brent Helms.
  2    I'm a lifelong Alaskan and have worked in construction in
  3    the state throughout my career, many of those years in the
  4    oil and gas industry.  Since the development of Alaska's
  5    oil and gas there have been thousands of workers trained
  6    for building and maintaining the oil and gas
  7    infrastructure.  The jobs associated with this industry
  8    has allowed me to remain in Alaska to raise my family,
  9    along with many other Alaskans over the years.  I'm
 10    concerned this may change in the future if oil and gas
 11    production continues to decline with the associated jobs.
 12              The oil and gas industry demands a skilled
 13    workforce to construct and maintain its pipelines and
 14    facilities.  These are trained Alaskans from across the
 15    state, a skilled workforce ready to work on projects that
 16    Alaska's OCS development would provide.  Previous studies
 17    estimate that opening the OCS for development will provide
 18    tens of thousands of employment opportunities.  These are
 19    good jobs, jobs that allow young men and women to raise
 20    families, support their communities, and remain in Alaska.
 21              The oil and gas reserves of Alaska are crucial
 22    to the nation and its dependence on foreign oil.  Further
 23    delays in permitting are costly and will deprive the
 24    nation of both jobs and future domestic oil supply.
 25    Developing the OCS is vital for Alaska's economic future.
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  1              I urge you to support permitting lease sale 193
  2    for responsible development.
  3                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Richard Fineberg,
  4    followed by Buzz Otis.
  5                    MR. RICHARD FINEBERG:  Richard Fineberg,
  6    3920 Old Wood Road, Ester, 99725.  I have observed oil
  7    operations for the better part of four decades as a
  8    newspaper reporter, as a state bureaucrat, and as an
  9    environmental advocate and as a consultant.  I will go
 10    back to -- and my comments are informed by, I think, all
 11    of that work, primarily onshore, but some offshore.  I was
 12    with the governor's office in the Exxon Valdez spill and
 13    observed it very closely throughout the summer of the
 14    first year, and have just been down in the Gulf on my own
 15    extensively, the Gulf of Mexico, which is not directly
 16    relevant here, but I simply want to suggest I do have some
 17    background to make a couple of general challenging
 18    statements.
 19              Number one, my first dealing with offshore spill
 20    response was 1983 when I became the budget analyst for the
 21    State's Department of Environmental Conservation in the
 22    governor's office, and I had to move paper as a naive
 23    bureaucrat who had no knowledge of how to do it, but the
 24    first paper I had to move was to move the paperwork to get
 25    funding for a stalled response project on oil spill
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  1    response in broken ice.
  2              The project had been stalled for some time.  The
  3    department was imploring me to move it.  It's a perfect
  4    metaphor for where we are right now.  I don't know if we
  5    have made any major progress.  I don't believe we have
  6    made significant response progress since -- since then.
  7    At that time the State was botching its response.  I have
  8    observed over the years and documented the State's
  9    response failures, and not only spill response, but
 10    environmental protection responses, including the risk
 11    assessment program of 2008 to 2010.
 12              From that I just want to flag two -- two
 13    sentences that just -- just popped out at me in your May
 14    2011 revised supplemental report.  Page 280, "The lack of
 15    any well-established and extensive onshore infrastructure
 16    within the Chukchi Sea region could compromise the
 17    efficiency of response efforts, heightening and prolonging
 18    the impacts described above."  It doesn't sound like good
 19    news at all.  And I think the criteria that you asked us
 20    to look at the statements is, are -- is the sentence
 21    relevant, and what is your belief on it.
 22              Yes, I feel it's quite relevant, but doesn't
 23    demonstrate we should go forward.  I believe not two pages
 24    later, the conclusion -- and page 280, which you know --
 25    not all of you here may know.  That is a -- that is in
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  1    response to a very large oil spill section.
  2              The conclusion two pages later -- and I'll have
  3    to paraphrase this.  As a stutterer, that's the least I
  4    can do for you.  While intervention and response could
  5    mitigate the volume and certain effects, the significant
  6    and perhaps irrevocable adverse impacts associated with a
  7    very large oil spill highlight the need for effective
  8    spill response.
  9              I spent that time stumbling over my biography
 10    because I'm going to suggest a venture that I'm not clear
 11    on, which is the precautionary principle.  I believe these
 12    two statements stand in almost flagrant violation of the
 13    precautionary principle.  Although my language is strong
 14    there, I don't know that that's legally relevant, but
 15    common sense wise it is a point I wanted to make.  And I
 16    am sorry that I do not have the legal background to know
 17    if I'm on point for you on that.
 18              So I thank you very much for your time.
 19                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you very much,
 20    Richard.  Next is Buzz Otis and followed by Charles
 21    Paskvan.
 22                    MR. BUZZ OTIS:  Good evening.  Good
 23    evening.  Thank you for being here.  My name is Buzz Otis.
 24    My mailing address is P.O. Box 55068, North Pole, Alaska
 25    99705.  And I welcome you to Fairbanks tonight.  And I
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  1    know we got precluded from the opportunity to testify
  2    early on, so I appreciate you amending your schedule and
  3    including us.
  4              I represent North Pole Economic Development
  5    Corporation.  I'm their executive director as well as a
  6    private businessman in this community since 1976.  Lease
  7    Sale 193 should be affirmed as held in 2008.  I believe
  8    the EIS provides sufficient information and analysis to
  9    support an informed decision affirming sale 193.
 10    Rescinding leases and allowing a de facto moratorium to
 11    continue will harm Alaska's economy and discourage future
 12    industry investment without a corresponding benefit to the
 13    environment.
 14              Alaska's economy is at a crossroads, as I see
 15    the United States.  We need to get a handle on this energy
 16    issue.  We are paying close to $4 a gallon in this town
 17    for heating oil.  We heat our homes some people somewhere
 18    eight, nine months of the year, but certainly six or
 19    seven.  We have snow on the ground from the first of
 20    October, usually, until the first of May.  And the people
 21    on fixed incomes are leaving this town, retirees,
 22    people -- it's difficult.  You can sense it in the
 23    streets.  You don't see the activity in the construction
 24    industry, at the restaurants.  And it's a concern of mine.
 25              I've decided to make Alaska my home, and I'd
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  1    like to -- my children to be able to have jobs here.  But
  2    without adequate energy, affordable energy, they won't be
  3    able to stay here.  And the same concern goes for the
  4    United States.  We need to be dependent on Alaska's
  5    resources as a country and not send our money to OPEC that
  6    could care less.  Those people do not like Americans, for
  7    the most part, and it just seems absurd that we continue
  8    to enhance their economy at the detriment of ours.
  9              I'm as concerned about the Alaska environment as
 10    anybody.  I hunt here.  I fish here.  You know, we
 11    recreate in the waters and love Alaska.  But I truly
 12    believe that development and industry and protecting the
 13    State's natural bounty of fish, wildlife, waters, and the
 14    way of life we have all come to love can be done jointly
 15    and in harmony.
 16              The Chukchi OCS is an important future source of
 17    energy supply.  I touched on that a little bit.  I'm not
 18    sure if the Chukchi Sea oil would come through the
 19    Trans-Alaska Pipeline, but if it did, that would be very
 20    helpful.  Sorry about the echo.
 21              We have two refineries in North Pole.  When TAPS
 22    first started in the '70s, oil was about 110 degrees.  We
 23    now get oil between 32 and 40 degrees into the refinery.
 24    They use refined products to heat the oil so they can
 25    refine it and that's the big -- that's the only reason
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  1    right now why the oil gets to Valdez is because it's
  2    heated -- taken out of the pipe, a lot of it is heated up,
  3    some of what they don't use gets put back in the pipe and
  4    raises the ambient temperature of the oil in the pipe.
  5              We are down from two million barrels a day to
  6    600,000, and we need to get that oil back up to the levels
  7    where it doesn't become ChapStick.  We had an incident
  8    last January when the line was shut down for seven whole
  9    days because of a situation up at Pump 1, and it was
 10    difficult getting it started.
 11              So I see these type of developments being
 12    beneficial, not only to Alaska, but the Trans-Alaska
 13    Pipeline, our economy, the people of this state, both
 14    Natives and those of us that weren't blessed enough to
 15    have been born here, as well as the United States.
 16              And so I urge you to move this thing forward.
 17    The restrictions on development, the hurdles we have to
 18    jump is -- is very, very difficult for industry to
 19    stomach.  Challenges putting a bridge across the river,
 20    the Colville River, here on the Tanana.  It just goes on
 21    and on and on.  And we are taking America down in the
 22    process.  There has got to be a balance between what's
 23    good for the country and just saying no to -- to
 24    further -- I'm not sure quite what the agenda is, but it's
 25    time to change.
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  1              Thank you very much for your time.
  2                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Buzz.  Next,
  3    Charles Paskvan.  The floor is yours.
  4                    MR. CHARLES PASKVAN:  I've worked
  5    construction since 1975 on the oil pipeline.  And I've
  6    watched a lot of development go through that.  I just have
  7    a couple notes here I'd like to go over there.  Is
  8    releasing 30,000,000 barrels from our strategic national
  9    reserve an energy policy?  No.  Alaska has for over 30
 10    years and over 15,000,000,000 barrels of oil, that is an
 11    energy policy.
 12              In a new offshore oil field, the Oogarook, the
 13    oil pipeline is inside of another pipeline.  And what you
 14    have there is the ability to have sensors.  There is also
 15    another couple of pipelines inside of that.  So you have
 16    the oil, gas, water, power inside of a half-inch pipeline
 17    that protects the oil and gas and all of that inside of
 18    that.
 19              So after what he was talking about having the
 20    island built out there for this development, and then you
 21    have a buried pipeline that has sensors that would prevent
 22    any release, you have zero possibility of an actual spill
 23    from a pipeline with the new technology that they have
 24    been using up there on this field now.  So this company is
 25    doing everything that they would need to to protect and
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  1    ensure any potential, and there would be zero potential of
  2    a spill with this new technology.
  3              What we are doing today is really amazing.  And
  4    we all know that with the knowledge we are doing it we can
  5    do it right and do it safe in America for national
  6    security, for Alaska's jobs, for -- we need to build it.
  7              The other problem here is overregulation of the
  8    entire industry, the entire country.  We are being
  9    regulated to death.  I mean, we are doing it right, the
 10    technology is there, and we just need to go out and do our
 11    job.
 12              Thank you.
 13                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you very much.
 14    Next is Merrick Peirce, followed by Jeanne Creamer-Dalton.
 15                    MR. MERRICK PEIRCE:  Good evening.  Thank
 16    you very much for coming up to Fairbanks for this hearing.
 17              My name is Merrick Peirce, P.O. Box 10045,
 18    Fairbanks, Alaska 99710.  I'm in the oil and gas business,
 19    and I do support responsible oil and gas development.  And
 20    I think before I begin my testimony, I'd like a little
 21    audience participation by a simple show of hands.  How
 22    many of you have been up to the Arctic coast ever in your
 23    life, just a quick show of hands.  So most of the people.
 24    And how many of you have been up in the Arctic ice in the
 25    wintertime?  Let the record reflect about half the room of
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  1    a large group of Alaskans have actually been to the Arctic
  2    in the wintertime.
  3              One of the concerns that I have is that there
  4    are many decisionmakers, both within industry and within
  5    government who have never set foot on the Arctic sea ice
  6    in the wintertime, so they don't fully appreciate just how
  7    tough these Arctic conditions are, how cold it is up
  8    there, how windy it is up there, and yet these are the
  9    folks that are making decisions about what happens in
 10    Alaska's Arctic.
 11              This is an environment that's vastly different
 12    than the Gulf of Mexico.  According to a recent AP
 13    investigation, there are 27,000 abandoned oil and gas
 14    wells, and no one in industry or in government really
 15    fully comprehends just what's happening with all the oil
 16    and gas wells, particularly wells that have been
 17    abandoned, thousands of them.  And it begs the question of
 18    why we are moving in the Arctic with all of the issues
 19    that remain to be resolved in the Gulf of Mexico.
 20              I think with the Gulf of Mexico it's helpful to
 21    illustrate what's happening in the Gulf of Mexico to
 22    what's happening in the Arctic.  In the Gulf you have
 23    thousands of miles of roads in the Gulf, and you have
 24    airports, you have ports, you have a basic infrastructure
 25    in place, but you access to the oil beaches if there is a
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  1    release of crude oil.  And of course, you have got
  2    year-round warm weather.  You don't have the ice and the
  3    wind like you have in the Arctic.
  4              That's not the case in the Arctic.  There are no
  5    roads to the major communities in the Arctic.  You can't
  6    drive to Barrow.  You can't drive to Kotzebue.  You can't
  7    drive to Kaktovik.  What I'm asking you to fully
  8    appreciate is that you can't even drive from Kaktovik to
  9    Kotzebue.  The road infrastructure just isn't in place.
 10    And the nearest ice-free port is at Dutch Harbor.  That's
 11    roughly a thousand miles away from where this proposed
 12    development will occur.
 13              There is a real concern about the behavior of
 14    the oil industry in Alaska over the last 20 years.  So if
 15    we can start with the corruption that we saw within MMS to
 16    where officials abrogated their fiduciary obligation to
 17    taxpayers where they were taking bribes, where they were
 18    taking prostitutes, there were drugs, promises of jobs,
 19    and they walked away from their fiduciary obligation to
 20    the taxpayers.
 21              In Alaska we saw what happened with Exxon in
 22    Prince William Sound where they released between 11- and
 23    20,000,000 barrels of crude oil into Prince William Sound.
 24    Oil that's spilled there, today, you can simply kick over
 25    the rocks on some of the beaches there.  We saw that BP
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  1    ran their pipelines to failure in Prudhoe Bay.  We had
  2    Doyon Drilling with a convicted felon.
  3              And what we have is a situation where we had
  4    ADEC regulators who were told not to do the jobs that they
  5    were responsible to do.  And they were fired when they
  6    did.  And we have even had scores of representatives, both
  7    representatives and senators who were taking bribes from
  8    the oil industry.  Huge concern.
  9              And so the question that we have to ask with all
 10    of this felonious conduct, this blatant corruption, how
 11    can we have the slightest degree of assurance that history
 12    will not repeat itself with oil exploration and
 13    development in the Arctic Ocean?  That's an unanswered
 14    question.
 15              But we can look at past behaviors to get some
 16    indication of what future conduct is like.  And the
 17    possibility of cleaning up a major oil spill with sea ice,
 18    darkness and storms is a fairy tale.  As any Alaskan can
 19    tell you, particularly in the cold winters, Murphy's law
 20    prevails.  If something can go wrong, it will go wrong and
 21    it will go wrong at the worst possible time.  So you'll be
 22    looking for an oil spill, a major oil spill in the
 23    darkness of an Arctic winter where you have got sea ice,
 24    where you have gale force winds.
 25              If you talk to the Eskimos up there, they'll
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  1    tell you about the gale force winds.  And that puts a wind
  2    chill up to about 60 to 100 degrees below zero.
  3              The result is that you could have an uncontained
  4    uncontrolled oil spill that spreads throughout the Arctic
  5    doing enormous damage to wildlife and the subsistence way
  6    of life of the Inupiat that have been practicing the
  7    subsistence way of life for thousands of years.  That's a
  8    huge concern.
  9              In the cold Arctic winters, the oil will not
 10    break down quickly, similar to what we have seen in Prince
 11    William Sound.  And it will do damage for many, many
 12    decades.  And when the inevitable spill happens, people
 13    are going to ask, what were they thinking back in 2011?
 14    Why did they allow this kind of development to occur.
 15              In closing, I note that offshore development is
 16    outside of Alaska's legal jurisdiction.  We will not
 17    derive royalty or severance revenue from this kind of
 18    exploration and development.  That's what Alaska uses to
 19    pay its bills.  That's what we use for roads.  That's what
 20    we use for schools.  That's what we use for troopers.  And
 21    we need to start filling that oil in the TAPS pipeline
 22    that is in decline, and we can do that with
 23    [indiscernible] exploration.  And that oil does provide
 24    the state with severance and royalty, not so with the
 25    offshore oil.
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  1              So these are the concerns that we need to keep
  2    in mind.  And I thank you very much for having this
  3    hearing and the opportunity to participate.
  4                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Next is Jeanne
  5    Creamer-Dalton, and after that will be Garry Hutchison.
  6                   MS. JEANNE CREAMER-DALTON:  Hello.  My name
  7    is Jeanne Creamer-Dalton.  I'm at 176 Palace Circle, No. 5
  8    in Fairbanks.  I was born in Fairbanks.  My family has
  9    been here almost since the beginning of Fairbanks.  And I
 10    just am talking as just a regular citizen.  I just wanted
 11    to get my two cents in that I am opposed to this drilling
 12    in the Arctic and the Chukchi.  And I have been following
 13    companies' actions for -- ever since I did spend six or
 14    seven years in California and saw the impact on the
 15    environment in Southern California.  And when I came back
 16    to Alaska, the pipeline was just beginning.
 17              And the impact has not been all that great as
 18    far as there have been a lot of oil spills.  I have not
 19    been -- my experience has been central Interior Alaska.  I
 20    did work on the pipeline for a number of years as a
 21    Teamster and, actually, I was impressed with the oil
 22    companies' actions at that time.  But since then they have
 23    deteriorated.  I don't have any written comments.  I'm a
 24    better writer than a talker, and I'd like to submit
 25    comments at a later date.
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  1              I just wanted you to know that I'm one of the
  2    people that's adamantly opposed to the drilling as it
  3    stands now.  I don't believe they have the technology
  4    needed to deal with any oil spills.  And I think it would
  5    be devastating to the planet.  So thank you.
  6                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you very much.
  7    Garry Hutchison followed by Kirk Jackson.
  8                    MR. GARRY HUTCHISON:  My name is Garry
  9    Hutchison.  I live at 140 Falcon Drive, Fairbanks 99712,
 10    and I'm here to voice support for development of oil in
 11    the offshore regions of the Chukchi Sea because of the
 12    need for our pipeline that goes through this community to
 13    provide a viable resource to the state and to this
 14    community.  Earlier we have heard about the decline and
 15    you are aware of that, the Prudhoe Bay decline that's
 16    increasing with each year.  And there is a need to put new
 17    oil in it.  And my understanding is that the potential
 18    exists for up to a million barrels a day to come from the
 19    offshore.  And we need to do that.
 20              I lived in Fairbanks before the pipeline, so I
 21    know what it was like, and I also understand the
 22    tremendous, tremendous benefit that the oil discovery and
 23    development and the pipeline has given to this community
 24    and our state.  Without a doubt, it's the greatest thing
 25    that happened to the state since its inception.
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  1              And I think with that is an understanding of
  2    how -- how devastating it would be to this community and
  3    to the state if the pipeline no longer was able to
  4    function and we lost its usefulness in the community.  It
  5    would hurt our tax base.  It would hurt our public systems
  6    and our revenues and jobs, and would be just as
  7    devastating to this town and to this community as it was
  8    good 30 years ago.  So this is something that we need.
  9              You know, we all can fantasize about fears, but
 10    we can look back and see facts and reality.  And the facts
 11    are that this oil and this development has been tremendous
 12    for this state, and we know that the country needs oil.
 13    We know that we need to change the way that we develop
 14    energies.  We have the ability to do that through
 15    technologies.  Alaskans will not tolerate pollution.  We
 16    haven't, we won't.  We love the land like no other people.
 17              And so I very strongly hope that you support the
 18    development efforts and allow that to go forward and give
 19    the future to this state and this community.  And I
 20    appreciate very much you coming to Fairbanks.  Thank you.
 21                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Garry.  Next
 22    is Kirk Jackson, followed by Rita McGrath.
 23                    MR. KIRK JACKSON:  Hello.  My name is Kirk
 24    Jackson.  I live at 579 Wilcox, Fairbanks.  I was born
 25    here in Fairbanks, lived in Alaska my whole life.  I want
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  1    to thank you for giving us the opportunity to speak today.
  2              Alaska has enormous untapped oil and gas
  3    potential, especially in its offshore areas.  The Chukchi
  4    Sea offers more resources than any other undeveloped U.S.
  5    basin.  Alaska's North Slope and its offshore areas are
  6    now perhaps the most studied energy bases in the United
  7    States.  Over 250 studies have been funded in the Arctic
  8    in the past decade with the majority focused on the
  9    Beaufort and Chukchi Seas.  The demand for energy is
 10    continuing to rise, and reality will require continued
 11    development of oil and gas resources.
 12              At its peak, the TAPS pipeline carried
 13    approximately 24 percent of domestic production.  Due to
 14    declining rates of oil production in the onshore North
 15    Slope region, TAPS is down to a third of that production.
 16    Development of OCS would help fill the pipeline and keep
 17    TAPS flowing for generations to come.
 18              So I urge you to move forward with the
 19    development of the Lease Sale 193 at a time when America
 20    needs jobs, economic growth, and a dependable supply for
 21    affordable energy.  Thank you for your time.
 22                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Next is Rita McGrath,
 23    followed by Roger Burggraf.  The floor is yours.
 24                    MS. RITA MCGRATH:  My name is Rita
 25    McGrath.  I live -- POB 7334, Fairbanks.  I'm a rather
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  1    newcomer.  I've only lived here 33 years, as the
  2    old-timers love to hear me say.  I'm not a public speaker,
  3    but I do want to give my opinion for the animals, for the
  4    ocean, and the land.  And say that we do not need this.
  5    We do not need this to be open, sold, or however you want
  6    to say it.  We have got to get creative.
  7              Oil is -- for the vehicles is something of
  8    yesterday.  We are getting into a new century, so we have
  9    got new ideas.  We have got to get creative.  And the
 10    three things we as human beings fight is greed, pride and
 11    lust.  And if we didn't have these resources, we would
 12    have to get creative and think of other things to do.  And
 13    there are scientists out there doing that, and just
 14    people.  Look at the kids at UAF that are adventurers and
 15    winning awards for the things that they are coming with
 16    for electric cars and other vehicles.
 17              So we can do that as far as the pipeline
 18    selection -- the gentleman here said about the corruption
 19    that's going on.  I was bedridden this summer, so being
 20    bored I watched Gavel to Gavel.  And I was so appalled at
 21    our government sitting there and wanting to give these oil
 22    people tax breaks.  Come on.  If you guys pick up the
 23    paper and look at the -- I don't play it, so I don't
 24    know -- sorry.  My nervousness is getting the best of me.
 25              The market on the economy, look at the money
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  1    that they are making, billions and billions, and we are
  2    giving them a tax break?  Hello.  Somebody is not home
  3    upstairs.
  4              And -- but he also said, you know, the
  5    difference of the Gulf of Mexico versus Alaska, the snow
  6    and everything, and we are digging in and drilling for the
  7    effectiveness of the environment.  I'm one of those
  8    hippies from the old era which now i.e., tree huggers, and
  9    close ANWR, close -- I can't pronounce it, this one that
 10    we are arguing about now, and all of it.
 11              Just keep it closed because you have got to
 12    think of the future, people.  You have got to think of
 13    your children, the poor polar bears that they are trying
 14    to say that they are extinct, and all the other animals
 15    and the sea and the fish, the algae.  All that has to be
 16    put into consideration.  Look at the money that they are
 17    spending.  You know how much money they are spending just
 18    to look up about the ice worm?  Have you all ever heard
 19    about the research of that?  You have got to think about
 20    the poor little ice worm and the ocean.
 21              Like I said, I'm not a public speaker, but I do
 22    know and I do write my letters and I vote.  And I was told
 23    one time that I was an honest voter because I vote for the
 24    person and not the party.  So let's keep it closed, you
 25    guys, and think of the future and let's get creative and
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  1    get other ideas about how to put the little cars into
  2    effect and make them go.  But we do not need to open this
  3    up.  We do not need that money.  And like they said, the
  4    corruption that goes on and all the back room stuff is not
  5    necessary.  Okay.
  6              Thank you.
  7                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Roger followed by Greg
  8    Egan, and then we are going to take a break.
  9                    MR. ROGER BURGGRAF:  My name is Roger
 10    Burggraf.  I reside at 830 Sheep Creek Road, Fairbanks,
 11    Alaska.  And I would like to speak in support of the OCS
 12    field proposal.
 13              I -- for a little background information, I have
 14    lived and worked in Alaska since 1953.  I have worked in
 15    the resource industries.  I've worked for the U.S. Fish &
 16    Wildlife Service in the early '50s.  I also worked as an
 17    advisor to the National Park Service.  I have a very
 18    strong feeling towards our environment and trying to
 19    ensure that it is protected.  However, I am a realist.
 20    And I realize that if this state is going to grow and
 21    people are going to have jobs, we have to develop our
 22    resources in an environmentally sound manner.
 23              And I support, you know, the testimony that Buzz
 24    Otis gave previously and Garry Hutchison.  We are at a
 25    crossroads.  I've also worked in the -- been in the Arctic
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  1    and am familiar with that.  I've worked with bears --
  2    around bears in my early years, too.
  3              You know, the drilling that is proposed in the
  4    Chukchi Sea is -- there are some very large companies
  5    involved there, and they have very good reputations.  They
  6    know how to operate in the Arctic, and they have had good
  7    records.  Now, BP now has -- is going to work on a joint
  8    venture in Russia, and there are many other oil companies
  9    that are going to drill.  So if you don't think they are
 10    not going to drill in the Arctic, you have another guess
 11    coming.  And I'd rather see us drill on our land in an
 12    environmentally sound manner.  We do things right.
 13              Now, maybe the Gulf Region there was some slack
 14    on the part of regulators and not staying on top of
 15    things, but I honestly feel that we need to go ahead and
 16    see what resources we have.  It will provide jobs.  And
 17    the drilling that will be done will be in shallow water.
 18    And we have the technology today to do it and do it right.
 19              We talked about jobs.  That's important.  If we
 20    are going to live up here, you have all had to pay the
 21    high fuel bills and, you know, a lot of the income that
 22    the State receives is through the oil industry.  Though on
 23    the offshore drilling, the State would not receive a lot
 24    of revenues that we are receiving now on State land.
 25              The -- I feel it could be done right, and we
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  1    can, you know, develop it in a manner that is going to be
  2    beneficial to all.  And this area has been researched so
  3    thoroughly and nothing is going to be done up there that
  4    is not done right.  And so I heartily request that we
  5    consider this.  I know there is a lot of emotion about
  6    what's being proposed, but I have confidence in U.S.
  7    technology to do things right.
  8              And with Shell Oil, you know, I am appalled at
  9    the fact that they have -- they spent 2.5 billion dollars
 10    for the leases and they have been held off, and they now
 11    have, I think, about 4.5 billion dollars invested in
 12    trying to be able to drill.  And there have been a lot of
 13    other companies that have drilled offshore in Alaska, and
 14    we have not had problems there.
 15              So thank you very much for your time, and I
 16    appreciate everybody coming out, as well as you folks
 17    coming out here.
 18                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Roger.  The
 19    last speaker before the break is Greg Egan.  And after the
 20    ten-minute break it's going to be Pam Miller and Tim
 21    Sharp.  So we are going to start promptly after the ten
 22    minutes.
 23                    MR. GREG EGAN:  Hi.  My name is Greg Egan.
 24    I live at 981 Gold Mine Trail here in Fairbanks.  My main
 25    point is that -- okay.  I get nervous up here, so bear
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  1    with me.  There are safer places to drill for oil.  Okay.
  2    If you are going to do something, you -- you know, if I
  3    had the caribou in my bedroom, I'd do it, okay.  But it's
  4    not the cleanest, neatest place to do it.  It's probably
  5    going to come back to haunt you if you do something stupid
  6    like -- you know, you just don't want to -- you know, why
  7    make work for yourself?  You know there is going to be
  8    problems in the future.  Why not just be smart and try
  9    to -- you know, we need this oil development, fine, but
 10    let's do it the smartest way we can.  We know that we are
 11    human.  We know that things happen, and we know that, you
 12    know, sometimes we have to go back.
 13              We -- the best of intentions, the smartest
 14    engineers built the -- the walls that were to keep the
 15    tsunami waves out of Japan, and they built them higher
 16    than they thought the waters were ever going to go.  Well,
 17    the ground dropped 20 feet underneath their walls.  Nobody
 18    knew that was going to happen.  And the rest of it is
 19    history, right?
 20              So my point is, there are just safer places to
 21    do it.  If you do it on land, if you have to have the oil,
 22    great, just do it the safest way possible.  You don't want
 23    to do it someplace where if you have a spill, you're not
 24    going to be able to clean it up, you're going to cause all
 25    kinds of wreckage and devastation in the area.  It just
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  1    doesn't make sense.  Okay.
  2              And as far as like -- jobs are important.  You
  3    know, I have been working -- either looking for a job or
  4    working for the last, you know, 40 years.  And I
  5    understand that they are important.  I understand our
  6    families are important.  Our families want things.  We all
  7    want things.  We have got to have jobs.  But you know, if
  8    you think about it, okay --
  9              Just imagine you were a farrier, you made
 10    horseshoes -- and this was around the turn of the
 11    century -- and you see the first car go by; what are you
 12    thinking?  Okay.  You are thinking, well, I can stand in
 13    the road and shake my fist at the car and say why don't
 14    you bozos come in my shop and buy more horseshoes, or I
 15    can, like, maybe get with the program and try to do
 16    something that's going to ensure that I'm going to have a
 17    job and I'm going to be able to support my family in the
 18    future.  Okay.
 19              So the smart one is probably knocking on Henry
 20    Ford's door trying to get a job, saying, hey, I can bang
 21    on iron, I can work with steel, I can do things that are
 22    going to help your business.  Now, people who work on a
 23    pipeline -- wind turbines need towers.  Power systems need
 24    transmission lines.  Solar panels need racking.  They need
 25    people who can wire them.  They need people who can do the
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  1    dirt work to, you know -- for a solar farm or dirt work
  2    for roads to join, you know, the pads for wind turbines.
  3              We have a lot of resources.  Oil isn't our only
  4    resource.  And don't kid yourself; even if you have been
  5    welding pipe for 30 years, don't kid yourself that you
  6    can't do something else as good or better as the next guy.
  7    I mean, you know, I've got -- I know people, especially
  8    Alaskan workers, are very resourceful and they can learn
  9    just as good or better as anybody out there.
 10              And so I think we just need to, you know -- some
 11    of us may need to change our jobs, you know, just in the
 12    future.  And I think that that's important to just
 13    understand that and keep your eyes wide open.  And if
 14    there is an opportunity you need to jump on or there's
 15    something else you need to learn, you know, you don't want
 16    to be the last guy working at a place before they turn the
 17    lights off.
 18              So that's all I've got to say.  Thank you very
 19    much for listening.  Thank you for your time.  And I wish
 20    you all the best.  I'm glad to see people come out.
 21    Whatever their opinion, I'm glad to hear to it.  Thank
 22    you.
 23                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Greg.  Okay.
 24    We are going to take a ten-minute break.  Right after the
 25    break, we're going to start with Pam Miller and Tim Sharp.
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  1    So I'm kind of the school mom here, so in ten minutes I'm
  2    starting.  See you back.
  3               (A break was taken.)
  4                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  If you want to take your
  5    seat, we are going to get started in about ten seconds.  I
  6    want everybody to have a chance to speak, but I also know
  7    a lot of you don't want to spend all night here.  So next
  8    in line is Pam Miller, followed by Tim Sharp.  Pam.
  9                    MS. PAM MILLER:  Thank you for this
 10    opportunity.  My name is Pam Miller.  My address is P.O.
 11    Box 82803, Fairbanks 99708.  Welcome, Dr. Kendall and the
 12    rest of you, to Fairbanks.  We appreciate this chance to
 13    speak about this important issue, the future of the Arctic
 14    Ocean and its living ecosystem.
 15              Here in Fairbanks our community does have a
 16    stake in this issue, and our community is tied to the
 17    oceans by the Pacific salmon that run up the Yukon River
 18    to the Tanana where people have fished for at least 11,500
 19    years.  Resilient Alaskans have made a living on this land
 20    for a phenomenal length of time.  We're connected by
 21    migratory birds that fly across Creamer's Field that end
 22    up nesting in the Arctic and then feed and molt and do
 23    other things on the shoreline of the coastal -- of the
 24    Chukchi Sea, as well as elsewhere in the Arctic.
 25              Like many Americans, we care about these
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  1    resources that belong to all of us, the diversity of
  2    wildlife that depends on the productive Chukchi Sea
  3    waters, from the whales to the seals to the polar bears.
  4              Just across town, our University of Alaska
  5    Fairbanks has been here for a long time, and it's educated
  6    Alaskans with creativity, ingenuity to make productive
  7    lives in our community, and that will remain.
  8              One friend of mine at a hearing one time said
  9    the most important development is between our two ears.
 10    And we are -- we have a lot of potential here to figure
 11    out how we are going to have a sustainable future with
 12    energy.
 13              The University of Alaska Fairbanks has also made
 14    major scientific contributions to the knowledge about the
 15    marine ecosystem and also that the Arctic serves as the
 16    air conditioner to the world, that it's affecting -- the
 17    Arctic is affecting the climate -- that global warming is
 18    affecting the climate and the oceans on a global scale,
 19    and that the melting sea ice is occurring from the most
 20    rapid warming in the world.  This has produced great
 21    uncertainty and complication to the factor of doing the
 22    environmental impacts in this document.
 23              During this process, it's important to remember
 24    and not have national or even local amnesia that a major
 25    disaster happened in the Gulf of Mexico and we have a lot
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  1    of lessons to learn, both how to deal with cleaning up
  2    oil, as well as having adequate knowledge about the
  3    ecosystem that is at stake.  That's why we are here today,
  4    because of failures of the federal government, not just
  5    once, but three times, to provide adequate environmental
  6    analysis, good science about the impacts of offshore
  7    development based on baseline information that's adequate
  8    to actually make those assessments.
  9              There is also a failure of common sense to apply
 10    the risks of major spills to the decision at hand.  Even
 11    though this time in the document there has been an
 12    acknowledgment that significant impacts would occur from a
 13    blowout, a very large oil spill, but the decisions have
 14    not changed.
 15              This lack of an adequate scientific underpinning
 16    of the decision to lease the Chukchi Sea and, in fact,
 17    common sense about the daunting risks of an oil spill, my
 18    organization, who I'm representing here today, the
 19    Northern Alaska Environmental Center, made the tough
 20    decision to join with the Native Village of Point Hope and
 21    other Alaska Native communities and conservation groups to
 22    challenge the adequacy of the original document and other
 23    risky Arctic Ocean drilling.  This is not a decision we
 24    take lightly.
 25              This process is a hard-won step in light of the
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  1    poor and rushed process that went forward in the Bush
  2    Administration that was found to be legally deficient.
  3              The stakes are high with the chances of a major
  4    spill from 25 to 54 percent from the drill platforms or
  5    pipelines as a result of the Chukchi Sea Lease Sale 193.
  6    That was in the original document.  But in the first
  7    document the impacts of blowout spills were not analyzed.
  8    The -- the original EIS said "we consider blowouts to be
  9    unlikely events," and the government felt they did not
 10    need to analyze those impacts.  The second draft, which
 11    took place after the Gulf of Mexico spill, also decided
 12    that they did not need to analyze the impacts of a very
 13    large oil spill.
 14              So finally we have a document that does say,
 15    yes, there is a very large -- there is a chance that we
 16    will have a very large oil spill and that we will have
 17    significant impacts to bowhead whales, to migratory birds,
 18    to polar bears, to the subsistence of communities who live
 19    along the coast.
 20              There is still not proven technology to clean up
 21    oil spills.  And I was lucky enough to be invited to
 22    participate in one of the spill drills in 1999 and 2000
 23    that Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation
 24    required when the very first truly offshore field was
 25    developed at Northstar.
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  1              And it was sobering to be out on the ship and to
  2    go through the various procedures for the equipment that
  3    the plan had, whether it's booming, sending out a barge
  4    that's going to collect the oil in October.  It couldn't
  5    get out of the dock.  With very small percentages of ice
  6    in the water, the booms broke, popcorn went out, the kind
  7    of skimmer they were going to use to clean it up, it got
  8    mere kernels.  That was just a simulated spill.  There's
  9    been no real testing, field testing in the Chukchi Sea and
 10    no field tests of the kinds of equipment that are proposed
 11    for using today in the proposed drilling.
 12              Furthermore, this process, which seems long, is
 13    actually short because -- I didn't bring my copy of the
 14    document up here, but 98 pages of this new, thick
 15    environmental impact statement is justification why none
 16    of the data gaps that were identified in earlier rounds of
 17    the process where there was inadequate baseline science --
 18    none of them have been addressed, short of the worst-case
 19    spill scenario and the impacts to fish from that kind of
 20    spill.
 21              So there has been a statement that these are the
 22    data gaps.  We don't have adequate baseline information.
 23    If there was a spill tomorrow, we couldn't say what was
 24    harmed in any level of detail.  We know that great
 25    resources are at stake.  We do know that the Arctic Ocean
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  1    is an integral part of life in Arctic coastal communities,
  2    that it supports wildlife species, that it helps regulate
  3    the planet, and it's changing rapidly.  However, there is
  4    very little information about how the Arctic Ocean
  5    functions today or the ways in which this fragile Arctic
  6    ecosystem might respond to industrial activities.
  7              Our university was very involved 30 years ago in
  8    a very good program with the OCSEP program, which was an
  9    environmental studies program.  It was oceans wide on the
 10    Beaufort and Chukchi.  It looked at everything from ice
 11    algae, plankton, birds, looked at how the relationships
 12    were within the ecosystem.  So much has changed.  And
 13    nothing like that is in place today.
 14              Just today, the U.S. Geological Survey, an
 15    agency of the Interior Department, released a big study
 16    called an evaluation of the science needed to inform
 17    decisions on OCS energy development in the Chukchi and
 18    Beaufort Seas.  There is no recognition that that study
 19    was under way.  The Interior Department could have waited
 20    to put out this document and incorporate the findings from
 21    what the USGS said were necessary information upon which
 22    to make these recommendations for the future of the Arctic
 23    Ocean.
 24              What I did notice in reading very briefly some
 25    conclusions of the report that came out today, it said the
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  1    effects of climate change are anticipated to influence all
  2    components of the Arctic ecosystem, and Arctic OCS energy
  3    activities may exacerbate these changes unless careful
  4    analysis of risks and tradeoffs is conducted.  That is the
  5    kind of decision that we are faced with today.
  6              The USGS also noted that -- well, first off,
  7    mentioned -- people think when the Arctic Ocean was ice
  8    free that it's going to be like a bathtub, that it's going
  9    to be just calm water.  Well, nothing could be farther
 10    from the truth.  We have weird weather.  We have
 11    unpredictable weather.  And what the USGS said about this
 12    is that although portions of the Beaufort and Chukchi Seas
 13    are expected to be ice free for a greater period of time
 14    each year, the pack ice is predicted to be much more
 15    dynamic at certain times, increasing the risk of accidents
 16    and making oil spill response more difficult during these
 17    times.
 18              I got an e-mail this morning from a friend in
 19    Barrow who knew I was coming to the hearing, and he said
 20    that the whole coastal zone is maxed out with ice.  It had
 21    phenomenal currents and winds that have shoved this broken
 22    ice right up to shore.  They can't get out into the ocean
 23    from Barrow.  And it's a big factor.  It's a big change.
 24    And so that nature of the ice is -- I'm humbled by what
 25    I've seen in the ice, what I've seen on the satellite
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  1    images of looking at the Chukchi Sea.  Every day those
  2    leads are changing.  The ice is changing.  And the risks
  3    and how that translates to how operations would take place
  4    have not been addressed in these documents.
  5              So our community here in Fairbanks is also tied
  6    to the people not only in our area who depend upon the
  7    land, but people who live in the Arctic.  We are
  8    economically connected to them.  We are socially connected
  9    to them.  And we offer great opportunities in both
 10    directions for living a wonderful life here in Alaska.
 11              So in conclusion, before the Interior Department
 12    considers any drilling in the Arctic Ocean, including
 13    Shell's proposal to drill ten wells in the next two years
 14    in the Beaufort and Chukchi Sea, the impacts from a
 15    blowout spill must be analyzed.  That worst-case spill
 16    scenario needs to be addressed, and until the issues, such
 17    as the lack of comprehensive science and the inability to
 18    clean up an oil spill in Arctic waters, are proven, the
 19    federal government cannot make informed decisions about
 20    leasing in this remarkable area of the Chukchi Sea.
 21              Thank you very much.
 22                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Tim Sharp, you have the
 23    floor.
 24                    MR. TIM SHARP:  Good evening.  My name is
 25    Tim Sharp.  I'm the business manager of the Alaska
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  1    District Council of Laborers, representing about 5,000
  2    Alaskan workers, construction mainly; also infrastructure
  3    and maintenance.  We also work geothermal weatherization
  4    and green energy jobs.
  5              I'm going to go ahead and address something I
  6    heard earlier about the comparison to Ford.  Even though
  7    we are very supportive of alternative energy, if my
  8    members were having to depend on geothermal or
  9    weatherization or green energy jobs that might be here
 10    someday, they would have lost their houses, they would
 11    have moved out of the community, they would given back to
 12    the bank all that they were able to give back to the bank.
 13    It is an idea whose time may come at some point.
 14              I heard the bigger picture mentioned here
 15    tonight.  The bigger picture is that if every ounce of our
 16    potential of our political will was dedicated to
 17    alternative energies, we still would need the fossil fuels
 18    to keep us going, to not collapse as a nation.
 19              So even though we are supportive of alternative
 20    energies looking towards the future, we live and make our
 21    payments in today's world.  That's reality for Alaskans.
 22    Moose meat and beans, if you have got it, but day to day
 23    we have to make a way to make our bills and support our
 24    families.
 25              I'm not here to speak for the polar bears.  I'll
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  1    let the scientists do that.  I will not speak for the
  2    Inupiat people or Inuit because they have traditional IRA
  3    councils that will do that for them and do it very well.
  4    I did talk to one of the groups tonight.  He gave me a
  5    sticker about protect the Arctic Ocean.  We, as a district
  6    council, are fully in agreement.  We want to protect the
  7    ocean.  We just don't want to shut down the ocean.
  8              For us and the people that I represent, actually
  9    workers -- and I represent workers -- we are looking for
 10    jobs, good-paying jobs to support our families, that
 11    deliver benefits on top of those so we can retire with
 12    dignity; medical benefits so we can take our families to
 13    the doctor and realistic medical care.  At the end of the
 14    day, that's really what it's all about for us.
 15              At the same time, in being what some would
 16    buttonhole us as pro development, we support the
 17    development as sustainable development with the strongest
 18    environmental engineering possible that's on the market
 19    today.  So I think we are -- we are having a foot in both
 20    camps.
 21              We understand the environmental concerns, but we
 22    live in today's world.  And in today's world, people are
 23    moving out of Fairbanks, Alaska because of the cost of
 24    energy.  That has to be addressed.  And one way you
 25    address that is to open up, at least with strong
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  1    restrictions, that which Shell has been spending millions
  2    of dollars for every month to have a right to sit on.
  3    They need to have a reasonable return on their investment
  4    or, like others have stated before, the industry goes
  5    away, the very industry that pays 80 percent of the bills
  6    in the state of Alaska for some of those other things that
  7    people take maybe for granted.  I would maybe suggest that
  8    we might not want to take those for granted.
  9              I look at it also from our world neighbors'
 10    perspective.  When you are looking at anywhere from $6 to
 11    $10 per gallon of gas in the villages, you are seeing a
 12    migration from a lot of people that can't even afford
 13    subsistence hunting anymore.  A snow-go, a boat motor,
 14    heating oil for your house, all those things are causing
 15    problems throughout the state.
 16              So I guess I would like to speak very strongly
 17    in support of the affirmation of the original lease 193.
 18    We tried, like I say, to look at all sides.  At the end of
 19    the day, we can look to the future, and I believe we
 20    should, with alternative energies; but we still have to
 21    make house payments this month.  And people are impacted
 22    here in this city, in this whole central region of Alaska,
 23    and it's detrimental.  It's only going to get worse until
 24    we do something.
 25              Studying it to death longer is not going to be
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  1    the answer.  It has been studied.  Delaying it longer is
  2    fruitless at this point.  I mean, it's just a waste of all
  3    of our times.  We know what needs to be done.  So we would
  4    support the original lease reaffirmation.  Thank you.
  5                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.  Sam Wohns,
  6    followed by Lucas Frances.
  7                    MR. SAM WOHNS:  Thank you.  My name is Sam
  8    Wohns, 4041 Mallard Way, 99709, Fairbanks.  I'm -- I'll
  9    keep my comments brief.  I'm a 20-year-old student, so I
 10    come -- I look at this issue with the perspective of
 11    knowing that I'll be looking for a job in several years.
 12    And the type of job that I want certainly won't be one in
 13    an industry whose future is limited.
 14              I think that, you know, there has been a lot of
 15    talk about jobs tonight.  I think we need -- we need some
 16    that are going to be sustainable in the long term, and
 17    that comes from the renewable energy sector, not oil and
 18    gas.  That's what makes this country great, its ability to
 19    innovate and operate at the vanguards of science and
 20    technology, not continue down the same path that will lead
 21    us to a state of mediocrity versus continuing to lead the
 22    world in its economic power.
 23              And I also want to point out an issue considered
 24    but not analyzed in the draft supplemental EIS, the
 25    greenhouse gas emissions from consumption of produced
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  1    natural gas.  I've read the reasons that that issue is not
  2    further analyzed, but I still think it's important to
  3    consider the fact that increased production and increased
  4    supply of oil and gas has some sort of connection with the
  5    detrimental effects of greenhouse gas emissions.  And I
  6    don't think that you can see those as separate and
  7    independent from one another.
  8              So I would strongly urge the no-action
  9    alternative two listed in the draft statement.  And I
 10    thank you for your time.
 11                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Sam.  Next is
 12    Lucas Frances, followed by Katherine Schake.
 13                    MR. LUCAS FRANCES:  Thank you.  My name is
 14    Lucas Frances.  I don't live here in Fairbanks.  I live in
 15    Anchorage.  And I want to thank you all for allowing me
 16    the opportunity to speak tonight.  Full disclosure, I do
 17    work for Shell, and I'm coming out tonight really to give
 18    my opinion because Shell is going to be submitting their
 19    own written comments by the 11th.
 20              And I wanted to come up here and thank everyone
 21    for coming out.  It's important to hear both sides of
 22    this, and your opinions are well worth sharing the time on
 23    the floor.
 24              I want to just maybe throw out a couple points
 25    from the perspective of where this very large oil spill
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  1    might relate to the conversations tonight.  One of -- one
  2    of the points I'd like to just relay is that this is a
  3    hypothetical very large oil spill.  In fact, the locations
  4    that are laid out in this draft SEIS are actual locations
  5    Shell is not drilling in 2012 or '13.
  6              But beyond that, I think it's important to keep
  7    in perspective the amount of time, the amount of input and
  8    energy and thoughts that have come to get this program to
  9    where it is today.  And I want to thank all the input that
 10    we have received from the community, from BOEMRE, also,
 11    for those hearings.
 12              Beyond that, maybe I can touch on some of the
 13    jobs.  And from that point of view, we have worked here
 14    regionally.  We have strived to attain that local content,
 15    but the public support from the community can only come
 16    from the impact that it can make to the community.  But we
 17    also reached out to the University of Alaska Anchorage and
 18    asked for a study to look into the potential economic
 19    impacts to the state of Alaska.  And I think many have
 20    seen that study that came out a couple years back.
 21              And it talked about the 35,000 jobs that would
 22    derive to the state of Alaska directly.  And that seems
 23    like a large number and it's a yearly average over a
 24    50-year timeline.  So to the comment that this would be a
 25    flash in the pan, if you will, these are multigenerational
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  1    job opportunities that would come from the potential
  2    development of the OCS.  And USGS has looked at those
  3    numbers and they have, I think, a conservative number.  At
  4    least our internal auditors look at it, and they think
  5    there is a lot of opportunity there.  But tens of billions
  6    of barrels.
  7              But more than that, I think it's looking at the
  8    broader context of how it relates to TAPS, how it related
  9    to how our communities interact; really, the importance
 10    that Alaska plays in its impact to the country at large.
 11    And I'd like to see Alaska continue to play that role.
 12    And I want to continue to live in Alaska because I love it
 13    here.
 14              So that's all I have to say.  Thank you.
 15                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Lucas.  Next
 16    we have Katherine and then Randy Griffin.
 17                    MS. KATHERINE SCHAKE:  Hello.  My name is
 18    Katherine Schake, and I'm a seasonal worker up in Alaska,
 19    and I have been working up here for six years.  And I just
 20    wanted to bring out the perspective that it seems like
 21    both sides are speaking out of fear, and both sides have
 22    legitimate fears.  And I think about all of the energy and
 23    the time and the effort that's been put into the sale, and
 24    the lease sales and the research involved in trying to do
 25    this in a safe way.  And the fact is that no matter how
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  1    good the technology is, it still will fail at some point.
  2              I work with the latest laser technology on a
  3    daily basis, and it's amazing when it works well, and most
  4    of the time it doesn't work well.  And it just takes one
  5    software glitch.  It just takes one person not being
  6    trained correctly.  I mean, the point is, it's not 100
  7    percent foolproof, so it's a matter of people losing jobs
  8    immediately or the potential of people who live in the
  9    north losing their food resources, losing their way of
 10    life.
 11              So I would encourage all of you, rather than
 12    spending time trying to make a decision where somebody
 13    loses out or has the potential of losing out, to find an
 14    alternative solution.  And I realize that's scary because
 15    it involves job loss or temporary job loss, but we are
 16    creative as people.  And when we are forced to do things,
 17    it's amazing what we can do.  So it would be great if
 18    neither group had to lose in this situation.  That's all.
 19                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Katherine.
 20    Next we have got Randy Griffin, followed by Jay
 21    Quakenbush.
 22                    MR. RANDY GRIFFIN:  My name is Randy
 23    Griffin, Post Office Box 73653, Fairbanks, Alaska.  I want
 24    to thank the group here for doing their revised draft
 25    supplemental environmental impact statement.  It looks
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  1    like you have done a very thorough job, particularly
  2    adding the very large oil spill, as opposed to the
  3    worst-case scenario oil spill.  That's an interesting
  4    distinction I hadn't thought about.  It's good to think
  5    about all those things, of course.
  6              I'm in favor of drilling in the offshore
  7    continental shelf, OCS, mainly to keep the pipeline full,
  8    to keep our economy going, to keep the Permanent Fund and
  9    its concept alive since that's where all the money for the
 10    Permanent Fund came from is oil development.
 11              I know an earlier speaker talked about why not
 12    drill in the safest place, and he gave a good example
 13    about cutting up caribou in your bedroom.  Why do it
 14    there?  There's still blood in the carpet and nasty smell.
 15    Why not do it in the garage.  That's a good point.  If you
 16    don't have a garage, why don't you do it outside.  I
 17    suppose if you were stopped because you didn't have a
 18    garage and you tried to do it outside, but some
 19    environmental group said that you are wrecking their view
 20    shed by doing all that nasty chopping up, you might have
 21    to do it in your bedroom, better there than not having the
 22    food.
 23              I suppose if we ask the left wing groups, would
 24    you allow us to do it onshore in ANWR, I'm sure they would
 25    give a hearty venting to that.  No deal, I'm sure they
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  1    would say.  So the prospects are good on the -- in the OCS
  2    area and so that's an economic question.  Let's see.  The
  3    Gulf oil spill, that was a horrible thing, horrible to
  4    watch it on TV, go day after day, week after week, several
  5    months pouring into the Gulf.  Of course, that was way
  6    down there, a mile plus or two miles, or whatever it was;
  7    way the heck down there.
  8              This is -- the OCS is a very shallow area.  And
  9    so -- but it -- every time we go through a disaster like
 10    that, I think in the North Sea in the North Atlantic they
 11    had a big oil spill, I think, some decades ago or a
 12    platform blew up or whatever.  And people learned --
 13    people learned -- we, civilization, learned from that, and
 14    that's what civilization is all about, trying and learning
 15    and proceeding and getting better and better.  I think
 16    things just get safer and safer, as long as our endeavor
 17    is not absolutely catastrophic.  I think there is no good
 18    reason not to venture forth while keeping safety at the
 19    highest level.
 20              I one time read a science fiction magazine where
 21    they colonized the moon, and some company developed a
 22    device that could capture a little bit of earth's
 23    atmosphere, changing it to radio waves, even to the moon
 24    to give them a little bit of atmosphere while just
 25    diminishing the earth's atmosphere a little bit.
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  1              Unfortunately, something went wrong where they
  2    had this machine way out in the wilderness, and the
  3    shutoff didn't go off, and it kept sucking away earth's
  4    atmosphere.  And when they tried to send an airplane to
  5    shut the thing off, the atmosphere was so thin they
  6    couldn't fly and it eventually sucked the whole earth's
  7    atmosphere and destroyed it; but the moon was okay.
  8              That's an example of a catastrophic thing that
  9    you don't want to go there now, but even in oil even in
 10    the Gulf of Alaska, as horrific as that was, I would not
 11    suggest that we shut down or not venture forth in the Gulf
 12    of Mexico [sic] because we will live and shrimp will come
 13    back and things will go on.
 14              It would certainly be bad in the Arctic because
 15    of ice and the oil doesn't evaporate as well.  So by all
 16    means, the people should figure out what would they do;
 17    where would they get their supplies?  Do they need
 18    submarines to go under the ice to crimp off the well if
 19    the blowout preventer or whatever failed totally.  I mean,
 20    it's one in a million, but things happen; Murphy's Law, I
 21    guess.
 22              Anyway, I used to work up at ARCO up at Kuparuk
 23    for 11 years at ARCO as an oil field operator, and I am
 24    appreciative of all the effort they go to.  Mistakes
 25    happen, but civilization must go on and our economy needs
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  1    to not die.  Thank you.
  2                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Randy.  Next,
  3    Jay Quakenbush, followed by John Plutt.
  4                    MR. JAY QUAKENBUSH:  Jay Quakenbush, 1593
  5    Scenic Loop, Fairbanks.  I'm a 53-year lifelong Alaskan,
  6    and I want to thank you for coming and listening to
  7    everyone's opinion.  My opinion is I view the world --
  8    even though I'm a hometown boy, I hope to always keep an
  9    open mind and to see our issues here in Alaska and how it
 10    affects our entire world because it gets smaller and
 11    smaller every day.
 12              And as Mr. Burggraf mentioned, what I would like
 13    to see as far as the offshore development is controlled
 14    and regulated by the people of the United States of
 15    America versus the very few controls that I have read
 16    about and heard about from some of the other countries of
 17    the world that don't have an opportunity like this for
 18    Americans to come out and speak.  They will be thrown in
 19    jail if they oppose development or if they suggest
 20    realistic environmental protection laws which we do here
 21    in Alaska.
 22              I've worked on the North Slope a little bit.  I
 23    currently represent about 5,000 electrical workers in the
 24    state of Alaska through the International Brotherhood of
 25    Electrical Workers.
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  1              We would love to build power lines all over
  2    Alaska.  That's what part of our union membership does,
  3    but it doesn't no good to build a power line if you don't
  4    have people to use that power.  And so we realize there is
  5    a need for other industries, not just the generation of
  6    electricity, but industries that will bring people and
  7    keep people in Alaska so some of our members can work and,
  8    as Tim said, provide good wages and benefits for their
  9    families and put food on their table.
 10              So I urge the movement of this sale to go
 11    forward, but I also urge many of the environmental
 12    protection issues to be brought to light so our
 13    environment is protected.  I've had the -- the great
 14    privilege to not only work on the North Slope and along
 15    some of the coast in the Chukchi Sea, but to hunt and fish
 16    up there, as well, and all over Alaska, and I hope to
 17    continue that.
 18              I want to see our environment protected, but --
 19    and I'd like to take my family with me.  And as they have
 20    gotten a little bit older, they are searching for
 21    opportunities to make a living in this state and stay in
 22    this state.  I've already seen my grandkids and daughter
 23    and husband move to Anchorage because it's a cheaper place
 24    to live as far as energy goes.  It makes me pretty sad.
 25              And I'm hoping things like the offshore drilling
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  1    opportunities will possibly not only bring my grandkids
  2    back, but keep other people's grandkids and family here in
  3    Fairbanks and see our economy grow soundly here in
  4    Fairbanks because it is getting harder and harder.
  5              I've got a good job.  My wife has a good job.
  6    But I see more and more people every day not have a
  7    good-paying job.  Some of the jobs that are produced on
  8    the North Slope -- I might as well say it now.  I hope
  9    when and if this sale goes through, that Shell and any
 10    other company that has an opportunity to drill up there
 11    looks at people in this room, talk to Tim Sharp or anybody
 12    down at the unemployment office, and hires Alaskans
 13    because we will help you protect our Arctic Ocean, our
 14    shoreline, and our fish and polar bears.  People that
 15    don't have a stake in our land may not.
 16              So I would urge you to put that in your study
 17    that Alaskans be hired during the drilling and the process
 18    of bringing that oil to shore or on tankers, or however
 19    that's proposed.  It's Alaskans that are doing that work.
 20              Thank you again for your time.
 21                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Jay.  Next is
 22    John Plutt, followed by Jessica LeClair.
 23                    MR. JOHN PLUTT:  Thank you for the
 24    opportunity to comment today.  My name is John Plutt, and
 25    I have lived in Fairbanks for almost 50 years.  I have
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  1    worked in the construction industry for about 30 years.
  2    And a lot of that work was -- many years were on the North
  3    Slope.
  4              Lease Sale 193 is a very important component to
  5    help spur our economy and provide Alaskans with
  6    good-paying jobs.  The ongoing delay in Alaska OCS
  7    development is a concern not only to me and Alaska, but
  8    also on the national level as well.  Cost of living in
  9    Alaska is not going down, and I believe we must promote
 10    more oil and gas development in our state.  Every year the
 11    EPA issues useable permits across the country, but when it
 12    comes to Alaska, the time frame in which permits are
 13    issued are drastically increased.  This is unacceptable
 14    and we need prompt action to help move Alaska forward.
 15              OCS production will help bolster TAPS, which is
 16    now operating at about one-third capacity.  Alaska needs
 17    to move forward at a faster pace and increase development
 18    of our oil and gas resources.  This development will
 19    create good-paying jobs for Alaskans who live here and
 20    want to remain in Alaska.
 21              Again, OCS is vital to economic prosperity, and
 22    I urge you to support permit lease 193 for responsible
 23    development.  Thank you.
 24                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, John.
 25    Jessica, followed by Jim Laiti.  The floor is yours.
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  1                    MS. LECLAIR:  Good evening.  Is this okay?
  2    Thank you for the opportunity to speak this evening.  Our
  3    discussions tonight would not be complete if we didn't
  4    talk about why we were actually here.  The Arctic is
  5    opening up to petroleum exploration efforts undoubtedly
  6    because of global climate change.  Rising temperatures
  7    have given the perception that the Arctic region is a more
  8    hospitable -- is more hospitable to drilling operations.
  9    Significant reductions in sea ice cover are tantalizingly
 10    exposing possible petroleum resources in the circumpolar
 11    north.
 12              In a sense, here tonight at least, it seems that
 13    global climate change, caused by the combustion of fossil
 14    fuels, is bringing about opportunity, though I would like
 15    to stress that this is a temporary opportunity, at best.
 16              At what cost are we willing to go after this
 17    opportunity?  Along with the reduction in sea ice, climate
 18    change is bringing about many other changes to our global
 19    system.  Along with the long-term changes to ecosystems,
 20    the warming climate is marked by increased occurrences of
 21    extreme weather events, and these events cause serious
 22    loss of life and property, along with longstanding
 23    regional impacts that are challenging to overcome.
 24              The National Climatic Data Center of the
 25    National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration reports
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  1    that since 1980 there have been over 725 billion dollars
  2    in damages accrued from weather-related disasters.  And as
  3    stated by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, a
  4    consortium of scientists around the globe, weather-related
  5    disasters are certainly on the rise.  We can see this in
  6    the news every single day.
  7              We are all sitting in this room because of
  8    climate change.  We cannot disagree that this is not
  9    happening.  You are proposing to drill because the Arctic
 10    waters are finally opening up somewhat to allow rigs.  We
 11    cannot merely look at what, at least to the petroleum
 12    industry, seems beneficial, but we must also see the
 13    negative impacts of climate change.
 14              Increased extreme weather events are just one
 15    drop in the bucket of impacts associated with global
 16    climate change.  Others include ocean acidification which
 17    kills once bountiful marine habitats; changes to the
 18    hydrologic cycle resulting from increased floods and
 19    droughts; significant alteration of species distribution
 20    and health; the melting of permafrost, which undermines
 21    valuable built infrastructure, some of which are needed
 22    for this project, like the road systems and the
 23    Trans-Alaska Pipeline.  And the list goes on from there.
 24              Perhaps the perverse decision to use the impacts
 25    of rampant fossil fuel use as a way to increase production
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  1    of the very source of the problem should be reconsidered,
  2    or at least more thought out.  A report released today by
  3    the USGS states the need for developing a better
  4    understanding of the effects of climate change on
  5    physical, biological, and social conditions, as well as
  6    resource management strategies in the Arctic.  Once
  7    completed, these should be included in this environmental
  8    impact statement.
  9              Further, the impact of greenhouse emissions
 10    resulting from the consequence of Lease Sale 193 --
 11    Further, the impacts of greenhouse gas emissions resulting
 12    from the 1,000,000 barrels of oil and 2.25 trillion cubic
 13    feet of natural gas forecasted to be produced as a
 14    consequence of Lease Sale 193 should also be included in
 15    this document.
 16              In addition, proof of adequate spill response
 17    measures must be included in the SEIS.  If these
 18    considerations cannot be met, this project should advance
 19    no further.  I am 24 years old and today you are debating
 20    my future and the future of my children and theirs to
 21    come.
 22              Please, please act responsibly and think of the
 23    world you are going to leave behind to us, to Joseph, to
 24    everyone in here.  And thank you very much.
 25                    MR. JIM LAITI:  My name is Jim Laiti.  I
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  1    live at Ester on the Old Nenana Highway, and I have been
  2    here my entire life.  I work construction.  I have been
  3    fortunate enough to make a pretty good living over the
  4    years.  I worked in the construction industry prior to the
  5    development on the North Slope and the construction of the
  6    Alaska pipeline.  I remember -- I worked at many villages:
  7    Nome, Nuiqsut, Anaktuvuk, Barrow, and some others.  And I
  8    know what it was like in those villages prior to the oil
  9    development, and I saw what the income from developing our
 10    resources here in the state brought to those villages in
 11    water and sewer systems, schools, some regional hospitals
 12    and clinics.  It's been a real boon for the state.
 13              I know in the construction industry when I
 14    started, we were lucky to get five or six months, and then
 15    you were to your own devices.  Many people left, had to go
 16    somewhere else to make ends meet during the winter.  I
 17    have been fortunate enough to raise family here.  My
 18    brothers, my father, our whole family benefited from the
 19    work that we found here.  As others have said, funded
 20    health care programs.  Both my kids were born by cesarian
 21    section.  I can't imagine trying to pay for that in this
 22    day or age, either -- socially we pay for it somehow.  But
 23    I have also got two grandsons now.  My whole family lives
 24    here.
 25              The protection of the environment here is
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  1    critical, you know, in my opinion, and I think everybody
  2    in this room would not argue about that.  We don't want
  3    any oil spill to the ocean.  What happened in the Gulf, I
  4    followed that very closely, and from my -- what I saw, I
  5    mean it was clearly human failure, you know, from all that
  6    I read.  Of course, the courts will finalize that at some
  7    point, but I think a very large oil spill, you know, that
  8    term that we have here, is important to prepare for
  9    something like that, but I think the real key is to
 10    prevent an oil spill from ever happening.  From what we
 11    learned in the Gulf, we have got the capability to do
 12    that, and that's what we need to work for.
 13              Clearly, you know, we are very dependent on oil
 14    development, on the petrochemical industry.  All of us in
 15    this room.  Look here, you know, the lights in the room,
 16    the fans in here running, those are provided mostly by
 17    coal.  We can do better than that.  The energy in the room
 18    here, if everybody put that energy into developing natural
 19    gas, that would be much better.
 20              Renewable energy, certainly we have to go there
 21    and maximize that.  I agree with that.  But in the
 22    meantime, I'm supportive of the OCS development.  We need
 23    to do it in the very best way that we can to ensure that
 24    there is not any damage to our environment here.  And the
 25    jobs -- I diverted from my prepared remarks, and those
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  1    were my comments.
  2              But I also represent the pipefitters here, Local
  3    375.  Many of our folks have worked to develop the
  4    projects on the North Slope and the Trans-Alaska Pipeline.
  5    Also I serve as the President of the Alaska Petroleum
  6    Joint Crafts Council.  We work about a million-and-a-half
  7    hours, our folks do, maintaining the Trans-Alaska Pipeline
  8    system.  I've seen the benefit that it's brought to
  9    workers and families.  It's incredible here, what
 10    difference it's made here in the state.
 11              And I would just like to say that, you know, if
 12    there is no further development -- you know, I
 13    [indiscernible] the idea where the crude oil is going to
 14    come from.  If it doesn't come from Alaska, there still
 15    will be demand.  I talked to a welder on Monday that spent
 16    time in the Middle East, and he talked about what -- what
 17    a lack of focus there was on safety, on quality, and
 18    especially disregard for environmental in the developments
 19    that he was around.
 20              At least here, like others have commented, we
 21    have the freedom for our environmental community to come
 22    out here, our locals that live along the coast to comment.
 23    And I think that's very important.  So I think we have got
 24    to find the best way for the solutions and the situation
 25    that we are in now.
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  1              And that concludes my comments.  Thank you guys
  2    for coming here to Fairbanks.  I appreciate that.
  3                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, John.
  4    Zebulon Woodman.  I hope I'm pronouncing that correctly.
  5    And following -- the next will be Sharon Alden.
  6                    MR. ZEBULON WOODMAN:  Hi.  My name is
  7    Zebulon Woodman.  I've lived in Alaska all my life.  I'm
  8    third generation union laborer, third generation working
  9    in the oil field in Prudhoe Bay.  I believe we should
 10    drill in the OCS and the Chukchi Sea.  With the economic
 11    crisis in our nation, we have a responsibility to develop
 12    domestic fields and try to free ourselves from the grip of
 13    foreign oil.  In Alaska we need to create jobs.  We need
 14    to refill the Trans-Alaska Pipeline, which many people
 15    have stated is running at one-third of capacity.  We have
 16    a chance to safely drill in the OCS while protecting our
 17    environment.
 18              My family and my children here, we eat fish.  We
 19    fish in Chitina.  We fish in all the rivers up here.  We
 20    eat moose, shrimp, halibut.  We want to protect the
 21    environment.  I want my children to grow up hunting and
 22    fishing up here, eating off the land.  And so even though
 23    we have a chance to drill, we can do it in a safe manner.
 24    We need -- Alaska needs a sustainable supply of oil,
 25    natural gas, and jobs.  We can drill, protect the
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  1    environment for our children and future generations.
  2              Please affirm the lease and allow drilling.
  3    That's it for my comments.  Thank you.
  4                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Zebulon.
  5    Sharon Alden followed by Paul Tengan.  Sharon, the floor
  6    is yours.
  7                    MS. SHARON ALDEN:  I'm Sharon Alden, 159
  8    Nevin Road, Fairbanks, Alaska 99712.  And I'd like to
  9    first say thank you for the opportunity to speak.
 10              We've talked a lot about costs and economics and
 11    jobs.  What I want to say is that cleanups are costly.
 12    The cost to the environment in the case of a disaster or a
 13    very large oil spill are incalculable.  We cannot fathom
 14    what the real costs are to the environment, to the
 15    animals, to the -- to the systems, to the people who are
 16    relying on the environment for their subsistence.  But the
 17    costs of the cleanup of a spill are a little bit less
 18    incalculable.  We can calculate those, and those are huge,
 19    what it would cost to our economy, to our -- to clean up a
 20    very large oil spill in the Arctic.
 21              We have seen that even without big
 22    headline-worthy disasters, there have been many small
 23    spills up on the Slope, small, medium, and large.  And
 24    these -- these have been caused by accidents and
 25    negligence, deferred maintenance, letting things go.  And
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  1    we still don't know how to clean up oil in the icy waters,
  2    and especially in the type of weather that occurs in that
  3    part of the Arctic Ocean.  And I do believe that we have a
  4    lot of know-how to do things right, to do things
  5    environmentally safely.  But having it and doing it are
  6    different things, we have seen.
  7              I'm going to make sure that I comment on
  8    deferred maintenance.  Things that are supposed to be done
  9    end up not getting done and then, yes, there are always
 10    the human errors.  And it would be nice to have the boom,
 11    but if you want a boom, we will get a mini boom if we have
 12    a spill in the Arctic Ocean.  We will have an economic
 13    boom for the support of those operations, supporting the
 14    workers to go and clean, transportation, food, lodging.
 15    That will probably be mainly out of Anchorage, though, and
 16    not Fairbanks.
 17              That was -- that was really what I want to say,
 18    that the costs in the event of a spill will be greater
 19    than we can imagine and environmentally incalculable.  And
 20    financially it will be calculable, but it will also be
 21    huge.  Thank you.
 22                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Sharon.  Next
 23    is Paul Tengan, followed by Paloma Garcia.  Paul?  Okay.
 24    I'm going to put the card back here in case he just
 25    stepped out for a minute.  Paloma Garcia.  Did I pronounce
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  1    that correctly?
  2                    MS. PALOMA GARCIA:  Paloma.
  3                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  I got close.  The floor
  4    is yours.
  5                    MS. PALOMA GARCIA:  My name is Paloma
  6    Garcia.  And tonight we have heard a lot of mention about
  7    the oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico.  So I want to revisit
  8    what happened last year while we speak about drilling in
  9    the Arctic Ocean.  On April 20, 2010, BP's Deepwater
 10    Horizon well exploded in the Gulf of Mexico and caused the
 11    largest accidental marine oil spill in the history of the
 12    petroleum industry.  The oil spill flowed for three
 13    months, and it caused damages to the environment that will
 14    take decades or even centuries to repair.
 15              During the three months, 205.8 million gallons
 16    of crude oil leaked from the Deepwater Horizon well.  And
 17    according to a NOAA report, about half or more of the oil
 18    leaked into the Gulf remains on or below the Gulf's
 19    surface in a dissolved or dispersed form.  665 miles of
 20    coastline along Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Florida,
 21    and Texas got contaminated by oil.  The people living in
 22    the coasts were exposed to chemical poisoning that
 23    affected their health.  And according to the Fish &
 24    Wildlife Service, Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill Response
 25    Report released in April 2011, 8,233 birds, 1,150 sea
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  1    turtles and 170 mammals have been affected or killed by
  2    the oil spill.  And these numbers are just of the
  3    carcasses that are found.  So in real life there are way
  4    more.
  5              So now imagine if an oil spill happens in the
  6    Chukchi Sea.  And according to the EIS, there is a 27 to
  7    54 percent chance of a large spill from the drill platform
  8    at the Chukchi Sea that it can happen.  The cold
  9    temperatures, the low visibility, the extended periods of
 10    darkness, the broken sea ice and the high winds that are
 11    as strong as hurricanes will make any oil spill much
 12    harder to control, and therefore it will affect the
 13    environment in a much more devastating way.
 14              Shell Oil claims to have more rigorous response
 15    plans, but they are not field tested.  There should not be
 16    oil drilling in the Chukchi Sea or anywhere else until
 17    there is proven technology capable of cleaning up a spill
 18    effectively.
 19              The Chukchi Sea of the Arctic Ocean is one of
 20    the wildest and most biologically diverse seas left in the
 21    world.  If an oil spill was to happen there, it would
 22    affect the health and life of the Inupiat community that
 23    lives on the coast, and it would cause irreversible
 24    damages to polar bears, endanger bowhead and beluga
 25    whales, gray and finback whales, Pacific walrus, and any
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  1    migratory birds.
  2              What we decide to do now will affect the Arctic
  3    Ocean forever.  And just as Jessica and Sam and Joseph ask
  4    you to think about their future, I'm 22 years old, and I'm
  5    asking you to think about my future, as well, and to keep
  6    the Chukchi Sea as wild and biodiverse as it is now.
  7              Thank you very much.
  8                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.  Next is
  9    Daniel Lum, followed by Carolyn Kremers.  Daniel, the
 10    floor is yours.
 11                    MR. DANIEL LUM:  (Inupiaq.)  I've not been
 12    compelled to get up in front of politics like this before.
 13    I was reading a paper this week and seeing all these
 14    things that are developing, and I hear both sides.  I
 15    mean, I understand jobs.  People need jobs.  But at what
 16    cost?
 17              I should be talking to you guys.  Never mind
 18    these guys.
 19              You can't set an oil boom.  You can't set an oil
 20    boom in the ice floe.  You can't.  Bottom line, you can't
 21    set an oil boom in the ice floe.  I'll repeat it one more
 22    time.  You cannot set an oil boom in the ice floe.  I hear
 23    these people talking zero percent potential of oil spill,
 24    fantasizing about fear.
 25              Why do you think my people are so united against
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  1    this development?  Because for thousands of years we have
  2    existed on this ice.  For thousands of years we understand
  3    these ice floes.  We understand the power behind it.  We
  4    have a phenomenon known as evu where certain ocean
  5    currents and wind currents, a big plate of ice push a
  6    second plate onto shore and wipe it clean, clean, killing
  7    everybody.
  8              And in the turn of the century, a man came to
  9    Barrow named Charles Brower, wrote a book called 50 Years
 10    Below Zero.  He described this event.  He was inland
 11    hunting geese or something, and he heard this thunder,
 12    this deep thunder.  And the ice came up onshore and wiped
 13    out and killed a dozen people.  And it happened
 14    instantaneously.  Granted, that doesn't happen very often,
 15    but it happens.  It happens.
 16              I heard the guy from Shell come up here and talk
 17    about, you know, technology and safety, all that.  We have
 18    the CEO of all of Shell come to Barrow, come to our
 19    village.  He came and seen the Chukchi Sea.  He's seen our
 20    culture, the way that we live.  And I think it was
 21    November or December.  I was reading in the paper.  John
 22    someone -- I don't know -- but he came on my tour.  I got
 23    to spend about eight hours with him.  He doesn't support
 24    drilling anymore in the ocean.  This is the head of --
 25    he's retired a couple years, but this is the head of
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  1    Shell.  He's saying no.
  2              Well, considering that we have not just evu, the
  3    big ice flowing up onto the shore, on a social level I
  4    took a class from my accredited community college in
  5    Barrow for my sociology.  One of the concepts that stuck
  6    with us is when the primary developers of the resources
  7    are from not -- not from the area, only social problems
  8    ensues.  And that's been traditional of what's happened
  9    since oil came up.  I hear about clinics and schools, and
 10    I'm grateful for that stuff, but at what cost?
 11    Environmental catastrophe.
 12              They cannot set an oil boom, by the way.  They
 13    cannot set an oil boom, by the way.  Sorry.  I'm a
 14    realist.  The ice is unforgivable.  It's unforgivable.
 15    The power of the ice, I have boated from Barrow to Point
 16    Hope, all in between there.  Twice I've come close to
 17    losing my life with experienced people.  The ice is
 18    unforgivable.  It's treacherous.
 19              They have this zero percent potential of oil
 20    spill, 60,000 jobs, we are all fantasizing about fear.  My
 21    people know what's going to happen.  We understand the
 22    ocean.  This development is going to be a catastrophe.
 23    It's going to be -- you guys don't understand the power of
 24    the ice.  You don't understand the power of the Arctic.  I
 25    mean, it's -- it's lucky that these offshore islands so
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  1    far have not created a catastrophe.  I challenge the oil
  2    companies.  I challenge you guys to enforce and challenge
  3    the oil companies to practice inside a boom in flowing
  4    ice.  You need two Russian icebreakers and a million
  5    pounds of titanium boom to even come close to that.  It's
  6    impossible.  You cannot set a boom in flowing ice.  You
  7    can't.
  8              I heard one of these other guys talk, mistakes
  9    happen.  Yeah, mistakes happen.  Look who -- you guys are
 10    here, and everybody benefits here.  But a mistake happens
 11    in our water, it's our whole way of life.  Let's look at
 12    what happens on page 252, if you guys would open.  You
 13    don't have to.  Let me just read a few up here, what would
 14    happen.  Very large oil spill, which is feasible with all
 15    these giant ice floes.  Number one, displacement; number
 16    two, undesirability for use from contamination or
 17    perceived tainting; three, reduced numbers due to species
 18    deflection from oil; four, increased risk of costs --
 19    increased risk or cost of the subsistence effort due to
 20    having to travel further.
 21              A very large oil spill would affect polar bear
 22    hunting and sealing, bird hunting, sealing, whaling and
 23    the ocean netting of fish.  This next page it says in
 24    here -- I want you guys to listen to this carefully
 25    because this is the most important thing I've read in this
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  1    book.  An oil spill affecting any part of the migration
  2    route of the bowhead whale could taint this resource that
  3    is culturally pivotal to the subsistence lifestyle.
  4              You have our entire way of life in your hands,
  5    and you want to gamble it away in treacherous sea ice
  6    conditions so that we can sustain an economy, enrich oil
  7    companies.
  8              I don't think the tradeoff is there:  Jobs,
  9    catastrophe.  Jobs -- oh, technology, it's safe, it's all
 10    safe.  That's what I hear, technology, technology,
 11    technology.  Yeah, we see technology.  Look at the Gulf of
 12    Mexico.  Look at all these spills on the North Slope.  I
 13    mean, we've got this degrading old pipeline system; you
 14    want to pump just millions more barrels through it out of
 15    this sensitive area, which is completely dangerous.  It's
 16    ridiculous.  This is -- this is a catastrophe waiting to
 17    happen.
 18              If you guys allow this, your Administration
 19    allows this, you will live with the legacy of putting this
 20    whole way of life, this whole ecosystem at jeopardy.  This
 21    is the biggest mistake in the world.  This is a sensitive
 22    area.  The power of the ice is unforgivable.  I hate to
 23    see this happen.
 24              I've never came up like this publicly.  I feel
 25    moved to do this, compelled.
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  1              Another thing that concerns me is
  2    biomagnification, the concentration of toxins through the
  3    trophic levels.  We are at the top of the food chain, us
  4    and killer whales and polar bears.  Well, we eat the polar
  5    bears, so we are technically on the top.  Marine mammal
  6    blubber is essential to our absence of vegetables and
  7    fruits.  It provides us with the minerals.  That's how I
  8    stay so trim.
  9              But we are going to lose all of that in the
 10    Chukchi.  Yeah, you roll your eyes, but I'll tell you
 11    what, your way of life is not on the line.  When I heard
 12    this guy talking from North Pole, I was visualizing what
 13    if a bunch of Eskimos came to Chena Lakes and we found
 14    this wonderful resource in Chena Lakes, and we needed jobs
 15    and we -- it's not in your backyard, so it doesn't matter.
 16              But it is in our backyard.  It's our way of
 17    life.  It's our whole way of life.  It's our whole way of
 18    life.  You can't set an oil boom in flowing ice.  You
 19    can't.  This is a disaster.  There will be no way to
 20    contain it, anything.  They can't do it.  They simply
 21    can't do it.  We are waiting for a catastrophe.  You can't
 22    set an oil boom in flowing ice.
 23                    MS. CAROLYN KREMERS:  My name is Carolyn
 24    Kremers.  I live at 1191 South Farm Court, which is off of
 25    Chena Ridge.  First of all, I appreciate the comments that
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  1    Daniel just made.  And it happens that I might follow up
  2    on that.
  3              First I want to tell you I'm a writer.  I write
  4    poetry and literary nonfiction, and I teach at the
  5    University of Alaska Fairbanks.  I have lived in Alaska 25
  6    years this October.  I came here originally to teach in a
  7    Yup'ik Eskimo village on the coast of the Bering Sea in a
  8    very remote, small village of 330 traditional Eskimos.
  9    They are not Inupiat like Daniel.  They are the Yup'ik.
 10    They were a little bit further south on the Bering Sea.
 11              But I have spent time very close to the Chukchi
 12    working at Port Clarence, which is on a little teeny
 13    little spit of land on your map just south of Wales, which
 14    is on the Chukchi.  I wonder if you would be willing to
 15    turn to page B28 in the EIS report.  And maybe you could
 16    look at the map and -- because I want to briefly talk
 17    about two things:  The scale that we are talking about
 18    here in Alaska in the Chukchi Sea, and also my sense of
 19    maybe a lack of realism in the EIS statement as it's
 20    amended.  And I'll bring this to a couple of pages in
 21    particular in a second.
 22              So if you look at the map, it's a nice map.  It
 23    shows the whole Chukchi Sea.  It shows the coast of
 24    Alaska, the area for the lease sales, and Russia.  If you
 25    look at the bottom left, you can see the Bering Strait.
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  1    It's marked in green.  That's about 30 miles between
  2    Russia and the U.S.  Wales, where I lived, on Port
  3    Clarence and for a summer I worked on a construction crew
  4    there, is just a little bit south.  It's on the map.  You
  5    can see that spit of land at the very -- underneath that
  6    Bering Strait, that teeny little thing that is sticking
  7    out is where I lived.
  8              In comparison to that spit of land, this area
  9    where the lease sales is is huge.  It's huge.  But I can
 10    say that living on that spit, when I arrived, the whole
 11    thing was surrounded by ice.  I went there to do
 12    construction at a Coast Guard station, a Loran Coast Guard
 13    station.
 14              And when we arrived, the whole thing was frozen.
 15    There were literally several hundred seals.  You could see
 16    them from the shore.  With binoculars you could count them
 17    sitting on that ice.  It was spectacular.  It was amazing.
 18    The head of the construction project for the Coast Guard
 19    was frustrated because, of course, they couldn't do all
 20    the work they did.  They couldn't get the barge in there
 21    with the supplies with all that ice.  They had to wait
 22    until it would go out.  It would hold up the crew, cost
 23    money.  His solution, he said -- one day I heard him say
 24    this:  We should just blow up all that ice, just set off a
 25    bomb and blow it up so we can get the barge in here.
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  1              Well, I kind of laughed.  I didn't say anything,
  2    but I knew that he half believed that that could be done
  3    without consequence.  Of course he wouldn't do it.  He
  4    didn't have the power to do it.  But my sense from living
  5    there was, yeah, that ice, it's amazing, it's powerful,
  6    and I lived there in the summer.  But I also lived in that
  7    Yup'ik Eskimo village for two years year-round.  And I saw
  8    what it's like in the winter, what those winds can be
  9    like, what that ice, how it moves in and out.  One day you
 10    would have a clear day; the next day we get totally
 11    covered in ice, or maybe not even the next day; within a
 12    few hours.  Huge winds which have been described earlier
 13    tonight.
 14              The weather conditions are -- they are very
 15    humbling, as people have said.  They are humbling.  They
 16    are not predictable.  And as Jessica pointed out
 17    earlier -- very eloquently, I thought.  This is only going
 18    to become more -- we have climate change happening.  These
 19    weather conditions are going to become bigger and more
 20    unpredictable.  So we have a lot to think about here.
 21              And I just want to say that I feel it's very
 22    important.  If people are -- in Washington, D.C., are
 23    making decisions about the Arctic, which they have never
 24    lived in, never visited, and maybe even never seen even
 25    from an airplane, they need to be very respectful and very
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  1    careful, and they need to pay attention to every bit of
  2    information they can get in order to make informed
  3    decisions.
  4              Now, I understand the purpose tonight, from what
  5    you all said at the introduction, was that one thing you
  6    really want is for us to think about this EIS statement
  7    and see whether it seems adequate now that it has been
  8    revised or whether it still is not adequate.  That seemed
  9    to be the main purpose of these hearings.
 10                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Correct.
 11                    MS. CAROLYN KREMERS:  So I'm glad -- we
 12    can't ever really probably avoid hearing opinions about
 13    whether people support drilling and oil and gas
 14    development in the Arctic Ocean and Chukchi Sea or maybe
 15    the Beaufort Sea later, who knows.  You know, there are
 16    people for, there are people against; but it seems to me
 17    that's a big issue.  I mean, we are going to hear about
 18    that because these things are all interrelated.  We can't
 19    think about an EIS statement without thinking about what
 20    is it for.
 21              So I appreciate all the comments that we have
 22    made tonight and I hope they have been helpful to you.
 23    But as far as the EIS statement goes, I did want to point
 24    out that the maps do show, if you can hear from the people
 25    who live there, how very huge this area is.  When we look
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  1    at how close Russia is, 30 miles away at the Bering
  2    Strait, and how far, how much huger that area is where the
  3    oil and -- where the lease sales are, then if we think
  4    about what it says in here about the part that you said
  5    needed to be added, one part, you said you got 150,000
  6    public comments about, was the desire, the theme thing
  7    that you noticed was that people needed to look at what
  8    about a large oil spill, what might happen.
  9              So I didn't have a lot of time tonight, but I
 10    looked at some of the pages.  And I just want to go --
 11    especially, I think, following up on what Daniel just said
 12    to page 135 and 136.  And just briefly look at those, if
 13    you can keep thinking about what it's really like out
 14    there.
 15              So it says here -- this is from Chapter 4,
 16    environmental consequences and Section 4E, effects of a
 17    very large oil spill, this is just a little section.  It's
 18    less than a page -- or maybe it's a page, Levels of
 19    Recovery and Cleanup Activities.  I just want to read a
 20    few of these sentences.  And I think everyone in here who
 21    has been to the Arctic -- as you saw that's quite a few
 22    people -- can picture this.  You could probably have
 23    another conversation going on in your head as you think
 24    about these sentences.  And I'm just going to read a few
 25    and comment at the end about them, and then I'll be done.
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  1              It says -- so I'm at that part right near the
  2    bottom, Levels of Recovery and Cleanup Activities.  "The
  3    levels of activities required to apply the techniques
  4    described above are dependent on the specific timing and
  5    location of a spill.  As weather, ice and logistical
  6    considerations allow, the number of vessels and responders
  7    would increase exponentially as a spill continues.  The
  8    levels of activities described below are reasonable
  9    estimates provided as a basis for analysis."
 10                    So take a look at the things that are
 11    listed below.  The first one, between five and ten staging
 12    areas would be established.  If you look at the map, where
 13    would those staging areas be if it's very far from the
 14    shore?  The second one, about 15 to 20 large skimming
 15    vessels could be used in offshore areas.  It lists some of
 16    the vessels, including other barges from Prudhoe Bay and
 17    vessels from Cook Inlet and Prince William Sound.  Those
 18    of us who live here know that those places are quite far.
 19    It would take, even in good weather, a while for any
 20    vessels to get up to where we are talking about.  But of
 21    course, if you have ice and bad weather, they probably
 22    could get there.
 23              The third one, thousands of responders.  This
 24    one is very interesting, I think.  Thousands of responders
 25    from industry, federal government, private entities, could
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  1    assist spill response and cleanup efforts as the spill
  2    progresses.  Weather permitting, roughly 300 to 400
  3    skimming, booming and lightering vessels could be used in
  4    areas closer to shore.  Did I mention 300 to 400 vessels
  5    closer to shore and thousands of people helping?
  6              But when you live here and you have lived in the
  7    Bush or in any of these remote areas, you just -- you have
  8    a sense of it's not that simple.  I mean, you have to get
  9    those people there.  You have got to get that equipment
 10    there.  You have got to have food to feed them.  It's
 11    really hard for us to describe this to people who have
 12    never been in the Bush in Alaska for you to even
 13    understand.  As someone said, there are no roads.  But not
 14    only that, there are not airstrips that can -- later it
 15    mentions airplanes and helicopters that could come.
 16    That's over on page 136, the second to last bullet.
 17              Dozens of planes and helicopters.  Dozens of
 18    planes and helicopters would fly over the spill area,
 19    including impacted coastal areas.  Existing airport
 20    facilities along the Arctic coast would be used to support
 21    these aircraft.  And it lists airports, again, that not
 22    only are far away, like Kotzebue and Barrow, and then
 23    smaller ones that are not capable of having any large
 24    aircraft land there.
 25              Many of these, the biggest thing that can land
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  1    is a Beaver, and in many cases just Cessnas and smaller
  2    airplanes land.  These are often airstrips in these
  3    smaller places that don't have lights or they have very
  4    few lights.  They are not easy to keep open when you have
  5    blowing snow.
  6              And then we have that whole aspect of darkness.
  7    I know it's hard to imagine, especially because you are
  8    here right after the solstice, the longest day of the
  9    year.  Well, it's the opposite in the winter.  It's dark.
 10    And in the Arctic Circle where we are talking about, above
 11    the Arctic Circle, it's dark all the time.  The sun
 12    doesn't rise.  So we are talking not only about not being
 13    able to get equipment and people and vessels and aircraft
 14    there; we are talking about the conditions.  Not only can
 15    we not get it there, but we also are dealing with the
 16    weather.
 17              So I just -- I just wanted to say I didn't get
 18    to look at a lot of this yet, but the part I looked at is
 19    not realistic.  And it's -- it's just not accurate.  And
 20    you know, I don't know if you need people to look at every
 21    section of this and see, but it would be good to have some
 22    people who live in Alaska, who live here and know this
 23    place, maybe help if you need it to be better.
 24              I think it's especially important because you
 25    did say that this will be used to decide whether to
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  1    reaffirm the sale, whether to modify it, or whether to
  2    cancel it.  It's an important document, and I really
  3    appreciate the chance that you gave us in Fairbanks to
  4    talk about it.  Thanks.
  5                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Carolyn.
  6    Next is Jerry Walker, followed by, I believe it's David
  7    Valentine.  In the meantime, Jerry, the floor is yours.
  8                    MR. JERRY WALKER:  A very hardy welcome,
  9    Director Kendall, to you and your associates.  We
 10    appreciate you coming to Fairbanks to solicit our input.
 11    I have provided some written testimony.
 12              My name is Jerry Walker.  I live in Bluebird
 13    Subdivision, Fairbanks 99709.  Lease Sale 193 should be
 14    affirmed as held in 2008.  I think the revised draft
 15    supplemental environmental impact statement more than
 16    adequately addresses concerns of the Outer Continental
 17    Shelf oil and gas Lease Sale 193 Chukchi Sea, Alaska.
 18              The revised draft SEIS now includes extensive
 19    analysis of the environmental impact of natural gas
 20    development, the inclusion of additional what had been
 21    perceived as incomplete, missing or unavailable
 22    information, and does include analysis of a hypothetical
 23    very large oil spill scenario.  I believe this report,
 24    including the various appendices, now provides sufficient
 25    scientific data and analysis and a very strong basis for
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  1    the Secretary of the Interior to make an informed decision
  2    on which to affirm Lease Sale 193.
  3              Director Kendall, I urge you to provide your
  4    recommendation to Secretary Salazar to expeditiously
  5    accept the revised report and affirm the lease.  I believe
  6    sufficient safeguards will be in place to conduct
  7    responsible activities with the respective accountable
  8    parties in the area.  I appreciate and respect the very
  9    extreme caution exercised to get us to this point.
 10              With this accomplished, I am compelled to remind
 11    all those with ability to move this process forward that
 12    our national security has been and will continue to be not
 13    only at risk, but will continue to erode until affirmation
 14    of the lease is completed and responsible implementation
 15    of an excellent plan commences.
 16              Please expeditiously accept the report and
 17    recommend affirmation of Lease Sale 193.  Thank you for
 18    your good work.
 19                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  David, followed by Jane
 20    Ransdell.
 21                    MR. DAVID VALENTINE:  Thank you.  Thanks
 22    for coming to Alaska and Fairbanks in particular and
 23    listening to us.  I appreciate your coming here.
 24              I just wanted to make a very simple point.  I
 25    have been hearing -- I didn't come with prepared remarks,
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  1    but I have been hearing benefits, got lots of really cool
  2    benefits that would come from this.  And then I hear
  3    impacts.  We have got lots of really scary impacts that
  4    could happen.  How do we compare those?
  5              The traditional way that natural resource
  6    managers compare benefits and impacts is to look at risk.
  7    And that is the probability of an event multiplied by its
  8    potential impacts.  And I know you guys know that, but
  9    it's important to sort of bear that in mind.
 10              Well, the problem is that human beings are
 11    really lousy at estimating probabilities, with all due
 12    respect, because I know you have included estimates of
 13    probabilities in your draft EIS, but we are pretty bad at
 14    doing that.  So what do we do?
 15              Let me take a step back from that and just sort
 16    of note that in the wake of the attacks of September 11th,
 17    what happened to the airline industry?  Well, it really
 18    suffered a lot.  Why?  Because people who traveled
 19    suddenly traveled by car because they perceived that as
 20    safer.
 21              Now, all of the actuarial tables, even knowing
 22    that -- even in light of the attacks of September 11th,
 23    indicated that air traffic was still far safer than travel
 24    by car, yet people chose to travel by car because they
 25    perceived incorrectly the probability of having something
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  1    bad happen.
  2              So we are lousy at assessing probabilities, but
  3    nevertheless, that's what we need to do is to be able to
  4    come up with a reasonable way of estimating and
  5    understanding the probability.
  6              The second point that I wanted to make is that
  7    if we take the mid-point of the probabilities that have
  8    been suggested at about 40 percent, let's say -- okay.
  9    Let's sort of imagine that you have a potential of having
 10    a job, and in this job you have a 40 percent chance over
 11    the lifetime of the job that you are going to lose your
 12    left arm.  Would you take that job?  Is that an acceptable
 13    risk?  And I think most people in the room would say, no,
 14    that's not an acceptable risk.  Well, okay.
 15              If you -- and your -- if you take this job and
 16    your neighbor has a 40 percent chance of losing his left
 17    arm, would you take the job?  Well, that's where we get to
 18    Dan's testimony there.  We are not talking about our left
 19    arms, necessarily.  We are talking about their left arms.
 20              So those are the two points that I wanted to
 21    make.  One, probability is important and it's very
 22    difficult to assess.  And second, let's remember who's --
 23    who's really at risk.
 24              Thank you.
 25                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you very much,
00101
  1    David.  We have got Jane Ransdell, followed by Paul
  2    Tengan, if he's back in the room.  Jane, the floor is
  3    yours.
  4                    MS. JANE RANSDELL:  My name is Jane
  5    Ransdell, and I live at 607 Bullion Drive in Fairbanks
  6    99712.  I do not believe oil companies can effectively
  7    clean up an oil spill in the broken ice in severe
  8    conditions of the Chukchi Sea.  A spill would have a
  9    devastating effect on bird and fish and mammal life of
 10    this area.  Some of these species are already showing
 11    clear signs of significant stress.  The maintenance of the
 12    populations of these species in this area is essential to
 13    the subsistence lifestyle of the Inupiat people of the
 14    Chukchi.  Allowing drilling in the Chukchi denies the
 15    right of the Inupiat to continue their traditional way of
 16    life because the eventual spill will severely degrade the
 17    habitat of their traditional natural food source long
 18    term.
 19              Any significant spill in broken sea ice
 20    conditions would be a worst-case discharge, too difficult
 21    to clean up fast enough for survival of the wildlife in
 22    the area.  Just too difficult to clean up.  Then what?
 23    Apologies, regrets, blame shifting, compensations, chaos,
 24    buyouts, cop-outs.  And what will that be worth?  Will
 25    that make it right with the Inupiat people?  Will that
00102
  1    bring back the wildlife and reverse the damage?
  2              Drilling in the Chukchi Sea is not worth the
  3    risk of ruining the rich habitat of this incredible area.
  4    Thank you.
  5                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  The last card I have is
  6    Paul.  Paul Tengan come back in the room?  Okay.
  7              Now, one thing I'm very adamant about is that
  8    everybody has a chance to express their thoughts, their
  9    opinion, their comments.  We want to make this as
 10    transparent as possible, and I want to make sure no one
 11    leaves the room feeling they didn't have the chance to be
 12    heard.  So is there anybody in the room that did not have
 13    a chance, did not put a card in there that now feels,
 14    well, maybe I do want to say something?  We are not going
 15    anywhere until everybody here is satisfied they have had a
 16    good say.  So please, if anybody would like to come up
 17    here, you are more than welcome to.
 18              This is very important to us.  We are not the
 19    decisionmaker.  We want to make sure this is the best
 20    possible document.  This is a revised draft.  A lot of
 21    people are working on it.  NOAA has worked on it with us,
 22    other federal agencies.  And I want to be able to say when
 23    we go up to the Secretary --
 24              Aha, now I'm a happy man.  Your name, sir.
 25                    MR. TONY FERNANDEZ:  Yes.  I never talk on
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  1    the mike.  I get so nervous.  I get nervous when I talk
  2    through mikes.
  3                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Your name, sir?
  4                    MR. TONY FERNANDEZ:  Tony Fernandez.  I
  5    live one block from here, 177 7th Avenue.
  6              I listen to everybody talking over here, but to
  7    me it's gone to the government.  The federal government
  8    sold our leases in the ocean, not their lease.  I worked
  9    on Pump 5 for 21 years, and I retired.  Everybody talking
 10    about jobs around here.  No, you don't need no jobs.  He's
 11    talking about oil, crisis in oil.  There is no crisis in
 12    oil.
 13              It's 20 to 50 capping holes in Prudhoe Bay.  Why
 14    you don't put that oil in the pipeline?  When I got over
 15    there, we must push it in the pipeline 2,000,000 barrels a
 16    day.  What is still there is 500- to 600,000 barrels.
 17    Why?  Why the oil companies manipulate this well data?  To
 18    keep the price high?  It's no good.  We pay the gallon of
 19    oil over here real cheap when we get it from Kenai way
 20    back before this pipeline pass by and we build the
 21    refinery.
 22              Right now we pay 4.60 is why it's killing me to
 23    warm my house with this.  You see what I mean?  These guys
 24    needs to push more oil and go over there and pump the
 25    lines to these guys; punching, I think there's probably
00104
  1    about 20 or 50 holes already drilled in Prudhoe Bay.
  2              Why you want to go in the water, you know, for a
  3    big, you know, mess?  And like this guy was talking, you
  4    know [indiscernible], you see.  He's talking about this
  5    and that.  No, no, no, no, no.  Let's go to the real
  6    thing.  Go over there and drill in the ground, and you
  7    don't have no damage.  That's the bottom line.  Go over
  8    there to drill over there, that's dangerous.
  9              And he's talking about oil spill containment.
 10    You can't contain oil.  I practice all the time in the
 11    Yukon River, and if that line break right there and the
 12    oil coming down, you cannot stop the oil.  The oil run all
 13    the way to the ocean because the water is so dangerous.
 14    You can't stop it over there.  We tried a pig about this
 15    big with a boom, and he put that [indiscernible], you see.
 16    That's why, you know, that's so dangerous.  That's why I
 17    hear everybody talk about jobs and this and that.  No, no,
 18    no.  You need to control this and drill in the ground.
 19    There is plenty oil over there.
 20              Look at last winter and the winter before; they
 21    drilled two holes right there close to ANWR, went straight
 22    down and went horizontal to steal the oil from ANWR.  Why
 23    he don't put this oil to the land right now?  Why waiting?
 24    They're just keeping the prices way high to do all this
 25    drilling in the ocean.
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  1              Look at what happened in Louisiana.  You kill
  2    all the fish, all the -- everything is down, and the
  3    fishermen is way down.  You don't see no money.  Okay.
  4    Thank you.  Thank you very much.
  5                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you very much.
  6    You used the microphone well.  Okay.  I don't want to be a
  7    nag.  I'm sometimes accused of that.  I want to make sure
  8    everybody has a chance before I close it out.  Is there
  9    anybody else that would like to come up?  Going once,
 10    going twice.  Do I have to tell a joke before I get to
 11    three?  Because I really -- this is important to us, and I
 12    want all the comments.
 13              Well, with that, on behalf of the staff of
 14    BOEMRE, or BOEMRE [pronunciation], as someone said with a
 15    Cajun influence down in the Gulf, thank you very much for
 16    coming tonight.  The document is on the Web.  We have
 17    this.  We passed some of the big documents out.  Please go
 18    through it.  If you fund things you think that needs to be
 19    dealt with, if there is mistakes, if there something we
 20    are missing, go to regs.gov.  The address is back there on
 21    the chart.  And get us those comments.
 22              This is a group effort.  I want to be able to
 23    take the result and all the comments and take it and send
 24    it upstairs and say this is everything you need to
 25    consider before you make your decision.  So with that,
00106
  1    number three, thank you very much and have a nice evening.
  2               (Proceedings adjourned at 10:03 p.m.)
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 1                      P-R-O-C-E-E-D-I-N-G-S
 2                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Okay.  It looks like we
 3    can get started here.  Thank you very much for coming
 4    tonight.  This is the public hearing for the revised draft
 5    EIS for sale 193.  That is a mouthful.  We are going to
 6    walk you through the process and exactly what this meeting
 7    is so everybody starts from the same basis.
 8              Now, one thing I'd like to clear up -- and we
 9    ran into this at two other meetings.  We got into the
10    meeting and someone said, who are you people.  And it's,
11    like, I think we need to fix that at the beginning.
12              We are not an oil company, and we are not from a
13    nongovernmental organization.  We are a federal agency.
14    We are the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, Regulation
15    and Enforcement.  We are responsible for managing the
16    energy and mineral resources on the Outer Continental
17    Shelf.  Our Bureau is within the Department of Interior.
18    Our boss is the Secretary of the Interior.  So that's who
19    we are.
20              Now, before we get into the nitty-gritty of the
21    details, I want to introduce the folks here.  Mary Vavrik
22    is over there taking notes.  We are taking down everything
23    that's said.  So please, when you are given the
24    opportunity to speak, state your name.  We want to get
25    that for the record.
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 1              We have Mike Haller here.
 2                    MR. MICHAEL HALLER:  Right here.
 3                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Mike is our liaison for
 4    Native communities.  We've got John Callahan.  John, he's
 5    from our Office of Public Affairs.  Steve Scordino, I
 6    believe, is still out front.  He is an environmental
 7    compliance subject matter expert and an expert for other
 8    things.  We have got Scott Blackburn.  Scott is also out
 9    there.  He is our technical editor for the document.
10              And the other two individuals sitting up here
11    are extremely key to this.  We have got Sharon Warren.
12    Sharon is the project manager for this.  She knows the
13    document inside out and backwards.  It's her job to put it
14    together.  Next to her is Michael Routhier.  Michael is
15    the actual coordinator of the document, so he gets the
16    pieces and puts it together from all the scientists, and
17    Sharon makes sure it all flows.  That's who is here.
18              We are doing this a little bit different
19    tonight.  Usually we just open up the mike and have people
20    speak.  But to make sure we are starting from the exact
21    same place, we are going to take about the first five or
22    ten minutes to tell you exactly what this is.  There are
23    times when people think that this document is the decision
24    document.  This EIS that Sharon is going to speak about,
25    it's not a decision document.  It's information we pass to
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 1    the decisionmaker.  And that's why we are here, as Sharon
 2    is going to explain.
 3              We need your help to make sure this document
 4    includes everything the decisionmaker, the Secretary of
 5    the Interior, needs to make the best possible decision.
 6              We have had meetings like this in the past in
 7    many cities and, whenever we do this, there is always some
 8    I won't call it criticisms, but suggestions on how to do
 9    it better.  So what we are going to do tonight is, aside
10    from having a little briefing to tell everybody why we're
11    here so we all start the same way, we are going to use
12    sort of a more random approach for speakers.  That's why
13    you were asked to put your name in the big silver bowl out
14    there.  Your name goes in there, and we reach in, we pull
15    it, and that's your time to speak.
16              If for some reason you are not in the room, you
17    stepped out for a minute, that doesn't mean you are not
18    going to speak.  I'm just going to put it back in the
19    bowl.  Okay?  I don't want to miss you.  If someone comes
20    15, 20 minutes from now, they can fill out a form, give it
21    to somebody, give it to us, and we will put it in the
22    bowl.  The important thing here is everybody has a chance
23    to speak.  And we will stay here for as long as it takes.
24    We are not going to cut it off at 9:00 or 9:30 or 9:45.
25    If we have to stay here till 10:00 or 10:30, we will.
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 1              We will ask, though, to please keep your
 2    comments to three to five minutes.  We are hoping that a
 3    lot of you will have something to say.  That's what this
 4    meeting is for, to get information from the different
 5    stakeholders in the process and make sure their concerns
 6    and input go into the document.  So I want everybody to
 7    speak and we want to make sure people or an individual or
 8    two don't monopolize the entire conversation.  Everybody
 9    has a chance here.  Okay?
10              Now, with that, I would like Sharon to walk you
11    through the process of why we're here.  Sharon just
12    reminded me, please.  If you have got cell phones, turn
13    them off or at least put them on the buzz thing.  That's
14    what I do.  When I'm told to turn it off, I put it on buzz
15    or vibrate.
16              With that, Sharon, take it away.
17                    MS. SHARON WARREN:  Thank you again for
18    coming.  Can everybody hear me all right?  All right.
19    Excellent.  Why are we here today?  We are here today to
20    get your comments on the specific document that's out
21    there.  It's the Revised Draft Supplemental Environmental
22    Impact Statement for Chukchi Sea sale 193.  And what is
23    sale 193?  In 2007 we did an environmental impact
24    statement and sale 193 in the Chukchi Sea was held in
25    February of 2008.  And six companies received leases from
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 1    that sale.  We offered 29.3 million acres and 2.8 million
 2    acres was actually leased.
 3              Then what happened?  Days before the sale,
 4    plaintiffs sued to invalidate the lease sale.  They
 5    alleged that the environmental impact statement did not
 6    address the potential impacts in the document.  There was
 7    not an order to stop the sale, so the sale continued, and
 8    that was the reason why the sale was issued.
 9              And we issued the leases, but in July of 2010,
10    the U.S. District Court for the District of Alaska, which
11    is Judge Beistline in Anchorage, ruled that most of the
12    EIS was satisfactory, but there were three concerns that
13    needed to be addressed before -- for the agency to meet
14    its NEPA obligation.  And that's the National
15    Environmental Policy Act obligations.
16              So the three issues the Court wanted us to
17    address was that the Court said the EIS failed to analyze
18    the environmental impact of natural gas development
19    despite any industry interest and specific leases for such
20    development.  When the sale was offered, there was
21    incentives to the companies to produce the natural gas,
22    and the judge said you offered those incentives, but you
23    did not adequately assess the environmental impacts of
24    that natural gas to be produced based on these incentives.
25              The judge also said you failed to determine
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 1    whether or not missing information identified by the
 2    agency was relevant or essential under attention the
 3    federal regulations.  The Council on Environmental Quality
 4    has regulations that you must follow that when you have
 5    missing information, you have to say -- you have to
 6    determine whether or not the cost of obtaining the missing
 7    information was exorbitant or the means of doing so was
 8    unknown.
 9              When the plaintiffs sued us, the agency, they
10    filed an exhibit that listed all the statements that were
11    made in the environmental impact statement of where the
12    agency said we didn't know, we have uncertainty, and that
13    when the judge looked at it, said that's pretty
14    convincing, but you need to go back and you need to follow
15    the regulations and to assess all the statements that you
16    have made in the environmental impact statement.
17              So what did we do in response to the court
18    order?  We drafted a supplemental environmental impact
19    statement to address the Court's concerns.  That draft
20    supplemental environmental impact statement was released
21    in October of 2010.  We received over 150,000 comments on
22    that draft supplemental environmental impact statement.
23              We held public hearings in Kotzebue, Point Hope,
24    Point Lay, Wainwright, Barrow, and Anchorage, as well as
25    government-to-government meetings in those communities.
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 1              And I'm going to turn it over to Mike to so he
 2    can explain what we did next.
 3                    MR. MICHAEL ROUTHIER:  So in most EIS
 4    processes, you go out with a draft to invite public
 5    comment, hold some meetings, and we look at those public
 6    comments and develop a final EIS.  Here, like Sharon said,
 7    we received over 150,000 comments, and we noticed a
 8    recurring theme of many of those comments was -- and
 9    again, this is on the heels of the Deepwater Horizon
10    event.  That theme was you guys need to assess the
11    possibility of a very large oil spill in the Arctic as a
12    result of this lease sale.
13              So as an agency, we sat down and considered our
14    options and decided that, yes, it would be appropriate to
15    analyze a very large oil spill scenario in our EIS.  To
16    ensure that it received the full amount of analysis it
17    warranted, we decided to do that in our EIS.  And because
18    this was a very substantial new piece of analysis, we
19    decided that we were going to need to republish the draft
20    EIS because this contains so much new information.
21              That's basically the document that brings us
22    today.  We republished the original draft SEIS, including
23    the very large oil spill scenario and are now publishing
24    this as a revised draft supplemental environmental impact
25    statement.  And tonight we're here to solicit and record
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 1    public comments on the document to get people's feedback
 2    on whether the document is sufficient.  And we will then
 3    take those comments, incorporate them into our final SEIS,
 4    and send that on to the eventual decisionmaker.
 5              So we mentioned that one of the main drivers of
 6    this revised document was the very large oil spill
 7    scenario, so we want to talk a little bit more about what
 8    that is.  Basically we asked our expert geologists what
 9    the biggest oil spill possible in the Chukchi Sea planning
10    area could be.  This is a purely hypothetical event.  We
11    are not talking about a specific plan to drill.  This is
12    purely hypothetical and a scenario to inform our
13    environmental analysis.
14              The very large oil spill is a term that is
15    different than the term which you might hear elsewhere,
16    which is worst-case discharge.  Whereas a very large oil
17    spill is a tool in our NEPA analysis, the worst-case
18    discharge is something specifically required by our
19    regulations to be included in any exploration plan.
20              So if this lease sale were to be affirmed or
21    affirmed in part and a company were to, down the road,
22    submit an exploration plan to actually do drilling in the
23    Chukchi Sea, that proposed exploration plan would have to
24    include a worst-case discharge.  That's a different
25    analysis.
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 1              It would incorporate a lot of additional
 2    information, such as what kind of well is it, where is the
 3    well, what reservoir, what kind of oil, what kind of
 4    technology would be used, what kind of safety precautions
 5    would be taken and so forth.  And it's that subsequent
 6    analysis that would inform the decision on, okay, what
 7    kind of oil spill response plan would be required if that
 8    exploration were to go forward.
 9                    MS. SHARON WARREN:  Again, the input that
10    we need tonight from you and until July 11th when we have
11    a public comment period open is to have your comments on
12    this document that we have out there, this revised draft
13    supplemental environmental impact statement for sale 193.
14    There is a 45-day comment period.  This was released out
15    to the public on the 21st of May.  And so the comment
16    period closes on July 11th.
17              There is a website that you can go to to click
18    on and submit your comments.  We are using regulations.gov
19    for the comments, and we have some handouts that we will
20    put out here so that you know how to go to our website and
21    where to click on to submit your comments.  And that's
22    what we are asking.  That's why we're here tonight, to get
23    your views.
24              So the next thing is, what happens after these
25    hearings?  As Mike says, we will take these comments,
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 1    incorporate them, and do and make a final supplemental
 2    EIS.  We are on a court deadline.  We are mandated by the
 3    Court.  This document is still in litigation.  The Court
 4    issued an order on the 19th of May and said, however you
 5    want to do it, in addition to doing the court order, items
 6    that he had as concerns and to do this, he wants the
 7    Secretary to make his decision on whether to reaffirm the
 8    sale, modify the sale, or cancel the lease sale by the 3rd
 9    of October of this year.
10              So in order to do that, we are going to
11    incorporate these comments.  We must have the final SEIS
12    out there to the public filed with the Environmental
13    Protection Agency in early September.  So there is a
14    30-day waiting period before the Secretary of the Interior
15    can make the decision.  Once he makes that decision, this
16    document, the final EIS, and his decision will be filed
17    with the District Court, and there will be further
18    briefings with the District Court, and then the judge will
19    decide whether or not the agency has met its obligation
20    under the National Environmental Policy Act.
21              And what we are going to do is, these posters
22    after we are finished, we are going to hang them along the
23    back wall so that when we have the break -- which there
24    will be probably a break, as time goes on, and Jim will
25    explain that -- he will give you an opportunity to go
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 1    along the back wall.
 2              There is also some maps on the back wall that we
 3    put up.  One in particular is the sale 193 map that you
 4    can see what was the sale 193 area that was offered,
 5    what's the alternative.  There is still alternatives that
 6    are being looked at in the supplemental, so -- and then
 7    also what was leased.  The leased areas are both the gray
 8    blocks and there are some red blocks because some of the
 9    leases are within one of the alternatives that the
10    Secretary can decide to choose on this.  So this whole
11    sale is back to the Secretary to decide what he wants to
12    do with the sale.
13                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you very much.  I
14    noticed when they were up there, they were pointing to me
15    and saying Jim.  I probably forgot to tell you who I was.
16    Yes, I'm a Fed.  My name is Jim Kendall.  I am the new
17    Regional Director for the Alaska Regional Office of the
18    Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, Regulation and
19    Enforcement.  I came up here on a detail from Washington,
20    D.C. in January.  It was supposed to be a two- to
21    three-month detail.  After six months I have fallen in
22    love with Alaska.  I think I have some Alaska colleagues
23    that might like me, so I am moving to Alaska to join the
24    community of this wonderful state.
25              Also, I would like to point out we have some
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 1    members in our audience who are representing our leaders.
 2    We have got the Representative Steve Thompson in the
 3    audience.  Thank you for coming tonight.  Rhonda Boyles
 4    representing Congressman Young.  Thank you.  And we've got
 5    Tom Moyer representing Senator Begich.  Would any of you
 6    like to make a few opening comments?
 7                    UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  No.
 8                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  All right.  That's fine.
 9    Now, with that, we are going to start the process where we
10    get input from you all.  Now, this is real important
11    because we are preparing a document that goes to the
12    decisionmaker.  It's also very much a public transparent
13    process.  So we want input from folks.  We want you to
14    read the document.  Tell us what you thought.  Tell us
15    what we are missing so when we give that document and all
16    the material that goes with it to the Secretary, he can
17    sit down with his staff and these materials and make the
18    best possible decision.
19              So you are part of the process.  This is really,
20    really important.  So once we start the comment period,
21    please state your name.  Let's try to keep it to three to
22    five minutes so everybody has a chance and we are not here
23    till 3:00 in the morning.  But if we have to, we will stay
24    till 3:00 in the morning.  And if you have written
25    comments, please bring it up here.  I'll give it to Mary
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 1    and that will be entered into the record, as well.  So
 2    Scott, will you bring over the bowl.
 3              Now, we have never done it before this way, but
 4    we are hoping that it makes it more fair and everybody
 5    feels they have had an equal chance to do it.  Murray
 6    Richmond representing Senator Thomas.  Thank you.  Thank
 7    you, Murray.
 8              Our first selectee is Debbie Miller.  Debbie
 9    Miller.  Come right up to the podium.  The floor is yours.
10                    MS. DEBBIE MILLER:  I'm the lucky one.
11    Gee whiz.  I'm Debbie Miller.  I have lived in Alaska for
12    35 years.  I have spent much of the last 35 years
13    exploring the Arctic, mostly during the summer months,
14    extensively in the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge,
15    Natural Petroleum Reserve, and I write books for children
16    and adults about the natural world.
17              I have not been to the Chukchi Sea.  I have
18    traveled out on the sea ice north of Barrow when I worked
19    on a book about polar bears back in the mid 1990s.  And it
20    was there that I learned about the culture of the Inupiat
21    people and how they are the bravest people and the
22    hardiest people to go out into those sea ice, you know,
23    areas where the ice is moving, where bears are, you know,
24    struggling, swimming right now because we have such a
25    situation with the loss of ice.  We are reading all about
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 1    that.
 2              But this is an incredibly harsh environment,
 3    always changing, a dynamic landscape.  It would be the
 4    last place I would ever consider a good place to have oil
 5    and gas drilling, exploration and development.  By -- just
 6    by the nature of the weather, the wind, the storms, the
 7    sea ice moving, the pressure ridges that I saw, the sound
 8    of the ice sheets grinding against one another.  So just
 9    the nature of this place says to me aren't there other
10    places that are less sensitive that would be a lower risk
11    area to explore and develop oil and gas.  The species, the
12    polar bears, are endangered or threatened.
13              I noticed in the report -- I just have now seen
14    this for the first time, and I turned to the polar bear
15    page on page 100, and it mentioned that, as a conclusion,
16    that the impacts appear to be minimal on polar bears with
17    oil and gas development.
18              And I would, I guess, question that in that if
19    you read a Canadian study that was done back in the 1970s
20    when I was doing my research, there was a gruesome study
21    that was conducted where the Canadian scientists purposely
22    oiled the fur of six polar bears to see what would happen,
23    and immediately those polar bears groomed themselves,
24    ingested the oil, went into convulsions, and they all
25    died.  So we have had some studies that have looked at
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 1    what happens when a polar bear has its fur covered in oil.
 2    So these are serious impacts if we have an oil spill.
 3              The second biggest concern I would have is there
 4    is no proven technology to clean up an oil spill in Arctic
 5    waters, and that's also pointed out in your report on page
 6    135.  I was looking at the effect of ice on response
 7    actions.  It's very clear that you are going to be
 8    hampered if you are out there in those kinds of conditions
 9    as far as getting that ice, building the booms protecting
10    the area.  Removing the oil with those ice conditions
11    makes it almost impossible in a lot of cases.  So again,
12    the question would be why would we choose this area, a
13    high risk area, on the heels of the Gulf spill, the Gulf
14    of Mexico on the heels of Exxon Valdez oil spill.  Why
15    would we go to such a high risk area when we have other
16    places to explore and develop and we have other choices
17    for our energy supply, namely renewable energy, solar,
18    wind, geothermal and all the other -- tidal.  Wouldn't
19    this be a safer bet?
20              Thank you so much for your time and for coming
21    to Fairbanks and teaching us about all the work that you
22    put into this.  This looks like a very interesting
23    document.  I'll submit written comments at a later date.
24    Thank you.
25                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you very much.  I
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 1    promise I will do my best not to destroy the names too
 2    bad.  The first name is Joseph.  Joseph Aveoganna.  The
 3    floor is yours, Joseph.  You can speak over there, if you
 4    would like.
 5                    MR. DANIEL LUM:  Hello.  This is my son
 6    Joseph.
 7                    MR. JOSEPH AVEOGANNA:  Hi.
 8                    MR. DANIEL LUM:  Joseph is shy.  And so
 9    I'm going to help him with this.  And my name is Daniel.
10    I'm from Barrow, my wife is from Point Hope, and my son
11    has grandparents in Wainwright, all three out on the
12    Chukchi.  Joseph, what kind of food do you eat?  Tell
13    these people what you eat.  Okay.
14                    MR. JOSEPH AVEOGANNA:  Bowhead whales,
15    fish, walrus and seals.
16                    MR. DANIEL LUM:  Do we eat a little bit of
17    that or do we eat a lot of it?
18                    MR. JOSEPH AVEOGANNA:  A lot of it.
19                    MR. DANIEL LUM:  Is this important to you?
20    Do you always eat this fresh good food from the Chukchi?
21                    MR. JOSEPH AVEOGANNA:  Yes.
22                    MR. DANIEL LUM:  What happened in Mexico
23    [sic] this year from what you learned from school?
24                    MR. JOSEPH AVEOGANNA:  The oil spill.
25                    MR. DANIEL LUM:  What happened to the
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 1    ocean when they had an oil spill?
 2                    MR. JOSEPH AVEOGANNA:  Everything got sick
 3    and died.
 4                    MR. DANIEL LUM:  A lot of it got sick and
 5    died.  Nannuq, look at all these people.  Look at them.
 6    Whose ocean is this Nannuq?
 7                    MR. JOSEPH AVEOGANNA:  Mine.
 8                    MR. DANIEL LUM:  Does this ocean belong to
 9    them?
10                    MR. JOSEPH AVEOGANNA:  No.
11                    MR. DANIEL LUM:  What do you want to tell
12    these people, Nannuq?
13                    MR. JOSEPH AVEOGANNA:  This is my ocean,
14    not yours.
15                    MR. DANIEL LUM:  Please stay out of our
16    ocean.  Thank you.
17                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Next on deck we have
18    Rebecca Schaffer.  Rebecca.  And after that it will be
19    Joseph Boyle.
20                    MS. REBECCA SCHAFFER:  Well, next time any
21    of us eat shrimp, we have to question where it came from
22    because it's keeping -- they are keeping it on the down
23    low.  They are covering it up, and there is a big
24    percentage of it coming from the Gulf.  People are dying.
25    They are bleeding from all their orifices down there, just
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 1    like the dolphins.  This is all being hushed up.
 2              So I mean, you know, it's kind of scary, you
 3    know, what's happening to the oceans.  That's why I wanted
 4    to speak.  I want to speak for the animals, for the ocean,
 5    for the, you know, the endangered.  With Fukushima, the
 6    Gulf, Valdez, you know, our hindsight is 20/20, right?
 7    But the animals, from the algae to the whales, you know,
 8    are dying.  They are endangered.  It's all out of balance.
 9    And why?  Part of it is due to global warming, but a lost
10    it is due to, you know, mankind.
11              I would just like to believe that we have
12    evolved higher, a more higher consciousness, right, to
13    think outside the box, to think beyond oil.
14              My dad was in development, you know.  Ironically
15    I'm sitting here.  He's probably really groaning upstairs
16    because he was all pro development, you know.  But in
17    reality, we have options.  You know, I know that it's
18    threatening jobs and money.  The state of Alaska is rich
19    because of oil.  But you have to look at the bigger
20    picture.  The bigger picture is that we take care of
21    everyone, including the ocean.  You know, we take care of
22    future generations to enjoy all that as well.
23              So I think there is a lot of other alternatives,
24    you know.  I mean, if there is hydrogen cars, I'm there,
25    Charlie, you know.  I mean, geothermal, the sun.  It's all
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 1    natural, nonpolluting, you know.  So I think that's what
 2    we all ought to be embracing.  You know, with -- milk in
 3    Hawaii on the big island is 3,000 times radiated with, you
 4    know, the -- just radiated.  You know, I have a daughter
 5    living over there, you know.  It's pretty scary, the
 6    ramifications of our actions.  The ramifications of the
 7    Gulf Coast we are not even hearing about because it's
 8    hushed up.
 9              So anyways, I get a little impassioned, but
10    thanks for this hearing.
11                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Rebecca.
12    Joseph Boyle, and following Joseph will be Steve Kelly.
13    Joseph, the floor is yours.
14                    MR. JOSEPH BOYLE:  Hi.  Joseph Boyle.  I'm
15    a member of Laborers Local 942.  I have been working up on
16    the North Slope for over six years now, primarily during
17    the winter.  Some of the conditions I've seen, near
18    white-out conditions.  I've worked in temperatures 80
19    below zero with a wind chill for 12 hours a day, seven
20    days a week for months on end.  I think we really do need
21    to be drilling up there more.  I think a lot of jobs are
22    at stake, mine personally, as well as tens of thousands of
23    others, they estimate.
24              But one thing I just wanted to say was as the
25    amount of oil declines in our pipeline, so do the jobs
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 1    here in Alaska.  And it's a beautiful place, but at the
 2    same time, I don't want to turn it into the biggest
 3    national park on earth.
 4              Some of the stop measures that we have up there
 5    include -- I mean, we put diapers is what we call them,
 6    but stuff underneath pickup trucks.  And it's not just a
 7    duck pond which is like a throw-down containment.  It's
 8    something you actually tie wire underneath the bottom of
 9    the vehicles and that goes to every single piece of
10    equipment that we have up there.  It's incredibly
11    environmentally safe.
12              And I mean, literally, if there is one drop of
13    oil or any grease hits the ground you literally have to
14    shovel it up and pick it up.  And I've walked for miles
15    and down right-of-ways and literally picked up about the
16    equivalent of three snowballs, which is mainly just snow.
17    It's really not that contaminated.  I mean, it's a
18    beautiful place up there.  But there really is nothing up
19    there except the pipeline workers, at least when I'm
20    around.
21              But that's about all I have to say.  The amount
22    of environmental impact is so minimal that it just boggles
23    my mind.  But that's all I've got for now.  Thank you.
24                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Joseph.
25    Steve Kelly, followed by Brent Helms.  Steve, the floor is
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 1    yours.
 2                    MR. STEVE KELLY:  My name is Steve Kelly.
 3    I live at 4140 Owl Drive, Fairbanks, Alaska.  I've worked
 4    heavy construction since 1975.  I retired in 2003.  In
 5    1980, '81 and '82 I worked on offshore islands up in
 6    Prudhoe Bay.  So I worked on BF 37, Duck Island and Seal
 7    Island, for sure.  And technology we had then was pretty
 8    good, but the technology we have now, it would be almost
 9    impossible for me to believe that we do not have ways of
10    going and getting those resources and not doing any harm
11    on the environment.
12              It's pretty shallow.  It's only 150 feet at the
13    deepest.  We can make islands that deep.  We did it in
14    the '80s.  We can still do it.  And we are talking about
15    50-, 60,000 jobs.  We are talking about making the United
16    States energy dependent [sic].  We can't just turn our
17    back on it because we think it can't be done.  We have to
18    somehow go get that resource, provide work for ourselves,
19    take care of ourselves, save the environment and not
20    damage the food and the sea for everybody else.  It has to
21    be -- there has to be a way we can do it.  And these
22    people will find a way to do it.
23              Thank you.
24                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Next is Brent Helms,
25    followed by Richard Fineberg.
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 1                    MR. BRENT HELMS:  My name is Brent Helms.
 2    I'm a lifelong Alaskan and have worked in construction in
 3    the state throughout my career, many of those years in the
 4    oil and gas industry.  Since the development of Alaska's
 5    oil and gas there have been thousands of workers trained
 6    for building and maintaining the oil and gas
 7    infrastructure.  The jobs associated with this industry
 8    has allowed me to remain in Alaska to raise my family,
 9    along with many other Alaskans over the years.  I'm
10    concerned this may change in the future if oil and gas
11    production continues to decline with the associated jobs.
12              The oil and gas industry demands a skilled
13    workforce to construct and maintain its pipelines and
14    facilities.  These are trained Alaskans from across the
15    state, a skilled workforce ready to work on projects that
16    Alaska's OCS development would provide.  Previous studies
17    estimate that opening the OCS for development will provide
18    tens of thousands of employment opportunities.  These are
19    good jobs, jobs that allow young men and women to raise
20    families, support their communities, and remain in Alaska.
21              The oil and gas reserves of Alaska are crucial
22    to the nation and its dependence on foreign oil.  Further
23    delays in permitting are costly and will deprive the
24    nation of both jobs and future domestic oil supply.
25    Developing the OCS is vital for Alaska's economic future.
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 1              I urge you to support permitting lease sale 193
 2    for responsible development.
 3                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Richard Fineberg,
 4    followed by Buzz Otis.
 5                    MR. RICHARD FINEBERG:  Richard Fineberg,
 6    3920 Old Wood Road, Ester, 99725.  I have observed oil
 7    operations for the better part of four decades as a
 8    newspaper reporter, as a state bureaucrat, and as an
 9    environmental advocate and as a consultant.  I will go
10    back to -- and my comments are informed by, I think, all
11    of that work, primarily onshore, but some offshore.  I was
12    with the governor's office in the Exxon Valdez spill and
13    observed it very closely throughout the summer of the
14    first year, and have just been down in the Gulf on my own
15    extensively, the Gulf of Mexico, which is not directly
16    relevant here, but I simply want to suggest I do have some
17    background to make a couple of general challenging
18    statements.
19              Number one, my first dealing with offshore spill
20    response was 1983 when I became the budget analyst for the
21    State's Department of Environmental Conservation in the
22    governor's office, and I had to move paper as a naive
23    bureaucrat who had no knowledge of how to do it, but the
24    first paper I had to move was to move the paperwork to get
25    funding for a stalled response project on oil spill
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 1    response in broken ice.
 2              The project had been stalled for some time.  The
 3    department was imploring me to move it.  It's a perfect
 4    metaphor for where we are right now.  I don't know if we
 5    have made any major progress.  I don't believe we have
 6    made significant response progress since -- since then.
 7    At that time the State was botching its response.  I have
 8    observed over the years and documented the State's
 9    response failures, and not only spill response, but
10    environmental protection responses, including the risk
11    assessment program of 2008 to 2010.
12              From that I just want to flag two -- two
13    sentences that just -- just popped out at me in your May
14    2011 revised supplemental report.  Page 280, "The lack of
15    any well-established and extensive onshore infrastructure
16    within the Chukchi Sea region could compromise the
17    efficiency of response efforts, heightening and prolonging
18    the impacts described above."  It doesn't sound like good
19    news at all.  And I think the criteria that you asked us
20    to look at the statements is, are -- is the sentence
21    relevant, and what is your belief on it.
22              Yes, I feel it's quite relevant, but doesn't
23    demonstrate we should go forward.  I believe not two pages
24    later, the conclusion -- and page 280, which you know --
25    not all of you here may know.  That is a -- that is in
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 1    response to a very large oil spill section.
 2              The conclusion two pages later -- and I'll have
 3    to paraphrase this.  As a stutterer, that's the least I
 4    can do for you.  While intervention and response could
 5    mitigate the volume and certain effects, the significant
 6    and perhaps irrevocable adverse impacts associated with a
 7    very large oil spill highlight the need for effective
 8    spill response.
 9              I spent that time stumbling over my biography
10    because I'm going to suggest a venture that I'm not clear
11    on, which is the precautionary principle.  I believe these
12    two statements stand in almost flagrant violation of the
13    precautionary principle.  Although my language is strong
14    there, I don't know that that's legally relevant, but
15    common sense wise it is a point I wanted to make.  And I
16    am sorry that I do not have the legal background to know
17    if I'm on point for you on that.
18              So I thank you very much for your time.
19                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you very much,
20    Richard.  Next is Buzz Otis and followed by Charles
21    Paskvan.
22                    MR. BUZZ OTIS:  Good evening.  Good
23    evening.  Thank you for being here.  My name is Buzz Otis.
24    My mailing address is P.O. Box 55068, North Pole, Alaska
25    99705.  And I welcome you to Fairbanks tonight.  And I
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 1    know we got precluded from the opportunity to testify
 2    early on, so I appreciate you amending your schedule and
 3    including us.
 4              I represent North Pole Economic Development
 5    Corporation.  I'm their executive director as well as a
 6    private businessman in this community since 1976.  Lease
 7    Sale 193 should be affirmed as held in 2008.  I believe
 8    the EIS provides sufficient information and analysis to
 9    support an informed decision affirming sale 193.
10    Rescinding leases and allowing a de facto moratorium to
11    continue will harm Alaska's economy and discourage future
12    industry investment without a corresponding benefit to the
13    environment.
14              Alaska's economy is at a crossroads, as I see
15    the United States.  We need to get a handle on this energy
16    issue.  We are paying close to $4 a gallon in this town
17    for heating oil.  We heat our homes some people somewhere
18    eight, nine months of the year, but certainly six or
19    seven.  We have snow on the ground from the first of
20    October, usually, until the first of May.  And the people
21    on fixed incomes are leaving this town, retirees,
22    people -- it's difficult.  You can sense it in the
23    streets.  You don't see the activity in the construction
24    industry, at the restaurants.  And it's a concern of mine.
25              I've decided to make Alaska my home, and I'd
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 1    like to -- my children to be able to have jobs here.  But
 2    without adequate energy, affordable energy, they won't be
 3    able to stay here.  And the same concern goes for the
 4    United States.  We need to be dependent on Alaska's
 5    resources as a country and not send our money to OPEC that
 6    could care less.  Those people do not like Americans, for
 7    the most part, and it just seems absurd that we continue
 8    to enhance their economy at the detriment of ours.
 9              I'm as concerned about the Alaska environment as
10    anybody.  I hunt here.  I fish here.  You know, we
11    recreate in the waters and love Alaska.  But I truly
12    believe that development and industry and protecting the
13    State's natural bounty of fish, wildlife, waters, and the
14    way of life we have all come to love can be done jointly
15    and in harmony.
16              The Chukchi OCS is an important future source of
17    energy supply.  I touched on that a little bit.  I'm not
18    sure if the Chukchi Sea oil would come through the
19    Trans-Alaska Pipeline, but if it did, that would be very
20    helpful.  Sorry about the echo.
21              We have two refineries in North Pole.  When TAPS
22    first started in the '70s, oil was about 110 degrees.  We
23    now get oil between 32 and 40 degrees into the refinery.
24    They use refined products to heat the oil so they can
25    refine it and that's the big -- that's the only reason
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 1    right now why the oil gets to Valdez is because it's
 2    heated -- taken out of the pipe, a lot of it is heated up,
 3    some of what they don't use gets put back in the pipe and
 4    raises the ambient temperature of the oil in the pipe.
 5              We are down from two million barrels a day to
 6    600,000, and we need to get that oil back up to the levels
 7    where it doesn't become ChapStick.  We had an incident
 8    last January when the line was shut down for seven whole
 9    days because of a situation up at Pump 1, and it was
10    difficult getting it started.
11              So I see these type of developments being
12    beneficial, not only to Alaska, but the Trans-Alaska
13    Pipeline, our economy, the people of this state, both
14    Natives and those of us that weren't blessed enough to
15    have been born here, as well as the United States.
16              And so I urge you to move this thing forward.
17    The restrictions on development, the hurdles we have to
18    jump is -- is very, very difficult for industry to
19    stomach.  Challenges putting a bridge across the river,
20    the Colville River, here on the Tanana.  It just goes on
21    and on and on.  And we are taking America down in the
22    process.  There has got to be a balance between what's
23    good for the country and just saying no to -- to
24    further -- I'm not sure quite what the agenda is, but it's
25    time to change.
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 1              Thank you very much for your time.
 2                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Buzz.  Next,
 3    Charles Paskvan.  The floor is yours.
 4                    MR. CHARLES PASKVAN:  I've worked
 5    construction since 1975 on the oil pipeline.  And I've
 6    watched a lot of development go through that.  I just have
 7    a couple notes here I'd like to go over there.  Is
 8    releasing 30,000,000 barrels from our strategic national
 9    reserve an energy policy?  No.  Alaska has for over 30
10    years and over 15,000,000,000 barrels of oil, that is an
11    energy policy.
12              In a new offshore oil field, the Oogarook, the
13    oil pipeline is inside of another pipeline.  And what you
14    have there is the ability to have sensors.  There is also
15    another couple of pipelines inside of that.  So you have
16    the oil, gas, water, power inside of a half-inch pipeline
17    that protects the oil and gas and all of that inside of
18    that.
19              So after what he was talking about having the
20    island built out there for this development, and then you
21    have a buried pipeline that has sensors that would prevent
22    any release, you have zero possibility of an actual spill
23    from a pipeline with the new technology that they have
24    been using up there on this field now.  So this company is
25    doing everything that they would need to to protect and
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 1    ensure any potential, and there would be zero potential of
 2    a spill with this new technology.
 3              What we are doing today is really amazing.  And
 4    we all know that with the knowledge we are doing it we can
 5    do it right and do it safe in America for national
 6    security, for Alaska's jobs, for -- we need to build it.
 7              The other problem here is overregulation of the
 8    entire industry, the entire country.  We are being
 9    regulated to death.  I mean, we are doing it right, the
10    technology is there, and we just need to go out and do our
11    job.
12              Thank you.
13                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you very much.
14    Next is Merrick Peirce, followed by Jeanne Creamer-Dalton.
15                    MR. MERRICK PEIRCE:  Good evening.  Thank
16    you very much for coming up to Fairbanks for this hearing.
17              My name is Merrick Peirce, P.O. Box 10045,
18    Fairbanks, Alaska 99710.  I'm in the oil and gas business,
19    and I do support responsible oil and gas development.  And
20    I think before I begin my testimony, I'd like a little
21    audience participation by a simple show of hands.  How
22    many of you have been up to the Arctic coast ever in your
23    life, just a quick show of hands.  So most of the people.
24    And how many of you have been up in the Arctic ice in the
25    wintertime?  Let the record reflect about half the room of
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 1    a large group of Alaskans have actually been to the Arctic
 2    in the wintertime.
 3              One of the concerns that I have is that there
 4    are many decisionmakers, both within industry and within
 5    government who have never set foot on the Arctic sea ice
 6    in the wintertime, so they don't fully appreciate just how
 7    tough these Arctic conditions are, how cold it is up
 8    there, how windy it is up there, and yet these are the
 9    folks that are making decisions about what happens in
10    Alaska's Arctic.
11              This is an environment that's vastly different
12    than the Gulf of Mexico.  According to a recent AP
13    investigation, there are 27,000 abandoned oil and gas
14    wells, and no one in industry or in government really
15    fully comprehends just what's happening with all the oil
16    and gas wells, particularly wells that have been
17    abandoned, thousands of them.  And it begs the question of
18    why we are moving in the Arctic with all of the issues
19    that remain to be resolved in the Gulf of Mexico.
20              I think with the Gulf of Mexico it's helpful to
21    illustrate what's happening in the Gulf of Mexico to
22    what's happening in the Arctic.  In the Gulf you have
23    thousands of miles of roads in the Gulf, and you have
24    airports, you have ports, you have a basic infrastructure
25    in place, but you access to the oil beaches if there is a
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 1    release of crude oil.  And of course, you have got
 2    year-round warm weather.  You don't have the ice and the
 3    wind like you have in the Arctic.
 4              That's not the case in the Arctic.  There are no
 5    roads to the major communities in the Arctic.  You can't
 6    drive to Barrow.  You can't drive to Kotzebue.  You can't
 7    drive to Kaktovik.  What I'm asking you to fully
 8    appreciate is that you can't even drive from Kaktovik to
 9    Kotzebue.  The road infrastructure just isn't in place.
10    And the nearest ice-free port is at Dutch Harbor.  That's
11    roughly a thousand miles away from where this proposed
12    development will occur.
13              There is a real concern about the behavior of
14    the oil industry in Alaska over the last 20 years.  So if
15    we can start with the corruption that we saw within MMS to
16    where officials abrogated their fiduciary obligation to
17    taxpayers where they were taking bribes, where they were
18    taking prostitutes, there were drugs, promises of jobs,
19    and they walked away from their fiduciary obligation to
20    the taxpayers.
21              In Alaska we saw what happened with Exxon in
22    Prince William Sound where they released between 11- and
23    20,000,000 barrels of crude oil into Prince William Sound.
24    Oil that's spilled there, today, you can simply kick over
25    the rocks on some of the beaches there.  We saw that BP
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 1    ran their pipelines to failure in Prudhoe Bay.  We had
 2    Doyon Drilling with a convicted felon.
 3              And what we have is a situation where we had
 4    ADEC regulators who were told not to do the jobs that they
 5    were responsible to do.  And they were fired when they
 6    did.  And we have even had scores of representatives, both
 7    representatives and senators who were taking bribes from
 8    the oil industry.  Huge concern.
 9              And so the question that we have to ask with all
10    of this felonious conduct, this blatant corruption, how
11    can we have the slightest degree of assurance that history
12    will not repeat itself with oil exploration and
13    development in the Arctic Ocean?  That's an unanswered
14    question.
15              But we can look at past behaviors to get some
16    indication of what future conduct is like.  And the
17    possibility of cleaning up a major oil spill with sea ice,
18    darkness and storms is a fairy tale.  As any Alaskan can
19    tell you, particularly in the cold winters, Murphy's law
20    prevails.  If something can go wrong, it will go wrong and
21    it will go wrong at the worst possible time.  So you'll be
22    looking for an oil spill, a major oil spill in the
23    darkness of an Arctic winter where you have got sea ice,
24    where you have gale force winds.
25              If you talk to the Eskimos up there, they'll
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 1    tell you about the gale force winds.  And that puts a wind
 2    chill up to about 60 to 100 degrees below zero.
 3              The result is that you could have an uncontained
 4    uncontrolled oil spill that spreads throughout the Arctic
 5    doing enormous damage to wildlife and the subsistence way
 6    of life of the Inupiat that have been practicing the
 7    subsistence way of life for thousands of years.  That's a
 8    huge concern.
 9              In the cold Arctic winters, the oil will not
10    break down quickly, similar to what we have seen in Prince
11    William Sound.  And it will do damage for many, many
12    decades.  And when the inevitable spill happens, people
13    are going to ask, what were they thinking back in 2011?
14    Why did they allow this kind of development to occur.
15              In closing, I note that offshore development is
16    outside of Alaska's legal jurisdiction.  We will not
17    derive royalty or severance revenue from this kind of
18    exploration and development.  That's what Alaska uses to
19    pay its bills.  That's what we use for roads.  That's what
20    we use for schools.  That's what we use for troopers.  And
21    we need to start filling that oil in the TAPS pipeline
22    that is in decline, and we can do that with
23    [indiscernible] exploration.  And that oil does provide
24    the state with severance and royalty, not so with the
25    offshore oil.
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 1              So these are the concerns that we need to keep
 2    in mind.  And I thank you very much for having this
 3    hearing and the opportunity to participate.
 4                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Next is Jeanne
 5    Creamer-Dalton, and after that will be Garry Hutchison.
 6                   MS. JEANNE CREAMER-DALTON:  Hello.  My name
 7    is Jeanne Creamer-Dalton.  I'm at 176 Palace Circle, No. 5
 8    in Fairbanks.  I was born in Fairbanks.  My family has
 9    been here almost since the beginning of Fairbanks.  And I
10    just am talking as just a regular citizen.  I just wanted
11    to get my two cents in that I am opposed to this drilling
12    in the Arctic and the Chukchi.  And I have been following
13    companies' actions for -- ever since I did spend six or
14    seven years in California and saw the impact on the
15    environment in Southern California.  And when I came back
16    to Alaska, the pipeline was just beginning.
17              And the impact has not been all that great as
18    far as there have been a lot of oil spills.  I have not
19    been -- my experience has been central Interior Alaska.  I
20    did work on the pipeline for a number of years as a
21    Teamster and, actually, I was impressed with the oil
22    companies' actions at that time.  But since then they have
23    deteriorated.  I don't have any written comments.  I'm a
24    better writer than a talker, and I'd like to submit
25    comments at a later date.
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 1              I just wanted you to know that I'm one of the
 2    people that's adamantly opposed to the drilling as it
 3    stands now.  I don't believe they have the technology
 4    needed to deal with any oil spills.  And I think it would
 5    be devastating to the planet.  So thank you.
 6                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you very much.
 7    Garry Hutchison followed by Kirk Jackson.
 8                    MR. GARRY HUTCHISON:  My name is Garry
 9    Hutchison.  I live at 140 Falcon Drive, Fairbanks 99712,
10    and I'm here to voice support for development of oil in
11    the offshore regions of the Chukchi Sea because of the
12    need for our pipeline that goes through this community to
13    provide a viable resource to the state and to this
14    community.  Earlier we have heard about the decline and
15    you are aware of that, the Prudhoe Bay decline that's
16    increasing with each year.  And there is a need to put new
17    oil in it.  And my understanding is that the potential
18    exists for up to a million barrels a day to come from the
19    offshore.  And we need to do that.
20              I lived in Fairbanks before the pipeline, so I
21    know what it was like, and I also understand the
22    tremendous, tremendous benefit that the oil discovery and
23    development and the pipeline has given to this community
24    and our state.  Without a doubt, it's the greatest thing
25    that happened to the state since its inception.
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 1              And I think with that is an understanding of
 2    how -- how devastating it would be to this community and
 3    to the state if the pipeline no longer was able to
 4    function and we lost its usefulness in the community.  It
 5    would hurt our tax base.  It would hurt our public systems
 6    and our revenues and jobs, and would be just as
 7    devastating to this town and to this community as it was
 8    good 30 years ago.  So this is something that we need.
 9              You know, we all can fantasize about fears, but
10    we can look back and see facts and reality.  And the facts
11    are that this oil and this development has been tremendous
12    for this state, and we know that the country needs oil.
13    We know that we need to change the way that we develop
14    energies.  We have the ability to do that through
15    technologies.  Alaskans will not tolerate pollution.  We
16    haven't, we won't.  We love the land like no other people.
17              And so I very strongly hope that you support the
18    development efforts and allow that to go forward and give
19    the future to this state and this community.  And I
20    appreciate very much you coming to Fairbanks.  Thank you.
21                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Garry.  Next
22    is Kirk Jackson, followed by Rita McGrath.
23                    MR. KIRK JACKSON:  Hello.  My name is Kirk
24    Jackson.  I live at 579 Wilcox, Fairbanks.  I was born
25    here in Fairbanks, lived in Alaska my whole life.  I want
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 1    to thank you for giving us the opportunity to speak today.
 2              Alaska has enormous untapped oil and gas
 3    potential, especially in its offshore areas.  The Chukchi
 4    Sea offers more resources than any other undeveloped U.S.
 5    basin.  Alaska's North Slope and its offshore areas are
 6    now perhaps the most studied energy bases in the United
 7    States.  Over 250 studies have been funded in the Arctic
 8    in the past decade with the majority focused on the
 9    Beaufort and Chukchi Seas.  The demand for energy is
10    continuing to rise, and reality will require continued
11    development of oil and gas resources.
12              At its peak, the TAPS pipeline carried
13    approximately 24 percent of domestic production.  Due to
14    declining rates of oil production in the onshore North
15    Slope region, TAPS is down to a third of that production.
16    Development of OCS would help fill the pipeline and keep
17    TAPS flowing for generations to come.
18              So I urge you to move forward with the
19    development of the Lease Sale 193 at a time when America
20    needs jobs, economic growth, and a dependable supply for
21    affordable energy.  Thank you for your time.
22                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Next is Rita McGrath,
23    followed by Roger Burggraf.  The floor is yours.
24                    MS. RITA MCGRATH:  My name is Rita
25    McGrath.  I live -- POB 7334, Fairbanks.  I'm a rather
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 1    newcomer.  I've only lived here 33 years, as the
 2    old-timers love to hear me say.  I'm not a public speaker,
 3    but I do want to give my opinion for the animals, for the
 4    ocean, and the land.  And say that we do not need this.
 5    We do not need this to be open, sold, or however you want
 6    to say it.  We have got to get creative.
 7              Oil is -- for the vehicles is something of
 8    yesterday.  We are getting into a new century, so we have
 9    got new ideas.  We have got to get creative.  And the
10    three things we as human beings fight is greed, pride and
11    lust.  And if we didn't have these resources, we would
12    have to get creative and think of other things to do.  And
13    there are scientists out there doing that, and just
14    people.  Look at the kids at UAF that are adventurers and
15    winning awards for the things that they are coming with
16    for electric cars and other vehicles.
17              So we can do that as far as the pipeline
18    selection -- the gentleman here said about the corruption
19    that's going on.  I was bedridden this summer, so being
20    bored I watched Gavel to Gavel.  And I was so appalled at
21    our government sitting there and wanting to give these oil
22    people tax breaks.  Come on.  If you guys pick up the
23    paper and look at the -- I don't play it, so I don't
24    know -- sorry.  My nervousness is getting the best of me.
25              The market on the economy, look at the money
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 1    that they are making, billions and billions, and we are
 2    giving them a tax break?  Hello.  Somebody is not home
 3    upstairs.
 4              And -- but he also said, you know, the
 5    difference of the Gulf of Mexico versus Alaska, the snow
 6    and everything, and we are digging in and drilling for the
 7    effectiveness of the environment.  I'm one of those
 8    hippies from the old era which now i.e., tree huggers, and
 9    close ANWR, close -- I can't pronounce it, this one that
10    we are arguing about now, and all of it.
11              Just keep it closed because you have got to
12    think of the future, people.  You have got to think of
13    your children, the poor polar bears that they are trying
14    to say that they are extinct, and all the other animals
15    and the sea and the fish, the algae.  All that has to be
16    put into consideration.  Look at the money that they are
17    spending.  You know how much money they are spending just
18    to look up about the ice worm?  Have you all ever heard
19    about the research of that?  You have got to think about
20    the poor little ice worm and the ocean.
21              Like I said, I'm not a public speaker, but I do
22    know and I do write my letters and I vote.  And I was told
23    one time that I was an honest voter because I vote for the
24    person and not the party.  So let's keep it closed, you
25    guys, and think of the future and let's get creative and
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 1    get other ideas about how to put the little cars into
 2    effect and make them go.  But we do not need to open this
 3    up.  We do not need that money.  And like they said, the
 4    corruption that goes on and all the back room stuff is not
 5    necessary.  Okay.
 6              Thank you.
 7                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Roger followed by Greg
 8    Egan, and then we are going to take a break.
 9                    MR. ROGER BURGGRAF:  My name is Roger
10    Burggraf.  I reside at 830 Sheep Creek Road, Fairbanks,
11    Alaska.  And I would like to speak in support of the OCS
12    field proposal.
13              I -- for a little background information, I have
14    lived and worked in Alaska since 1953.  I have worked in
15    the resource industries.  I've worked for the U.S. Fish &
16    Wildlife Service in the early '50s.  I also worked as an
17    advisor to the National Park Service.  I have a very
18    strong feeling towards our environment and trying to
19    ensure that it is protected.  However, I am a realist.
20    And I realize that if this state is going to grow and
21    people are going to have jobs, we have to develop our
22    resources in an environmentally sound manner.
23              And I support, you know, the testimony that Buzz
24    Otis gave previously and Garry Hutchison.  We are at a
25    crossroads.  I've also worked in the -- been in the Arctic
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 1    and am familiar with that.  I've worked with bears --
 2    around bears in my early years, too.
 3              You know, the drilling that is proposed in the
 4    Chukchi Sea is -- there are some very large companies
 5    involved there, and they have very good reputations.  They
 6    know how to operate in the Arctic, and they have had good
 7    records.  Now, BP now has -- is going to work on a joint
 8    venture in Russia, and there are many other oil companies
 9    that are going to drill.  So if you don't think they are
10    not going to drill in the Arctic, you have another guess
11    coming.  And I'd rather see us drill on our land in an
12    environmentally sound manner.  We do things right.
13              Now, maybe the Gulf Region there was some slack
14    on the part of regulators and not staying on top of
15    things, but I honestly feel that we need to go ahead and
16    see what resources we have.  It will provide jobs.  And
17    the drilling that will be done will be in shallow water.
18    And we have the technology today to do it and do it right.
19              We talked about jobs.  That's important.  If we
20    are going to live up here, you have all had to pay the
21    high fuel bills and, you know, a lot of the income that
22    the State receives is through the oil industry.  Though on
23    the offshore drilling, the State would not receive a lot
24    of revenues that we are receiving now on State land.
25              The -- I feel it could be done right, and we
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 1    can, you know, develop it in a manner that is going to be
 2    beneficial to all.  And this area has been researched so
 3    thoroughly and nothing is going to be done up there that
 4    is not done right.  And so I heartily request that we
 5    consider this.  I know there is a lot of emotion about
 6    what's being proposed, but I have confidence in U.S.
 7    technology to do things right.
 8              And with Shell Oil, you know, I am appalled at
 9    the fact that they have -- they spent 2.5 billion dollars
10    for the leases and they have been held off, and they now
11    have, I think, about 4.5 billion dollars invested in
12    trying to be able to drill.  And there have been a lot of
13    other companies that have drilled offshore in Alaska, and
14    we have not had problems there.
15              So thank you very much for your time, and I
16    appreciate everybody coming out, as well as you folks
17    coming out here.
18                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Roger.  The
19    last speaker before the break is Greg Egan.  And after the
20    ten-minute break it's going to be Pam Miller and Tim
21    Sharp.  So we are going to start promptly after the ten
22    minutes.
23                    MR. GREG EGAN:  Hi.  My name is Greg Egan.
24    I live at 981 Gold Mine Trail here in Fairbanks.  My main
25    point is that -- okay.  I get nervous up here, so bear
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 1    with me.  There are safer places to drill for oil.  Okay.
 2    If you are going to do something, you -- you know, if I
 3    had the caribou in my bedroom, I'd do it, okay.  But it's
 4    not the cleanest, neatest place to do it.  It's probably
 5    going to come back to haunt you if you do something stupid
 6    like -- you know, you just don't want to -- you know, why
 7    make work for yourself?  You know there is going to be
 8    problems in the future.  Why not just be smart and try
 9    to -- you know, we need this oil development, fine, but
10    let's do it the smartest way we can.  We know that we are
11    human.  We know that things happen, and we know that, you
12    know, sometimes we have to go back.
13              We -- the best of intentions, the smartest
14    engineers built the -- the walls that were to keep the
15    tsunami waves out of Japan, and they built them higher
16    than they thought the waters were ever going to go.  Well,
17    the ground dropped 20 feet underneath their walls.  Nobody
18    knew that was going to happen.  And the rest of it is
19    history, right?
20              So my point is, there are just safer places to
21    do it.  If you do it on land, if you have to have the oil,
22    great, just do it the safest way possible.  You don't want
23    to do it someplace where if you have a spill, you're not
24    going to be able to clean it up, you're going to cause all
25    kinds of wreckage and devastation in the area.  It just
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 1    doesn't make sense.  Okay.
 2              And as far as like -- jobs are important.  You
 3    know, I have been working -- either looking for a job or
 4    working for the last, you know, 40 years.  And I
 5    understand that they are important.  I understand our
 6    families are important.  Our families want things.  We all
 7    want things.  We have got to have jobs.  But you know, if
 8    you think about it, okay --
 9              Just imagine you were a farrier, you made
10    horseshoes -- and this was around the turn of the
11    century -- and you see the first car go by; what are you
12    thinking?  Okay.  You are thinking, well, I can stand in
13    the road and shake my fist at the car and say why don't
14    you bozos come in my shop and buy more horseshoes, or I
15    can, like, maybe get with the program and try to do
16    something that's going to ensure that I'm going to have a
17    job and I'm going to be able to support my family in the
18    future.  Okay.
19              So the smart one is probably knocking on Henry
20    Ford's door trying to get a job, saying, hey, I can bang
21    on iron, I can work with steel, I can do things that are
22    going to help your business.  Now, people who work on a
23    pipeline -- wind turbines need towers.  Power systems need
24    transmission lines.  Solar panels need racking.  They need
25    people who can wire them.  They need people who can do the
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 1    dirt work to, you know -- for a solar farm or dirt work
 2    for roads to join, you know, the pads for wind turbines.
 3              We have a lot of resources.  Oil isn't our only
 4    resource.  And don't kid yourself; even if you have been
 5    welding pipe for 30 years, don't kid yourself that you
 6    can't do something else as good or better as the next guy.
 7    I mean, you know, I've got -- I know people, especially
 8    Alaskan workers, are very resourceful and they can learn
 9    just as good or better as anybody out there.
10              And so I think we just need to, you know -- some
11    of us may need to change our jobs, you know, just in the
12    future.  And I think that that's important to just
13    understand that and keep your eyes wide open.  And if
14    there is an opportunity you need to jump on or there's
15    something else you need to learn, you know, you don't want
16    to be the last guy working at a place before they turn the
17    lights off.
18              So that's all I've got to say.  Thank you very
19    much for listening.  Thank you for your time.  And I wish
20    you all the best.  I'm glad to see people come out.
21    Whatever their opinion, I'm glad to hear to it.  Thank
22    you.
23                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Greg.  Okay.
24    We are going to take a ten-minute break.  Right after the
25    break, we're going to start with Pam Miller and Tim Sharp.
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 1    So I'm kind of the school mom here, so in ten minutes I'm
 2    starting.  See you back.
 3               (A break was taken.)
 4                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  If you want to take your
 5    seat, we are going to get started in about ten seconds.  I
 6    want everybody to have a chance to speak, but I also know
 7    a lot of you don't want to spend all night here.  So next
 8    in line is Pam Miller, followed by Tim Sharp.  Pam.
 9                    MS. PAM MILLER:  Thank you for this
10    opportunity.  My name is Pam Miller.  My address is P.O.
11    Box 82803, Fairbanks 99708.  Welcome, Dr. Kendall and the
12    rest of you, to Fairbanks.  We appreciate this chance to
13    speak about this important issue, the future of the Arctic
14    Ocean and its living ecosystem.
15              Here in Fairbanks our community does have a
16    stake in this issue, and our community is tied to the
17    oceans by the Pacific salmon that run up the Yukon River
18    to the Tanana where people have fished for at least 11,500
19    years.  Resilient Alaskans have made a living on this land
20    for a phenomenal length of time.  We're connected by
21    migratory birds that fly across Creamer's Field that end
22    up nesting in the Arctic and then feed and molt and do
23    other things on the shoreline of the coastal -- of the
24    Chukchi Sea, as well as elsewhere in the Arctic.
25              Like many Americans, we care about these
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 1    resources that belong to all of us, the diversity of
 2    wildlife that depends on the productive Chukchi Sea
 3    waters, from the whales to the seals to the polar bears.
 4              Just across town, our University of Alaska
 5    Fairbanks has been here for a long time, and it's educated
 6    Alaskans with creativity, ingenuity to make productive
 7    lives in our community, and that will remain.
 8              One friend of mine at a hearing one time said
 9    the most important development is between our two ears.
10    And we are -- we have a lot of potential here to figure
11    out how we are going to have a sustainable future with
12    energy.
13              The University of Alaska Fairbanks has also made
14    major scientific contributions to the knowledge about the
15    marine ecosystem and also that the Arctic serves as the
16    air conditioner to the world, that it's affecting -- the
17    Arctic is affecting the climate -- that global warming is
18    affecting the climate and the oceans on a global scale,
19    and that the melting sea ice is occurring from the most
20    rapid warming in the world.  This has produced great
21    uncertainty and complication to the factor of doing the
22    environmental impacts in this document.
23              During this process, it's important to remember
24    and not have national or even local amnesia that a major
25    disaster happened in the Gulf of Mexico and we have a lot
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 1    of lessons to learn, both how to deal with cleaning up
 2    oil, as well as having adequate knowledge about the
 3    ecosystem that is at stake.  That's why we are here today,
 4    because of failures of the federal government, not just
 5    once, but three times, to provide adequate environmental
 6    analysis, good science about the impacts of offshore
 7    development based on baseline information that's adequate
 8    to actually make those assessments.
 9              There is also a failure of common sense to apply
10    the risks of major spills to the decision at hand.  Even
11    though this time in the document there has been an
12    acknowledgment that significant impacts would occur from a
13    blowout, a very large oil spill, but the decisions have
14    not changed.
15              This lack of an adequate scientific underpinning
16    of the decision to lease the Chukchi Sea and, in fact,
17    common sense about the daunting risks of an oil spill, my
18    organization, who I'm representing here today, the
19    Northern Alaska Environmental Center, made the tough
20    decision to join with the Native Village of Point Hope and
21    other Alaska Native communities and conservation groups to
22    challenge the adequacy of the original document and other
23    risky Arctic Ocean drilling.  This is not a decision we
24    take lightly.
25              This process is a hard-won step in light of the
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 1    poor and rushed process that went forward in the Bush
 2    Administration that was found to be legally deficient.
 3              The stakes are high with the chances of a major
 4    spill from 25 to 54 percent from the drill platforms or
 5    pipelines as a result of the Chukchi Sea Lease Sale 193.
 6    That was in the original document.  But in the first
 7    document the impacts of blowout spills were not analyzed.
 8    The -- the original EIS said "we consider blowouts to be
 9    unlikely events," and the government felt they did not
10    need to analyze those impacts.  The second draft, which
11    took place after the Gulf of Mexico spill, also decided
12    that they did not need to analyze the impacts of a very
13    large oil spill.
14              So finally we have a document that does say,
15    yes, there is a very large -- there is a chance that we
16    will have a very large oil spill and that we will have
17    significant impacts to bowhead whales, to migratory birds,
18    to polar bears, to the subsistence of communities who live
19    along the coast.
20              There is still not proven technology to clean up
21    oil spills.  And I was lucky enough to be invited to
22    participate in one of the spill drills in 1999 and 2000
23    that Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation
24    required when the very first truly offshore field was
25    developed at Northstar.
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 1              And it was sobering to be out on the ship and to
 2    go through the various procedures for the equipment that
 3    the plan had, whether it's booming, sending out a barge
 4    that's going to collect the oil in October.  It couldn't
 5    get out of the dock.  With very small percentages of ice
 6    in the water, the booms broke, popcorn went out, the kind
 7    of skimmer they were going to use to clean it up, it got
 8    mere kernels.  That was just a simulated spill.  There's
 9    been no real testing, field testing in the Chukchi Sea and
10    no field tests of the kinds of equipment that are proposed
11    for using today in the proposed drilling.
12              Furthermore, this process, which seems long, is
13    actually short because -- I didn't bring my copy of the
14    document up here, but 98 pages of this new, thick
15    environmental impact statement is justification why none
16    of the data gaps that were identified in earlier rounds of
17    the process where there was inadequate baseline science --
18    none of them have been addressed, short of the worst-case
19    spill scenario and the impacts to fish from that kind of
20    spill.
21              So there has been a statement that these are the
22    data gaps.  We don't have adequate baseline information.
23    If there was a spill tomorrow, we couldn't say what was
24    harmed in any level of detail.  We know that great
25    resources are at stake.  We do know that the Arctic Ocean
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 1    is an integral part of life in Arctic coastal communities,
 2    that it supports wildlife species, that it helps regulate
 3    the planet, and it's changing rapidly.  However, there is
 4    very little information about how the Arctic Ocean
 5    functions today or the ways in which this fragile Arctic
 6    ecosystem might respond to industrial activities.
 7              Our university was very involved 30 years ago in
 8    a very good program with the OCSEP program, which was an
 9    environmental studies program.  It was oceans wide on the
10    Beaufort and Chukchi.  It looked at everything from ice
11    algae, plankton, birds, looked at how the relationships
12    were within the ecosystem.  So much has changed.  And
13    nothing like that is in place today.
14              Just today, the U.S. Geological Survey, an
15    agency of the Interior Department, released a big study
16    called an evaluation of the science needed to inform
17    decisions on OCS energy development in the Chukchi and
18    Beaufort Seas.  There is no recognition that that study
19    was under way.  The Interior Department could have waited
20    to put out this document and incorporate the findings from
21    what the USGS said were necessary information upon which
22    to make these recommendations for the future of the Arctic
23    Ocean.
24              What I did notice in reading very briefly some
25    conclusions of the report that came out today, it said the
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 1    effects of climate change are anticipated to influence all
 2    components of the Arctic ecosystem, and Arctic OCS energy
 3    activities may exacerbate these changes unless careful
 4    analysis of risks and tradeoffs is conducted.  That is the
 5    kind of decision that we are faced with today.
 6              The USGS also noted that -- well, first off,
 7    mentioned -- people think when the Arctic Ocean was ice
 8    free that it's going to be like a bathtub, that it's going
 9    to be just calm water.  Well, nothing could be farther
10    from the truth.  We have weird weather.  We have
11    unpredictable weather.  And what the USGS said about this
12    is that although portions of the Beaufort and Chukchi Seas
13    are expected to be ice free for a greater period of time
14    each year, the pack ice is predicted to be much more
15    dynamic at certain times, increasing the risk of accidents
16    and making oil spill response more difficult during these
17    times.
18              I got an e-mail this morning from a friend in
19    Barrow who knew I was coming to the hearing, and he said
20    that the whole coastal zone is maxed out with ice.  It had
21    phenomenal currents and winds that have shoved this broken
22    ice right up to shore.  They can't get out into the ocean
23    from Barrow.  And it's a big factor.  It's a big change.
24    And so that nature of the ice is -- I'm humbled by what
25    I've seen in the ice, what I've seen on the satellite
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 1    images of looking at the Chukchi Sea.  Every day those
 2    leads are changing.  The ice is changing.  And the risks
 3    and how that translates to how operations would take place
 4    have not been addressed in these documents.
 5              So our community here in Fairbanks is also tied
 6    to the people not only in our area who depend upon the
 7    land, but people who live in the Arctic.  We are
 8    economically connected to them.  We are socially connected
 9    to them.  And we offer great opportunities in both
10    directions for living a wonderful life here in Alaska.
11              So in conclusion, before the Interior Department
12    considers any drilling in the Arctic Ocean, including
13    Shell's proposal to drill ten wells in the next two years
14    in the Beaufort and Chukchi Sea, the impacts from a
15    blowout spill must be analyzed.  That worst-case spill
16    scenario needs to be addressed, and until the issues, such
17    as the lack of comprehensive science and the inability to
18    clean up an oil spill in Arctic waters, are proven, the
19    federal government cannot make informed decisions about
20    leasing in this remarkable area of the Chukchi Sea.
21              Thank you very much.
22                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Tim Sharp, you have the
23    floor.
24                    MR. TIM SHARP:  Good evening.  My name is
25    Tim Sharp.  I'm the business manager of the Alaska
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 1    District Council of Laborers, representing about 5,000
 2    Alaskan workers, construction mainly; also infrastructure
 3    and maintenance.  We also work geothermal weatherization
 4    and green energy jobs.
 5              I'm going to go ahead and address something I
 6    heard earlier about the comparison to Ford.  Even though
 7    we are very supportive of alternative energy, if my
 8    members were having to depend on geothermal or
 9    weatherization or green energy jobs that might be here
10    someday, they would have lost their houses, they would
11    have moved out of the community, they would given back to
12    the bank all that they were able to give back to the bank.
13    It is an idea whose time may come at some point.
14              I heard the bigger picture mentioned here
15    tonight.  The bigger picture is that if every ounce of our
16    potential of our political will was dedicated to
17    alternative energies, we still would need the fossil fuels
18    to keep us going, to not collapse as a nation.
19              So even though we are supportive of alternative
20    energies looking towards the future, we live and make our
21    payments in today's world.  That's reality for Alaskans.
22    Moose meat and beans, if you have got it, but day to day
23    we have to make a way to make our bills and support our
24    families.
25              I'm not here to speak for the polar bears.  I'll
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 1    let the scientists do that.  I will not speak for the
 2    Inupiat people or Inuit because they have traditional IRA
 3    councils that will do that for them and do it very well.
 4    I did talk to one of the groups tonight.  He gave me a
 5    sticker about protect the Arctic Ocean.  We, as a district
 6    council, are fully in agreement.  We want to protect the
 7    ocean.  We just don't want to shut down the ocean.
 8              For us and the people that I represent, actually
 9    workers -- and I represent workers -- we are looking for
10    jobs, good-paying jobs to support our families, that
11    deliver benefits on top of those so we can retire with
12    dignity; medical benefits so we can take our families to
13    the doctor and realistic medical care.  At the end of the
14    day, that's really what it's all about for us.
15              At the same time, in being what some would
16    buttonhole us as pro development, we support the
17    development as sustainable development with the strongest
18    environmental engineering possible that's on the market
19    today.  So I think we are -- we are having a foot in both
20    camps.
21              We understand the environmental concerns, but we
22    live in today's world.  And in today's world, people are
23    moving out of Fairbanks, Alaska because of the cost of
24    energy.  That has to be addressed.  And one way you
25    address that is to open up, at least with strong
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 1    restrictions, that which Shell has been spending millions
 2    of dollars for every month to have a right to sit on.
 3    They need to have a reasonable return on their investment
 4    or, like others have stated before, the industry goes
 5    away, the very industry that pays 80 percent of the bills
 6    in the state of Alaska for some of those other things that
 7    people take maybe for granted.  I would maybe suggest that
 8    we might not want to take those for granted.
 9              I look at it also from our world neighbors'
10    perspective.  When you are looking at anywhere from $6 to
11    $10 per gallon of gas in the villages, you are seeing a
12    migration from a lot of people that can't even afford
13    subsistence hunting anymore.  A snow-go, a boat motor,
14    heating oil for your house, all those things are causing
15    problems throughout the state.
16              So I guess I would like to speak very strongly
17    in support of the affirmation of the original lease 193.
18    We tried, like I say, to look at all sides.  At the end of
19    the day, we can look to the future, and I believe we
20    should, with alternative energies; but we still have to
21    make house payments this month.  And people are impacted
22    here in this city, in this whole central region of Alaska,
23    and it's detrimental.  It's only going to get worse until
24    we do something.
25              Studying it to death longer is not going to be
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 1    the answer.  It has been studied.  Delaying it longer is
 2    fruitless at this point.  I mean, it's just a waste of all
 3    of our times.  We know what needs to be done.  So we would
 4    support the original lease reaffirmation.  Thank you.
 5                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.  Sam Wohns,
 6    followed by Lucas Frances.
 7                    MR. SAM WOHNS:  Thank you.  My name is Sam
 8    Wohns, 4041 Mallard Way, 99709, Fairbanks.  I'm -- I'll
 9    keep my comments brief.  I'm a 20-year-old student, so I
10    come -- I look at this issue with the perspective of
11    knowing that I'll be looking for a job in several years.
12    And the type of job that I want certainly won't be one in
13    an industry whose future is limited.
14              I think that, you know, there has been a lot of
15    talk about jobs tonight.  I think we need -- we need some
16    that are going to be sustainable in the long term, and
17    that comes from the renewable energy sector, not oil and
18    gas.  That's what makes this country great, its ability to
19    innovate and operate at the vanguards of science and
20    technology, not continue down the same path that will lead
21    us to a state of mediocrity versus continuing to lead the
22    world in its economic power.
23              And I also want to point out an issue considered
24    but not analyzed in the draft supplemental EIS, the
25    greenhouse gas emissions from consumption of produced
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 1    natural gas.  I've read the reasons that that issue is not
 2    further analyzed, but I still think it's important to
 3    consider the fact that increased production and increased
 4    supply of oil and gas has some sort of connection with the
 5    detrimental effects of greenhouse gas emissions.  And I
 6    don't think that you can see those as separate and
 7    independent from one another.
 8              So I would strongly urge the no-action
 9    alternative two listed in the draft statement.  And I
10    thank you for your time.
11                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Sam.  Next is
12    Lucas Frances, followed by Katherine Schake.
13                    MR. LUCAS FRANCES:  Thank you.  My name is
14    Lucas Frances.  I don't live here in Fairbanks.  I live in
15    Anchorage.  And I want to thank you all for allowing me
16    the opportunity to speak tonight.  Full disclosure, I do
17    work for Shell, and I'm coming out tonight really to give
18    my opinion because Shell is going to be submitting their
19    own written comments by the 11th.
20              And I wanted to come up here and thank everyone
21    for coming out.  It's important to hear both sides of
22    this, and your opinions are well worth sharing the time on
23    the floor.
24              I want to just maybe throw out a couple points
25    from the perspective of where this very large oil spill
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 1    might relate to the conversations tonight.  One of -- one
 2    of the points I'd like to just relay is that this is a
 3    hypothetical very large oil spill.  In fact, the locations
 4    that are laid out in this draft SEIS are actual locations
 5    Shell is not drilling in 2012 or '13.
 6              But beyond that, I think it's important to keep
 7    in perspective the amount of time, the amount of input and
 8    energy and thoughts that have come to get this program to
 9    where it is today.  And I want to thank all the input that
10    we have received from the community, from BOEMRE, also,
11    for those hearings.
12              Beyond that, maybe I can touch on some of the
13    jobs.  And from that point of view, we have worked here
14    regionally.  We have strived to attain that local content,
15    but the public support from the community can only come
16    from the impact that it can make to the community.  But we
17    also reached out to the University of Alaska Anchorage and
18    asked for a study to look into the potential economic
19    impacts to the state of Alaska.  And I think many have
20    seen that study that came out a couple years back.
21              And it talked about the 35,000 jobs that would
22    derive to the state of Alaska directly.  And that seems
23    like a large number and it's a yearly average over a
24    50-year timeline.  So to the comment that this would be a
25    flash in the pan, if you will, these are multigenerational
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 1    job opportunities that would come from the potential
 2    development of the OCS.  And USGS has looked at those
 3    numbers and they have, I think, a conservative number.  At
 4    least our internal auditors look at it, and they think
 5    there is a lot of opportunity there.  But tens of billions
 6    of barrels.
 7              But more than that, I think it's looking at the
 8    broader context of how it relates to TAPS, how it related
 9    to how our communities interact; really, the importance
10    that Alaska plays in its impact to the country at large.
11    And I'd like to see Alaska continue to play that role.
12    And I want to continue to live in Alaska because I love it
13    here.
14              So that's all I have to say.  Thank you.
15                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Lucas.  Next
16    we have Katherine and then Randy Griffin.
17                    MS. KATHERINE SCHAKE:  Hello.  My name is
18    Katherine Schake, and I'm a seasonal worker up in Alaska,
19    and I have been working up here for six years.  And I just
20    wanted to bring out the perspective that it seems like
21    both sides are speaking out of fear, and both sides have
22    legitimate fears.  And I think about all of the energy and
23    the time and the effort that's been put into the sale, and
24    the lease sales and the research involved in trying to do
25    this in a safe way.  And the fact is that no matter how
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 1    good the technology is, it still will fail at some point.
 2              I work with the latest laser technology on a
 3    daily basis, and it's amazing when it works well, and most
 4    of the time it doesn't work well.  And it just takes one
 5    software glitch.  It just takes one person not being
 6    trained correctly.  I mean, the point is, it's not 100
 7    percent foolproof, so it's a matter of people losing jobs
 8    immediately or the potential of people who live in the
 9    north losing their food resources, losing their way of
10    life.
11              So I would encourage all of you, rather than
12    spending time trying to make a decision where somebody
13    loses out or has the potential of losing out, to find an
14    alternative solution.  And I realize that's scary because
15    it involves job loss or temporary job loss, but we are
16    creative as people.  And when we are forced to do things,
17    it's amazing what we can do.  So it would be great if
18    neither group had to lose in this situation.  That's all.
19                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Katherine.
20    Next we have got Randy Griffin, followed by Jay
21    Quakenbush.
22                    MR. RANDY GRIFFIN:  My name is Randy
23    Griffin, Post Office Box 73653, Fairbanks, Alaska.  I want
24    to thank the group here for doing their revised draft
25    supplemental environmental impact statement.  It looks
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 1    like you have done a very thorough job, particularly
 2    adding the very large oil spill, as opposed to the
 3    worst-case scenario oil spill.  That's an interesting
 4    distinction I hadn't thought about.  It's good to think
 5    about all those things, of course.
 6              I'm in favor of drilling in the offshore
 7    continental shelf, OCS, mainly to keep the pipeline full,
 8    to keep our economy going, to keep the Permanent Fund and
 9    its concept alive since that's where all the money for the
10    Permanent Fund came from is oil development.
11              I know an earlier speaker talked about why not
12    drill in the safest place, and he gave a good example
13    about cutting up caribou in your bedroom.  Why do it
14    there?  There's still blood in the carpet and nasty smell.
15    Why not do it in the garage.  That's a good point.  If you
16    don't have a garage, why don't you do it outside.  I
17    suppose if you were stopped because you didn't have a
18    garage and you tried to do it outside, but some
19    environmental group said that you are wrecking their view
20    shed by doing all that nasty chopping up, you might have
21    to do it in your bedroom, better there than not having the
22    food.
23              I suppose if we ask the left wing groups, would
24    you allow us to do it onshore in ANWR, I'm sure they would
25    give a hearty venting to that.  No deal, I'm sure they
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 1    would say.  So the prospects are good on the -- in the OCS
 2    area and so that's an economic question.  Let's see.  The
 3    Gulf oil spill, that was a horrible thing, horrible to
 4    watch it on TV, go day after day, week after week, several
 5    months pouring into the Gulf.  Of course, that was way
 6    down there, a mile plus or two miles, or whatever it was;
 7    way the heck down there.
 8              This is -- the OCS is a very shallow area.  And
 9    so -- but it -- every time we go through a disaster like
10    that, I think in the North Sea in the North Atlantic they
11    had a big oil spill, I think, some decades ago or a
12    platform blew up or whatever.  And people learned --
13    people learned -- we, civilization, learned from that, and
14    that's what civilization is all about, trying and learning
15    and proceeding and getting better and better.  I think
16    things just get safer and safer, as long as our endeavor
17    is not absolutely catastrophic.  I think there is no good
18    reason not to venture forth while keeping safety at the
19    highest level.
20              I one time read a science fiction magazine where
21    they colonized the moon, and some company developed a
22    device that could capture a little bit of earth's
23    atmosphere, changing it to radio waves, even to the moon
24    to give them a little bit of atmosphere while just
25    diminishing the earth's atmosphere a little bit.
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 1              Unfortunately, something went wrong where they
 2    had this machine way out in the wilderness, and the
 3    shutoff didn't go off, and it kept sucking away earth's
 4    atmosphere.  And when they tried to send an airplane to
 5    shut the thing off, the atmosphere was so thin they
 6    couldn't fly and it eventually sucked the whole earth's
 7    atmosphere and destroyed it; but the moon was okay.
 8              That's an example of a catastrophic thing that
 9    you don't want to go there now, but even in oil even in
10    the Gulf of Alaska, as horrific as that was, I would not
11    suggest that we shut down or not venture forth in the Gulf
12    of Mexico [sic] because we will live and shrimp will come
13    back and things will go on.
14              It would certainly be bad in the Arctic because
15    of ice and the oil doesn't evaporate as well.  So by all
16    means, the people should figure out what would they do;
17    where would they get their supplies?  Do they need
18    submarines to go under the ice to crimp off the well if
19    the blowout preventer or whatever failed totally.  I mean,
20    it's one in a million, but things happen; Murphy's Law, I
21    guess.
22              Anyway, I used to work up at ARCO up at Kuparuk
23    for 11 years at ARCO as an oil field operator, and I am
24    appreciative of all the effort they go to.  Mistakes
25    happen, but civilization must go on and our economy needs
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 1    to not die.  Thank you.
 2                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Randy.  Next,
 3    Jay Quakenbush, followed by John Plutt.
 4                    MR. JAY QUAKENBUSH:  Jay Quakenbush, 1593
 5    Scenic Loop, Fairbanks.  I'm a 53-year lifelong Alaskan,
 6    and I want to thank you for coming and listening to
 7    everyone's opinion.  My opinion is I view the world --
 8    even though I'm a hometown boy, I hope to always keep an
 9    open mind and to see our issues here in Alaska and how it
10    affects our entire world because it gets smaller and
11    smaller every day.
12              And as Mr. Burggraf mentioned, what I would like
13    to see as far as the offshore development is controlled
14    and regulated by the people of the United States of
15    America versus the very few controls that I have read
16    about and heard about from some of the other countries of
17    the world that don't have an opportunity like this for
18    Americans to come out and speak.  They will be thrown in
19    jail if they oppose development or if they suggest
20    realistic environmental protection laws which we do here
21    in Alaska.
22              I've worked on the North Slope a little bit.  I
23    currently represent about 5,000 electrical workers in the
24    state of Alaska through the International Brotherhood of
25    Electrical Workers.
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 1              We would love to build power lines all over
 2    Alaska.  That's what part of our union membership does,
 3    but it doesn't no good to build a power line if you don't
 4    have people to use that power.  And so we realize there is
 5    a need for other industries, not just the generation of
 6    electricity, but industries that will bring people and
 7    keep people in Alaska so some of our members can work and,
 8    as Tim said, provide good wages and benefits for their
 9    families and put food on their table.
10              So I urge the movement of this sale to go
11    forward, but I also urge many of the environmental
12    protection issues to be brought to light so our
13    environment is protected.  I've had the -- the great
14    privilege to not only work on the North Slope and along
15    some of the coast in the Chukchi Sea, but to hunt and fish
16    up there, as well, and all over Alaska, and I hope to
17    continue that.
18              I want to see our environment protected, but --
19    and I'd like to take my family with me.  And as they have
20    gotten a little bit older, they are searching for
21    opportunities to make a living in this state and stay in
22    this state.  I've already seen my grandkids and daughter
23    and husband move to Anchorage because it's a cheaper place
24    to live as far as energy goes.  It makes me pretty sad.
25              And I'm hoping things like the offshore drilling
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 1    opportunities will possibly not only bring my grandkids
 2    back, but keep other people's grandkids and family here in
 3    Fairbanks and see our economy grow soundly here in
 4    Fairbanks because it is getting harder and harder.
 5              I've got a good job.  My wife has a good job.
 6    But I see more and more people every day not have a
 7    good-paying job.  Some of the jobs that are produced on
 8    the North Slope -- I might as well say it now.  I hope
 9    when and if this sale goes through, that Shell and any
10    other company that has an opportunity to drill up there
11    looks at people in this room, talk to Tim Sharp or anybody
12    down at the unemployment office, and hires Alaskans
13    because we will help you protect our Arctic Ocean, our
14    shoreline, and our fish and polar bears.  People that
15    don't have a stake in our land may not.
16              So I would urge you to put that in your study
17    that Alaskans be hired during the drilling and the process
18    of bringing that oil to shore or on tankers, or however
19    that's proposed.  It's Alaskans that are doing that work.
20              Thank you again for your time.
21                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Jay.  Next is
22    John Plutt, followed by Jessica LeClair.
23                    MR. JOHN PLUTT:  Thank you for the
24    opportunity to comment today.  My name is John Plutt, and
25    I have lived in Fairbanks for almost 50 years.  I have
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 1    worked in the construction industry for about 30 years.
 2    And a lot of that work was -- many years were on the North
 3    Slope.
 4              Lease Sale 193 is a very important component to
 5    help spur our economy and provide Alaskans with
 6    good-paying jobs.  The ongoing delay in Alaska OCS
 7    development is a concern not only to me and Alaska, but
 8    also on the national level as well.  Cost of living in
 9    Alaska is not going down, and I believe we must promote
10    more oil and gas development in our state.  Every year the
11    EPA issues useable permits across the country, but when it
12    comes to Alaska, the time frame in which permits are
13    issued are drastically increased.  This is unacceptable
14    and we need prompt action to help move Alaska forward.
15              OCS production will help bolster TAPS, which is
16    now operating at about one-third capacity.  Alaska needs
17    to move forward at a faster pace and increase development
18    of our oil and gas resources.  This development will
19    create good-paying jobs for Alaskans who live here and
20    want to remain in Alaska.
21              Again, OCS is vital to economic prosperity, and
22    I urge you to support permit lease 193 for responsible
23    development.  Thank you.
24                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, John.
25    Jessica, followed by Jim Laiti.  The floor is yours.
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 1                    MS. LECLAIR:  Good evening.  Is this okay?
 2    Thank you for the opportunity to speak this evening.  Our
 3    discussions tonight would not be complete if we didn't
 4    talk about why we were actually here.  The Arctic is
 5    opening up to petroleum exploration efforts undoubtedly
 6    because of global climate change.  Rising temperatures
 7    have given the perception that the Arctic region is a more
 8    hospitable -- is more hospitable to drilling operations.
 9    Significant reductions in sea ice cover are tantalizingly
10    exposing possible petroleum resources in the circumpolar
11    north.
12              In a sense, here tonight at least, it seems that
13    global climate change, caused by the combustion of fossil
14    fuels, is bringing about opportunity, though I would like
15    to stress that this is a temporary opportunity, at best.
16              At what cost are we willing to go after this
17    opportunity?  Along with the reduction in sea ice, climate
18    change is bringing about many other changes to our global
19    system.  Along with the long-term changes to ecosystems,
20    the warming climate is marked by increased occurrences of
21    extreme weather events, and these events cause serious
22    loss of life and property, along with longstanding
23    regional impacts that are challenging to overcome.
24              The National Climatic Data Center of the
25    National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration reports
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 1    that since 1980 there have been over 725 billion dollars
 2    in damages accrued from weather-related disasters.  And as
 3    stated by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, a
 4    consortium of scientists around the globe, weather-related
 5    disasters are certainly on the rise.  We can see this in
 6    the news every single day.
 7              We are all sitting in this room because of
 8    climate change.  We cannot disagree that this is not
 9    happening.  You are proposing to drill because the Arctic
10    waters are finally opening up somewhat to allow rigs.  We
11    cannot merely look at what, at least to the petroleum
12    industry, seems beneficial, but we must also see the
13    negative impacts of climate change.
14              Increased extreme weather events are just one
15    drop in the bucket of impacts associated with global
16    climate change.  Others include ocean acidification which
17    kills once bountiful marine habitats; changes to the
18    hydrologic cycle resulting from increased floods and
19    droughts; significant alteration of species distribution
20    and health; the melting of permafrost, which undermines
21    valuable built infrastructure, some of which are needed
22    for this project, like the road systems and the
23    Trans-Alaska Pipeline.  And the list goes on from there.
24              Perhaps the perverse decision to use the impacts
25    of rampant fossil fuel use as a way to increase production
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 1    of the very source of the problem should be reconsidered,
 2    or at least more thought out.  A report released today by
 3    the USGS states the need for developing a better
 4    understanding of the effects of climate change on
 5    physical, biological, and social conditions, as well as
 6    resource management strategies in the Arctic.  Once
 7    completed, these should be included in this environmental
 8    impact statement.
 9              Further, the impact of greenhouse emissions
10    resulting from the consequence of Lease Sale 193 --
11    Further, the impacts of greenhouse gas emissions resulting
12    from the 1,000,000 barrels of oil and 2.25 trillion cubic
13    feet of natural gas forecasted to be produced as a
14    consequence of Lease Sale 193 should also be included in
15    this document.
16              In addition, proof of adequate spill response
17    measures must be included in the SEIS.  If these
18    considerations cannot be met, this project should advance
19    no further.  I am 24 years old and today you are debating
20    my future and the future of my children and theirs to
21    come.
22              Please, please act responsibly and think of the
23    world you are going to leave behind to us, to Joseph, to
24    everyone in here.  And thank you very much.
25                    MR. JIM LAITI:  My name is Jim Laiti.  I
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 1    live at Ester on the Old Nenana Highway, and I have been
 2    here my entire life.  I work construction.  I have been
 3    fortunate enough to make a pretty good living over the
 4    years.  I worked in the construction industry prior to the
 5    development on the North Slope and the construction of the
 6    Alaska pipeline.  I remember -- I worked at many villages:
 7    Nome, Nuiqsut, Anaktuvuk, Barrow, and some others.  And I
 8    know what it was like in those villages prior to the oil
 9    development, and I saw what the income from developing our
10    resources here in the state brought to those villages in
11    water and sewer systems, schools, some regional hospitals
12    and clinics.  It's been a real boon for the state.
13              I know in the construction industry when I
14    started, we were lucky to get five or six months, and then
15    you were to your own devices.  Many people left, had to go
16    somewhere else to make ends meet during the winter.  I
17    have been fortunate enough to raise family here.  My
18    brothers, my father, our whole family benefited from the
19    work that we found here.  As others have said, funded
20    health care programs.  Both my kids were born by cesarian
21    section.  I can't imagine trying to pay for that in this
22    day or age, either -- socially we pay for it somehow.  But
23    I have also got two grandsons now.  My whole family lives
24    here.
25              The protection of the environment here is
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 1    critical, you know, in my opinion, and I think everybody
 2    in this room would not argue about that.  We don't want
 3    any oil spill to the ocean.  What happened in the Gulf, I
 4    followed that very closely, and from my -- what I saw, I
 5    mean it was clearly human failure, you know, from all that
 6    I read.  Of course, the courts will finalize that at some
 7    point, but I think a very large oil spill, you know, that
 8    term that we have here, is important to prepare for
 9    something like that, but I think the real key is to
10    prevent an oil spill from ever happening.  From what we
11    learned in the Gulf, we have got the capability to do
12    that, and that's what we need to work for.
13              Clearly, you know, we are very dependent on oil
14    development, on the petrochemical industry.  All of us in
15    this room.  Look here, you know, the lights in the room,
16    the fans in here running, those are provided mostly by
17    coal.  We can do better than that.  The energy in the room
18    here, if everybody put that energy into developing natural
19    gas, that would be much better.
20              Renewable energy, certainly we have to go there
21    and maximize that.  I agree with that.  But in the
22    meantime, I'm supportive of the OCS development.  We need
23    to do it in the very best way that we can to ensure that
24    there is not any damage to our environment here.  And the
25    jobs -- I diverted from my prepared remarks, and those
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 1    were my comments.
 2              But I also represent the pipefitters here, Local
 3    375.  Many of our folks have worked to develop the
 4    projects on the North Slope and the Trans-Alaska Pipeline.
 5    Also I serve as the President of the Alaska Petroleum
 6    Joint Crafts Council.  We work about a million-and-a-half
 7    hours, our folks do, maintaining the Trans-Alaska Pipeline
 8    system.  I've seen the benefit that it's brought to
 9    workers and families.  It's incredible here, what
10    difference it's made here in the state.
11              And I would just like to say that, you know, if
12    there is no further development -- you know, I
13    [indiscernible] the idea where the crude oil is going to
14    come from.  If it doesn't come from Alaska, there still
15    will be demand.  I talked to a welder on Monday that spent
16    time in the Middle East, and he talked about what -- what
17    a lack of focus there was on safety, on quality, and
18    especially disregard for environmental in the developments
19    that he was around.
20              At least here, like others have commented, we
21    have the freedom for our environmental community to come
22    out here, our locals that live along the coast to comment.
23    And I think that's very important.  So I think we have got
24    to find the best way for the solutions and the situation
25    that we are in now.
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 1              And that concludes my comments.  Thank you guys
 2    for coming here to Fairbanks.  I appreciate that.
 3                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, John.
 4    Zebulon Woodman.  I hope I'm pronouncing that correctly.
 5    And following -- the next will be Sharon Alden.
 6                    MR. ZEBULON WOODMAN:  Hi.  My name is
 7    Zebulon Woodman.  I've lived in Alaska all my life.  I'm
 8    third generation union laborer, third generation working
 9    in the oil field in Prudhoe Bay.  I believe we should
10    drill in the OCS and the Chukchi Sea.  With the economic
11    crisis in our nation, we have a responsibility to develop
12    domestic fields and try to free ourselves from the grip of
13    foreign oil.  In Alaska we need to create jobs.  We need
14    to refill the Trans-Alaska Pipeline, which many people
15    have stated is running at one-third of capacity.  We have
16    a chance to safely drill in the OCS while protecting our
17    environment.
18              My family and my children here, we eat fish.  We
19    fish in Chitina.  We fish in all the rivers up here.  We
20    eat moose, shrimp, halibut.  We want to protect the
21    environment.  I want my children to grow up hunting and
22    fishing up here, eating off the land.  And so even though
23    we have a chance to drill, we can do it in a safe manner.
24    We need -- Alaska needs a sustainable supply of oil,
25    natural gas, and jobs.  We can drill, protect the
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 1    environment for our children and future generations.
 2              Please affirm the lease and allow drilling.
 3    That's it for my comments.  Thank you.
 4                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Zebulon.
 5    Sharon Alden followed by Paul Tengan.  Sharon, the floor
 6    is yours.
 7                    MS. SHARON ALDEN:  I'm Sharon Alden, 159
 8    Nevin Road, Fairbanks, Alaska 99712.  And I'd like to
 9    first say thank you for the opportunity to speak.
10              We've talked a lot about costs and economics and
11    jobs.  What I want to say is that cleanups are costly.
12    The cost to the environment in the case of a disaster or a
13    very large oil spill are incalculable.  We cannot fathom
14    what the real costs are to the environment, to the
15    animals, to the -- to the systems, to the people who are
16    relying on the environment for their subsistence.  But the
17    costs of the cleanup of a spill are a little bit less
18    incalculable.  We can calculate those, and those are huge,
19    what it would cost to our economy, to our -- to clean up a
20    very large oil spill in the Arctic.
21              We have seen that even without big
22    headline-worthy disasters, there have been many small
23    spills up on the Slope, small, medium, and large.  And
24    these -- these have been caused by accidents and
25    negligence, deferred maintenance, letting things go.  And
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 1    we still don't know how to clean up oil in the icy waters,
 2    and especially in the type of weather that occurs in that
 3    part of the Arctic Ocean.  And I do believe that we have a
 4    lot of know-how to do things right, to do things
 5    environmentally safely.  But having it and doing it are
 6    different things, we have seen.
 7              I'm going to make sure that I comment on
 8    deferred maintenance.  Things that are supposed to be done
 9    end up not getting done and then, yes, there are always
10    the human errors.  And it would be nice to have the boom,
11    but if you want a boom, we will get a mini boom if we have
12    a spill in the Arctic Ocean.  We will have an economic
13    boom for the support of those operations, supporting the
14    workers to go and clean, transportation, food, lodging.
15    That will probably be mainly out of Anchorage, though, and
16    not Fairbanks.
17              That was -- that was really what I want to say,
18    that the costs in the event of a spill will be greater
19    than we can imagine and environmentally incalculable.  And
20    financially it will be calculable, but it will also be
21    huge.  Thank you.
22                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Sharon.  Next
23    is Paul Tengan, followed by Paloma Garcia.  Paul?  Okay.
24    I'm going to put the card back here in case he just
25    stepped out for a minute.  Paloma Garcia.  Did I pronounce
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 1    that correctly?
 2                    MS. PALOMA GARCIA:  Paloma.
 3                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  I got close.  The floor
 4    is yours.
 5                    MS. PALOMA GARCIA:  My name is Paloma
 6    Garcia.  And tonight we have heard a lot of mention about
 7    the oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico.  So I want to revisit
 8    what happened last year while we speak about drilling in
 9    the Arctic Ocean.  On April 20, 2010, BP's Deepwater
10    Horizon well exploded in the Gulf of Mexico and caused the
11    largest accidental marine oil spill in the history of the
12    petroleum industry.  The oil spill flowed for three
13    months, and it caused damages to the environment that will
14    take decades or even centuries to repair.
15              During the three months, 205.8 million gallons
16    of crude oil leaked from the Deepwater Horizon well.  And
17    according to a NOAA report, about half or more of the oil
18    leaked into the Gulf remains on or below the Gulf's
19    surface in a dissolved or dispersed form.  665 miles of
20    coastline along Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Florida,
21    and Texas got contaminated by oil.  The people living in
22    the coasts were exposed to chemical poisoning that
23    affected their health.  And according to the Fish &
24    Wildlife Service, Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill Response
25    Report released in April 2011, 8,233 birds, 1,150 sea
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 1    turtles and 170 mammals have been affected or killed by
 2    the oil spill.  And these numbers are just of the
 3    carcasses that are found.  So in real life there are way
 4    more.
 5              So now imagine if an oil spill happens in the
 6    Chukchi Sea.  And according to the EIS, there is a 27 to
 7    54 percent chance of a large spill from the drill platform
 8    at the Chukchi Sea that it can happen.  The cold
 9    temperatures, the low visibility, the extended periods of
10    darkness, the broken sea ice and the high winds that are
11    as strong as hurricanes will make any oil spill much
12    harder to control, and therefore it will affect the
13    environment in a much more devastating way.
14              Shell Oil claims to have more rigorous response
15    plans, but they are not field tested.  There should not be
16    oil drilling in the Chukchi Sea or anywhere else until
17    there is proven technology capable of cleaning up a spill
18    effectively.
19              The Chukchi Sea of the Arctic Ocean is one of
20    the wildest and most biologically diverse seas left in the
21    world.  If an oil spill was to happen there, it would
22    affect the health and life of the Inupiat community that
23    lives on the coast, and it would cause irreversible
24    damages to polar bears, endanger bowhead and beluga
25    whales, gray and finback whales, Pacific walrus, and any
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 1    migratory birds.
 2              What we decide to do now will affect the Arctic
 3    Ocean forever.  And just as Jessica and Sam and Joseph ask
 4    you to think about their future, I'm 22 years old, and I'm
 5    asking you to think about my future, as well, and to keep
 6    the Chukchi Sea as wild and biodiverse as it is now.
 7              Thank you very much.
 8                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.  Next is
 9    Daniel Lum, followed by Carolyn Kremers.  Daniel, the
10    floor is yours.
11                    MR. DANIEL LUM:  (Inupiaq.)  I've not been
12    compelled to get up in front of politics like this before.
13    I was reading a paper this week and seeing all these
14    things that are developing, and I hear both sides.  I
15    mean, I understand jobs.  People need jobs.  But at what
16    cost?
17              I should be talking to you guys.  Never mind
18    these guys.
19              You can't set an oil boom.  You can't set an oil
20    boom in the ice floe.  You can't.  Bottom line, you can't
21    set an oil boom in the ice floe.  I'll repeat it one more
22    time.  You cannot set an oil boom in the ice floe.  I hear
23    these people talking zero percent potential of oil spill,
24    fantasizing about fear.
25              Why do you think my people are so united against
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 1    this development?  Because for thousands of years we have
 2    existed on this ice.  For thousands of years we understand
 3    these ice floes.  We understand the power behind it.  We
 4    have a phenomenon known as evu where certain ocean
 5    currents and wind currents, a big plate of ice push a
 6    second plate onto shore and wipe it clean, clean, killing
 7    everybody.
 8              And in the turn of the century, a man came to
 9    Barrow named Charles Brower, wrote a book called 50 Years
10    Below Zero.  He described this event.  He was inland
11    hunting geese or something, and he heard this thunder,
12    this deep thunder.  And the ice came up onshore and wiped
13    out and killed a dozen people.  And it happened
14    instantaneously.  Granted, that doesn't happen very often,
15    but it happens.  It happens.
16              I heard the guy from Shell come up here and talk
17    about, you know, technology and safety, all that.  We have
18    the CEO of all of Shell come to Barrow, come to our
19    village.  He came and seen the Chukchi Sea.  He's seen our
20    culture, the way that we live.  And I think it was
21    November or December.  I was reading in the paper.  John
22    someone -- I don't know -- but he came on my tour.  I got
23    to spend about eight hours with him.  He doesn't support
24    drilling anymore in the ocean.  This is the head of --
25    he's retired a couple years, but this is the head of
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 1    Shell.  He's saying no.
 2              Well, considering that we have not just evu, the
 3    big ice flowing up onto the shore, on a social level I
 4    took a class from my accredited community college in
 5    Barrow for my sociology.  One of the concepts that stuck
 6    with us is when the primary developers of the resources
 7    are from not -- not from the area, only social problems
 8    ensues.  And that's been traditional of what's happened
 9    since oil came up.  I hear about clinics and schools, and
10    I'm grateful for that stuff, but at what cost?
11    Environmental catastrophe.
12              They cannot set an oil boom, by the way.  They
13    cannot set an oil boom, by the way.  Sorry.  I'm a
14    realist.  The ice is unforgivable.  It's unforgivable.
15    The power of the ice, I have boated from Barrow to Point
16    Hope, all in between there.  Twice I've come close to
17    losing my life with experienced people.  The ice is
18    unforgivable.  It's treacherous.
19              They have this zero percent potential of oil
20    spill, 60,000 jobs, we are all fantasizing about fear.  My
21    people know what's going to happen.  We understand the
22    ocean.  This development is going to be a catastrophe.
23    It's going to be -- you guys don't understand the power of
24    the ice.  You don't understand the power of the Arctic.  I
25    mean, it's -- it's lucky that these offshore islands so
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 1    far have not created a catastrophe.  I challenge the oil
 2    companies.  I challenge you guys to enforce and challenge
 3    the oil companies to practice inside a boom in flowing
 4    ice.  You need two Russian icebreakers and a million
 5    pounds of titanium boom to even come close to that.  It's
 6    impossible.  You cannot set a boom in flowing ice.  You
 7    can't.
 8              I heard one of these other guys talk, mistakes
 9    happen.  Yeah, mistakes happen.  Look who -- you guys are
10    here, and everybody benefits here.  But a mistake happens
11    in our water, it's our whole way of life.  Let's look at
12    what happens on page 252, if you guys would open.  You
13    don't have to.  Let me just read a few up here, what would
14    happen.  Very large oil spill, which is feasible with all
15    these giant ice floes.  Number one, displacement; number
16    two, undesirability for use from contamination or
17    perceived tainting; three, reduced numbers due to species
18    deflection from oil; four, increased risk of costs --
19    increased risk or cost of the subsistence effort due to
20    having to travel further.
21              A very large oil spill would affect polar bear
22    hunting and sealing, bird hunting, sealing, whaling and
23    the ocean netting of fish.  This next page it says in
24    here -- I want you guys to listen to this carefully
25    because this is the most important thing I've read in this
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 1    book.  An oil spill affecting any part of the migration
 2    route of the bowhead whale could taint this resource that
 3    is culturally pivotal to the subsistence lifestyle.
 4              You have our entire way of life in your hands,
 5    and you want to gamble it away in treacherous sea ice
 6    conditions so that we can sustain an economy, enrich oil
 7    companies.
 8              I don't think the tradeoff is there:  Jobs,
 9    catastrophe.  Jobs -- oh, technology, it's safe, it's all
10    safe.  That's what I hear, technology, technology,
11    technology.  Yeah, we see technology.  Look at the Gulf of
12    Mexico.  Look at all these spills on the North Slope.  I
13    mean, we've got this degrading old pipeline system; you
14    want to pump just millions more barrels through it out of
15    this sensitive area, which is completely dangerous.  It's
16    ridiculous.  This is -- this is a catastrophe waiting to
17    happen.
18              If you guys allow this, your Administration
19    allows this, you will live with the legacy of putting this
20    whole way of life, this whole ecosystem at jeopardy.  This
21    is the biggest mistake in the world.  This is a sensitive
22    area.  The power of the ice is unforgivable.  I hate to
23    see this happen.
24              I've never came up like this publicly.  I feel
25    moved to do this, compelled.
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 1              Another thing that concerns me is
 2    biomagnification, the concentration of toxins through the
 3    trophic levels.  We are at the top of the food chain, us
 4    and killer whales and polar bears.  Well, we eat the polar
 5    bears, so we are technically on the top.  Marine mammal
 6    blubber is essential to our absence of vegetables and
 7    fruits.  It provides us with the minerals.  That's how I
 8    stay so trim.
 9              But we are going to lose all of that in the
10    Chukchi.  Yeah, you roll your eyes, but I'll tell you
11    what, your way of life is not on the line.  When I heard
12    this guy talking from North Pole, I was visualizing what
13    if a bunch of Eskimos came to Chena Lakes and we found
14    this wonderful resource in Chena Lakes, and we needed jobs
15    and we -- it's not in your backyard, so it doesn't matter.
16              But it is in our backyard.  It's our way of
17    life.  It's our whole way of life.  It's our whole way of
18    life.  You can't set an oil boom in flowing ice.  You
19    can't.  This is a disaster.  There will be no way to
20    contain it, anything.  They can't do it.  They simply
21    can't do it.  We are waiting for a catastrophe.  You can't
22    set an oil boom in flowing ice.
23                    MS. CAROLYN KREMERS:  My name is Carolyn
24    Kremers.  I live at 1191 South Farm Court, which is off of
25    Chena Ridge.  First of all, I appreciate the comments that
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 1    Daniel just made.  And it happens that I might follow up
 2    on that.
 3              First I want to tell you I'm a writer.  I write
 4    poetry and literary nonfiction, and I teach at the
 5    University of Alaska Fairbanks.  I have lived in Alaska 25
 6    years this October.  I came here originally to teach in a
 7    Yup'ik Eskimo village on the coast of the Bering Sea in a
 8    very remote, small village of 330 traditional Eskimos.
 9    They are not Inupiat like Daniel.  They are the Yup'ik.
10    They were a little bit further south on the Bering Sea.
11              But I have spent time very close to the Chukchi
12    working at Port Clarence, which is on a little teeny
13    little spit of land on your map just south of Wales, which
14    is on the Chukchi.  I wonder if you would be willing to
15    turn to page B28 in the EIS report.  And maybe you could
16    look at the map and -- because I want to briefly talk
17    about two things:  The scale that we are talking about
18    here in Alaska in the Chukchi Sea, and also my sense of
19    maybe a lack of realism in the EIS statement as it's
20    amended.  And I'll bring this to a couple of pages in
21    particular in a second.
22              So if you look at the map, it's a nice map.  It
23    shows the whole Chukchi Sea.  It shows the coast of
24    Alaska, the area for the lease sales, and Russia.  If you
25    look at the bottom left, you can see the Bering Strait.
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 1    It's marked in green.  That's about 30 miles between
 2    Russia and the U.S.  Wales, where I lived, on Port
 3    Clarence and for a summer I worked on a construction crew
 4    there, is just a little bit south.  It's on the map.  You
 5    can see that spit of land at the very -- underneath that
 6    Bering Strait, that teeny little thing that is sticking
 7    out is where I lived.
 8              In comparison to that spit of land, this area
 9    where the lease sales is is huge.  It's huge.  But I can
10    say that living on that spit, when I arrived, the whole
11    thing was surrounded by ice.  I went there to do
12    construction at a Coast Guard station, a Loran Coast Guard
13    station.
14              And when we arrived, the whole thing was frozen.
15    There were literally several hundred seals.  You could see
16    them from the shore.  With binoculars you could count them
17    sitting on that ice.  It was spectacular.  It was amazing.
18    The head of the construction project for the Coast Guard
19    was frustrated because, of course, they couldn't do all
20    the work they did.  They couldn't get the barge in there
21    with the supplies with all that ice.  They had to wait
22    until it would go out.  It would hold up the crew, cost
23    money.  His solution, he said -- one day I heard him say
24    this:  We should just blow up all that ice, just set off a
25    bomb and blow it up so we can get the barge in here.
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 1              Well, I kind of laughed.  I didn't say anything,
 2    but I knew that he half believed that that could be done
 3    without consequence.  Of course he wouldn't do it.  He
 4    didn't have the power to do it.  But my sense from living
 5    there was, yeah, that ice, it's amazing, it's powerful,
 6    and I lived there in the summer.  But I also lived in that
 7    Yup'ik Eskimo village for two years year-round.  And I saw
 8    what it's like in the winter, what those winds can be
 9    like, what that ice, how it moves in and out.  One day you
10    would have a clear day; the next day we get totally
11    covered in ice, or maybe not even the next day; within a
12    few hours.  Huge winds which have been described earlier
13    tonight.
14              The weather conditions are -- they are very
15    humbling, as people have said.  They are humbling.  They
16    are not predictable.  And as Jessica pointed out
17    earlier -- very eloquently, I thought.  This is only going
18    to become more -- we have climate change happening.  These
19    weather conditions are going to become bigger and more
20    unpredictable.  So we have a lot to think about here.
21              And I just want to say that I feel it's very
22    important.  If people are -- in Washington, D.C., are
23    making decisions about the Arctic, which they have never
24    lived in, never visited, and maybe even never seen even
25    from an airplane, they need to be very respectful and very
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 1    careful, and they need to pay attention to every bit of
 2    information they can get in order to make informed
 3    decisions.
 4              Now, I understand the purpose tonight, from what
 5    you all said at the introduction, was that one thing you
 6    really want is for us to think about this EIS statement
 7    and see whether it seems adequate now that it has been
 8    revised or whether it still is not adequate.  That seemed
 9    to be the main purpose of these hearings.
10                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Correct.
11                    MS. CAROLYN KREMERS:  So I'm glad -- we
12    can't ever really probably avoid hearing opinions about
13    whether people support drilling and oil and gas
14    development in the Arctic Ocean and Chukchi Sea or maybe
15    the Beaufort Sea later, who knows.  You know, there are
16    people for, there are people against; but it seems to me
17    that's a big issue.  I mean, we are going to hear about
18    that because these things are all interrelated.  We can't
19    think about an EIS statement without thinking about what
20    is it for.
21              So I appreciate all the comments that we have
22    made tonight and I hope they have been helpful to you.
23    But as far as the EIS statement goes, I did want to point
24    out that the maps do show, if you can hear from the people
25    who live there, how very huge this area is.  When we look
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 1    at how close Russia is, 30 miles away at the Bering
 2    Strait, and how far, how much huger that area is where the
 3    oil and -- where the lease sales are, then if we think
 4    about what it says in here about the part that you said
 5    needed to be added, one part, you said you got 150,000
 6    public comments about, was the desire, the theme thing
 7    that you noticed was that people needed to look at what
 8    about a large oil spill, what might happen.
 9              So I didn't have a lot of time tonight, but I
10    looked at some of the pages.  And I just want to go --
11    especially, I think, following up on what Daniel just said
12    to page 135 and 136.  And just briefly look at those, if
13    you can keep thinking about what it's really like out
14    there.
15              So it says here -- this is from Chapter 4,
16    environmental consequences and Section 4E, effects of a
17    very large oil spill, this is just a little section.  It's
18    less than a page -- or maybe it's a page, Levels of
19    Recovery and Cleanup Activities.  I just want to read a
20    few of these sentences.  And I think everyone in here who
21    has been to the Arctic -- as you saw that's quite a few
22    people -- can picture this.  You could probably have
23    another conversation going on in your head as you think
24    about these sentences.  And I'm just going to read a few
25    and comment at the end about them, and then I'll be done.
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 1              It says -- so I'm at that part right near the
 2    bottom, Levels of Recovery and Cleanup Activities.  "The
 3    levels of activities required to apply the techniques
 4    described above are dependent on the specific timing and
 5    location of a spill.  As weather, ice and logistical
 6    considerations allow, the number of vessels and responders
 7    would increase exponentially as a spill continues.  The
 8    levels of activities described below are reasonable
 9    estimates provided as a basis for analysis."
10                    So take a look at the things that are
11    listed below.  The first one, between five and ten staging
12    areas would be established.  If you look at the map, where
13    would those staging areas be if it's very far from the
14    shore?  The second one, about 15 to 20 large skimming
15    vessels could be used in offshore areas.  It lists some of
16    the vessels, including other barges from Prudhoe Bay and
17    vessels from Cook Inlet and Prince William Sound.  Those
18    of us who live here know that those places are quite far.
19    It would take, even in good weather, a while for any
20    vessels to get up to where we are talking about.  But of
21    course, if you have ice and bad weather, they probably
22    could get there.
23              The third one, thousands of responders.  This
24    one is very interesting, I think.  Thousands of responders
25    from industry, federal government, private entities, could
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 1    assist spill response and cleanup efforts as the spill
 2    progresses.  Weather permitting, roughly 300 to 400
 3    skimming, booming and lightering vessels could be used in
 4    areas closer to shore.  Did I mention 300 to 400 vessels
 5    closer to shore and thousands of people helping?
 6              But when you live here and you have lived in the
 7    Bush or in any of these remote areas, you just -- you have
 8    a sense of it's not that simple.  I mean, you have to get
 9    those people there.  You have got to get that equipment
10    there.  You have got to have food to feed them.  It's
11    really hard for us to describe this to people who have
12    never been in the Bush in Alaska for you to even
13    understand.  As someone said, there are no roads.  But not
14    only that, there are not airstrips that can -- later it
15    mentions airplanes and helicopters that could come.
16    That's over on page 136, the second to last bullet.
17              Dozens of planes and helicopters.  Dozens of
18    planes and helicopters would fly over the spill area,
19    including impacted coastal areas.  Existing airport
20    facilities along the Arctic coast would be used to support
21    these aircraft.  And it lists airports, again, that not
22    only are far away, like Kotzebue and Barrow, and then
23    smaller ones that are not capable of having any large
24    aircraft land there.
25              Many of these, the biggest thing that can land
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 1    is a Beaver, and in many cases just Cessnas and smaller
 2    airplanes land.  These are often airstrips in these
 3    smaller places that don't have lights or they have very
 4    few lights.  They are not easy to keep open when you have
 5    blowing snow.
 6              And then we have that whole aspect of darkness.
 7    I know it's hard to imagine, especially because you are
 8    here right after the solstice, the longest day of the
 9    year.  Well, it's the opposite in the winter.  It's dark.
10    And in the Arctic Circle where we are talking about, above
11    the Arctic Circle, it's dark all the time.  The sun
12    doesn't rise.  So we are talking not only about not being
13    able to get equipment and people and vessels and aircraft
14    there; we are talking about the conditions.  Not only can
15    we not get it there, but we also are dealing with the
16    weather.
17              So I just -- I just wanted to say I didn't get
18    to look at a lot of this yet, but the part I looked at is
19    not realistic.  And it's -- it's just not accurate.  And
20    you know, I don't know if you need people to look at every
21    section of this and see, but it would be good to have some
22    people who live in Alaska, who live here and know this
23    place, maybe help if you need it to be better.
24              I think it's especially important because you
25    did say that this will be used to decide whether to
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 1    reaffirm the sale, whether to modify it, or whether to
 2    cancel it.  It's an important document, and I really
 3    appreciate the chance that you gave us in Fairbanks to
 4    talk about it.  Thanks.
 5                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Carolyn.
 6    Next is Jerry Walker, followed by, I believe it's David
 7    Valentine.  In the meantime, Jerry, the floor is yours.
 8                    MR. JERRY WALKER:  A very hardy welcome,
 9    Director Kendall, to you and your associates.  We
10    appreciate you coming to Fairbanks to solicit our input.
11    I have provided some written testimony.
12              My name is Jerry Walker.  I live in Bluebird
13    Subdivision, Fairbanks 99709.  Lease Sale 193 should be
14    affirmed as held in 2008.  I think the revised draft
15    supplemental environmental impact statement more than
16    adequately addresses concerns of the Outer Continental
17    Shelf oil and gas Lease Sale 193 Chukchi Sea, Alaska.
18              The revised draft SEIS now includes extensive
19    analysis of the environmental impact of natural gas
20    development, the inclusion of additional what had been
21    perceived as incomplete, missing or unavailable
22    information, and does include analysis of a hypothetical
23    very large oil spill scenario.  I believe this report,
24    including the various appendices, now provides sufficient
25    scientific data and analysis and a very strong basis for
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 1    the Secretary of the Interior to make an informed decision
 2    on which to affirm Lease Sale 193.
 3              Director Kendall, I urge you to provide your
 4    recommendation to Secretary Salazar to expeditiously
 5    accept the revised report and affirm the lease.  I believe
 6    sufficient safeguards will be in place to conduct
 7    responsible activities with the respective accountable
 8    parties in the area.  I appreciate and respect the very
 9    extreme caution exercised to get us to this point.
10              With this accomplished, I am compelled to remind
11    all those with ability to move this process forward that
12    our national security has been and will continue to be not
13    only at risk, but will continue to erode until affirmation
14    of the lease is completed and responsible implementation
15    of an excellent plan commences.
16              Please expeditiously accept the report and
17    recommend affirmation of Lease Sale 193.  Thank you for
18    your good work.
19                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  David, followed by Jane
20    Ransdell.
21                    MR. DAVID VALENTINE:  Thank you.  Thanks
22    for coming to Alaska and Fairbanks in particular and
23    listening to us.  I appreciate your coming here.
24              I just wanted to make a very simple point.  I
25    have been hearing -- I didn't come with prepared remarks,
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 1    but I have been hearing benefits, got lots of really cool
 2    benefits that would come from this.  And then I hear
 3    impacts.  We have got lots of really scary impacts that
 4    could happen.  How do we compare those?
 5              The traditional way that natural resource
 6    managers compare benefits and impacts is to look at risk.
 7    And that is the probability of an event multiplied by its
 8    potential impacts.  And I know you guys know that, but
 9    it's important to sort of bear that in mind.
10              Well, the problem is that human beings are
11    really lousy at estimating probabilities, with all due
12    respect, because I know you have included estimates of
13    probabilities in your draft EIS, but we are pretty bad at
14    doing that.  So what do we do?
15              Let me take a step back from that and just sort
16    of note that in the wake of the attacks of September 11th,
17    what happened to the airline industry?  Well, it really
18    suffered a lot.  Why?  Because people who traveled
19    suddenly traveled by car because they perceived that as
20    safer.
21              Now, all of the actuarial tables, even knowing
22    that -- even in light of the attacks of September 11th,
23    indicated that air traffic was still far safer than travel
24    by car, yet people chose to travel by car because they
25    perceived incorrectly the probability of having something
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 1    bad happen.
 2              So we are lousy at assessing probabilities, but
 3    nevertheless, that's what we need to do is to be able to
 4    come up with a reasonable way of estimating and
 5    understanding the probability.
 6              The second point that I wanted to make is that
 7    if we take the mid-point of the probabilities that have
 8    been suggested at about 40 percent, let's say -- okay.
 9    Let's sort of imagine that you have a potential of having
10    a job, and in this job you have a 40 percent chance over
11    the lifetime of the job that you are going to lose your
12    left arm.  Would you take that job?  Is that an acceptable
13    risk?  And I think most people in the room would say, no,
14    that's not an acceptable risk.  Well, okay.
15              If you -- and your -- if you take this job and
16    your neighbor has a 40 percent chance of losing his left
17    arm, would you take the job?  Well, that's where we get to
18    Dan's testimony there.  We are not talking about our left
19    arms, necessarily.  We are talking about their left arms.
20              So those are the two points that I wanted to
21    make.  One, probability is important and it's very
22    difficult to assess.  And second, let's remember who's --
23    who's really at risk.
24              Thank you.
25                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you very much,
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 1    David.  We have got Jane Ransdell, followed by Paul
 2    Tengan, if he's back in the room.  Jane, the floor is
 3    yours.
 4                    MS. JANE RANSDELL:  My name is Jane
 5    Ransdell, and I live at 607 Bullion Drive in Fairbanks
 6    99712.  I do not believe oil companies can effectively
 7    clean up an oil spill in the broken ice in severe
 8    conditions of the Chukchi Sea.  A spill would have a
 9    devastating effect on bird and fish and mammal life of
10    this area.  Some of these species are already showing
11    clear signs of significant stress.  The maintenance of the
12    populations of these species in this area is essential to
13    the subsistence lifestyle of the Inupiat people of the
14    Chukchi.  Allowing drilling in the Chukchi denies the
15    right of the Inupiat to continue their traditional way of
16    life because the eventual spill will severely degrade the
17    habitat of their traditional natural food source long
18    term.
19              Any significant spill in broken sea ice
20    conditions would be a worst-case discharge, too difficult
21    to clean up fast enough for survival of the wildlife in
22    the area.  Just too difficult to clean up.  Then what?
23    Apologies, regrets, blame shifting, compensations, chaos,
24    buyouts, cop-outs.  And what will that be worth?  Will
25    that make it right with the Inupiat people?  Will that
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 1    bring back the wildlife and reverse the damage?
 2              Drilling in the Chukchi Sea is not worth the
 3    risk of ruining the rich habitat of this incredible area.
 4    Thank you.
 5                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  The last card I have is
 6    Paul.  Paul Tengan come back in the room?  Okay.
 7              Now, one thing I'm very adamant about is that
 8    everybody has a chance to express their thoughts, their
 9    opinion, their comments.  We want to make this as
10    transparent as possible, and I want to make sure no one
11    leaves the room feeling they didn't have the chance to be
12    heard.  So is there anybody in the room that did not have
13    a chance, did not put a card in there that now feels,
14    well, maybe I do want to say something?  We are not going
15    anywhere until everybody here is satisfied they have had a
16    good say.  So please, if anybody would like to come up
17    here, you are more than welcome to.
18              This is very important to us.  We are not the
19    decisionmaker.  We want to make sure this is the best
20    possible document.  This is a revised draft.  A lot of
21    people are working on it.  NOAA has worked on it with us,
22    other federal agencies.  And I want to be able to say when
23    we go up to the Secretary --
24              Aha, now I'm a happy man.  Your name, sir.
25                    MR. TONY FERNANDEZ:  Yes.  I never talk on
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 1    the mike.  I get so nervous.  I get nervous when I talk
 2    through mikes.
 3                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Your name, sir?
 4                    MR. TONY FERNANDEZ:  Tony Fernandez.  I
 5    live one block from here, 177 7th Avenue.
 6              I listen to everybody talking over here, but to
 7    me it's gone to the government.  The federal government
 8    sold our leases in the ocean, not their lease.  I worked
 9    on Pump 5 for 21 years, and I retired.  Everybody talking
10    about jobs around here.  No, you don't need no jobs.  He's
11    talking about oil, crisis in oil.  There is no crisis in
12    oil.
13              It's 20 to 50 capping holes in Prudhoe Bay.  Why
14    you don't put that oil in the pipeline?  When I got over
15    there, we must push it in the pipeline 2,000,000 barrels a
16    day.  What is still there is 500- to 600,000 barrels.
17    Why?  Why the oil companies manipulate this well data?  To
18    keep the price high?  It's no good.  We pay the gallon of
19    oil over here real cheap when we get it from Kenai way
20    back before this pipeline pass by and we build the
21    refinery.
22              Right now we pay 4.60 is why it's killing me to
23    warm my house with this.  You see what I mean?  These guys
24    needs to push more oil and go over there and pump the
25    lines to these guys; punching, I think there's probably
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 1    about 20 or 50 holes already drilled in Prudhoe Bay.
 2              Why you want to go in the water, you know, for a
 3    big, you know, mess?  And like this guy was talking, you
 4    know [indiscernible], you see.  He's talking about this
 5    and that.  No, no, no, no, no.  Let's go to the real
 6    thing.  Go over there and drill in the ground, and you
 7    don't have no damage.  That's the bottom line.  Go over
 8    there to drill over there, that's dangerous.
 9              And he's talking about oil spill containment.
10    You can't contain oil.  I practice all the time in the
11    Yukon River, and if that line break right there and the
12    oil coming down, you cannot stop the oil.  The oil run all
13    the way to the ocean because the water is so dangerous.
14    You can't stop it over there.  We tried a pig about this
15    big with a boom, and he put that [indiscernible], you see.
16    That's why, you know, that's so dangerous.  That's why I
17    hear everybody talk about jobs and this and that.  No, no,
18    no.  You need to control this and drill in the ground.
19    There is plenty oil over there.
20              Look at last winter and the winter before; they
21    drilled two holes right there close to ANWR, went straight
22    down and went horizontal to steal the oil from ANWR.  Why
23    he don't put this oil to the land right now?  Why waiting?
24    They're just keeping the prices way high to do all this
25    drilling in the ocean.
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 1              Look at what happened in Louisiana.  You kill
 2    all the fish, all the -- everything is down, and the
 3    fishermen is way down.  You don't see no money.  Okay.
 4    Thank you.  Thank you very much.
 5                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you very much.
 6    You used the microphone well.  Okay.  I don't want to be a
 7    nag.  I'm sometimes accused of that.  I want to make sure
 8    everybody has a chance before I close it out.  Is there
 9    anybody else that would like to come up?  Going once,
10    going twice.  Do I have to tell a joke before I get to
11    three?  Because I really -- this is important to us, and I
12    want all the comments.
13              Well, with that, on behalf of the staff of
14    BOEMRE, or BOEMRE [pronunciation], as someone said with a
15    Cajun influence down in the Gulf, thank you very much for
16    coming tonight.  The document is on the Web.  We have
17    this.  We passed some of the big documents out.  Please go
18    through it.  If you fund things you think that needs to be
19    dealt with, if there is mistakes, if there something we
20    are missing, go to regs.gov.  The address is back there on
21    the chart.  And get us those comments.
22              This is a group effort.  I want to be able to
23    take the result and all the comments and take it and send
24    it upstairs and say this is everything you need to
25    consider before you make your decision.  So with that,
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 1    number three, thank you very much and have a nice evening.
 2               (Proceedings adjourned at 10:03 p.m.)
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 1                      REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE
 2              I, MARY A. VAVRIK, RMR, Notary Public in and for
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